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ABSTRACT 
Wisdom Editing in the Book of Psalms: Vocabulary, Themes, and Structures 
 
Steven Dunn, B.A., M.Div. 
 
Marquette University, 2009 
 
 
 This study examines the pervasive influence of post-exilic wisdom editors and writers in the 
shaping of the Psalter by analyzing the use of wisdom elements—vocabulary, themes, rhetorical 
devices, and parallels with other Ancient Near Eastern wisdom traditions.  I begin with an analysis 
and critique of the most prominent authors on the subject of wisdom in the Psalter, and expand 
upon previous research as I propose that evidence of wisdom influence is found in psalm titles, the 
structure of the Psalter, and among the various genres of psalms.  I find further evidence of wisdom 
influence in creation theology, as seen in Psalms 19, 33, 104, and 148, for which parallels are found 
in other A.N.E. wisdom texts.  In essence, in its final form, the entire Psalter reveals the work of 
scribes and teachers associated with post-exilic wisdom traditions or schools associated with the 
temple.  This expansive influence of wisdom sources results in part as a response to the failure of 
the Monarchy and subsequent reshaping of Israel’s theology and self-understanding.  In this context 
of foreign domination and failure of the Monarchy, the primacy of Torah and the kingship of YHWH 
are reasserted and emphasized.  Wisdom circles preserve and disseminate Torah as a guide for 
successful living in accord with God (Pss 1; 19A; 119); wisdom teaching pervades all aspects of life, 
as seen in the presence of wisdom elements in psalms of lament, thanksgiving, and praise.  Creation 
is a source of revelation and wisdom.  Among the most significant uses of wisdom teaching is the 
Psalter’s response to the suffering of the righteous, as seen especially in Psalms 37, 49, and 73.  I 
conclude by proposing that “wisdom traditions” encompass a variety of viewpoints and emphases, 
which reveals that these proposed wisdom editors and writers reflect diverse schools of thought.  
This diverse group of wisdom editors and writers finalized the shape and understanding of the 
Psalter in the post-exilic period. 
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Chapter One 
A Review and Critique of Key Scholars on the Topic of Wisdom Psalms, and an 
Outline of the Methodology Used in this Study 
 
 Introduction: An examination of the Psalter reveals the presence of elements of Israelite 
wisdom literature that reflect the importance of sages or “wisdom editors”—learned scribes 
connected with wisdom schools associated with the royal court and temple.  I propose that these 
wisdom editors are responsible for the post-exilic editing and finalization of the canonical Psalter.  By 
examining vocabulary, thematic elements, structural and rhetorical elements, and theological 
emphases, I shall show that the canonical Psalter in its final form is the product of a variety of scribes 
connected with post-exilic wisdom circles.  These scribes, however, present a diversity of wisdom 
emphases.  Wisdom elements in the Psalms include the traditional retribution theology found in 
Proverbs (e.g., Ps 1), the issue of theodicy—why a just God allows the innocent to suffer—as 
addressed in Job (e.g., Pss 49; 73), and reflections on the ephemeral nature of human existence as in 
Ecclesiastes (e.g., Psalm 39; 90); wisdom elements also occur in contexts of lament, the use of 
acrostic structures, numerical sayings, and wisdom-oriented vocabulary.  In addition, I view creation 
theology as an important and often overlooked aspect of Israelite wisdom literature—consider 
Proverbs 8; Job 38–41; and parallels in Ancient Near Eastern wisdom traditions—that plays an 
important role in the Psalter (e.g., Psalms 19A; 33; 104; 148).  In addition to specific “wisdom 
psalms,” various genres of psalms exhibit wisdom elements and interpolations that reveal the 
editorial work of these post-exilic sages.  
 I begin by analyzing the work of key writers on the topic of wisdom psalms, from the earlier 
form-critical and cultic emphases of Gunkel and Mowinckel to the more recent thematic, literary, 
canonical and theological emphasis in the works of scholars like Murphy, Brueggemann, Purdue, 
Wilson, Kuntz and others.  This survey and analysis is not meant to be exhaustive of every possible 
writer on the topic but focuses instead on the most influential, relevant, and important.  The 
following scholars have been both influential in my understanding of the category “wisdom psalms” 
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and have also produced the most extensive and relevant work on the topic.  My summary of their 
work naturally leads me to outline what emphases I look for in examining the category of wisdom 
psalms, wisdom elements within the Psalter, and the pertinent terminology in the Hebrew Psalter.  In 
addition to examining the work of other key scholars, I will offer my own interpretation and critique 
of their work, and conclude with an explanation of my methodology. 
Hermann Gunkel:  views wisdom psalms as arising from a later period which emphasized 
perception and reflection over the earlier lament and solemn poetry.  As Israelite wisdom was 
associated with sages who proclaimed wisdom teaching at the city gates, in wisdom schools, the 
home and marketplace, the original setting of the wisdom psalms was located outside that of most 
psalms.  Eventually, these poems entered the Psalter as unique individual compositions (e.g., Pss 37, 
49), or entered through the various genres which eventually were dominated by the wisdom theme.1  
By placing the development of wisdom psalms at a late period in the formation of the Psalter—he 
admits the issue of dating is of secondary importance to him2—argues well, in my view, for the 
concept of wisdom editors as highly influential in the final editing and formation of the canonical 
Psalter.   
For Gunkel, in the final stage of the development of psalmody, various collections were 
merged to form the Psalter after which (or I would argue, “during which”) the songs again were 
focused on public worship (cult).3  Unlike Mowinckel, who tends to view wisdom psalms as non-
cultic, Gunkel believes, correctly in my view, that these wisdom-oriented psalms were eventually used 
in the cult.  He includes Psalms 1, 37, 49, 73, 112, 127, 128, and 133 in this category. 
Gunkel’s views can be affirmed by examining the structure of the Psalter. For example, 
Wisdom Psalm 1, with its emphasis on the prosperity of the righteous who live by Torah, over the 
                                                 
 1 Gunkel uses the phrase “old men in the gate or in the market” to describe the sages, which in my 
view is an inadequate understanding of their prominence or of wisdom schools and even wisdom traditions 
within the home.  Gunkel uses the phrase, “disintegrated them” to describe the effect of wisdom elements 
entering a genre and dominating it. Introduction to Psalms: The Genres of the Religious Lyric of Israel (completed by 
Joachim Begrich; trans. James D. Nogalski; Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 1998), 21.  
 2 Ibid., 21.  
 3 Ibid.   
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wicked, who fail to live by Torah, begins the Psalter with a “two ways” of theology life that parallels 
major themes of Deuteronomy 11–30.4  I refer to this as “retribution theology.”  Psalms 14 and 53 
are almost identical and add wisdom theology, respectively, to Books 1 and 2, while Psalm 19B 
contains several Torah keywords—following the creation meditation of 19A—that also appear in the 
longest Torah-wisdom Psalm 119.  Between these Torah-wisdom psalms we find the meditation on 
the prosperity of the wicked and the suffering of the righteous in Psalms 37, 49, and 73, along with 
what I call mixed genre wisdom psalms throughout the Psalter; these psalms combine strong wisdom 
elements (linguistic and thematic) along with aspects of lament, thanksgiving, or praise.  Among 
these I include Psalms 25, 32, 33, 36:2–5, and Psalm 39, which parallels Ecclesiastes in both 
vocabulary and themes; I will also analyze Psalms 50, 51, 62, 64, 90, 92, 94, 101, 111, 112, 127, 128, 
131, 133, 145, 146, and 148 for their specific wisdom content.  Among aspects of wisdom psalms I 
include an emphasis on creation theology, which explains my treatment of Psalms 19A, 33, and 148 
(along with elements of Psalm 104).   
Important wisdom terminology to be discussed includes these terms: lk#, “to be wise”; 
lyk#m, “understanding” and also a Psalm title; hmkx, “wisdom”; hnyb, “understanding”; dml, 
“to teach”; hc(, “to give counsel”; yr#), “happy is the one”; dws, “counsel”; (rm rws, “turn 
from evil.”  In addition, the use of an acrostic structure in Psalms 25, 34, 37, 111, 112, 119, and 145 
reflects the work of scribes associated with wisdom schools.  This variety of wisdom vocabulary, 
themes, and structure throughout the Psalter reveals, in my view, this later editing work to which 
Gunkel refers.   
Sigmund Mowinckel on Psalms and Wisdom: Mowinckel emphasizes the cultic origin 
and use of the psalms, in which even the first-person singular “I Psalms” voice the concerns of the 
community or a segment of it within a national political context.  In response to Gunkel’s theory of 
                                                 
4 The basic “two ways” theology of Deuteronomy 11–30 consists of (1) those who obey and live by 
Torah receive the promise of long life, blessings, and inheritance of the land; (2) those who disobey Torah and 
rather turn to other gods (Canaanite worship) will perish and not enter the land (see, for example, Deut 30:15–
20). 
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individualism in the Psalms, Mowinckel responds by saying that even though traditional sacred 
poetry can “carry a richly personal content,” the texts bear symbols or words pregnant with meaning 
that inspire and express personal experience for those who use the psalms in worship.5  Mowinckel 
posits the development of a “private psalmography” in “the wisdom schools which were closely 
connected with the Temple.”6  This “learned psalmography” was recited within the wisdom schools.  
Psalm writing and editing was taken over by “wise men” that he compares to Ben Sira, the author of 
Sirach.  Out of this comes the use of the term Maśkîl, which he claims, “testifies to the connection 
between the psalmists and ‘wisdom.’”   
The collecting and forming of the Psalter “is the work of ‘the wise,’” who themselves 
composed some specifically wisdom poems (e.g., 45; 49).7  These “learned writers” or scribes are 
responsible (e.g., Ps 45:2) for handing on and editing the Psalter and adding to it literary forms such 
as the proverb (l#m), reflective of this later “private, learned psalmography” which contains a 
specifically didactic purpose.8  These wisdom writers eventually become the Jewish Scribes of the 
New Testament, and more importantly, he attributes to them the Psalm headings or superscriptions 
which provide “learned interpretations” and “supposed historical circumstances.”9  He defines a 
Maśkîl as a cultic poem of “supra-normal wisdom” and relates it to earlier Indian Vedas as 
representing a poem which contains “active power” and effectiveness; he translates it as “efficacious 
song.”10  Mowinckel cites Psalms 1, 19B, 34, 37, 49, 78, 105, 106, 111, 112, and 127 as representing 
non-cultic poems within the canonical Psalter.11  My analysis of Mowinckel’s work will be extensive, 
                                                 
 5 Sigmund Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel’s Worship (2 vols; trans. D. R. Ap-Thomas; New York: 
Abingdon, 1962), I:14–15.  
 6 Ibid., II: 87.  
 7 Ibid., 94.  
 8 Ibid., 106–108.  
 9 Ibid., II: 105.  
 10 Ibid., 209.  
11 Mowinckel,Psalms in Israel’s Worship II, 111; in an earlier article, largely reproduced in Psalms in Israel’s 
Worship II, Mowinckel listed the same psalms minus 19B.  See Mowinckel, “Psalms and Wisdom,” in Wisdom in 
Ancient Israel and in the Ancient Near East (VTSup 3; eds. M. Noth and D. Winton Thomas; Leiden: Brill, 1955), 
205–24.  
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as many of his ideas provide a foundation for the theory of wisdom editing and writing in producing 
the final canonical form of the Psalter.  
School and Temple: Mowinckel views psalms primarily within cultic contexts and in my view 
overstates his theories of their cultic origin and usage, often going into rather interesting but 
speculative detail about their composition and use that cannot be verified with the certainty he 
implies.  On the other hand, his observations concerning scribal schools, temple singers, and Levites 
as sources of psalm writing and editing provide plausible insights into the development of the Psalter.  
According to Mowinckel, the wisdom psalms originated within circles of scribes (Myrps), the wise 
men who were leaders within the wisdom schools.  Mowinckel sees fluidity among the various 
classes—priestly prophets, cult prophets, temple singers who composed psalms, Levites who 
interpreted Torah, and wise men (Mymkx) who were scribes.  Some of these scribes were among the 
temple personnel.  The traditional attribution of wisdom literature to Solomon derives from 
Solomon’s establishment of scribal schools that introduced wisdom poetry from other ancient Near 
Eastern cultures (e.g., Egypt, Mesopotamia; Canaan).  These scribal schools also taught foreign 
languages as part of their curriculum.12  According to Mowinckel, the scribal schools represented a 
source of art and culture, as found in other societies (e.g., Canaanite Court; Mesopotamian Court).  
Using Psalm 45:2 as an example—“my tongue is like that of a ready scribe”—he posits that within 
the closely connected guilds of scribes and temple singers were writers who also copied earlier 
psalms.  These so-called “learned writers” or scribes copied psalms, wrote psalms, and also 
interpreted earlier ones—as based on their added, later Superscriptions.  Their work reflects 
international sharing and influences (Egypt; Mesopotamian; Canaan).13   
Proverbs, exhortations, didactic moralizing, reflection on life and practical ways of living, 
compromise the essence of this wisdom writing, which as noted maintains an international flavor.  
The essence of their teaching is often summed up in emphasizing “the fear of the Lord” (e.g., Prov 
                                                 
12 Ibid., 206–07.   
13 Ibid., 207.  
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1:8; 2:5; 9:10; Pss 34:10, 12; 111:10) as the most important of human virtues.14  Building on 
Mowinckel’s thesis about these groups of wisdom schools and writers, I propose that in the process 
of copying and interpreting “older psalms” these writers, teachers, and editors added various levels of 
their own “wisdom shaping” in the form of additional words, phrases, and Superscriptions.  Here the 
term Maśkîl, with its clearly didactic root (lk#) and usage, reflects this process as it becomes an 
important term in many superscripts and perhaps served to provide a wisdom context of 
interpretation; it also appears in wisdom sections of varied psalms in the Psalter of mixed genres.15  
Mowinckel sees the influence of wisdom writers in thanksgiving psalms that have a didactic 
flavor; this includes at times proverbs or riddles within exhortations to the congregation.  In so-called 
“problem psalms” which deal with issues of theodicy—why do the innocent and righteous suffer while 
the wicked prosper, and why does a just God allow this?—the psalmists speak of God’s greatness, 
justice, and wisdom in hymn form, with Psalm 73 being a representative example.  Though didactic 
in character, he emphasizes that nonetheless “learned psalmography” must be considered prayers 
which speak to God and often to other humans.  He also emphasizes the development of 
independent, inspired prayers of individuals which occurred outside the context of the Temple and 
formal cult.16  He sees this particularly in the inspired prayers and petitions of the prophets that arose 
from their personal experiences—often, as in Jeremiah, reflecting struggles related to their calling—
and later through the development of Synagogue piety, in what he calls the “lecture room” or schools 
of the learned, rabbinic traditions, and Jewish piety within the home.   
The concept of “fixed hours” of prayer (Ps 119:164, “seven times a day I pray”; Dan 6:11, 
14) provides further evidence of this non-cultic development of prayer and psalms.   However, the 
“fixed traditional style of the regular service,” including the Psalms, helped influence the style and 
                                                 
14 Mowinckel, Psalms in Israel’s Worship II, 105.  
15 Examples of the term as both the hiphil participle, Maśkîl, and other uses of the verb occur in these 
psalms: 2:10; 14:2; 32:1, 8; 36:4; 42:1; 44:1; 45:1; 47:8; 52:1; 53:1, 3; 54:1; 55:1; 64:10; 74:1; 78:1; 88:1; 89:1; 94:8; 
101:2; 119:99; 142:1. 
 
16 Mowinckel, “Psalms and Wisdom,” 208–09.  
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form of these private prayers.17  Mowinckel also sees the influence of “psalm style” in the prayers of 
existing and even pre-exilic prophets like Amos, Isaiah, and especially Jeremiah.  Interspersed within 
their writings are hymns expressing “emotions of the heart” arising from their prophetic experience 
and provide early examples of “cult-free psalmography.”18  These prophets pour forth their 
experiences of trouble and deliverance in pious reflection upon past events, often placing the words 
of a hymn in the mouth of some past figure, e.g., the Prayer of Hezekiah (Isa 38:9–20); other 
examples are found in Hannah’s Prayer (1 Sam 2:1-10), and the books of Jonah, Esther, Ezra, Daniel, 
Tobit, and Judith.19  
Mowinckel refers to this “cultus-free psalmography” as “private, learned psalmography” 
developed among educated and “inspired” collectors which included the “latest, anonymous 
prophets,” who continued and further developed psalm composition as a pious work and an 
acceptable means of offering sacrifice.  This type of psalm-writing develops independently of the 
Temple singers but may have had Levites among their authors; these Levites, he believes, belonged 
to the same families as the Temple singers.  Spirit-guided pneumatics, such as Sirach, collected and 
expanded psalm materials in the later, post-exilic period, which saw the movement from a cultic 
context—of which, Mowinckel claims, they “no longer have an understanding”—to a period in 
which the focused usage of such materials was didactic.  Thus, they composed psalms to reflect life 
experiences, such as deliverance from danger, which now served pious, reflective and didactic-
wisdom purposes within the community.20  He connects these learned psalms with thanksgiving 
offered to God for deliverance, benevolence, and God’s works, and also as a vehicle to call upon 
God in times of need (Ps 50:15).  Mowinckel views Psalm 34 as a “thanksgiving psalm on deliverance 
from some distress” and ascribes a similar meaning to Psalms 37, 49 and 73.21  In this context he 
                                                 
17 Ibid., 208-09.  
18 Ibid., 210.  
19 Ibid., 211.   
20 Mowinckel, “Psalms and Wisdom,” 210 –11.  
 21 Ibid., 215.  These psalms speak to the fear that God might fail to uphold the covenant promise of 
retributive justice (see Exod 34:6-7) for the just, who suffer while the wicked continue to prosper.  The answer 
comes in the speaker’s awareness and proclamation that the ultimate dissolution of riches and power will occur 
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identifies Psalm 73 as primarily a Thanksgiving psalm.  These psalms would then be recited among 
students in wisdom schools as “inspired teaching.”22  While Mowinckel is on target with his 
understanding of the didactic use of these psalms, I classify them first as Wisdom Psalms and 
secondarily as having elements of thanksgiving.  
In examining non-cultic poems of what he calls the “latest psalmography” (Pss 1, 19B, 34, 
37, 49, 78, 105, 106, 111, 112, and 127) Mowinckel views these psalms as marked by what he calls 
“dissolution of style”: in his view they did not arise from a specific cultic context or purpose and thus 
contain mixed styles and motives.  A clear example of this is the alphabetic acrostic, in which 
succeeding lines begin with successive letters of the Hebrew alphabet—considered an example of 
skilled writing in Israelite tradition—but often end up containing a variety of genres within a single 
psalm, as the organizational structure takes precedence over thematic unity.23  I think he exaggerates 
this claim.  While the acrostic does control the structure of the psalm somewhat artificially, most of 
these acrostics fit within an identifiable genre and structure.  Psalm 119, for example, the longest 
psalm and an acrostic, focuses on Torah “key words” but in its 176 verses does contain a variety of 
moods, from confidence to cries for help, but on the whole focuses on Torah—represented by 
several key words, most of which are found in Psalm 19—as the source of meaning, truth, and 
guidance in life.  Further, I will argue that the wisdom psalms most certainly were used in cultic 
contexts in addition to instruction and private usage.24   
The question of theodicy is answered in the assertion of God’s ultimate justice, wherein the 
just will be rewarded and the prosperous wicked will lose their temporal wealth and status when they 
                                                                                                                                                 
in the inevitable event of death; thus, the promise that the pious, just, lowly ones will be embraced by God and 
vindicated. 
22 Mowinckel, Psalms in Israel’s Worship II, 109-11; “Psalms and Wisdom,” 210-211.  
23 Mowinckel, “Psalms and Wisdom,” 213; later, in Psalms in Israel’s Worship II, M adds Ps 19B to his 
list of non-cultic poems (111).   
24  For a detailed explanation of how Psalms 1, 19B, and 119 were produced in connection with the 
Chroniccler’s History in the Persian period, and for an analysis of the work of post-exilic scribes in composing 
Psalm 119, see Leo J. Perdue, Wisdom Literature: A Theological History (Louisville, Ky.: Westminster/John Knox, 
2007), 138, 156–57. 
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suffer God’s judgment (Pss 37, 49, 73).25  Mowinckel discusses Psalms 78 and 105 as types of a 
“didactic hymn,” which develop into “hymnal legends” utilizing the history of Israel for teaching.  
They also serve confession of sins based on past infidelity, as recounted in a “historical penitential 
psalm” like 106.26  He offers a valuable and often overlooked insight into these “historical psalms” 
which I will briefly expand upon.  These “historical psalms” (Pss 78, 105, 106) contain didactic 
elements in their use of history to teach. 
Wisdom-Historical Psalms: In light of Mowinckel’s analysis of these historical psalms I will 
expand upon why I think they fall under the classification of wisdom psalms.  Reflection upon 
Israel’s history emphasizes and teaches how YHWH remains faithful throughout history—for 
example, Psalm 105 begins with praise of God’s works and then recounts the covenant with the 
Patriarchs, the Exodus, and entrance into the Promised Land—while showing how violations of the 
covenant by Israel result in disaster (emphasized more in Pss 78 and 106).  Psalm 78 contains the title 
Maśkîl, which I interpret as reflecting a didactic intention (this I will argue in more detail in chapter 2, 
which is specifically on the Maśkîl psalms).  Its introductory section, especially vv. 1–5, contains 
specific wisdom vocabulary: ytrwt, “my teaching”; l#m, parable, and twdyx, riddle; twd(, 
testimony; and hrwt in reference to God’s teaching in vv. 5, and 10; the verbs “he commanded” 
(hwc) and “to make known” (M(ydwhl), both in v.5, reflect wisdom interests.   It begins with a 
didactic imperative tone exhorting the people to “listen” to the teaching, which must be passed on to 
successive generations (v.4).  Following this introduction, the psalm recounts Israel’s historical 
experiences of God’s covenant love and faithfulness in leading Israel from Egypt into the promised 
                                                 
25 Mowinckel, “Psalms and Wisdom,” 213–14. Public testimony by worshippers who recount their 
experience of forgiveness and or deliverance and exhort others to trust in YHWH—by admonition, blessing, 
recollection of their deliverance as a reason to teach others (e.g., Ps 32:5-9)—that they may similarly experience 
YHWH’s blessings thus reflects the character of wisdom teaching (31:24; 34:4-6, 11-14; 124:8).  Examples 
include what he terms “thanksgiving” psalms which recount the experience in a sentence (37:35-40), or invites 
others to share from his or her experience (37:11-14; I add, 32; 62:8, 10; 94:12-15).  While he identifies Psalms 
32, 34, 37, and 73 as “thanksgiving,” I view them as primarily wisdom with mixed elements, e.g., thanksgiving, 
praise, prayers of confidence; he rightly emphasizes their didactic nature.  He discusses this didactic tendency in 
“later psalmography” in Pss 1, 112, which contain didactic proverbs which contrast the fates of the wicked, 
who will suffer punishment, and the righteous who follow Torah and will be “happy” (yr#)).   
 26 Ibid., 214.   
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land, their infidelity and sin which aroused God’s anger, and finally God’s mercy and rejection of 
“Joseph” (Northern Kingdom) in favor of David, Judah, and the Jerusalem Temple.27   
Psalm 105 concludes by recalling how God fulfilled the covenant promise (v. 42, “For he 
remembered his holy word to Abraham his servant”), which in the end enables the Israelites to “keep 
His statutes, and observe his teaching” (wrcny wytrwtw wyqx wrm#y rwb(b).  This recalls the 
language of Deuteronomy and Torah-wisdom psalms 19B and 119 (hrwt; qx) and provides a 
specifically didactic conclusion to the poem, which begins as a thanksgiving hymn.  An important 
aspect of education in any culture is learning the story of our ancestors to discover one’s roots, great 
figures of the past, and events.  In this case, the retelling of Israel’s story confirms God’s fidelity in 
history and the need for succeeding generations of Israelites to remain faithful to Torah; I therefore 
classify these psalms as “wisdom-historical psalms.”28   
Psalm 106 begins with formulaic praise of God’s covenant love (dsx compare Ps 106:1; 
107:1; 118:1; and 136:1) and a wisdom-oriented blessing (yr#)) on those who “keep justice and act 
righteously” (hqdc h#( +p#m yrm#).  The so-called ’ašrê (yr#)) formula, translated “Happy is 
the one,” o ccurs frequently in the wisdom literature, occurring 26 times in the Psalms and frequently 
in Proverbs (e.g. 3:13; 8:32, 34; 14:21; 16:20; 20:7; 28:14; 29:18).29  “Justice” (+p#m) and 
“righteousness” (hqdc) are also wisdom-oriented terms, frequently used in contrasting those who 
live according to Torah with the wicked (e.g., Pss 1; 119; Prov 10—15).  Following this introduction 
is an historical survey, similar to Psalm 105, which recounts God’s actions in the Exodus.  In tone, 
                                                 
27 R. N. Whybray offers a comprehensive analysis of what he calls “interpolations of Torah theology” 
in Psalm 78, which he calls a wisdom psalm, noting several parallels in its vocabulary to the Book of Proverbs.  
He observes that the word hrwt, as used in v.1, represents the teaching of a wisdom teacher, whereas its other 
uses, in verses 5, 10, refer specifically to God’s teaching.  Reading the Psalms as a Book (JSOTSup 222; Sheffield, 
U.K.: Sheffield Academic, 1996), 48–49. 
28 Whybray suggests that the “unexpected” references to Torah keywords in v. 45 may be evidence of 
a later interpolation (Reading the Psalms as a Book, 56). 
29 The formula occurs also in Job 5:17, 29:11, and as a verbal form in Prov 31:28 it occurs frequently 
among the wisdom-oriented psalms, to be discussed in the analyses of individual psalms below.  For its use as a 
wisdom term and parallels in Egyptian literature, see yr#), TDOT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1977), 1:445–48.  
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Psalm 106 differs from Psalm 105 in its penitential nature as it focuses on Israel’s sin and violations 
of the covenant—the rebellion in the desert, the Golden Calf, Baal of Peor, idol worship.  It recounts 
how these actions aroused God’s anger; ultimately, however, God “remembered his covenant” and 
“steadfast love” (vv. 44-46).  This leads to a final prayer for salvation and being gathered to the Lord 
(v. 47).  In summary, I view the wisdom aspect of these historical psalms as focusing on learning to 
be faithful to YHWH and the covenant based on the faithfulness of YHWH tempered by a cognizance 
of the consequences of sin and infidelity.  These psalms in their final form reflect post-exilic writing 
and editing by wisdom teachers as a means to emphasize fidelity to YHWH in light of past history.   
Torah psalms: Psalms 19 and 119 uphold God’s creation as revealing Torah (19), which is 
righteous and life-giving, a constant source for prayer and guidance in life (119).  Outside of Torah 
psalms, Mowinckel views the influence of Torah on the psalms as “not very discernable”; eventually, 
the educated scribes became overseers of the “spiritual and literary traditions of the temple” and, 
most importantly for our purposes, the final collectors and redactors of the canonical Psalter.30  His 
theory holds that learned scribes redacted the final collection of the canonical Psalter.  I subscribe to 
this view.  Mowinckel asserts that these learned scribes composed some “non-cultic” psalms—he 
includes Psalms 1, and 127—both of which I consider among the “wisdom psalms.”  I  propose that 
these scribes are also responsible for wisdom additions to specific psalms, the wisdom title Maśkîl, 
which places various psalm types in a sapiential context, and even whole wisdom psalms beyond the 
two he lists, as the finalized the canonical Psalter.   
Summary Critique: In critiquing Mowinckel’s substantial contributions to the area of “wisdom 
psalms,” I view his inherent form-critical bias and zeal for interpreting psalms as primarily cultic as 
leading to a de-emphasis or undervaluing of the role and importance of wisdom psalms and editorial 
additions in the Psalter.31  We see this in his overstated claim that such poetry is specifically “non-
                                                 
 30 Ibid., 216.   
 31 Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel’s Worship I, chapter I, 1-22, “The Psalms and Cult,” focuses on the 
evidence within the Psalter itself, based on internal evidence, terminology, rabbinic traditions, and their 
relationship to other ancient oriental religions, to support his thesis that “the biblical psalms are to be 
interpreted as cultic texts” (22).  Chapter II, 23-41, “The Method of Cultic Interpretation,” describes in detail 
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cultic” and reflects a confused “dissolution of style” as the wisdom writers were supposedly 
somewhat removed from participation in the cult and thus “without any real comprehension” of the 
rules of psalm composition, which they tried to follow.32  An example is seen in his view that 
“personal thanksgiving psalms” Psalms 34, 37, 49 and 73 and “mixed” psalms of supplication and 
laud, like Psalm 119, originated as personal votive offerings and memorials to YHWH.  They also 
provided testimony to future generations, and were later added to the “treasury of psalms” and used 
in worship.33  In my analysis, these five psalms are all wisdom psalms.  
In the case of Psalms 34, 49, and 73, however, we find no “dissolution of style,” “confusion” 
or lack of comprehension—in fact, the psalms contain evidence of cultic use: blessings, calls to the 
community, refrains, mention of the Temple (Pss 34:2, 4; 49:2, 13/21; 73:17).  Further, I suggest that 
the historical and modern use of wisdom-oriented psalms in Jewish and Christian worship, in the 
Jewish Prayer Book, the Christian Lectionaries and Liturgy of the Hours, for example, show the 
natural adaptation of these psalms for congregational worship and prayer.  Thus, in contrast to 
Mowinckel’s limitations upon this “learned psalmography,” I will argue for a “both-and” solution: 
while wisdom psalms and elements of wisdom within the Psalter reflect the work of post-exilic 
wisdom writers, who are responsible for the final form of the Psalter and focused on a didactic use of 
the psalms, this also included their continued use in communal worship.  Cultic worship often 
includes a didactic purpose, and even after the destruction of the Temple the Synagogues carried on 
the public use of the psalms in worship and study.   
A note on non-canonical wisdom texts: Mowinckel focuses on Sirach and the Psalms of Solomon, 
along with some NT psalm-type hymns—the Canticles of Mary and Zechariah—as further evidence 
                                                                                                                                                 
his form-critical, cultic interpretation of the Psalms in which he posits “four main types of psalms in the Psalter,” 
congregational praise and thanksgiving, private thanksgivings, congregational and individual lamentation, and 
“prayer psalms” (39).  He also mentions that writers may use “wisdom poetry” for purely personal expression 
of praise or thanksgiving outside of being a formal wisdom psalm (31).   
 32 Mowinckel, Psalms in Israel’s Worship II, 109-12.  For a similar critique, which however fails to 
recognize Mowinckel’s acknowledgment that these psalms may have had a cultic origin or were later adapted to 
the cult (see Mowinckel, Psalms in Israel’s Worship II, 110, 114), see Katharine J. Dell, “’I Will Solve My Riddle to 
the Music of the Lyre’” (Psalm XLIX 4 [5]): A Cultic Setting for Wisdom Psalms?” VT 54 (2004), 445-58.  
 33 Ibid., 114; he posits that these thanksgiving poems may have been written on a stela or leather and 
deposited by the individual worshipper in the Temple.    
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of the development of psalms with elements of wisdom.34  I would add to this list the reference by 
the Risen Jesus in Luke 24:44 to “the law of Moses and the prophets and the psalms” (RSV), which 
implies that the TANAK was codified by the time Luke was composed in the late first century C.E  
The numerous references to psalms in direct quotes or allusions by the NT writers reveal the ongoing 
significance of psalms in the nascent Jewish-Christian communities of the first century C.E. (e.g., 
Mark 15:24 [Ps 22:18], 31 [Ps 22:8–9], 33 [Ps 22:2], 36 [Ps 69:22]; Acts 2:25–28 [Ps 16], 34–36 [Ps 
110]).   
Mowinckel interprets Sirach 51:1–12 as a thanksgiving psalm composed by Ben Sira in 
gratitude after he experienced deliverance from threatening enemies.  Stylistically, the psalm utilizes 
imagery and phraseology typical of canonical thanksgiving psalms—e.g., Psalms 16, 30, 116—and its 
doxology forms an inclusion with its introduction (vv. 1, 12).  Mowinckel posits that the psalm was 
probably recited before disciples in a wisdom school.  Ben Sira uses poetic verse to teach the virtues 
associated with traditional Israelite wisdom in a style reminiscent of Proverbs throughout the book.35  
In addition, I would add that he provides an expansive development of creation theology (39:12–35; 
42:15–43:35), directly associates wisdom with Torah (24), provides an historical summary (44–50), 
and even alludes directly to his wisdom school (51:23).36  Mowinckel notes how the circles of wisdom 
teachers like Ben Sira had a “lively” sense of hope which was reflected in their poetry.37  In the Psalms 
                                                 
34 Mowinckel, “Psalms and Wisdom,” 218–24.  
35 Mowinckel, “Psalms and Wisdom,” 218.  Mowinckel also emphasizes the importance of the Book 
of Sirach in trying to determine the formation of the canonical Psalter, citing the evidence from the Prologue 
which alludes to a three part “canon” of accepted writings ca. 190 B.C.E.—although he acknowledges at this 
point the Ketubim were incomplete as Daniel was yet to be composed in the context of the coming Maccabean 
Revolt.  He views the Superscript to Psalm 30, which connects it to the celebration of Hanukah, as further 
evidence of this late dating because that celebration arose from the Maccabean era; likewise a quote of Psalm 
79 in 1 Maccabees seems to imply a canon of psalms by the first century B.C.E.  He further emphasizes the 
evidence from the Books of Chronicles (1 Chron 16 quotes parts of 3 canonical psalms, 97, 105, 106), which he 
dates to the fourth century B.C.E., as the most likely period for the canonization of the Psalter.  See The Psalms 
in Israel’s Worship II, 198–201. 
36 Christine Schams proposes that in Ben Sira’s time, the positions of scribes and wisdom teachers 
often overlapped, particularly due to the identification with Torah and Wisdom in that period (e.g., Sirach 
24:22); scribes uld copy various texts, including sacred literature, which was studied (39:1–11) as a source of 
wisdom (Jewish Scribes in the Second Temple Period [JSOTSup 291; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1998], 102).  
37 Mowinckel, “Psalms and Wisdom,” 218. Sirach composed traditional style psalms which included 
many elements, ideas, and forms of Jewish wisdom literature.  This appears in the numerous reflections, “I-
form” hymns meditating on the greatness of YHWH and creation, and God’s just rule of the world.  These 
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of Solomon he cites Ps Sol 10 as an example of praise and wisdom.  In addition, he cites the mashal style 
in Ps Sol 3 and 14; these contrast just and sinful behavior, and include didactic admonitions.  Ps Sol 15 
in his view is “inspired by” canonical Ps 32, which I count as a wisdom psalm; he sees a relationship 
between Ps Sol 13, a “thanksgiving” for deliverance which also emphasizes the fall of sinners, and the 
didactic style of canonical (wisdom) Psalm 73.  Many of these psalms address in lament form the 
difficulties experienced as a result of Israel’s infidelity to YHWH.  They also contain elements of 
thanksgiving, wisdom and didactic emphases, and an eschatological hope reflecting the theological 
emphases of scribes in the Persian to Hellenistic periods (ca. 500–200 B.C.E.).38  Many of 
Mowinckel’s observations on scribal activity in the post-exilic period are in line with Karel van der 
Toorn’s recent study of scribal culture and the development of the Hebrew Bible.  Van der Toorn 
claims the collections of writings that will later constitute the biblia are the product of priestly scribes 
associated with the temple in the period ca. 500–200 B.C.E.39 
His observations of these non-canonical texts provide further evidence of the important 
influence of sages in the post-exilic era, who utilized existing psalms and literary forms but adapted 
them for didactic-wisdom purposes in light of historical circumstances and developments to address 
past and present experience (failed leadership, defeat, and suffering), while looking to the future with 
eschatological hope.  This covers the Persian, Hellenistic, and Roman periods.   
André Lemaire and Philip R. Davies: the influence of schools and scribes in post-
exilic canonizing.  Lemaire argues strongly for the existence of wisdom schools as the source of 
biblical wisdom literature, including the wisdom psalms.  From examination of surrounding cultures, 
particularly wisdom traditions associated with Egypt, some paleo-Hebrew inscriptions, and from the 
                                                                                                                                                 
didactic poems included “hymnal motifs” focusing on God’s judgment of the proud, revelation in nature and 
creation, steadfast love, mercy and forgiveness (he cites, Sir 10:14-18; 16:18ff.; 16:26-17:24; 27:29f.; 33:19f.; 
39:12-35; 42:15-43:23 as examples). 
38 Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel’s Worship II, 118–20. Mowinckel sees examples of all the major psalm 
types—prayers, lamentations, confession of sin, reflections, and expressions of hope, in the context of the 
Maccabean’s fall from power and Pompey’s conquests—with an important new emphasis on “reflection” and 
“elements of wisdom.”  These psalms show more mixture of genres than the canonical psalms and “do not 
keep to the rules”; they contain both “I” and “We” psalms to reflect and express the difficult situations faced 
by the Israelites.   
 39 Van der Toorn also argues that literacy was mostly limited to this elite educated class; see his Scribal 
Culture and the Making of the Hebrew Bible (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2007), 1–8. 
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biblical texts themselves, Lemaire argues that these schools began operating during the first temple 
period.40  In contrast to Davies below, Lemaire sees clear evidence for the development of literacy ca. 
600 B.C.E., based on ostraca, seals, and bullas.  International influence upon Israelite wisdom 
traditions is found particularly in Proverbs: Egyptian (e.g., “Instruction of Amenemope” in 22:17 –
23:12), and Transjordanian (“Sayings of Agur,” 30:1–14; “Sayings of Lemuel,” 31:1–9).  Royal 
schools of the first temple period provided a well-rounded instruction (language; literature; history; 
geography; law) that included wisdom instruction; he finds evidence of this in Proverbs and 
Deuteronomy.41  Lemaire discusses “wisdom psalms” as the product of “skilled scribes concerned 
with teaching,” possibly in a royal or wisdom school; he lists Psalms 1, 19, 32, 34, 37, 49, 73, 78, 112, 
119, and 127, along with acrostics (adding Pss 9—10, 25, 111, and 145).42    
In a more recent study, Davies examines what he calls the “canons of David and Solomon” 
(as attributive authors) and concludes that these “canons” were finalized in the third century B.C.E., 
parallel to the Chronicler’s History.  Based on the evidence in Chronicles, Davies concludes that 
among the numerous priests and Levites functioning in this period, the Levites served as a “scribal 
class” (e.g., 2 Chron 24:11; 34; 35:3; Ezra 8:30–33; Neh 8:7–8).  They also served as musicians and 
gatekeepers (1 Chron 26; 2 Chron 34:12–13), and as “heirs to the prophets” (1 Chron 25:1–3; 2 
Chron 20:13).  These Levites probably finalized the canon—the Torah, Prophets, and Writings.  In 
the case of the psalms, Davies posits that they collected religious poetry for both cultic use and 
private edification.43  In this respect, he seems to parallel the general thought of Gunkel and 
Mowinckel in viewing wisdom poetry as primarily non-cultic.  Davies describes an unspecified “large 
number of Psalms” used for non-cultic, individual usage; these constitute wisdom psalms, used 
                                                 
40 André Lemaire, “The Sage in School and Temple,” in The Sage in Israel and the Ancient Near East 
(Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1990), 165–81; for details of his evidence for wisdom schools in the first temple 
period, including Egyptian sources, inscriptions, and “hints” in the biblical text, see pp. 168–71. 
41 He cites in particular the reference to the Egyptian “Instruction of Amenemope” in Prov 22:17–
23:12, and several other passages; though acknowledging the final date of Proverbs is “a matter of dispute,” he 
views the book as wisdom teaching given in a royal school during the first temple period (172–73).  For the 
evidence from Deuteronomy, see 176–78. 
42 Ibid., 179–80. 
43 Philip R. Davies, Scribes and Schools: The Canonization of the Hebrew Scriptures (London: SPCK, 1998), 
131–34. 
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primarily for private edification.44  Though Davies’s main concern is the role of scribes and schools 
in the shaping of the canon, his observations lend support to the hypothesis that the Hebrew Bible 
took its later canonical shape in the Persian and Hellenistic periods by groups associated with scribal 
schools and the temple cult.45  Both Lemaire and Davies provide strong evidence for the existence 
and importance of schools and scribes in the transmission of wisdom psalms.   
Hans Joachim Kraus: calls for a reconsideration of the influence of wisdom teaching on 
the development of the Psalms, seeing in particular the influence of wisdom literature upon the 
reflective and didactic aspects of especially prayers of individuals and hymns of thanksgiving.  Like 
Mowinckel, Kraus sees a close relationship between priestly and wisdom schools within Jerusalem of 
the Second Temple period, as they lived in close proximity and the wisdom teaching of the scribes 
was adapted by priests and temple singers in prayer and song.  He also sees a relationship between 
wisdom and the expression in the psalms of thanksgiving for rescue from danger, which in turn is 
expressed in knowledge gained and teaching (Psalm 32, I note, is a perfect example of this).  
Secondly, reflection, experiential knowledge, and wisdom teaching “show unmistakable signs of the 
beginnings of formation of theology in the Psalms.”  The didactic elements in the Psalter are, in his 
view, an important aspect in constructing a “theology of the Psalms.”46  Kraus rightly recognizes the 
didactic elements in a variety of psalm types, which may reflect the editing work of the wisdom 
teachers who construct and edit the Psalter in such a way that it serves didactic purposes for the 
ongoing life of Israel. 
In discussing the importance of hrwt in the Psalter, Kraus views it as a source of life and 
joy for the pious Israelite, as seen in Psalms 1, 19, 25:4, 37:23, 119, and 40:8–9.  Challenging 
previous, largely Christian interpretations of Torah as representing “legalistic Judaism”—in particular 
he mentions B. Duhm’s view that references to Torah in the psalms derive from Pharisees and 
scribes —Kraus rightly emphasizes its meaning as “instruction.”  Torah provides guidance, 
                                                 
44 Davies, Scribes and Schools, 133–34. 
45 Ibid., 78–79.  
 46 Hans-Joachim Kraus, Theology of the Psalms (trans. Keith Crim; Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1986), 15.   
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edification, and an encounter with the living and active word of God.  Torah revives life and 
provides reason to rejoice; “light” that illuminates God’s presence and will shines forth from Torah 
(Psalm 19:7–8; 119:105, 130).  In Psalm 40, the speaker discusses a “written scroll”—presumably 
portions of the Torah—and how he or she delights to do God’s will, because “your Torah is in my 
inner-most parts” (y(m Kwtb Krwtw 40:9).  Kraus proposes that whenever psalm texts speak of the 
relationship of an individual to Torah, “we are dealing with texts that belong to a relatively late 
period (post-Deuteronomic),” and that Psalms 37:30–31, 40:8–9 relate Torah to the effects of the 
“New Covenant” prophesied in Jeremiah 31:31–34 (Deut 30:11–14).47 
Wisdom poetry influences the Psalter, as seen in passages emphasizing listening to, and 
abiding by, wisdom and Torah with obedience; for example he cites Psalms 111:10, which defines 
wisdom as “fear/reverence of the Lord” (Prov 1:7; 9:10; Job 28:28), 34, and 119, all of which focus 
on wisdom as the way to understanding and a good life.  Above all, God’s steadfast love (dsx) 
stands as the most important value—even above mortal life itself (Psalm 63:4)—and one which the 
wisdom tradition and Torah ultimate point towards.48  I agree with all of these assessments, and 
particularly Kraus’s strong challenge to longstanding (Christian) attitudes equating Torah with 
legalism.  In my analysis of Psalm 119 below (chapter 3) I will further discuss Torah as a source of 
joy and its relation to God’s covenant love.   
Among the “didactic poetry of the wisdom tradition” Kraus includes Psalms 39 and 90, 
sober reflections on the transitory and ephemeral nature of human life that serve to lead people to 
accept the reality of human finitude before the eternity of God, the source of truth and hope.  He 
surmises these psalms borrow from the literature of surrounding cultures as a response to the reality 
of death and Sheol, over which only YHWH has sovereign power.49  Again, I agree with the reference to 
these two psalms in particular being reflective of wisdom interests and would add their affinity to 
themes in both Ecclesiastes and Job.  Finally, Kraus analyzes at length Psalm 73, which he views as 
                                                 
 47 Ibid., 161–62, quote 162. 
 48 Ibid., 164. 
 49 Ibid., 167–68. 
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“didactic wisdom poetry” that incorporates the song of petition and individual thanksgiving.  Under 
the rubric of “the great problems of life” he lists both Job and Psalm 73, which deal realistically with 
the question of theodicy: why do God’s loyal servants suffer while at the same time the wicked 
prosper?  His cogent analysis views the psalm as framed in its beginning and conclusion by hope in 
the goodness of God, the only source of refuge in the midst of suffering, injustice and even doubt: 
“Fellowship with God based on his covenant is what is permanent; it alone is real.”50  Highlights of 
his analysis include the psalmist’s transformation upon entering the sanctuary (l)-y#dqm v.17), 
where he or she receives instruction that provides an answer regarding the outcome (tyrx)).  
Though they seemed so powerful and overconfident, the wicked vanish like a dream while God 
eventually guides the psalmist with counsel, holds his or her hand, and “takes/receives” (xql v.24) 
the psalmist with honor.  Though the psalmist realizes the inevitability of physical deterioration, he 
or she confidently finds strength and “my portion” (yqlx v.26) in God, his or refuge and source of 
goodness (v.28).51  Kraus correctly views Psalm 73 as from the didactic wisdom tradition and in 
relationship to Job; further, he challenges the anachronistic Christian interpretation of the psalm as 
referring to the resurrection—a concept foreign to the world of the psalmist. 
Roland E. Murphy: He regarded the setting of the so-called wisdom psalms “elusive,” but 
nonetheless attempted to classify wisdom psalms based on their use of wisdom “criteria” or features, 
i.e., terminology, wisdom themes and concerns, and arrived at Psalm 1 as the best example, and also 
includes Psalms 32, 34, 37, 49, 112, and 128.52  Biblical wisdom literature seeks to discover and define 
the ways to achieve order in daily life.  Psalm 1 sets out the “two ways” of life, contrasting the actions 
and fates of the “just/righteous” (Myqdc) and the “wicked” (My(#r); the idealized portrait of 
Psalm 1 assures that the righteous will prosper while the wicked will perish.  However, the question 
of theodicy raised in Psalms 37, 49, and 73 (Murphy does not include Ps 73 as a wisdom psalm), 
                                                 
 50 Ibid., 168–75; quote p. 175. 
 51 Ibid., 173–75. 
52 Roland E. Murphy, “A Consideration of the Classification ‘Wisdom Psalms’” VTSup 9 (Leiden: 
Brill, 1962), 157–67.  
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provides a more realistic expression of “real life” wisdom, in which too often the just suffer while the 
wicked prosper, with the “answer” being that ultimately, God’s justice will prevail and the wicked will 
be unable to carry their wealth and status to Sheol (Ps 49:11).  Creation theology is part of wisdom 
teaching: Psalm 19:2–7 speaks of how the heavens, firmament, and cycles of night and day are 
silently “telling the glory of God”;53 vv. 8–15 use key wisdom terms to discuss how the teaching 
(hrwt) of the Lord gives wisdom (hmkx) to the simple.54  A case for the unity of both portions of 
Psalm 19 can be made through the relationship between light radiating from the sun (vv. 2–7) and the 
enlightenment received through the study of hrwt; this theme reflects Prov 6:23, “For the 
commandment is a lamp, the teaching (hrwt) is a light” (NJPS).55  Ps 19:10 extols the virtue of “fear 
of the Lord,” which further connects the poem to wisdom literature.   
Sources of wisdom derive from life of common people, in which parents pass on instruction 
to their children, and in the royal court, where professional scribes and sages provide formal 
education.  From these two sources, the home and court school, wisdom psalms and the use of 
wisdom elements within other psalm-types originated.  The introduction to the Psalter with wisdom 
Psalm 1 and its emphasis on the Two Ways and Torah sets a precedent for wisdom in the Psalter.  
Murphy sets forth wisdom criteria to define wisdom psalms; these include the following elements, to 
which I have added representative examples from select wisdom psalms: the yr#) formula (Pss 1:1; 
32:1; 34:9; 106:3; 112:1; 119:1; 128:1), numerical sayings (Ps 62:12–13), “better than” sayings (Ps 
37:16), proverbs (Ps 133), admonitions (Ps 34:14–15), acrostic (Pss 34; 37; 112; 119), and the address 
of a teacher to students (Ps 34:12); wisdom themes include the two ways (Ps 1), the contrast between 
                                                 
53 Though Psalm 19:2–7 normally are not classified as a “wisdom” section, I see a connection with 
Sirach 42:15—25, which also extols God’s presence revealed in creation.     
54 I will examine Psalm 19 in detail below in chapter 3; the wisdom words in vv. 8–15 include, 
“teaching,” “testimony,” “to make wise,” “precepts,” “commandment,” “fear of the Lord,” and “judgments.”   
55 Nahum M. Sarna, On the Book of Psalms: Exploring the Prayers of Ancient Israel (New York: Schocken, 
1993), 70–96.  Sarna sees thematic connections between Pss 1, 8, and 19, and the influence of Mesopotamian 
and Ugaritic literature.    
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the wicked and righteous (Pss 37; 49; 73), theodicy (Ps 73), advice on proper conduct (Pss 32:8–9; 
34:12–15), and the “fear of the Lord (Pss 34:10; 111:10; 112:1).”56 
Most wisdom psalm scholars hold to a similar set of criteria when defining wisdom psalms 
and elements within the Psalter.  Note, however, that Murphy excludes Psalm 73, which is posited as 
a “wisdom psalm” by the majority of scholars who use the category.  In a later article, he posits that 
an “instructional element” may be implicit in psalms of thanksgiving, citing for example Ps 30:6, 
wherein the psalmist teaches—based on experience of deliverance—that God’s anger is limited but 
favor last forever, and in 37:6–7, that those who look to God and the “lowly” will be heard by the 
Lord.  Thus, he sees a natural relationship between performance of the psalms in worship and their 
didactic use.57  This coheres well with Kraus’s view of the didactic use of the Psalter and, in contrast 
to Mowinckel, recognizes that wisdom poetry can be both cultic and didactic.  Murphy’s article on 
wisdom psalms is referenced in almost all contemporary wisdom psalm research and, therefore, must 
be considered as a good standard of measuring the category.  Likewise, his identification of wisdom 
elements within existing psalms of other genres provides a wider understanding of wisdom in the 
Psalter than limiting it to specific “wisdom psalms.”   
Leo G. Purdue: views wisdom psalms originating in a “wisdom context,” which may 
include wisdom schools used for the instruction of the young, and/or the work of sages with the 
specific intention of adding to the cultic literature to show forth prayer by the wise and their 
participation in the cult (Pss 19; 119).  Some he calls “Proverb poems”; yr#) poems; “Riddle 
poems,” and sees parallels in Job 28 and Sir 39:12–35, for example.  Other wisdom psalms he 
considers “reflective poems” which embrace the movement of lament to thanksgiving as a wisdom 
response to suffering.  Examples include Pss 32 and 34; this also reflects the presence of laments and 
thanksgiving in wisdom literature (Sir 33:1–3; 35:16–22; 51:1–12).  He notes the similarity of Psalm 
                                                 
56 Roland E. Murphy, “Wisdom—Theses and Hypotheses,” in Israelite Wisdom: Theological and Literary 
Essays in Honor of Samuel Terrien (ed. John G. Gammie, Walter A. Brueggemann, W. Lee Humphreys, and James 
M. Ward; Missoula, Mont.: Scholars Press, 1978), 35–42; for a concise outline of Murphy’s criteria, see R. E. 
Murphy, Psalms, Job (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1977), 21. 
57 Murphy, “Reflections on Contextual Interpretation of the Psalms,” in The Shape and Shaping of the 
Psalter (ed., J. Clinton McCann; JSOTSup 159; Sheffield, UK: Sheffield Academic, 1993), 21–28; here 24, 25. 
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73 to Sumerian wisdom literature and the Book of Job.  His list of wisdom psalms includes 1, 19A, 
19B, 32, 34, 37, 49, 73, 112, 119, 127; of these, he concludes that 1, 37, 49, 112, and 127 originated in 
non-cultic contexts and were included in the Psalter by post-exilic scribes.58  As with Mowinckel, I 
question this assertion that wisdom psalms necessarily originated in “non-cultic” contexts as their 
age-old adaptability to worship in both Jewish and Christian tradition attests to possible cultic origins. 
Purdue’s methodology for identifying didactic poems and wisdom psalms examines the use 
of sapiential forms, themes and language in the Psalter.59  Though the actual evidence for specific 
wisdom schools in ancient Israel is limited, Purdue agrees with most scholars that abundant evidence 
of such schools in the Ancient Near East in Egypt and Mesopotamia—whose wisdom literature 
seems to have been appropriated by Israel’s sages—argues for their existence and that they served as 
the locus for the writing and editing of wisdom psalms and didactic poems.60  He takes a “both-and” 
approach in regard to the intention behind wisdom/didactic psalms: for use in the instruction of 
students in literary techniques and wisdom doctrine which emphasizes God as the creator and 
redeemer and ultimate judge of the righteous and the wicked (Pss 1, 37, 49, 112, 127) and as literature 
produced by the wise for use in the cult (Pss 19A; 19B; 119) or reflecting cultic interests (Pss 32, 34, 
73).61  Among the so-called “Proverb poems” which utilize a proverb, riddle, or yr#) saying, he 
places Psalms 1, 34, 37, 73 (he refers to it as a “Joban psalm”), 112, 19B, and 127.  In the category 
“’Ashrei poems” he includes Psalms 32 and 119; note that in the yr#) occurs also in “proverb 
poems” 1:1, 34:9; 112:1, and 127:5.  Under “riddle poems” he includes Psalm 49 and creation hymn 
                                                 
58 Leo G. Perdue, Wisdom and Cult (SBLDS 30; Missoula, Mont.: Scholars Press, 1977), 261–343.  
Among scholars treated in his review of wisdom psalms research, Purdue includes Herman Jansen, Die 
spätjudische Psalmendichtung. Ihr Entstehungskreis und ihr ‘Sitz im Leben’ (Oslo: I Komisjon Hos Jacob Dybwab, 
1937), who focused on apocryphal Jewish wisdom literature but also emphasized that the canonical wisdom 
psalms 1, 37, 49, 73, 91, 112, 127, 128 and 133 were produced by post-exilic sages in a wisdom school adjacent 
to the temple for the dual purposes of instruction and devotion.  I agree with the assessment that such poems 
retained their devotional and liturgical purpose and character in addition to sapiential concerns. 
59 Ibid., 266.  
60 Purdue speaks of “long didactic poems” like Ps 119 and wisdom psalms, which were composed in 
both the post-exilic and per-exilic era, in contrast to earlier writers like Mowkinckel, von Rad, and Jansen, who 
limit their production to the post-exilic era.  Purdue rightly argues that since similar wisdom/didactic writings 
existed in other Ancient Near Eastern traditions which preceded Israel, we can safely conclude that pre-exilic 
religious sages existed in Israel and produced wisdom/didactic poetry (267). 
61 Ibid., 268.  
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19A.62  For each Psalm Purdue provides a translation and comprehensive analysis of its structure and 
content in relation to the respective category.   
In his most recent book, Wisdom Literature: A Theological History, a comprehensive survey of 
the context and theological content of all the major biblical wisdom books, Purdue discusses wisdom 
and Torah psalms in chapter 5, “Scribalism and the Torah in the Wisdom Tradition.”63  He locates 
the composition and editing of these psalms in the Persian period by sages “who were composers 
and interpreters of texts,” at a time when Torah became identified with creation (e.g., Psalm 19; 
Sirach 24).64  These sages composed wisdom psalms for both worship and instruction.  His list of 
wisdom psalms is slightly expanded from his earlier work with the inclusion of Psalms 111 “and 
perhaps 104.”  Post-exilic scribes of the Persian period used these psalms to praise YHWH for 
creation (Pss 19; 104), provide instruction in morals to students in wisdom schools, reflect on 
suffering and the issue of theodicy (Pss 49; 73), and praise YHWH for the gift of Torah as a guide for 
proper living (Pss 1; 19; 119).  In particular, Purdue connects Psalm 19 with Ezra’s Prayer (Neh 9:6–
37), as both texts combine creation and Torah—the two major sources of divine revelation in 
Second Temple Judaism.65  Thus, the wisdom psalms become part of a reformation and renewal of 
Judaism in the post-exilic period during which “Judaism” develops, and reveal the dominant role of 
scribes at this time, with “the legendary priest-sage” Ezra upheld as the model scribe (rps).66  
While I agree fully with Purdue’s view in his earlier work that wisdom psalms were used in 
the cult and for instructional purposes, and that such poems were likely produced both before and 
after the exilic period, the categories of “proverb, “’Ashrei,” or “riddle” poems seems narrow as each 
of the psalms treated contains a variety of wisdom elements.  Rather, each psalm is better examined 
in terms of its overall content to see if it fits in the broader category or “wisdom psalm.”  Overall, 
Purdue provides a very useful critique of the work by the earlier German and Scandinavian scholars, 
                                                 
62 Ibid., 269–323.  
 63 Leo G. Purdue, Wisdom Literature: A Theological History (Louisville, Ky.: Westminster/John Knox, 
2007), 137–60. 
 64 Ibid., 160. 
 65 Ibid., 15 –58. 
 66 Ibid., 149–50. 
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an expansion of previous work by Murphy, and offers a broader list of wisdom psalms.  In his latest 
work, Purdue expands his classification of wisdom psalms (111; 104) and more strongly emphasizes 
the relationship between Torah and creation in the post-exilic period when the composition and 
editing of the Psalter was completed.  Again, I fully agree with Purdue’s views here, but in addition to 
mention of Psalm 104 within the wisdom matrix, I add Psalms 146 and 148—all of which contain 
wisdom and creation themes.  His observations of the relationship between traditions surrounding 
Ezra and scribal activity in the Persian period support the emphasis on Torah and creation as key 
sources of divine revelation during the time in which the Psalter was finalized by wisdom editors and 
composers.   
James L. Mays: considers the classification of wisdom psalms “in itself ambiguous” and 
instead focuses on what he calls the “Torah Psalms,” especially 1, 19, and 119, as among the latest 
written and serving to bring together the main genres and themes of the Psalter in an eschatological 
context.67  Similarly, Claus Westermann proposed an early form of the Psalter bounded by Torah 
Psalms 1 and 119.  It is important to note here that Mays’s “Torah Psalms” are considered by most 
other authors on this topic as falling under the category of wisdom psalms.   
He emphasizes the clear parallels between these Torah Psalms and the language and themes 
of Proverbs (and Joshua, Deuteronomy, and Jeremiah).  For example, he sees similarities in “form, 
vocabulary, and topic” in Psalm 1 which show a relationship to “literary conventions found in 
Proverbs.”  Psalm 1 emphasizes how the one who “delights in the Torah of the LORD” will prosper; 
likewise, Deut 17:18–20 teaches that the king who guides his life and rule by Torah will with his 
descendents have a long reign, in Jos 1:8 the LORD commands him to recite Torah “day and night” 
to insure success, and Jer 17:5–8 uses the simile of a tree prospering by flowing waters to describe 
those who trust in the LORD.68  He also posits the connection between Torah and creation by 
viewing Psalm 19A and B as a unity whose purpose is to reveal God in both Torah and creation.  
Several psalms are deliberately paired to serve a theological purpose.  Psalms 1 and 2 combine Torah 
                                                 
 67 James L. Mays, “The Place of the Torah Psalms in the Psalter,” JBL 106 (1987): 3–12.  
68 Ibid., 4–5. 
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and prophecy as a synthesis which looks forward with hope to the coming of God’s anointed one.  
Psalms 111 and 112 both share an acrostic structure, with Psalm 111 extolling God’s deeds and 
concludes with the statement that “the beginning of wisdom is the fear of the LORD” (v.10)—an 
important theme found elsewhere in the wisdom literature (Prov 1:7; 9:10; Job 28:28; Sir 1:12).  This 
conclusion leads into Psalm 112, which upholds traditional wisdom theology by extolling those who 
fear the Lord and delight in the commandments in contrast to the wicked.  Psalm 19B teaches that 
the hrwt of the LORD is perfect and his commandments are pure.69 
In addition, he points out the importance of an acrostic structure in the Torah psalms and 
cites the important keywords relating to the broader context of “Torah” or instruction: Psalm 19: 
“testimony, precepts, commandments, fear, and ordinance” (respectively: twd(, ydwqp, twcm,  
t)ry, y+p#m), and in Psalm 119 one adds to these “statutes” (Myqx), “promise” (hrm)), “way” 
(Krd), and “path” (xr)).70  Mays offers one of the most thorough examinations of the Torah-
focused psalms; my research here includes Torah-focused psalms within the wisdom psalm category.   
Avi Hurvitz: In a short but important article, Hurvitz focuses his analysis on vocabulary, 
positing that, “if there is in fact such a thing as ‘Wisdom Psalms’, i.e. Psalms which were created in a 
Wisdom milieu, we may assume these texts have absorbed words and expressions which were current 
specifically in Wisdom literature.”71  Hurvitz’s methodology is by his own admission “minimalist” as 
he, like Whybray, views “maximal” interpretations of wisdom in the Psalter as obscuring “its 
distinctive qualities.”  Thus, he limits his definitions of wisdom elements to what one finds in 
Proverbs, Job, and Ecclesiastes.72  His “three-fold model” for examining wisdom in the Psalter 
includes (1) the “distinctive Wisdom corpus” of Proverbs, Job and Ecclesiastes, (2) “distinctive 
wisdom phraseology” which includes linguistic elements from the above “distinctive wisdom 
                                                 
69 Ibid., 10–11. 
 70 Ibid., 5.   
71 Avi Hurvitz, “Wisdom Vocabulary in the Hebrew Psalter: A Contribution to the Study of ‘Wisdom 
Psalms’” VT 38 (1988): 41–51, quote 41.  
72 Ibid., 43.  
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corpus,” and (3) “distinctive Wisdom Psalms” which he defines as those psalms which contain a 
“significant accumulation” of wisdom characteristics which would therefore provide evidence that 
such a psalm arose from a distinctive wisdom milieu.   
While I differ with his narrow guidelines for examining wisdom in the Psalter, he provides 
an important observation, often overlooked by other wisdom psalm scholars, that the terms Nwh and 
(rm rws serve as an important word combination in examining wisdom in the Psalter.73  The word 
Nwh in wisdom psalms refers to the wealth of the rich.  Among other synonymous terms used for 
wealth, of the 26 uses of Nwh in the Bible, 18 are in Proverbs; it qualifies as an authentic wisdom 
term.  The occurrences of the term in Psalms 112:3 and 119:14, along with their other linguistic 
elements of wisdom literature (acrostic; righteous vs. the wicked; yr#) formula), led Hurvitz to 
classify both as “Wisdom Psalms.”74  The limitation to these two sets of terms, however, oddly 
ignores the wider vocabulary of wisdom used by other writers on this topic and narrows the 
possibilities.  
Hurvitz proposes that the word pair (rm-rws, translated “turn from evil,” provides 
evidence of wisdom editing and writing.  While individually both words are common in the Hebrew 
Bible, the combination occurs almost exclusively in wisdom literature: 10 out of 13 occurrences are 
found in Proverbs and Job.  This qualifies the word pair as “a distinctive Wisdom element.”75  By 
surveying the usage of the word pair, he concludes that its specific use in Psalms 34 and 37 reflects 
their wisdom milieu, which qualifies them as wisdom psalms.76  He admits that his system does not 
                                                 
73 Ibid., 43–45.  
74 Ibid., 45–47;  Hurvitz does not specify the “linguistic wisdom elements” of Pss 112 and 119 which I 
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75 Ibid., 47.  
76 Ibid., 50. 
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cover all aspects of wisdom psalms, but in my view his contribution remains unique and extremely 
valuable in examining specific vocabulary as a marker for Wisdom material.   
R. N. Whybray: recognizes that an easily agreeable definition of what constitutes wisdom 
psalms has been elusive, but begins his argument by challenging the traditional notion (Gunkel, 
Mowinckel) that wisdom psalms are non-cultic; Whybray sees a link between didactic poetry and 
worship, noting that wisdom schools and teachers were very likely connected to the Temple.77  He 
draws on the Passover instructions in Exodus 12 as evidence of a longstanding tradition of 
combining instruction and worship in Israel and thus views an absolute distinction between wisdom 
psalms and other types as “mistaken,” noting, correctly, that even Mowinckel’s “wisdom schools” 
were connected with the Temple.  In addition, Whybray discusses the practice of private daily prayer 
and worship at a later stage in the development of the Psalter (noting Ps 119:164 in which the 
speaker prays seven times per day, and Dan 6:10-11), while rightly maintaining that private prayers of 
petition (e.g., as seen in the Prophets Jer 12:1-6; 17:14-18) were a longstanding part of Israel’s 
history.78  I agree with Whybray’s view that wisdom psalms likely had a cultic function, and while I 
do hold that some psalms stand apart as wisdom psalms, many of them are of “mixed genre.”  I will 
argue, as he noted, that the later development of daily prayer utilizing the psalms—including wisdom 
psalms—in the Breviary and the Lectionary reveals their easy adaptation to cultic use.   
In a later monograph, Whybary expands significantly his discussion of wisdom influences in 
the Psalter, more clearly defining the classification of wisdom psalms as those which employ “modes 
of thought” characteristic of Proverbs, Job and Ecclesiastes; psalms that employ language and 
terminology characteristic of these books are most probably wisdom psalms.  Secondly, he views 
wisdom psalms as having a disposition for reflection, “especially on personal experiences and on the 
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problems and implications of religious faith and of the human condition in general.”79  He begins 
with an analysis of Psalm 1, focusing on v. 2, where the hwhy trwtb, is described as the “delight” 
of the righteous person and also a source of meditation (hghy) “day and night,” i.e., at all times.  
Noting the linguistic similarities of Psalm 1:2 with Joshua 1:7–8, he concludes that “Torah” in Psalm 
1 (and Pss 19, 119 and other “interpolations” of Torah material—see below) most probably refers to 
a specific, written law, “the Law of Moses,” rather than as a general term for the Psalter.  He 
challenges the idea that Psalm 1 is placed as a deliberate introduction to the Psalter as “no more than 
an inference” and “not based on anything in the text.”80  While not rejecting the idea that Torah 
Psalms may have been a later editorial addition to the Psalter intended to “point to a new mode of 
interpretation,” he claims this requires interpolations of Torah material into existing psalms, in 
addition to so-called complete Torah Psalms.  He classifies Psalms 19, 37, 40, and 78 as containing 
interpolations of Torah material.81   
While his analysis is useful and cogent, and challenges the overly systematic vision of the 
Psalter proposed by other scholars, below I define Psalms 19, 37, and 78 as falling within the general 
category of wisdom psalms as they, respectively, contain other wisdom features (creation; retribution 
theology; wisdom themes and vocabulary; Maśkîl; historical recital) in addition to interpolations of 
Torah material; I agree, though, that Psalm 40 constitutes an example of interpolation of Torah 
material by later editors.  Next, he classifies Psalms 18, 27, 32, 86, 92, 94, 105, 107, 111, 144, and 146 
as containing “interpolations of wisdom material.”82  Again, while I agree with his observations of 
wisdom material in these psalms—and notice the uniqueness of his observation of Psalms 18 and 86 
as containing wisdom elements—I classify Psalm 32 as a “wisdom psalm” based on linguistic and 
thematic content (see below, chapter 2), and the acrostic 111 as a wisdom psalm deliberately paired 
with 112 (note the “wisdom thesis” in 111:10, “The beginning of wisdom is the fear of the LORD”).  
                                                 
79 R. N. Whybray, Reading the Psalms as a Book (JSOTSup 222; Sheffield U. K.: Sheffield Academic, 
1996), 36–87; quote p. 37.  
80 Ibid., 41. 
81 Ibid., 42–49. 
82 Ibid., 50–60. 
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I also question why Psalm 106 is not included with 105, as both contain wisdom elements within the 
wider genre of a didactic historical recital.   
Whybray classifies Psalms 8, 14/53, 25, 34, 39, 49, 73, 90, 127, 131, and 139 as “pure 
wisdom and torah psalms.”83  As will be seen below in subsequent chapters, I agree with most of his 
selections, but question his omission of Psalms 128 and 133, and do not include Psalm 131 as a 
“pure wisdom psalm” as it primarily is a song of trust.  Psalm 139 is hard to classify but certainly 
qualifies as having wisdom elements but, again, in my analysis is not primarily a wisdom psalm.  
Because creation material is an important element of wisdom literature—witness, for example, Job 
38–41; Proverbs 8; and Sir 16:22–28; 24; 39:12–35; and 42:15–43:35—I understand his inclusion of 
Psalm 8, but question the omission of Psalms 33, 104, and 148, all of which focus on creation and 
contain wisdom elements.  I classify Psalms 104, and 148 as Creation hymns with a strong wisdom 
background, and Psalm 33 as primarily a wisdom psalm (see below; chapter 4).  I consider Psalm 8 a 
midrashic hymn based on Genesis 1 rather than a more specifically wisdom-oriented creation psalm. 
In his earlier article, Psalm 1 presents Torah as guide and way (Krd) to a holy and 
prosperous life, which is the end and goal of the meditation on Torah as presented in Psalm 1.  
These themes of meditation on Torah from Psalm 1 appear strategically throughout the Psalter in 
both specific wisdom psalms and intentionally located as elements within other psalms.  The goal of 
Torah meditation described in Psalm 1 finds its fulfillment in the doxological praise of Psalm 150 at 
the conclusion of the Psalter.  The seemingly “scattered” wisdom elements along the way from Psalm 
1 to 150 may reflect the wider goal of wisdom editors to keep those who read and pray the Psalter 
focused on a wisdom-oriented interpretation.  Whybray examines intentional groupings of various 
psalms (e.g., 90–92; 105–106) which contain wisdom themes—human finitude, rewards and 
punishment in Israel’s past history as result of fidelity or lack thereof—as serving the wider wisdom 
purpose of “meditation” to heighten awareness of God’s saving actions and the consequences for 
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various behaviors.84  In this earlier article, Whybray takes a rather narrow view in his approach to 
wisdom vocabulary and criteria for a wisdom psalm, and concludes that only Psalms 34, 37, and 78 
qualify as true wisdom psalms.  He draws upon parallels between psalms and the canonical wisdom 
books of Proverbs, Job and Ecclesiastes, but also emphasizes the importance of studying “late 
psalmography” (a term used by Mowinckel) in which psalms were composed, and earlier ones 
adapted, to serve a didactic purpose within existing psalm collections; the final form of the Psalter 
remained fluid until this later period, and various existing collections were combined and adapted in 
forming the Psalter.  This research takes into account psalms embedded in canonical books (e.g., 
Deut 32), apocryphal psalms (e.g., Psalms of Solomon, Prayer of Manasseh, Sirach, Tobit;), Qumran 
literature, the Greek additions to Daniel and Esther, and even N.T. Psalms (Pauline hymns; hymns in 
Revelation).85  Whybray offers some very unique, detailed and useful analysis of the placement and 
importance of wisdom material in the Psalter, and shows a rather dramatic development and 
expansion of his thought between the earlier article and his monograph.   
J. Kenneth Kuntz: In a key 1974 article, the principles of which were updated in a 2000, J. 
Kenneth Kuntz provides a brief overview of wisdom psalms research and then proceeds with his 
own analysis of what constitutes a “wisdom psalm” and elements within the Psalter which reflect the 
influence of wisdom writers by examining rhetorical, thematic and “formal” elements, leading to his 
classification of nine “wisdom psalms”: Psalms 1, 32, 34, 37, 49, 112, 127, 128, and 133. 86  Later, he 
adds Psalm 73 to his list and updates his analysis with a more canonical approach by focusing on 
wisdom psalms separately in Book I, Books II-III, and V.  The later article evidences the influence of 
Brueggemann’s work (see below).  While concluding no specific wisdom psalms occur in Book IV, 
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he does acknowledge the clear wisdom elements in Psalms 92:7-8, 13-15, and 94:8-11, 12-15.87  As 
with my analysis of Mowinckel’s contributions to the topic, I also will devote more extensive space to 
Kuntz’s work as he provides perhaps the most extensive research on the topic in recent decades.  In 
a later essay he challenges the skepticism of James Crenshaw regarding the category of wisdom 
psalms.88   
In addition to Gunkel and Mowinckel, Kuntz examines the work of several scholars, 
including P. A. Munch.  Munch held that “school psalms” (19B, 25, 119) were used for devotional 
purposes, while “Instructional Psalms” (32, 34) were used specifically for instructional purposes.  In 
my view, while his hypothesis may well reflect the origins of these two groups of psalms, his strict 
limitations on their usage seems untenable.89  M. Ludin Jansen is, in Kuntz’s view, less precise in 
seeking to determine how wisdom psalms were used but examines the wider category of psalms 
literature and, with Munch, compares Sirach and the Psalms of Solomon (as did Mowinckel) with the 
canonical psalms.  Aage Bentzen’s Introduction to the Old Testament determines that only psalms 1, 112, 
and 127 qualify as “wisdom” psalms; with Kuntz I agree that his limited selection lacks depth in 
excluding Pss 32, 34, 37, and 49 (I add 73) which arises from his tendency to favor “thanksgiving” 
classifications at the expense of wisdom (as with Mowinckel).90   
Perhaps the most important contemporary analysis of wisdom psalms at the time Kuntz 
wrote this article was Roland E. Murphy’s important 1963 article, “A Consideration of the 
Classification, ‘Wisdom Psalms’” (noted above) which examined wisdom psalms and how the psalm 
writers incorporated wisdom elements into psalms of other genres.91  Rather than seeking a precise 
Sitz im Leben for these wisdom psalms and elements of wisdom in the Psalter, Murphy instead 
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emphasized a “wisdom milieu” reflective of the post-exilic cult in which thanksgiving and wisdom 
elements often merged.  He also focuses on stylistic and linguistic markers in determining wisdom in 
the psalms and views the post-exilic context in which didactic elements and, hence wisdom, received 
greater emphasis.  Kuntz rightly challenges Murphy’s omission of Psalms 127 and 133 from his list 
(Pss 1, 32, 37, 49, 112, 128), to which Kuntz will later add Psalm 73.   
Next, Kuntz describes what he calls “rhetorical elements in Psalmic Wisdom.”  These 
include seven items: (1) the “better” (bw+) saying; (2) the numerical saying; (3) the admonition, 
which may or may not include a motive clause; (4) the admonitory address to sons (child/children); 
(5) the yr#) formula; (6) the rhetorical question, and (7) the simile.92  Examples of the “Better 
saying”—which occur twenty-two times in Proverbs and eighteen in Ecclesiastes—include Psalms 
37:16; 63:4; 84:11; 118:8, 9; and 119:72.  The saying is used against some perceived wealth, which in 
effect becomes useless in light of the certainty of death.  Among psalms with the “better” sayings, 
however, only Psalms 37 and 119 are wisdom psalms.  An example of the “numerical saying” occurs 
in Pss 1:6; 27:4; 62:12-13; of these, Psalms 1 and 62 provide clear wisdom contexts.  Psalm 1 is 
“numerical” in its reflection of a “two ways” theology; more specific, however, is Psalm 62, in which 
the numerical saying occurs directly after an earlier wisdom element in vv. 9-11, which reflects 
Ecclesiastes in its use of “vanity” (lbh) in describing human pursuits.  The combination of 
proverbial sayings and the “once”/”twice” saying provides a clear wisdom element in what otherwise 
is classified by Kuntz as a Song of Trust.93  The admonition occurs in both Deuteronomic and 
wisdom contexts but stands out in Job and Ecclesiastes 4:17–5:6 and in various places in Proverbs—
where it often includes a motive clause—and often is preceded with the emphatic yk.  Examples of 
the admonition include Pss 32:9, 34:4, 9, 10 12, 14, 15 37:1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 27 ((rm-rws) 34, and 37; 
                                                 
92 Kuntz, “The Canonical Wisdom Psalms,” 191.  
93 Ibid., 192–93.   
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49:17.  Psalms 34:15 and 37:27 include the (rm-rws formula identified by Avi Hurvitz as an 
important wisdom vocabulary. 
These admonitory elements are considered by Kuntz as “crucial” rhetorical elements in 
wisdom psalm classification.94  Among the most common rhetorical elements in Proverbs 
emphasized by Kuntz is the address to “my son,” which occurs twenty-three times, with the 
expression ynb, “my son” (e.g., 1:8, 15; 2:1; 3:1, 11, 21; 4:10), and sometimes plural, Mynb w(m#, 
“hear my sons” (4:1), and often is immediately followed by an admonition.95  In Proverbs, this and 
other wisdom expressions apply both to a family and court settings, in which the father and mother 
(see Prov 1:8), or court scribes, taught proper social behavior and training in virtue.  Choosing the 
way of wisdom—“fear of the Lord” and “knowledge of God” (1:2-7; 2:5)—brings prosperity (3:2). 
Those who pursue evil are doomed (1:10–18).  Proverbs provides instruction for students to live in 
harmony with nature and learn from its processes (e.g., 3:13-20).  Turning to the Psalms, Kuntz finds 
ten instances where the singular “son” occurs and concludes that none of these are within wisdom 
contexts.  The plural “sons” occurs over thirty times and can refer to all of humanity (“sons of men” 
Ps 12:2), the Israelite community (“sons of Jacob” Ps 77:16), men (Ps 147:13), or children in a family 
(Ps 127:3).  The best example occurs in Ps 34:12, in which the speaker admonishes, “Come, children, 
listen to me; I will teach you the fear of the Lord” (my translation).96  In this verse the speaker clearly 
presents him or herself as a wisdom teacher who seeks to inculcate the essential wisdom trait of “fear 
of the Lord” (Prov 1:7; 9:10; 15:33; Pss 111:10; 128:1).  Kuntz points out a related phrase found in 
wisdom psalms (49:2) and psalms with wisdom elements (78:1), the admonition to “people” 
(Mym(h; ym(, respectively) which functions in the same way as “my son” or “sons.”  I include the 
admonitions in Ps 50:5, 7, addressed by YHWH to Israel in a covenant lawsuit, with YHWH acting as 
                                                 
94 Ibid., 193–94.  I included the actual admonitory verses from these psalms, which Kuntz omitted; he 
views motive clauses in 34:10, and 37:2, 9, 17, and 22, which all are preceded by the yk emphatic particle. 
95 Ibid., 194–95.  Here I expand upon Kuntz’s limited examples of the address to “sons” and the 
implications of wisdom teaching within the home and in the court.    
96 Ibid., 195.  
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the wisdom teacher: “Gather to me my faithful ones” (ydysx v.7), utilizes “faithful ones” as 
equivalent to “my people” or “sons,” while verse 7, “hear, my people” (ym( h(m#) follows the 
typical wisdom format.  Though Psalm 50 itself is not a wisdom psalm, I will argue below that in 
these respects it contains wisdom elements.   
Next, the yr#) (’ašrê) formula is, in Kuntz’s view, “an undeniably crucial wisdom psalms 
element,” seen as related to the cultic blessing formula baruk (“blessed”; Kwrb) and arising from 
wisdom traditions (Job 5:17, “happy the man whom God reproves”) as it expresses a major focus of 
wisdom literature, i.e., who is “happy” or “fortunate” in living the good life.  Though lacking in 
wisdom psalms 19, 37, 49, 73, and 133, it occurs once in psalms 1, 34, 112, 127, and 128, and 
Murphy further cites its uses in the wisdom sections of Psalm 40:5-6 and 94:8-15, and also occurring 
twice at the beginning of the long wisdom-Torah psalm 119 (vv. 1-2).97  Kuntz regards the use of the 
formula in Psalms 2:12, 33:12, 41:2, and 84:5 as non-sapiential; I will argue that its use in Pss 2, 33, 
and 41 is, in fact, sapiential while only 84:5 qualifies as “non-sapiential.”  In 2:12, the yr#) occurs in 
the context of what appears in my view to be wisdom editing which relates Psalms 1 and 2 as an 
“introduction” to the Psalter.  Though largely a “Royal psalm,” 2:10 begins with a wisdom 
admonition, “now, kings, be wise (wlyk#h), accept discipline judges of the earth”—the hiphil 
imperative of the verb lk#, “to have wisdom, insight,” a key wisdom term and the root of Maśkîl  in 
psalm headings (discussed below in ch. 2), places this admonition in a wisdom framework.  In 2:11 
another admonition calls upon the kings and judges to serve the Lord with “fear” (h)ryb), which 
relates to the wisdom element to “fear the LORD”; this prepares for the yr#) in v. 12, “Happy are 
                                                 
97 Ibid., 196–97.  Kuntz also references Augustine George, “La ‘Forme’ des Beatitudes jusqu’ a Jesus,” 
Melanges Bibliques Andre Robert (Paris: Blond et Gay, 1957), 398, who views it as a beatitude, and Georg Fohrer, 
Introduction to the Old Testament (Nashville: Abingdon, 1968), 314, who connects it with the blessing, “bārûk,” and 
views its use in psalms 1, 127, and 128 as directly related to wisdom traditions.  Similarly, Walther Zimmerli 
(“Zur Struktur der alttestamentlichen Weisheit,” ZAW 51 (1933), 185 notes how the formula emphasizes the wisdom 
concern of “who is fortunate.”  Kuntz points out that the ’ašrê formula occurs most frequently in the Psalms 
(24 times), five times in Proverbs, twice each in Isaiah and 2 Chronicles, and once in 1 Kings, Job and Daniel 
(196, n. 30). 
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those who take refuge in him” [YHWH].  The ’ašrê at the conclusion of psalm 2 forms an inclusion 
with Psalm 1:1, which describes the blessed/happy state of the person who avoids the way of evil but 
instead delights in Torah.   
Likewise in Psalm 33:12, which I classify below as a creation-wisdom psalm, the formula 
occurs in a section with wisdom elements: the admonition to “fear the LORD” (v. 8), a contrast 
between God’s thoughts and counsel and the futility of human thoughts and counsel (vv. 9-11), 
leading the yr#) in v. 12, which calls happy the nation “whose God is the LORD,” i.e., who trust in 
YHWH rather than false sources of power (vv. 16-17), and therefore “fear” (wy)ry, v. 18).  In Ps 41:2 
the pairing of the formula with the participle of lk#, “happy those who consider the needs of the 
poor” (ld-l) lyk#m yr#)) reflects, in my view, deliberate wisdom editing.  Scribes inserted this 
saying so that the final psalm of Book 1 begins, like Psalm 1, with a description of the happiness of 
one who lives by the principles of Torah; Psalm 41 goes on to describe how the wicked mistreat the 
righteous person.  I agree with Kuntz on the importance of the ’ašrê formula as a marker for wisdom 
in the Psalter as it contrasts the fate of those who live by Torah/wisdom in life with those who fail to 
do so, assuring that ultimately the righteous will be rewarded. 
The sixth rhetorical element is the “rhetorical question,” which occurs in the wisdom 
context of Ps 94:9-11 in v.9: “Can he who planted the ear not hear? Does the one who formed the 
eye not behold?”  It also appears in Psalm 25:12, “Who is the man who fears the LORD?  I will teach 
him the way he should choose.”  In Psalm 34, the admonition in v. 12, “come, children [Mynb] and 
listen to me; I will teach you the fear of the LORD,” is followed by the rhetorical question in v. 13: 
“Who is the one who desires life, who loves length of day to see good?”  A “crisp imperative 
admonition” follows in v. 14.  In Psalm 49, the summons in vv. 2–5 prepares for the rhetorical 
question in 6: “Why [hml] should I fear days of evil”; the answer in vv. 7–10 focuses on the futility 
of those who trust in wealth in the face of God’s power and their destiny in Sheol.  Kuntz recognizes 
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that the use of rhetorical questions occurs outside of wisdom contexts, too, as in Micah 6:6-7 and 
Psalm 24.98   
The final rhetorical element Kuntz identifies is the simile.  A simile utilizes simple 
comparisons or word pictures drawn from everyday experience to highlight a teaching: for example, 
Ps 1:3 compares the one who delights in and meditates upon Torah as a fruitful streamside tree (Job 
8:16; Jer 17:8), while in 1:4 the wicked are compared to chaff blown away by the wind.  In other 
wisdom psalms the wicked are likened to withered grass, vanishing smoke (37:2, 20) or the “beasts” 
that perish (49:13, 21), for whom “death will be their shepherd” (49:15).  The pious Israelite receives 
instruction to be not like a horses or mules that “lack understanding” (Nybh Ny)); the sons of a 
father are “like arrows in the hand of a warrior” (Ps 127:4) who can protect him in old age; the 
righteous man’s wife is like a “fruitful vine” and his children like “olive shoots” around the family 
table (Ps 128:3), and the unity among siblings is “like precious oil upon the head,” and the rich “dew 
of Hermon” (Ps 133:2, 3).  All these wisdom similes draw from daily life and experience to 
emphasize points of instruction.99  The common workhorse or mule needed to be harnessed and 
directed, and having children and a “fruitful wife” who bears them was a sign of God’s blessing and 
prosperity; these “sons” become a source of protection, labor, and continuance of the family line. 
Harmony among siblings and countrymen provided calm and happiness in life symbolized by 
anointing with fresh olive oil, a mark of hospitality, a sign of divine blessing, and healing, and the 
fructifying dew of Mt. Hermon.100  While recognizing the importance of the simile in wisdom 
literature and the wisdom psalms or elements of psalms, Kuntz also concedes that Psalms employ the 
simile in non-wisdom contexts.   
                                                 
98 Kuntz, “The Canonical Wisdom Psalms,” 198.  
99 Ibid., 199.  
100 A. Cohen (The Psalms; [Soncino Books of the Bible; Rev. ed; London/Jerusalem/New York: 1945, 
1992], 439) provides a Jewish interpretation of Ps 133 emphasizing the oil in relation to the consecration of the 
High Priest in Exodus 29:7, in which it flowed down upon his beard (Aaron=Aaronic priesthood), as symbolic 
of the effect of harmony spreading among Israel; he notes further that Mount Hermon was noted for the 
abundant dew which forms on its slopes and provides fertility to the soil, just as a single king will bring fruitful 
unity to the nation.  The image of Hermon, far to the north of Jerusalem, then, serves as a poetic device to 
emphasize divine blessing.   
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Following R. B. Y Scott, Kuntz lists 64 “wisdom words” from Scott’s list of 77, which 
appear in the Psalter and, recognizing the importance of distinct vocabulary as a marker of wisdom, 
analyzes the usage of these particular words.101  For this study, what matters most is his analysis of 
the use of these words in wisdom psalms or elements within psalms.  While noting the non-cultic 
character of Ps 119, its repeated use of wisdom key-words, and its artificial acrostic structure, Kuntz 
withholds it from the classification of a wisdom psalm.  He notes, however, that it provides an 
example of later composition in which wisdom and legal interests converge.102  In his “rankings” 
Psalm 94 follows with 15 wisdom words, Psalm 32 is third with 13, Pss 25 and 55 each have 12, Pss 
19, 37, and 49 have 11, Pss 10 and 107 each with 10 of Scott’s wisdom words, and finally Pss 1, 5, 73, 
92, and 139 each have 9 words.103   
Kuntz’s list of wisdom words (revised from Scott to isolate those words found in the 
Psalter) lacks several key words which I consider crucial to evaluating wisdom in the Psalms: lk#, 
“to be wise,” lyk#m, “understanding/being wise/intelligent,” rpws, “to write/scribe.”  Scott’s list 
is too broad to be of much help in narrowing the definition of wisdom psalms and elements in the 
Psalter as so many of these words have extensive use in non-wisdom contexts.  In his final analysis 
based on this word list, Kuntz identifies Pss 1, 32, 37, and 49 as having both words from the list and 
wisdom psalm designation; Pss 25, 92, 94, and 107 as having “clearly identifiable wisdom elements,” 
and Pss 19B, 73, 119, and 139 as reflecting “the concerns and interests of Israelite wisdom.”  Four 
wisdom psalms from his classification contain key words: Pss 34 (6 words), 112 (6), 128 (2), and 127 
(1).104  While I find myself in agreement with much of his analysis, I disagree on several points and 
take a broader view of wisdom in the Psalter.   
I will argue that Psalm 19 with its emphasis on both creation and Torah in two parts, which I 
view as an original unity, and utilization of key words and themes found in the wisdom literature 
                                                 
101 R. B. Y. Scott, The Way of Wisdom in the Old Testament (New York: Macmillan, 1971), 121; Kuntz, 
“The Canonical Wisdom Psalms,” 201.  
102 Kuntz, “The Canonical Wisdom Psalms,” 202.  
103 Ibid., 202–08. 
104 Ibid., 208. 
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(Proverbs; Job; Sirach), certainly qualifies as a wisdom psalm.  The wisdom conclusion in Psalm 
107:43 in my view reflects the deliberate work of later wisdom editors.  Psalm 90, with its 
Ecclesiastes-like wisdom-based meditation on the transitory nature of human life and focus on God’s 
omniscience and enduring dsx, argue for its inclusion as a wisdom psalm.  In his 1974 article Kuntz 
seems to contradict himself when he classifies Psalm 34 as “wisdom” by citing Murphy’s view of 
wisdom as the prevailing element when a psalm contains both wisdom and thanksgiving, but then 
rejects wisdom classification for Psalm 73 in favor of it being a “thanksgiving,” though it contains 
clear wisdom elements (retribution motif; vocabulary), based largely on its “strikingly personal 
utterances” and “sustained second-person address to the deity.”105  In his 2000 article, however, he 
adds Ps 73 to his list of wisdom psalms.106  Kuntz acknowledges the limitations of vocabulary alone 
as a factor in determining wisdom psalms; he notes its importance as one factor among other 
rhetorical and thematic elements in determining which psalms should be classified as wisdom 
psalms.107 
Thematic Elements: Kuntz identifies the “fear of the LORD” as an important theme in wisdom 
psalms, which is borne out by the importance of the expression in the Book of Proverbs (1:7, 29; 
9:10; 14:27).  He views the construct chain hwhy t)ry,  “The fear of the LORD,” as a technical term 
used by Israel’s wisdom teachers; the three occurrences of the phrase in the Psalter are all didactic in 
context (Pss 19:10; 34:12; 111:10).  The wisdom term )ry (“to fear”), occurs in the wisdom psalms 
(34:8, 10 [x2]; 112:1; 128:1), in combination with yr#) in 112:1 and 128:1, and in the wisdom 
section of Psalm 25:12-14, which emphasizes fear of YHWH and knowledge.108  In Psalm 25 “fear of 
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 106 Kuntz, “Wisdom Psalms and the Shaping of the Hebrew Psalter,” 149. 
107 Kuntz, “The Canonical Wisdom Psalms,”  211.  
108 Ibid., 211–12. 
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the LORD” is connected with instruction (wnrwy v.12), inheritance of the land (Cr) #ryy v.13; see 
37:11, 22, 29, 34), and counsel (dws).109   
The contrasting lives of the righteous and the wicked constitute the second thematic element.  Here 
Kuntz recognizes Psalm 37 as the primary example in the Psalter, with key words qyc vs. (#r, and 
also the terms lysk h)+x for the wicked, in contrast to r#y Mymt for the righteous.  He further 
notes the use of these contrasts in Pss 1, 34, 92, and 112, but oddly neglects the importance of this 
theme in wisdom psalms 49 and 73, which share strong thematic connections with 37 on the 
question of theodicy.  The “reality and inevitability of retribution” is the third thematic element, in 
which the ultimate justice of God occurs in the “Two Ways” theology of Pss 1, 112, and in poems of 
confidence (Pss 34:16-22); I note this also occurs in the context of theodicy (Pss 37, 49, 73).   
Other themes include advice on one’s company (Ps 1:1), speech (Ps 34:14), avoidance of 
anger (Ps 37:8), the desire for peace (Pss 34:15; 37:37), harmony with one’s siblings (Ps 133), 
perseverance and trust (Pss 32:10, 37:3, 5, 7, 34; 62:9), humility and generosity (Pss 37:11; 49:13, 21; 
112:5, 9; 62:11 [integrity]).  A very important emphasis of Hurvitz which Kuntz only briefly mentions 
as a wisdom marker is the imperative to turn from evil and do good (34:15; 37:3, 27—the sur-mera 
formula); one who embraces wisdom through devotion and fidelity to YHWH will have a prosperous 
family life with many children (Ps 128) and harmony among kindred (Ps 133).110 
Walter Brueggemann: In his The Message of the Psalms (1984) and Psalms and the Life of Faith 
(1995), Brueggemann recognizes Psalms 1 and 119 as “Didactic” psalms of “orientation,” i.e., psalms 
which speak to a well-ordered life, and Psalms 37 and 14 (orientation), along with 49, and with 
reservation 73 as wisdom psalms of “disorientation,” i.e., psalms which speak to life’s crises, 
challenges, fears and laments.111  Though his focus pertains more to theology and canonical 
                                                 
109 I view Psalm 25 as a genuine wisdom psalm based on its vocabulary, thematic content, and acrostic 
structure.   
110 Ibid., 213–215. 
111 See The Message of the Psalms (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1984), 42-44, 106, 115; Psalms and the Life of 
Faith (ed. Patrick D. Miller; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1995), 189–213, 235–257. 
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structuring, his emphasis in these books and several articles in which he deals with Psalms 73 and 37 
are especially pertinent to my argument as I identify these as wisdom psalms and also embrace 
aspects of his theology of the canon.  Brueggemann offers two applications of Psalm 37: his “first 
reading” views the psalm from the perspective of “orientation” and support for “an economic, social 
status quo,” while the second interpretation embraces liberation theology as “a ground for hope for 
the landless.”112  He focuses on the numerous references within the Psalm to “the land” (Cr)) as 
reflective of the covenant promises for God’s faithful, the “righteous” (qydc), noting the use of Ps 
37:11 in the Sermon on the Mount and in his second reading views the psalm as a “passionate 
embrace of a revolutionary future” related to the concept of Jubilee, when those whose land was lost 
will receive it anew.  In this second reading, he views the psalm as a response to the futility of 
Qoheleth with anticipatory hope.113  In either reading of Psalm 37, however, Brueggemann sees 
numerous affinities with Proverbs and Job, and describes it as the most clearly identifiable wisdom 
psalm. 
Brueggemann notes that while Psalm 1 begins the Psalter with a call to “obedience”—to 
Torah, and as a wisdom poem—and Psalm 150 concludes with a universal doxology of praise, which 
provides evidence that the Psalter reflects a “drama,” from a beginning call to obedience, through the 
experience of “laments of candor” (e.g., Ps 25), to “re-perception through communion” (Ps 73), 
gratitude (Ps 103—note the “covenant formula” in v. 8 which harkens back to Exod 34:6), ending 
with doxological joy of Psalm 150.  Thus, the Psalter in its final canonical shaping is “bounded” by 
the themes of obedience and praise (Pss 1, 150), but in order to “appropriate the faith of Israel” one 
must enter into the Psalms between the boundaries, which reflect the movement from the ideals of 
wisdom/Torah and Kingship at the beginning (Pss 1, 2), the experiences of loss, injustice, doubt, 
anger and alienation seen in the laments (Pss 25, 37)—in which the speakers candidly seek to remind 
YHWH of the covenant promise of dsx [Ps 25:10–15]—and the post-Davidic transformation from 
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doubt to trust in Psalm 73, which itself begins by restating the theological position of Psalm 1.114  
This movement from lament over the seeming absence of God’s dsx in the laments to a renewed 
trust in God’s dsx is represented by Pss 25:6-7, 10 and 103.   
The Psalter begins with emphasis on obedience to Torah, which leads to divine blessing and 
sustenance (Ps 1:1–3; Jer 17:7–8; Ps 112); however, “real life” intrudes with sin, guilt, suffering and 
unexplainable hurt, doubt and pain (e.g., Pss 13; 22; 25; 51).  At some point we experience a 
transformative movement that embraces the ideal of Psalm 1 but also candidly confronts injustice, 
suffering, and through prayer in the sanctuary leads to a new orientation of renewed faith and hope; 
this transformative movement occurs in Ps 73:17, when the perplexed psalmist enters the sanctuary, 
and experiences transformation and renewed hope.  Standing at the theological center of the Psalter, 
Psalm 73 embraces the movement from orientation (v. 1) to disorientation, to a new orientation in its 
28 verses.115  Interestingly, Brueggemann’s approach juxtaposes two wisdom Psalms in opposition to 
each other: Psalm 25, while beginning with hope reminiscent of Psalm 1 and including repetitive use 
of the word “way” (Krd) which recalls its use in Psalm 1, challenges the naïve premises of Psalm 1, 
as it deals with the reality of the seeming failure in real life of the moral coherence promised in the 
first psalm.116  My own examination of Psalm 25 will conclude that it contains strong wisdom 
                                                 
 114 Brueggemann, “Bounded by Obedience and Praise: The Psalms as Canon” JSOT 50 (1991): 68–88; 
of course numerous other laments in addition to Psalm 25 appear in the first half of the Psalter, though Psalm 
25 also contains wisdom elements, just as several other examples of gratitude appear in books 4 and 5; though 
note that both 103 and 145, which contains wisdom elements, also utilize the “covenant formula” of YHWH’s 
self-identification from Exodus 34:6–7, emphasizing God’s dsx.  I think it important to add the thematic 
connections between Pss 1–2, particularly how 1 begins and 2 closes with the important term, yr#)), and the 
emphasis on Wisdom, Torah, and the kingship of YHWH.  This article is reprinted in his The Psalms and the Life of 
Faith, 189–213. 
115 See Walter Brueggemann and Patrick D. Miller, “Psalm 73 as a Canonical Marker” JSOT 72 (1996): 
45–56, in which they explore Psalm 73 as both sapiential and royal, serving as a marker to rethink the 
monarchy in a Deuteronomistic way: following the “Solomon” psalm 72, psalm 73 applies to Solomon in 
setting forth choices to idolatry (vv. 2-16), or embrace rather of Torah piety (vv. 18-28), with Torah piety 
promising the rewards established in Psalm 1 and idolatry leading to destruction.  If so, the order of Psalm 73 
reverses the movement in 1 Kings, where Solomon begins in wisdom (chapter 3) and ends in idolatry (chapter 
11), or it serves as “choices” which lie before him early in his reign.  Either way, the Psalm probably serves as 
reflection upon the failed monarchy “late in the canonizing process” (56).  
116 Brueggemann, “Bounded by Obedience and Praise,” 71–75.  
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elements, both in its acrostic structure and vocabulary, and provides an example of how psalms of 
various genres can also contain strong wisdom elements. 
Psalm 73 begins with a reiteration of the premise of Psalm 1, that the “pure of heart”—
equivalent to those who delight in Torah of Ps 1:2—then immediately moves into a “passionate 
protest against the claims of Psalm 1” in vv. 2–13 in contrasting the prosperity of the wicked versus 
the suffering of the righteous.  In addition, I note that verses 14–16 provide a personal reflection on 
the speaker’s disappointment that keeping his “heart pure” and hands clean in “innocence”—Pss 
24:4 and 26:6 also utilize this imagery—has failed to result in the promised prosperity or well-being 
(Ps 1), which leads to cynicism and near hopelessness (v. 16).  However, once the speaker enters the 
Temple to pray (v. 17, l)-y#dqm-l) )wb)-d( “when I entered the sanctuary of God”), he or 
she experiences a transformation which moves beyond protest back to trust (vv. 17-28), leading to 
the realization that God is “my portion forever” despite physical or emotional failure (vv. 26–27).  
This leads Brueggemann to emphasize the crucial and “daring” role of Psalm 73 in moving the 
Psalter’s theology from the idealized but often unrealistic premise of Psalm 1, through the reality of 
lament and suffering, to a renewal and new focus on communion with God as the greatest good, 
despite the possible incoherence of life, enabling finally the doxology of Psalm 150.117  
Brueggemann’s analysis of Psalm 73 utilizes his interpretive method of classifying psalms by 
orientation, disorientation, new orientation.118   
I find this interpretive method to be very useful for understanding psalms in their original 
contexts and for ongoing application of their content in daily life.  For Brueggemann, the placement 
of Psalms in the canonization process reflects an intentional theological movement based on Israel’s 
history and experience.  Viewed in light of the ultimate failure of the monarchy and the subsequent 
need to rethink not only the monarchy but the idealized promises of Psalm 1, Brueggemann’s 
proposal provides an excellent argument for the work of post-exilic wisdom editors.   
                                                 
117 Ibid., 84–91. 
 118 For an overview of this method, see Brueggemann’s The Message of the Psalms: A Theological 
Commentary (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1984), 1–21. 
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Gerald Wilson: A recent pioneer in understanding the canonical shape of the Psalter, 
Wilson emphasized the placement of Royal Psalms at the “seams” of the Books of the Psalter, the 
intentional placement of Superscriptions to thematically bind sections, the use of hywllh and wdwh 
(“Praise the LORD!” and “Give thanks!”), and doxologies to mark the intentional shape of the 
Psalter.119  From this, he divides the Psalter into two halves: 1—89 use Superscriptions to designate 
author and genre, while 90—150 are marked by “hallelujah” and “Give thanks” designations.  In 
general this observation is correct; however, he should more readily have taken into account that the 
second half of the Psalter still contains several genre/author superscriptions (Pss 90; 100; 102; 108–
110; 120–134; 138–139; 142–145).  Based on linguistic studies and comparisons with the Qumran 
Psalms Scrolls, he concludes—correctly, in my view—that the second half of the Psalter contains the 
latest psalms.  With wisdom Psalm 1 serving as an introduction, and Hallelujah Psalms 146–150 as a 
concluding doxology, he then focuses on thematic links or “competing editorial frames” in the 
remaining psalms.  He concludes that the first half of the Psalter, which contains older psalms, 
emphasizes the Davidic Covenant (2), its continuation (“Solomon”; 72), and failure (89); this royal 
frame extends, albeit with a new interpretation of kingship, into the second half with Psalm 144.120   
Like Brueggemann, Wilson sees in the structure of the Psalter an emphasis in the first half 
on the ideals expressed in Psalm 1, the realities of the monarchy with its successes and failures 
throughout Books 1—2, and a transition in Book 3 which deals with the failure of the monarchy.  
While seeing the value of Brueggemann’s emphasis on Psalm 73 as the central “pivot” in the 
canonical shape of the Psalter, Wilson rather emphasizes Psalm 89, which closes out Book 3 with a 
stark, almost Job-like, expression of the failure of the monarchy (89:39–53), as “clearest articulation” 
of the theological shift between the two halves of the Psalter.121   
In this later article, however, Wilson emphasizes the role of Wisdom Psalms and wisdom 
elements in shaping the final form of the Psalter: in contrast to the “royal covenantal frame,” he 
                                                 
119 See his Editing of the Hebrew Psalter (SBLDS; Chico, CA: Scholars Press, 1985) for a detailed 
understanding of his original arguments, which do not emphasize wisdom psalms.  
120 Gerald H. Wilson, “The Shape of the Book of Psalms,” Int 46 (April 1992): 129–142. 
121 Ibid., 134–38.  
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views the “strategic placement of ‘wisdom psalms’” as providing a structure for the last two books.  
This structuring occurs with the placement of Psalms 90 and 91—which I agree fit the classification 
of having “wisdom elements”—at the beginning of Book 4, Psalm 106 (which contains didactic 
elements) at the close of Book 4, and Psalm 145 (also wisdom-oriented) at the conclusion of the 
second half of the Psalter before his proposed “doxology” of Pss 146–150.122  Thus, wisdom 
elements play a key role in the Psalter’s final form.  
Wilson finds Brueggemann’s emphasis on the movement from obedience to praise in the 
journey from Psalm 1 to 150 as “appealing.”  Brueggemann’s emphasis on the concluding doxology 
or “postscript” of Psalm 72 is a key indicator of this movement; Psalm 73 provides the “paradigm” 
of this movement that requires “protest, candor, and communion”—all reflective of the movement 
from orientation, disorientation, and new orientation.123  Wilson concludes that with wisdom 
elements dominating the final shaping of the Psalter we have clear evidence of the important role of 
sages in reshaping Israel’s understanding and use of the Psalms.  Rather than being limited to the 
cult, the Psalter serves an ongoing didactic and religious purpose in application to the varied 
experiences of life.  This shaping reveals movements from lament to praise and individual to community: 
lament and individual concerns dominate the first half, while praise and communal interests 
dominate the second.124  Wilson sees a theological shift and movement revealed in the final shaping 
of the Psalter of which wisdom psalms and interests play a crucial role.  
Methodology  
Building upon the groundwork of Mowinckel, who posited a later “psalmography” with a 
wisdom orientation produced by sages working within the wisdom schools who became the final 
editors and redactors of the Psalter, and embracing the “wisdom criteria” explicated by Murphy, 
Kuntz, and Purdue, along with the importance of wisdom elements in the canonical shape of the 
                                                 
122 Ibid., 134. 
123 Wilson, “The Shape of the Book of Psalms,” 134 –35; Brueggemann, “Bounded by Obedience and 
Praise,” 81 (and see above section on Brueggemann).  
124 Wilson, “The Shape of the Book of Psalms,” 138–39. 
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Psalter emphasized by Brueggemann and Wilson, I propose that the Psalter in its canonical form 
represents a deliberate and resourceful editing and redacting by wisdom writers or sages who in the 
post-exilic period sought to add a didactic emphases to the liturgical use of the Psalter.  Though the 
category of “wisdom psalms” itself is disputed and varies among scholars, the wisdom elements 
within other psalm types and superscriptions—particularly the term Maśkîl in superscriptions and the 
presence of key wisdom vocabulary and themes—evince a “wisdom pattern” in the Psalter.   
Following Brueggemann’s Hegelian-like observation on “orientation, disorientation, and new 
orientation” in interpreting Psalms, I see a pattern in which the editors place the idealized wisdom 
Psalm 1 at the head of the Psalter, connected to an idealized royal Psalm 2 by the wisdom section in 
vv. 2:10–11—with the key terms, lk# and yr#) used as imperatives for proper behavior—as an 
introduction setting forth a ideal way of living and view of kingship.  Using Brueggemann’s 
terminology, the Psalter begins in a situation of “orientation.”  The First Davidic Psalter (Pss 3–41), 
however, with its many laments, reflects the disorientation found in “real life.”  Following the 
introductory wisdom Psalm 1, I propose Psalm 14 as the first specific wisdom psalm.  Psalm 32, the 
first with the term Maśkîl  in its superscription, contains blessing, recollection of past sorrows due to 
sin, confession, conversion, and wisdom teaching, concluding with praise.  Psalm 32 provides a 
realistic picture of the movement from disorientation to new orientation through the application of 
wisdom teaching.  Wisdom psalms 37 and 49 deal specifically with the questions of theodicy, with 
strong wisdom vocabulary and themes, to deal with the disorientation which occurs through the 
seeming injustice of the prosperity of the wicked and suffering of the righteous.  Wisdom elements 
appear in creation Psalm 33, and Pss 39, 45, 51, 52, 62, and 64.  The center-point of the Psalter, 
according to Brueggemann, is Psalm 73, a wisdom psalm, which also shows the movement from 
“orientation” in v.1 with its restatement of the ideal of Psalm 1, through the disorientation of 
lamenting the prosperity and oppression of the wicked over the righteous, and concludes with a 
reorientation of trust, knowing, wisely, that “nearness to God is good” (v. 28).   
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This movement also coincides with the transition from David, to Solomon (Ps 71, David’s 
old age; Ps 72, attributed to Solomon, the father of wisdom tradition), to a realistic, post-exilic 
understanding of the Monarchy’s failure (Pss 73; 89), and a renewed emphasis in Books 4 and 5 on 
YHWH as king.  Wisdom teaching not only prepares for and marks this transition (Ps 73) but also 
adds reflection in Psalm 90, attributed “back” to Moses, Israel’s divine prophet and law-giver who 
lead them to freedom and liberty in the Promised Land, and the didactic “historical-wisdom” 
teaching of Psalms 78, 105, and 106, which serve to provide a didactic reflection on past events, sin 
and its consequences, for ongoing generations of Israelites.  Acrostic Psalm 119, dominated by 
keywords for Torah and wisdom, is an important part of an early framework for the Psalter (Pss 1–2; 
19; 111; 112; 119; 145) consisting of torah and acrostic psalms.  It anchors the last part of the Psalter 
with an emphasis on walking in the ways of Torah as the guideline for proper and prosperous living; 
Psalm 119 lacks any emphasis on the cult or covenant, and reinterprets the monarchy in terms of the 
renewed emphasis on YHWH as King (Pss 93, 96-100).   
Wisdom psalms and elements, then, are found strategically placed in Book 3 with Psalms 73 
and 78; in Book 4 with Psalms 90, 92 and 94, a lament with wisdom teaching (vv. 8–15), and creation 
Psalm 104.  In Book 5 wisdom elements occur in the above-mentioned “didactic-historical” Psalms 
105/106 and the conclusion of Psalm 107:42-43, and the acrostic wisdom Psalms 111, 112, and 119; 
Ascent Psalms 127, 128, 133; in parts of Psalm 144, and in Psalm 145, an acrostic hymn with wisdom 
features.  At the conclusion of the Psalter, I find strong wisdom elements—thematic, vocabulary, and 
creation theology—in Psalms 146, 147, and 148.  Throughout the Psalter a connection exists 
between wisdom and creation—a pattern found in Job (38–40), Proverbs (8) and Sirach—in Psalms 
19A, 33, 104, 146:5–6, 147, and 148.  Furthermore, the use of the term Maśkîl in superscriptions 
provides evidence of deliberate use by wisdom editors of various psalms of mixed genres to serve 
specific wisdom-teaching, “didactic” purposes; this wisdom term, I will argue, based on its root and 
use in the Dead Sea Scrolls, serves as more than a musical direction or type of song, but more 
importantly reflects later specific wisdom-oriented application of these psalms in teaching.   
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 I conclude with the following lists of key wisdom themes, vocabulary, and literary 
characteristics for the examination of wisdom psalms:  
1) The ’ashrei, “happy is the one” saying (e.g., Pss 1:1; 32:1; 33:12; 34:9; 112:1; 119:1; 127:5; 
128:1). 
2) Emphasis on the proper way to live life (e.g., the “Two Ways” of Psalm 1; the 
imperatives to repent, turn from evil and do good in Psalms 32, 34; the question of 
Theodicy and call to trust in the LORD in Psalms 37, 49, 73; the emphasis on Torah as a 
guide for living in Psalms 1, 19B, 112, and 119. 
3) The contrast between the righteous and the wicked (Pss 1, 37, 49, 73, 112). 
4) Theodicy (37, 49, 73; 94). 
5) Meditation on the brevity of life (39; 90). 
6) Torah (1, 19B, 112, and 119). 
7) Numerical sayings (e.g., 62:10-14). 
8) Wisdom key-words: Instruct, teach, Wisdom (Hebrew: hmkx), Maśkîl (lyk#m); sakal (“be 
wise”; ’ashrei (“happy is the man/one”); teaching, Law, precepts, decrees, commandments; “turn from 
evil and do good” 34:14-15; 37:27; “better than” sayings, e.g., 37:16. Sur-mera‘ in Pss 34 and 37 as 
a wisdom word pair. 
9) “Fear of the Lord” (e.g., 33:18; 34:10; 111:10; 112:1; 128:1). 
10) The Acrostic—a scribal technique by which successive lines begin with successive letters 
of the Hebrew alphabet; this technique brings a certain order to psalms, served for 
memorization, and emphasized “completeness” (best examples: Psalms 25, 34, 37; 111; 
112; 119; 145 
11) Creation theology as attested in Proverbs 8; Job 28; 38–41; and Sirach 16:24–30; 24; 
39:12–35; and 42:15–43:35, occurs prominently in Psalms 8, 19A, 33, 104, and 148.  
12) Wisdom psalms: 1, 14/53, 25, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37, 49, 62, 73, 78, 90, 92, 94, 101, 111, 112, 
119, 127; 128; 131; and 133.  Also, Pss 26, 40, 45, 50, 51, 64, 104, 105, 106, 107, 145, 146 
and 148 will be examined for the wisdom elements within their structures, although I 
would classify them as “mixed types” and not formally wisdom psalms.   
 
Psalm Titles: in addition to Maśkîl (lyk#m), which will be the subject of chapter 2, several 
psalm titles reveal evidence of the influence of wisdom editing in their references to figures 
associated with Temple singers and wisdom traditions.  Among psalms I associate with wisdom 
traditions, the Psalms 39 and 62 (also 77) refer to “Jeduthun,” who appears in the Chronicler’s 
History as a temple musician and singer (1 Chron 9:16; 16:38, 41; 25:1, 3, 6; 2 Chron 5:12; 29:14; 
35:15; Neh 11:17).  In addition to being Maśkîl psalms, Psalm 88 is ascribed to “Heman the 
Ezrahite,” and Psalm 89 to “Ethan the Ezrahite.”  Both of these figures appear in 1 Kings 5:11 
(Hebrew) as wise men in Solomon’s court; Heman and Ethan are also mentioned as a temple singers 
in 1 Chronicles 15:17, 19, and in 2 Chron 2:6 as  “sons of Zerah.”  With the majority of modern 
scholars, I assume most superscriptions are later additions to the various psalms; the appearance of 
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these names in association with Solomon’s wisdom and in the Chronicler’s History (Persian Period) 
may provide clues to the influence of wisdom editors and to the editing of these poems in the 
Persian Period.  Further, Psalms 72 and 127 are attributed to “Solomon”; Ps 127 in particular is a 
wisdom psalm from the post-exilic period (discussed below), and Ps 72 is a royal psalm, most 
probably pre-exilic but later than Solomon.  By placing the name of Solomon in the superscriptions 
of these psalms, later editors ascribe these psalms to the patron of Israelite wisdom.  The collections 
of Korah and Asaph psalms will be discussed below in relation to wisdom-oriented psalms from 
those collections.  Like Heman, Ethan, and Jeduthan, these figures also appear in the Chronicler’s 
History and provide further evidence of the relationship of the Psalter and the Temple and court, 
where wisdom instruction was centered.  
 
Historical-Critical concerns  
I fully embrace the insights of modern critical scholarship, which has implications, for 
example, in references to “Solomon” as a patron of wisdom.  While I take a moderate view that 
posits the existence of the historical Solomon, I view the description of his vast knowledge and 
composition of proverbs and songs in 1 Kings 3:12, 5:9–14, as exaggerated and reflective of the 
theologizing of the Deuteronomic Historians.  However, the attribution of wisdom literature to 
Solomon, and his probable connections to foreign wisdom sources through his wives (e.g., 1 Kings 
11), provide evidence of the milieu in which Israelite wisdom developed and its connections to the 
royal court.  Therefore, when I invoke Solomon in the context of examining wisdom literature, I am 
referring to the international context of wisdom in the Ancient Near East that influenced the scribes 
who produced the wisdom literature and edited the Psalter.   
ANE Languages and Israelite Scribes 
 Throughout this study I will make note of parallels and similarities between various Ancient 
Near Eastern texts, particularly from Egypt and Mesopotamia, and the psalms to show the probable 
influence of other ANE wisdom traditions on Israelite wisdom and particularly the Psalms.  This raises 
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the question, when I note that something in the Psalms “reflects,” “parallels,” or “recalls” something 
from these ANE traditions, “did the Israelite sages know the languages of Egypt and Mesopotamia?”  
Short of any direct proof that Israelite scribes knew these languages, any affirmative answer must be 
considered hypothetical.  I simply do not know.  I do think it is possible that in the more 
international context of the post-exilic period, when Palestine was dominated by successive foreign 
governments, learned scribes could well have been trained in other languages.  In pre-exilic contexts, 
however, it seems less likely, but when we consider the Hyksos—Semitic tribes that prevailed in 
Egypt from ca. 1750–1550 B.C.E.—it seems plausible that some educated scribes from an earlier 
period may have known some Egyptian.   
Among contemporary scholars, Leo G. Perdue holds that within the royal courts, “At least a 
few Israelite scribes would have been able to read other West Semitic languages, Akkadian, 
hieroglyphics, and the hieratic script.”125  André Lemaire strongly promotes the existence of wisdom 
schools in both pre- and post-exilic Israel.126  In the First Temple period he posits their connection 
to the royal court and the existence of a “library”; these schools gain influence and importance in the 
post-exilic period when “there was no king and no royal school” and the sages merged with priestly 
traditions to emphasize the importance of Torah, exemplified in Ezra, the priest-scribe.127  Perdue 
raises the possibility that the Egyptian court model influenced the development of the Israelite court, 
with the Babylonian period bringing forth the influence of Mesopotamian texts (particularly Job), and 
in the Persian period the use of both Hebrew and Aramaic by the sages, who “had to be at the very 
least bilingual.”128  He cites Proverbs as being influenced directly by Egyptian wisdom traditions; in 
addition to the well-known citation of Amenemopet in Prov 22:19, knowledge of Egyptian wisdom 
would be mediated through the royal court and schools, and some of these sages may have known 
                                                 
125 Leo G. Perdue, Wisdom Literature: A Theological History (Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John Knox, 
2007), 328. 
 126 André Lemaire, “The Sage in School and Temple,” in The Sage in Israel and the Ancient Near East (ed. 
John G. Gammie and Leo G. Perdue; Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1990), 165–81. 
 127 Ibid., 180. 
128 Perdue, Wisdom Literature., 330.  
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Egyptian.129  Lemaire also emphasizes Egyptian influence in Israelite wisdom: “Egypt exerted a 
strong cultural influence on Israel, demonstrated in part by the use of hieratic numerals in paleo-
Hebrew writing.”130  These observations provide strong support to the theory that wisdom schools 
existed in ancient Israel, and that these schools evolved in response to changing circumstances in 
Israel’s historical experience, from their beginnings in the monarchic period to their dominant role in 
the post-exilic period, when I propose the Psalter reached its final form under their influence.  My 
analysis, however, leads me to conclude that the idea of “wisdom schools” includes a diversity of 
types, rather than a unified monolithic concept that embraced a common perspective. 
 
 
                                                 
129 Ibid., 43, 46; Perdue cites a study by Nili Shupak (“The ‘Sitz im Leben’ of the Book of Proverbs in 
the Light of a Comparison of Biblical and Egyptian Wisdom Literature” RB 94 [1989]: 98–119), who finds 
similarities in the vocabulary of Egyptian and Israelite wisdom texts, leading her to conclude that the Israelite 
sages either knew Egyptian or had it mediated to them via Phoenician or Canaanite sources (102). 
 130 “The Sage in School and Temple,” 169–70. 
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Chapter Two 
An Examination of the Term Maśkîl in the Canonical Psalter and the Dead Sea Scrolls as 
Evidence for Wisdom Editing of the Psalter 
 
 The term Maśkîl (lyk#m), the Hiphil participle of the verb śākal (lk#), occurs frequently 
in the Wisdom literature, the book of Psalms, and the Dead Sea Scrolls; in the Dead Sea Scrolls it 
represents a particular leader or sage in the community who in addition to being wise serves as an 
“instructor” or “master” who imparts wisdom to others.  In Psalm superscriptions and as a title in 
the Dead Sea Scrolls, it takes the form lyk#ml with the preposition l (“to, of, for”).1  (The 
preposition is similarly applied to David (dwdl) in canonical psalms attributed to him.)  In the book 
of Psalms Maśkîl  occurs in the superscriptions of 13 Psalms and in Ps 47:8, where it usually is 
interpreted as a musical term (e.g., RSV, “Psalm”).  The exact meaning of the term is debated or 
uncertain for many commentators (e.g., NJPS notation on Psalm 32, “Meaning of Hebrew 
uncertain”).  Based on its verbal root lk#, “to have insight,” I shall show that the occurrence of the 
term Maśkîl and most other uses of the verb lk# in the Psalms serve as a marker of wisdom editing 
and influence.  Whether used in a superscription or within a psalm text, the term reflects the intents 
and purposes of the sages who served as the final editors of the canonical Psalter.  Its use in the 
Qumran texts as a technical title for a wisdom teacher or “master” supports this thesis since the 
Qumran documents date to the Hellenistic and Roman periods, which coincides with the period in 
which the Psalter began to take on its final form.  In this period sages may well have had a more 
prominent role in the editing and composition of the Psalms and wisdom literature.2  By examining 
                                                 
1 TDOT 14: 112–128; Carol A. Newsom, “The Sage in the Literature of Qumran: The Functions of 
the MASKIL,” The Sage in Israel and the Ancient Near East (eds. John G. Gammie and Leo G. Purdue; Winona 
Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1990), 373–82; “Sectually Explicit Literature from Qumran,” in The Hebrew Bible and its 
Interpreters (ed. William H. Propp, Baruch Halpern, and David N. Freedman; Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 
1990), 167–87.  “Maskil” is found in the superscriptions of Psalms 32, 42, 44, 45, 52, 53, 54, 55, 74, 78, 88, 89, 
and 142.  Of these, I classify Pss 32 and 78 as wisdom psalms, and find wisdom elements in 52, 53. 
2 See Sigmund Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel’s Worship (2 Vols in one; trans. D. R. Ap-Thomas; 
Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2004), 94–95, 104–122, who posits such a role for these so-called “wise men” in 
assuming the handing on and production of psalms in the post-exilic era. 
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the term in both the canonical Psalter and the Dead Sea Scrolls, I shall attempt to show how this 
often-overlooked term provides clues to the editing and composition of the Psalter. 
Among the Qumran texts, in the Songs of the Maskil and Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice the term 
refers to a specific person in a leadership position; this may provide a clue to the meaning of lyk#m 
in the canonical psalms as a “wisdom marker” representing the intentions and instructions of a sage 
or group of sages who provide an authoritative application and reading of particular psalms.  Though 
most of the canonical Psalms with Maśkîl in their superscription fall outside the specific wisdom 
psalm category (except Psalms 32 and 78), I propose that psalms of various genres which contain the 
term in their titles are specifically destined for pedagogical use relating to the intentions of the 
wisdom teachers.  For example, the lament over Jerusalem in the context of Israel’s exile experience 
recounted in Psalm 74, while not a wisdom poem, is intended for special instructional use, perhaps to 
teach ongoing generations the importance of Torah obedience in light of the destruction resulting 
from Israel’s past sins, and to make successive generations knowledgeable about this definitive aspect 
of their history and identity.  Other examples include: the lament in Psalm 42 of a distressed Israelite 
stranded in the north (“Hermon,” v. 7) and longing for the Temple in Zion; Psalm 52’s wisdom-
influenced confident proclamation of dsx for those who trust in the Lord as opposed to the wicked 
who trust in their temporal wealth; the lament over betrayal in Psalm 55; the deeply distressed lament 
of Psalm 88 followed by the reflection on the monarchy and its failure in Psalm 89; the wisdom-
oriented reflection from “Moses” on the temporality of human life in relation to God’s eternity in 
Psalm 90; and the prayer in Psalm 142 attributed to David hiding “in the cave.” A wisdom “master” 
or “insightful instructor” (Maśkîl)  may have used these psalms for didactic purposes, even though 
they are not specifically wisdom psalms.   
I will support my thesis that the term lyk#m in psalm headings and lyk#ml in the Dead 
Sea Scrolls provides evidence of the editing and compilation of the final form of the Psalter by 
wisdom instructors/sages in the later post-exilic period by first examining etymological aspects of the 
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root and its participle, the application of the term in the Dead Sea Scrolls and its relation to wisdom, 
and finally an examination of its use in canonical psalms.  With regard to the Dead Sea Scrolls, I 
prefer the translation of lky#ml as “of the insightful/wisdom teacher” which differs somewhat 
from the usual “For the Master” in the critical editions and most analyses.3  Had the intention been 
to address a “Master” one might expect the use of l(b or Nwd); using the wisdom root in narrows 
the application of the term to a specific wisdom teacher of high status, perhaps the elder or 
headmaster within a wisdom school.  Unless otherwise noted, all translations are my own. 
Relation to other Psalm Titles:  In several instances the title appears in a superscript along 
with mention of David (Psalms 32, 52, 53, 54, 55, 142), Asaph (74, 78), Heman (88), Ethan (89), 
Korah (42, 44, 45, 88), and to the Leader (xcnml, from the participle of xcn, “to lead, be chief”; 42, 
44, 45, 52, 53, 54, 55, 88).  We must consider the relation of in these instances to the other technical 
terms and proper names in psalm titles, attributed to Solomon (Psalms 72, 127), Moses (Ps 90; which 
contains wisdom elements), and the term twl(mh in the Songs of Ascent.  With regard to Asaph, 
Korah, Ethan, Heman, “The Leader,” and “for the Ascent,” these other terms are specifically 
referent to guilds of singer and musicians (Asaph; Korah; Heman; Ethan; “The Leader”) or the 
liturgical context (“for the ascent”).4  In 1 Kings 5:11 (Hebrew; 4:31 RSV), in the description of 
                                                 
3 The critical editions which I consulted both translated lyk#ml as “for the Master,” see James H. 
Charlesworth and Henry W. L. Rietz, eds., The Dead Sea Scrolls: Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek Texts with English 
Translations.  Volume 4AL: Pseudepigraphic and Non-Masoretic Psalms and Prayers (Tübingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 
1997); and James H. Charlesworth and Carol A. Newsom, eds., The Dead Sea Scrolls: Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek 
Texts with English Translation. Volume 4B: Angelic Liturgy: Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice (Tubingen: Mohr 
Siebeck, 1999). 
4 The Korahhite collection of Psalms includes 42 (43); 44–49; 84–85, and 87–88; 2 Chr 29:19 states: 
“Levites of the sons of Kohath and of the sons of Korah got up to extol the Lord God of Israel at the top of 
their voices,” which provides evidence of their role in temple singing.  The Asaphite collection of psalms 
occurs in 50, and 73–83; Nehemiah 7:44 states: “The singers, the sons of Asaph” in the context of describing 
the rebuilding of Jerusalem and its wall in the Second Temple period.  1 Chr 16:7 places Asaph in Davidic 
times, while 2 Chr 29:30 calls him “the seer” (hzxh Ps)), which suggests the poetry of the Asaphites 
occurred under divine inspiration.  In 1 Chronicles Asaph repeatedly appears as among the Levites who serve 
an important role in Temple music and chanting (1 Chr 6:24; 15:17, 19; 16:5, 7, 37).  Presumably, the Asaphites 
were present among the Levites who carried the Ark and meeting tent at the dedication of the Temple (2 Chr 
5:1–5), and were still active when Josiah celebrated the Passover in Jerusalem (2 Chr 35:15), and continued their 
role in Temple liturgy in the fifth century, as attested in Ezra-Nehemiah (Ezra 2:41; 3:10; Neh 7:44; 11:22; 
12:35). 
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Solomon’s exceeding wisdom, Heman and Ethan the Ezrahite are listed among a group of wise men 
whom Solomon surpasses.   
Attribution to Solomon in the superscription of Psalm 127, a wisdom psalm, seems 
appropriate in light of his traditional association with the wisdom traditions.  The ideal of kingship 
presented in Psalm 72, attributed to Solomon, along with the conclusion stating, “the prayers of 
David, son of Jesse, have ended” (72:20), marks the end of an earlier collection of David psalms and 
reveals the transition from David to Solomon.  Most probably, later editors added the doxology in 
vv. 18–19, and the conclusion in v. 20, using the psalm to close book 2 in a way that reflects the 
failure of the monarchy.  This leads to a renewed emphasis of YHWH as king, which occurs in 
wisdom Psalm 73 and throughout the latter part of the Psalter (e.g., Pss 93; 96:10; 97; 99).  Likewise, 
the meditation ascribed to Moses in Psalm 90, following the lament over the fall of the monarchy in 
89:39-52, provides a humble, wisdom-oriented reflection on the brevity of life and surpassing 
greatness of YHWH, while also praying for God’s help to “prosper the work of our hands” (v. 17) in 
rebuilding the fallen nation after the failure of the monarchy.   
Meaning of the Term: Among the possibilities proposed for this term three stand out: “a 
skillfully composed song,” a song which provides insight or wisdom, and a “successful song,” i.e., a 
popular song.5  Of these the first two seem plausible as they are based on the root meaning of the 
verb, “to have insight” or the causative “make insightful/wise”; the third option seems dubious as 
any poem which found its way into the canonical Psalter must be considered “successful.”  The 
second proposal, that it refers specifically to a wisdom or didactic psalm, must be challenged on the 
grounds that some of the psalms bearing the term in their superscription are laments and lack 
wisdom elements.  However, if we accept—as I propose—that the final editing of the Psalter reflects 
the work of wisdom editors and/or teachers, we can argue that inclusion of the term in the 
superscription of an otherwise non-wisdom psalm type may reflect the intention of using or reading 
that particular psalm as “instruction,” e.g., reading Psalm 74 as historical instruction of Israel’s exile 
                                                 
5 TDOT 14:126–27. 
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experience or 89 as reflecting the Davidic covenant and ultimate failure of the monarchy and the 
resulting emphasis on YHWH as king.   
Recent Interpretations: Among commentators on wisdom psalms, Mowinckel stands out 
in his description of a Maśkîl as “a song sprung out of and containing supra-normal insight and effect 
. . . and testifies to the connection between the psalmists and ‘wisdom.’”6  In Psalm 32, the first 
appearance of the term in a superscript in the canonical Psalter, Dahood interprets it as “A sense-
giving harmony” that is both intellectual and “artistic-musical.”7  Terrien interprets the term as a 
musical notation for individual meditations used in private reflection, “perhaps a cantilena that has to 
be softly trilled in solitude,” when used in concert with the yr#) as in Ps 32:1; however, its use in Ps 
47:8 (praise) and lament superscriptions (e.g., Pss 55, 74, 88, 142) leads to the alternative 
interpretation that Maśkîl designates a “plaintive reflection.”8  To suggest that the term as applied in 
varied psalms from wisdom (Pss 14/53, 32, 78), praise (Ps 47:8), and laments restricts its meaning to 
a musical notation indicating private reflection and soft humming seems contradictory and 
unconvincing.  Observation of the variety of psalms in which the term appears argues for a broad 
application of the term; to suggest that these psalms are somehow limited to private reflection and 
soft humming ignores the probable cultic use and origin of such poems.  Psalm 47, for example, 
exudes praise and a communal context as it exhorts “all peoples” (Mym(h-lk) to clap their hands 
and shout for joy (v. 2), while the wisdom teacher of Psalm 32 “instructs” (Klyk#) v. 8; same root 
lk#) and teaches (Krw)) the student (s) the way of proper living.   
Craigie offers a more useful interpretation, recognizing that its root (lk#) implies teaching 
and instruction and may mean “didactic psalm,” which accounts for its use in the superscriptions of 
                                                 
6 Sigmund Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel’s Worship II (trans. D. R. Ap-Thomas; New York: Abingdon, 
1962), 94; he further elaborates that the hiphil participle specifically refers to a “wise man” who has the 
knowledge and skill to achieve his aims, a “supra-normal power,” which indicates the cultic use of psalms 
containing this term as reflecting this supra-normal wisdom as pointing to the proper way to worship.    
7 Mitchell Dahood, Psalms 1—50 (AB 16; New York: Doubleday, 1966), 194. 
8 Samuel Terrien, The Psalms: Strophic Structure and Theological Commentary (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 
2003), 29. 
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Psalms 32 and 78.  In light of the non-didactic character of the other eleven psalms with Maśkîl in 
the superscription, it may mean “a meditation,” “a psalm of understanding,” or “a skillful psalm.”  
The key interpretive issue, in his view, is whether the word refers to the psalm text or its musical 
accompaniment.  It may hold a dual meaning of “insight and analytical understanding” and 
“harmony and synthesis,” which could then apply the term to an interpretation and “exegesis of the 
text” which arises from its musical setting.9  This view better reflects the varied contexts in which 
Maśkîl appears and allows for both an individual and communal-liturgical setting for the psalms; such 
individual and communal usage more realistically represents how the psalms were used in later 
Second-Temple Judaism.   
Kraus draws on its use in 2 Chr 30:22 (bw+-lk# Mylyk#mh), which speaks of the Levites 
“showing skill in service of the Lord,” to suggest the term refers to songs composed according to 
“wisdom” (hmkx) principles.  Using the term “art song,” Kraus favors the idea that a Maśkîl refers 
to an artistic song which inspires praise and he discounts the didactic meaning.  He emphasizes its 
use in Ps 47:8, a hymn of praise, while making note of Ps 49:3, “My mouth will speak wisdom,” as 
evidence of these principles of composition.10  He cites Ps 96:1 as an example of its meaning.11  Use 
of the term in 2 Chronicles, a late writing (ca. 300 B.C.E.) aligns well with my view that later wisdom 
writers applied the term to various psalms and hymns in the post-exilic period to reflect the didactic 
use of such texts.  Kraus’s view that Maśkîl does not reflect didactic interests seems unnecessary, as 
the liturgical and didactic purposes are not mutually exclusive; his emphasis on praise fails to account 
for the placement of Maśkîl in the superscriptions of laments. 
In his recent translation of the Psalms, Robert Alter discusses Maśkîl as it appears in the 
superscriptions of Psalms 32 and 42 as “clearly a category of song,” the nature of which remains 
uncertain.  Citing its use in Amos 5:13 (“Therefore, the one being wise will be silent in that time, for it is 
                                                 
9 Peter C. Craigie, Psalms 1—50 (WBC 19; Waco, Tex.: Word, 1983), 264. 
 10 Interestingly, while Kraus cites Psalm 49, which I count as a wisdom psalm, as evidence of these 
principles of composition, the psalm itself lacks the title Maśkîl. 
11 Hans-Joachim Kraus, Psalms 1—59: A Commentary (Trans. Hilton C. Oswald; Minneapolis: 
Augsburg, 1988), 25–26. 
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a time of evil”), Alter claims that the word refers to a “joyous song.”12  Considering that Amos 5:15 
describes the sin and punishment of Israel, his assertion that the use of lyk#m provides evidence to 
interpret the term as referring to a joyful song seems odd.  Alter acknowledges its use in other psalms 
(e.g., laments) which fail to support the definition of “joyful song,” and notes that its use in Psalm 32 
may serve as a homonym for a “discerning person” or “giver of instruction,” while also pointing out 
the use of the verbal root in v. 8 and the wisdom aspects of the psalm.13   
Etymology: In both biblical Hebrew and Aramaic the root lk# means to “have insight” or 
to make insightful; in the Hebrew Bible the verb occurs only in the hiphil, from which the term 
Maśkîl is derived.  In Aramaic, the aphel of the root means “to make insightful, have insight,” while 
the ithpaal means “to acquire insight, comprehend, pay attention”; the noun forms meaning 
“insight,” and “understanding.”14  in Syriac, the pael of skl likewise means “to have insight” and “to 
proclaim.”  In Ahiqar 147 the term appears with the meaning to be “clever” or “consider.”15  In the 
Hebrew Bible root lk# occurs 91 times, of which 16 use the hiphil, and 14 Maśkîl as a technical 
term in superscriptions of psalms.  It appears as a singular participle eight times in Proverbs, a plural 
participle five times in Daniel, and fourteen times as the infinitive; the participle describes how a 
successful person behaves—a clue to its meaning in psalm titles.  In the Psalms the occurrences of 
the root (11 times as verbal; 1 as a noun)—this excludes the use in superscriptions—occurs in 
wisdom contexts focusing on knowledge of God or God’s works, similar to its usage in Job (verb 3; 
noun 1).16   
In Daniel 12:10 the term Mylk#mh (“the knowledgeable” NJPS) is paired with wnyby (“they 
will understand”) and applies in an eschatological context to those who remain faithful to YHWH.  In 
the Chronicler and Daniel the root first begins to be applied as referring to the wisdom of elite 
                                                 
12 Robert Alter, The Book of Psalms: A Translation with Commentary (New York: Norton, 2007), 110. 
13 Ibid.  
 14 TDOT, 14:112–13. 
15 TDOT, 14:113–14.  
16 Ibid., 116.  
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intellectuals, gaining knowledge (Pss 94:8; 119:99), and reasonableness (Ps 36:4); the behavior of 
those to whom the term applies leads to success in life.17  Overall, the evidence suggests that clearly 
the use and derivation of this root lk# reflects wisdom concerns.  For example, in wisdom Psalms 
14 and its duplicate Psalm 53—which also contains Maśkîl in the superscription—and Psalm 32, 
which contains the term in its superscription and the body of the psalm, it refers to being wise and 
having clarity of knowledge.  In Ps 41:2 it refers to those who “are wise to the poor”; they will be 
“happy.”  The speaker of Ps 64:10 gains understanding of God’s deeds in rescuing while in Ps 101:2 
the ideal king commits himself to “study the way of the blameless” (NJPS), and in the royal context of 
Ps 2:10 it serves as an imperative for kings to “be prudent.”   
This provides a proper context for interpreting Maśkîl as a psalm title (and its occurrence in 
Pss 14:2= 53:3; 47:8) as a wisdom marker which provides a clue to the possible intended use of these 
particular psalms by wisdom teachers/scribes in the post-exilic period—the likely editors and 
compilers of the Psalter in its final form. 
Maśkîl at Qumran:  As with the canonical psalms, I view the use of Maśkîl as a title in the 
Qumran texts as a derivative of the verbal root lk#.  The verb appears frequently in the 
manuscripts, reflecting the importance of instruction within the community; the verb is translated 
“take note of” or “heed” in several places (4Q185 1-2, I, 13; 4Q381 76-77, 8), to have “insight” (1 
QH 10:6) and “comprehend” (1QS 11:18; 4Q381 69:7)—all examples of the causative meaning of 
instruct.”18   
4Q381 69 is a non-canonical psalm that provides an example of the use of lk# in an 
instructional context.  In describing the ministry of prophets as teachers of Torah, it states, “And 
through his spirit (wxwrb) prophets were given to you to give you insight (lyk#hl) and teach you 
(dmll).”  The text goes on to mention “the statutes (Myqx), teachings (twrwt), and 
                                                 
17 Ibid., 117. 
18 Ibid., 127.  
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commandments (twcm) through the covenant he established through the hand of [Moses].”19  At 
Qumran, the prophets take on the role of Torah instructors; Moses revealed the Torah at Sinai, but 
ongoing generations of prophets (and priests) who understand Torah are inspired guardians who 
teach and apply Torah in the ongoing experience of Israel.20  The list of men who prophesied with 
musical instruments as part of the temple service in 1 Chronicles 25 and Levites serving as 
gatekeepers in 1 Chron 26:17–20 provide evidence of prophetic and priestly roles being assimilated 
into the temple service in the Persian period.21  Alex Jassen views Nehemiah 9 as the most likely 
“base text” for 4Q381, noting the similarity between Neh 9:20 where God “gave your good spirit to 
instruct them (Mylk#hl ttn hbw+h Kxwrw) and 4Q381 69.4 above.22  In both texts the spirit 
(xwr) illumines Torah instruction.  In Nehemiah 8:13 the chiefs of clans, priests and Levites gather 
around Ezra the priest scribe “and study (lyk#hl) the words of Torah.”  The post-exilic context of 
the Chronicler’s History in the Persian period and its influence upon the Qumran texts indicate a 
common understanding and use of lk# (and, hence, lyk#m). 
Most commonly, however, the term lk# appears as the hiphil participle lyk#m in 
reference to an instructor, or leader in the Rule of the Community, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice, and Songs 
of the Maskil; the Songs of the Maskil show clear dependence upon the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice and 
                                                 
 19 My translation of the Hebrew text from Florentino García Martínez & Eibert J.C. Tigchelaar, eds. 
The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition (Leiden: Brill, 1998) 2:762. 
20 Alex Jassen, “Ancient Prophets as Lawgivers at Qumran” JBL 127 (2008): 322–25.  For priests as 
teachers of Torah see Richard J. Sklba, “Sitting Down, He Taught Them: Teaching as Priestly Ministry in the 
Sacred Scriptures” Emanuel 115 (2009): 110–11; Sklba cites Deut 33:10, which in regard to the tribe of Levi 
states, “They shall teach your judgments (Ky+p#m wrwy) to Jacob, and your Torah (hrwt) to Israel,” along 
with incense and “whole offerings upon your altar.”  In addition, Ezra the priest-scribe (Neh 8:1–18) provides 
an example of the role of priests as Torah instructors in post-exilic Israel.   
 21 See also 1 Chr 22:12, where the noun lk# in David’s prayer that the Lord grant Solomon “insight 
and understanding” (hnybw lk#) in observing Torah; 2 Chr 30:22 refers to the Levites “who taught good 
knowledge for the Lord” (hwhyl bw+-lk# Mylyk#mh; my translation) in addition to making offerings and 
playing instruments during the feast of Unleavened Bread. 
22 Ibid., 323. 
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the Hodayot (thanksgiving hymns).23  Use of the title lyk#ml in the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice and 
Songs of the Maskil relate to liturgical texts which in my view also served didactic purposes, much like 
the wisdom-oriented psalms of the canonical Psalter.  These psalms reflect the concerns of post-
exilic Israel in which the movement of Jews into the Diaspora, the temporary loss of the Temple, and 
subsequent need to preserve and maintain religious identity and the teaching of Torah, resulted in a 
more didactic emphasis in the composition of some psalms and editing and use of older ones.24 
Newsom notes that the term Maśkîl as applied to a person refers to a “sage” figure in both 
the Qumran community and in local villages of the “New Covenant Community” outside the more 
monastic type establishment postulated at Qumran.  The use of the term, however, transcends simply 
a wise person or sage, but apparently describes an “Instructor” or “Master” whose role includes 
instruction and teaching others to become wise themselves.  In the Community Rule, an important 
sectarian document of which thirteen copies have been discovered at Qumran, each chapter begins 
with reference to the lyk#m, who leads community deliberations over rules, funds, and the 
interpretation of Scripture; in 1QS 1:1-12 it states that the text actually belongs to the lyk#m.  
Commissioned to instruct the members, or “Holy Ones,” proper living “according to the book of 
the Yahad’s Rule,” the “Instructor/Master” (the usual translations of lyk#m) must guide the faithful 
to “to seek God with all their heart and with all their soul,” to do good, according to God’s 
commands “through Moses and all His servants the prophets.”25  The teaching of the Maśkîl 
continues to advance the Torah of YHWH given through Moses and the prophets and, in effect, he 
serves as a Mosaic-prophetic figure of great authority.  He teaches the elect to act according to 
                                                 
23 Carol A. Newsom, “The Sage in the Literature of Qumran: The Function of the Maskil” in John G. 
Gammie and Leo G. Purdue, eds., The Sage in Israel and the Ancient Near East (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1990), 
373–82, see 381 on the influence of Sabbath and Hodayot songs on the Songs of the Maskil.   
24 In asserting this, I disagree with the view of some authors, for example, Mowinckel, that wisdom 
psalms were non-cultic.  See the views of Erhard S. Gerstenberger, Psalms, Part 1: With an Introduction to Cultic 
Poetry (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1988). 
25 Quoted from Michael Wise, Martin Abegg, Jr., & Edward Cook, The Dead Sea Scrolls: A New 
Translation (San Francisco: Harper, 1996), 126–27. 
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righteousness (hqdc), to “love all the Children of Light” and “hate all the Children of Darkness” 
while overseeing the initiation of new members into the community.  
 In 1QS 3:13 the Maśkîl is charged with instructing and teaching the “sons of light” or 
members of the elect.  It begins, “A text belonging to the instructor (lyk#m), who is to enlighten 
and teach all the Sons of Light about the character and fate of humankind.”26 Based on the content 
of this text, this instruction would presumably include the various dualistic beliefs, predestination and 
anthropological beliefs held by the sectarians; the Maśkîl must be faithful to “Precepts” which may 
pertain to his specific function.  Apparently in addition to didactic roles, the Maśkîl held liturgical 
leadership responsibilities, such as blessing God (1QS 9:26–10:5), blessing members of the 
community (1QSb), and overseeing the admission of new members to candidacy (1QS 9:14, 16).27   
In 1QS 9:12–26, the Maśkîl receives instruction to carry out God’s will according to “what 
has been revealed for each period of history,” suggesting a fluidity of revealed “statutes” through 
ongoing history; he must discern who authentically qualifies to be among the “Sons of 
Righteousness” and oversee membership in the Yahad (community).  In this context, he also must 
conceal the Torah from “Men of the Pit,” and utilize his “true knowledge and right judgment” to 
reprove elect members, in leading them to perfection and understanding of “the mysteries” (hzr), so 
that they may “walk blamelessly” (a wisdom expression, e.g., Pss 1:1; 119:1).28  In 1QS 10:1-5, the 
times in which the Maśkîl must lead prayer are outlined according to “times ordained of God,” i.e., 
night and day, and the “times appointed for new moons.”  A lengthy prayer follows, in which the 
Maśkîl speaks, noting that “With knowledge I shall sing out my music” (10:9), meditating on God‘s 
miraculous deeds and dsx (10:16).29  Several wisdom terms occur in 1QS 10:22-26, a section 
meditating on the power of the tongue and hence the need to speak wisely: he rejects “foolishness” 
and embraces “holiness,” speaks the “righteousness of God” as he is “counseled by wisdom,” and 
                                                 
26 Ibid., 129.  
27 Ibid., 373–74, 377.  
28 Ibid., 139–40. 
29 Ibid., 140. 
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thus recounts “knowledge” with prudence and “shall mete out the statute” properly.30  Typical of 
wisdom literature, we see here the contrast between “foolish” and “righteous” behavior, an emphasis 
on knowledge, wisdom, and prudence in action. 
 These texts clearly reveal the importance and high level of authority and knowledge 
accorded to the lyk#m; he appears to continue the roles previously fulfilled by Moses and the 
prophets.  Though the Community Rule focuses on the Qumran community, the document also 
refers to other possibly related groups throughout Palestine.  It serves as a type of “charter” or 
constitution for the Yahad, which appears to be an association of priests, Levites, “Israel” and 
proselytes.  They apparently viewed ritual sacrifice as less important and effective when compared to 
making atonement for sin, prayer, and righteous behavior.31  I see a parallel between the canonical 
prophets (e.g., Isaiah 1; Amos 5:21–27) and Qumran texts as both emphasize that worthy sacrifice 
must be accompanied by commensurate attitudes and actions.  This de-emphasis on the cultic 
functions and heightened emphasis on proper instruction and behavior reflects the milieu of later 
Judaism, following the failure of the Monarchy, Exile, and foreign domination, in which Torah 
instruction becomes central to Israel’s worship and identity.32  Ezra the priest-scribe becomes the 
paradigm for Torah instruction and religious leadership in the Chronicler’s History, when the canon 
began to emerge in its final form.33 
What, then, is lyk#m referring to in the Qumran documents?  As noted above, it often 
appears with the preposition l in reference to an important figure in the community.  An analysis of 
its use in 4Q298 1, a wisdom text, provides in my view further clear examples of a primarily didactic 
function.  It begins, “A word of a lyk#m that he spoke to all the sons of dawn: ‘List[en to me, all] 
                                                 
30 Ibid., 141. 
31 The view held by Wise, Abegg, and Cook, in which they challenge the conventional view of the 
document as largely limited to Qumran; The Dead Sea Scrolls: A New Translation, 123 –26. 
 32 Leo G. Perdue describes the emergence of scribes as interpreters of Torah and the dominant 
religious leaders in the Persian period, noting: “The frequent presence of sapiential literary forms, expressions, 
and themes in much of the Hebrew Bible is strong evidence that the scribes and sages were those who shaped 
the canon in its final form” (Wisdom Literature: A Theological History Louisville, Ky.: Westminster/John Knox, 
2007), 148. 
 33 Ibid., 150–51. 
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you men of heart. 2) And you who [pur]sue righteousness, understand my words . . .”34  The 
imperative form of these statements to listen and understand the words of the lyk#m reflect the 
style and vocabulary of a wisdom teacher addressing students (e.g., Prov 1:8; 4:1, 10; Pss 34:12; 49:2; 
78:1).  The text continues with imperatives to listen to those who “know” and “understand” (vv. 3-
4), to increase in “learning” while upholding modesty, justice, courage, truth, pursuit of 
righteousness, and steadfast love; this advice to learned hearers to continue in pursuit of the virtues 
that lead to a good life reflects themes found in Proverbs and in wisdom psalms (e.g., Psalms. 1, 34, 
49, 112).  Harrington remarks, “It is remarkable for its use of wisdom terms,” and he interprets the 
lyk#m as “the spiritual guide of the community (as in the Community Rule) and not an ordinary sage.”  
He posits the “sons of dawn,” are candidates for the community—regular members being called 
“sons of light”—who the lyk#m meets outside the camp.  The esoteric nature of this document 
may derive from a desire to limit access to the special wisdom teaching of the community to 
members and candidates.35   
Though many of the other uses of lyk#m with l occur in headings in documents that have 
a more liturgical and not specifically wisdom orientation, its usage here provides further evidence of 
the person and role of the Maśkîl as a specialized and important purveyor of practical and esoteric 
knowledge within the community—a “special sage,” so to speak.  
At Qumran knowledge is considered a gift from God, both for general membership (1QH 
4:25) and the Maśkîl (1QH 12:11–12).  Newsom associates the special knowledge of the Maśkîl with 
the proper interpretation of Torah and understanding of God’s will.  Reflecting of the polemics 
between those the Sons of light, who embrace the truth, and Sons of Darkness who embrace 
falsehood, the Maśkîl must be careful to prevent the non-sectarians from gaining access to true 
knowledge while reserving its teaching to members of the sect (see above, 1QS 9:17–18).  This 
                                                 
34 Translation from Daniel J. Harrington, Wisdom Texts from Qumran (London/New York: Routledge, 
1996), 65. 
35 Ibid., 65-66. 
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special knowledge was revealed to the Maśkîl who interprets it in the form of Halakah for the 
children of the light, for example, in answering questions of theodicy for the dualistic sect: forces of 
evil cause the righteous to suffer.  Even though the children of light can be influenced by the powers 
of evil, they will experience purification in the end times which will set them free.36 
Maśkîl in Liturgical documents: The Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice is a cycle of 13 songs, one for 
each of the first thirteen Sabbaths of the year.  They focus on the angelic priesthood, angelic praises, 
the Heavenly Temple, God’s Merkabah or Chariot, and the sacrifices offered in the heavenly temple.  
They are non-polemical, presume the use of a solar calendar, and appear non-sectarian.  Each song 
begins with the title, lyk#ml, in reference to a specific figure (see also 1QS 9:26 –10:5; 1QSb).  
Newsom interprets this title as a noun referring to a sectarian community leader who was an 
instructor, a sage (1QS 3 13), and liturgical leader (1QS 9:26—10:5; 1QSb); he holds both 
angelological and liturgical knowledge.  Considering the rich number of extant copies of The Songs of 
the Sabbath at Qumran, it seems likely the Maśkîl held significant importance in the life and worship 
of the sectarians; it is possible, however, that these texts originated outside Qumran and were later 
adapted by the community for instruction and study.37  An interesting suggestion holds that the 
Maśkîl at Qumran coincides with the Mĕbaqqēr or “guardian” who, according to the Damascus 
Document, could be from non-priestly stock and whose authority derives from his knowledge rather 
than hereditary lineage.38   
An example from the Songs of the Sabbath provides some insight into the function of the 
Maśkîl in the Songs.  4Q403 fragment 1 2.18 begins with reference lyk#ml for the “eighth Sabbath” 
and goes on to describe “the seven priests in the wondrous sanctuary for the seven holy assemblies,” 
                                                 
36 Newsom, “The Functions of the Maskil,” 378–79.  
37 Newsom, “Sectually Explicit Literature from Qumran,” 180–181.  I also note that the Chariot and 
heavenly visions from the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice help us to understand the development of later Jewish 
Merkabah Mysticism as presented, for example, in the Books of Enoch (see 3 Enoch in particular).  This 
connection between mysticism, liturgy and the role of the adepts in later Jewish mysticism seems to have early 
roots in the role of the lyk#m in these liturgical hymns. 
38 Advanced by Geza Vermes, The Dead Sea Scrolls in English (2d ed.; Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1975), 
22-25; see also Newsom, “The Sage in the Literature of Qumran: The Functions of the Maskil,” 375. 
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the “prince and angels of the king, “the knowledge of their discernment” (Mtnyb t(dw, v. 23), and 
“seven mysteries of knowledge” (t(d yzr (b#, v.  27).  The emphasis on knowledge and mysteries 
here and elsewhere represents the dual liturgical-didactic purpose of these hymns, for which the 
lyk#m serves as teacher and interpreter, and the belief at Qumran that knowledge has an esoteric, 
divine source which one finds or receives.39   
The Songs of the Maśkîl This collection was authored within the Qumran community and 
shows direct dependence on the Hodayot and Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice.40  The Songs of the Maśkîl 
emphasize the important role of the Maśkîl in the community as a teacher and liturgical leader.  
Significant numbers of extant manuscripts of the Hodayot and Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice reveal their 
importance among the Qumran sectarians.  The Maśkîl interprets time and, therefore, instructs the 
community to offer praise in accordance with the movements of the calendar: the divinely-inspired 
movement of day to night, weeks, months, seasons, years and epochs.  This assures a proper 
coordination between the divinely-ordained movements of time and season and praise offered by the 
community.  Because the Maśkîl has knowledge which enables him to coordinate worship according 
to the movement of the heavenly bodies, he also holds esoteric knowledge of the heavenly realm as 
attested by his prominence in the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice.  These texts concern themselves with 
the Sabbaths, Heavenly priesthood, and sanctuary, angels, and the divine Chariot or Merkabah.  
Proper coordination of worship through the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice, lead by the Maśkîl, enables 
the human community to offer praise and worship in concert with that offered by the heavenly 
angelic worshippers and enter into communion with them.  This concern for the celestial sanctuary 
occurs throughout the Hodayot and Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice and likely helped to strengthen the 
Qumran priests’ role and purpose, and served perhaps as a foretaste of their service with the angels, 
                                                 
39 English translation and Hebrew text from James H. Charlesworth and Carol A. Newsom, eds., The 
Dead Sea Scrolls: Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek Texts with English Translation. Volume 4B: Angelic Liturgy: Songs of 
the Sabbath Sacrifice (Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1999), 93. 
 
40 Newsom, “Sectually Explicit Literature from Qumran,” 181–82. 
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as attested in the blessing of the priests by the Maśkîl in 1QSb.41  These roles further affirm the 
importance and didactic role of the Maśkîl, whose knowledge of earthly and heavenly matters serves 
to maintain the worship and self-understanding as it seeks to discern and fulfill God’s will.  This leads 
us back to the Songs of the Maśkîl, which likewise focuses on celestial matters, praise, the angelic 
priesthood, and heavenly sanctuary.   
The Songs of the Maśkîl parallel the vocabulary of The Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice in their use of 
Myhwl) for God and the term ry# (song) along with imperative calls to praise; they use nearly 
identical language in describing the heavens and cherubim (4Q511:44), and showing God appointing 
priests for service (4Q511:35).  In addition, as noted above, the Songs of the Maśkîl shows many 
parallels with the Hodayot, both verbally and thematically.  The Maśkîl likewise is depicted as holding 
special insight and understanding of human nature as he is in the Community Rule (compare 4Q511 63 
3:2-3and 1QS 3:13-15).  In 4Q511 2:9-10, reference is made to the dxy which seems to clarify the 
origin of the Songs of the Maśkîl within the Qumran community.  While the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice 
may have originated outside the Qumran sect, clearly the Songs of the Maśkîl depends upon them and 
originated uniquely with Qumran.  In examining the role of the Maśkîl in the Qumran texts one 
clearly sees the special status and power attributed to him; reference to “the splendor of his beauty” 
(4Q510 1:4) reveal the “quasi-magical purpose” of the Songs of the Maśkîl.42   
I propose that Songs of the Maśkîl exemplify the specific appropriation and adaptation of the 
term lyk#m by the Qumran community.  Presumably, they adapted the common understanding of 
the Hiphil participle of lk# as a didactic term denoting intelligence, wisdom, and as a psalm title, 
and applied it to a revered and important instructor within the community who oversaw worship and 
the dissemination of esoteric knowledge.  I propose that the existing use of lyk#m in psalm 
superscriptions and within psalms (and other didactic applications in the Hebrew Bible), of which the 
                                                 
41 Newsom, “The Sage in the Literature of Qumran: the Functions of the Mas 8k<il,” 379–81. 
42 Newsom, “Sectually Explicit from Qumran,” 185. 
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Qumran sectarians would be aware, provided the basis of their adaptation of the word to a specific 
teacher within the community.  If correct, this provides an earlier understanding of the true meaning 
of ly,k#m in the Psalms as specific to wisdom instruction and instructors rather than simply a 
musical, and this in turn clues us into the intended use of Psalms with the title.   
Analysis of “Maśkîl” in the Canonical Psalter 
Psalm 14: I consider Psalm 14, and its parallel Psalm 53, as Wisdom Psalms, based on their 
shared theme of the contrasting fates of the righteous and the wicked, use of wisdom key-words, and 
use of retribution theology, similar to Psalm 1.  Its view that the godless and corrupt behavior of the 
wicked will merit punishment from an omniscient and just God who will vindicate the righteous and 
restore Israel’s fortunes, places the psalm thematically within post-exilic wisdom traditions.  Wisdom 
terminology includes: “fool” lbn, v. 1; “they have knowledge” wd(y, v. 3; “ones acting wisely” 
lyk#m, 14:2, 53:3; and “Counsel” tc(, v. 6).43  Other wisdom terminology occurs in the phrase 
bw+-h#( Ny), “none do good,” in v.1 (Ps 53:2), and wtyx#h, “they act corruptly”; these uses 
contrast with wisdom teaching to “do good” and “turn from evil” (see Pss 34:15, 37:3, 27 and Eccl 
3:12; 7:20).  Whybray describes as a “rare usage”; he also classifies Psalms 14/53 as “Pure Wisdom” 
psalms.44  The use of lyk#m comes in the context of YHWH observing humanity from heaven, to 
see “if there is anyone acting wisely” (lyk#m #yh tw)rl); alternatively, if translated as a noun, this 
verse reads, “to see if there is a wise person.”45  Both psalms conclude with a prayer for the rescue and 
                                                 
43 My classification of “wisdom psalms—including psalms of mixed genres in which “wisdom 
elements” predominate—includes 1, 14/53, 19, 25, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37, 39, 49, 73, 90, 92, 94, 104, 108, 111, 112, 
119, 127, 128,133, and 148; psalms with strong wisdom elements include 2, 26, 40, 41, 45, 51, 64, 105, 106, 107, 
145, 146, and 147.  The prayer for the restoration of Zion combined with imprecations against the wicked fits 
well into the post-exilic context of foreign domination.  One could argue the final plea for restoration places 
the psalm during the time of captivity; perhaps it originated in that context but was later expanded to be used 
for ongoing teaching about the omniscience of YHWH and the pitfalls of foolish behavior. 
 44 R. N. Whybray, Reading the Psalms as a Book (JSOTSup 222; Sheffield, U.K.: Sheffield Academic, 
1996), 61. 
 45 Whybray, Ibid., also describes lyk#m as evidence of the psalm’s wisdom origins and adds that the 
term “is almost exclusive to Proverbs and Job” (Prov 10:5; 14:34; 15:24; 16:20; 17:2; 19:14; 21:12; Job 22:2). 
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restoration of Israel/Jacob, which will result in exultation.  On the other hand, the wicked will be 
shamed (Pss 14:6; 53:6).46   
Psalms 14/53 lament the lack of wisdom by evildoers or those unfaithful to the covenant 
while providing reassurance, by implication, for those who act as lyk#m.  Stuart Irving interprets 
the lyk#m as qualified by the second half of the line, “one who seeks God,” and thus views it as 
referring to “someone who looks for and discerns Yahweh.”47  This interpretation complements, 
rather than contrasts with, the usual understanding of the term as referring to one who acts 
according to wisdom: a person who acts wisely naturally focuses on YHWH for both worship and to 
gain direction and meaning in life.  Though Psalm 14 contains elements of prophetic speech, lament 
and the hymn, these elements serve the theme of wisdom, which dominates.48  Lament and prayer 
are here combined with the traditional wisdom theme of the prosperity of the righteous over the 
wicked (Ps 1.)  The differences between Psalms 14 and 53 will be discussed below in the comment 
on Psalm 53.   
Bennett divides the psalm into three parts: vv. 1–3 condemns the fool and corrupt behavior 
of the wicked using “the meditative tone and proverbial style of wisdom”; vv. 4–6 (53:4–5) uses 
prophetic speech to describe the oppression of the wicked and God’s response; and v. 7 is the hymn-
like prayer for deliverance, restoration, and rejoicing.49  Key to his analysis is the use of the wisdom 
terms lbn in strophe 1 to tc( in strophe 2; these terms reveal the moral deficiencies of the wicked 
                                                 
46 Psalm 53:6 expands upon this by adding that, in addition to being shamed, the bones of the wicked 
will be scattered—a metaphor for defeat and destruction—and they will be “spurned” (Ms)m).  
 47 Stuart Irving, “A Note on Psalm 14:4” JBL (1995): 465; Irving describes the psalm as “a prophetic 
lament liturgy with elements from wisdom literature” (463).  
48 Alter, The Book of Psalms, 40, calls it a prophetic psalm; Craigie, Psalms 1—50, 146, emphasizes how 
the wisdom theme subsumes and dominates the other elements of lament, prophecy, and hymn; Dahood, 
Psalms I, 80, likewise emphasizes the predominance of wisdom themes.  Robert A. Bennett, “Wisdom Motifs in 
Psalm 14=53—nābāl and ‘ēşāh,” BASOR 220 (1975): 15–21, classifies both psalms as of mixed genre but united 
by “the strong wisdom orientation of the psalm” (20).  Clifford  downplays the wisdom identification by 
claiming that the words for fools and knowledge are “general” and classifies it as a “psalm of trust” as the 
singer rejoices in his status among the poor and confidently awaits God’s vindication (Psalms 1—72, 88–89). 
49 Bennett, “Wisdom Motifs,” 15. 
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who are unable to accept or grasp wisdom teaching.50  The fool (lbn) says in his heart (wblb) “God 
is not” (Myhl) Ny) v. 1); in other words, the fool concludes that God is irrelevant to life and 
therefore lives outside the covenant obligations of a wise Israelite.  Modern notions of atheism did 
not apply to this cultural context; the issue was not whether gods existed but whether they were 
relevant.  Literally, the heart equals the mind or center of moral reasoning in Semitic thought, so the 
fool “acts on the basis of the wrong assumption” about God.51   
From the heavens, the metaphorical place of God’s throne in Ancient Near Eastern 
cosmology, YHWH looks down (Pyq#h) upon humanity, looking for those who embrace wisdom 
(lyk#m), and thus seek God (#rd v.3).  Clifford compares this verse to Genesis 11:5, where YHWH 
looks down from heaven to observe the tower (of Babel), and Gen 18:21, where YHWH goes down to 
check on the people of Sodom.52  By depicting God observing humanity from the heavenly abode 
the psalm emphasizes divine transcendence and omniscience.  Unlike other psalms (82:1; 89:8) which 
mention a divine council of “holy beings,” here only YHWH is depicted in heaven, which may be 
evidence of a later, post-exilic provenance in which monotheism was normative.53  The negative 
result is that all “turn aside” (rs) and act impurely (v.3); the verb rws used here is also a wisdom 
term used as an imperative in other wisdom psalms to “Turn from evil” (e.g., Pss 34:15; 37:27; Prov 
3:7; 4:27; Job 1:1, 8).54  In contrast to the wisdom imperative of Ps 34:15 to “turn from evil and do 
good” (bw+-h#(w (rm rws), here the wicked turn (rs) from wisdom and seeking God and “no 
one does good” (bw+-h#().   
                                                 
50 Ibid., 16–19. 
 51 James L. Mays, Psalms (IBC; Louisville, Ky.: John Knox, 1994), 81. 
 52 Clifford, Psalms 1—72, 89–90. 
 53 My view is that pre-exilic Israel was largely henotheistic, believing that YHWH, the God of Israel, was 
superior to all other gods—which existed; in post exilic Israel, as attested in Isaiah 44–45, strict monotheism 
appears to have become normative.  For a concise and informative discussion of the concept of God’s 
heavenly dwelling and the divine council, see James Kugel, How to Read the Bible (New York: Free Press, 2007), 
467–68, 540–46. 
54 Avi Hurvitz, “Wisdom Vocabulary in the Hebrew Psalter: A contribution to the Study of ‘Wisdom 
Psalms’” VT 38 (1988): 41–51; on this term see 47–59. 
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Instead, the evildoers “do not know” wisdom and consume (wlk)) God’s people (the 
righteous) like “bread”—a metaphor depicting pervasive oppression (v. 4; see Mic 3:2–3).  Because 
the fools say in their heart/mind that “there is no God” (v. 1), they do not call upon YHWH (v. 4).55  
Verses 5–6 emphasize that the wicked who reject God live under great fear (dxp wdxp)—despite 
their attempts to “shame the counsel of the poor,” (yn(-tc()—because God remains with the 
righteous generation (qydc rwdb) as their refuge (whsxm).  Psalm 36:2–5 has thematic and 
linguistic parallels to Psalm 14: the wicked hold transgression “deep in their heart” (ybl brqb, v. 2) 
have no fear (dxp-Ny)) of God, reject wisdom and good behavior (by+yhl lyk#hl, v. 4), plot 
evil and walk in a way that is “not good.”56  In both psalms wisdom terms are used negatively to 
describe those who reject and fail to live by wisdom, with the consequence that the wicked ultimately 
suffer (Pss 14:5; 36:12–13) while the righteous prosper.  I imagine wisdom teachers using Psalms 
14/53 and 36 as ways of teaching wisdom through negative examples in which the consequences of 
rejecting God and wisdom are laid out and contrasted with the rewards of the righteous.  
Coming full circle from the initial expressions of lament, the psalm concludes in verse 7 with 
an anticipatory hymn-like prayer for the salvation and restoration of Israel/Jacob, which will lead to 
celebration with gladness and rejoicing.  The construction, “when YHWH restores the fortunes of his 
people” (wm( twb# hwhy bw#b) reflects exilic and post-exilic literature (Ps 126:1, 4; Jer 30:18; 
Ezek 29:14; Amos 9:14).57  While the verse may be a later addition, I prefer to see the psalm as a 
unity and the product of the post-exilic period in which wisdom schools and the editing of the 
                                                 
 55 Irving (“A Note on Psalm 14:4,” 465) translates the verbs (dy, as “to reason,” and )rq as “meet, 
encounter,” leading to the translation, “Do they not reason, all the evildoers who eat up my people as they eat 
bread, that they do not encounter YHWH?” (Emphasis added.)  While this translation is plausible, I prefer the 
usual translation of the verbs as “know” and “call.”  
 56 See chapter four of this dissertation for an expanded analysis of Psalm 36; normally “my heart” in 
36:1 is emended to “his heart.”   
 57 Clifford, Psalms 1—72, 90–91.  Mays (Psalms, 83) reads v. 7 as arising from present distress and 
looking towards a future when both oppressed and oppressor would rejoice in YHWH.  I rather see the focus of 
the prayer on the righteous who will be vindicated from oppressors who shall have no share in their future 
happiness.    
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Psalter came to fore.  In such a context, the godless fool represents the oppressors who led Israel 
into exile—an may refer also to the ongoing foreign domination—that ultimately will be overcome 
and will result in joy and exultation as God’s faithful are restored to security and prosperity.  The 
emphasis on Zion as the place of this restoration seems to envision the restored temple and worship 
in Jerusalem, the place which most powerfully represents the divine presence on earth.   
Psalm 32: This first instance of Maśkîl in a superscription occurs in a wisdom Psalm. 
Wisdom aspects include the yr#) formula (twice, vv. 1-2), its contrast between sinful and righteous 
behavior (vv. 10-11), and emphasis on instruction (vv. 8-9).  It provides a powerful metaphorical 
description of the mental and physical effects of sinfulness and guilt (vv. 3–4), the transformation 
that occurs through repentance and confession (v. 5), which leads to both wisdom instruction (vv. 8–
10), thanksgiving (vv. 6–7), and concluding praise (v.11).  With Murphy, Kuntz, and Purdue, I view 
the psalm as essentially a wisdom psalm in which the wisdom teacher recalls his own experience of 
transformation as a tool to teach others (vv. 8–9).58  Perdue describes it as an “’Ashrê poem” which 
builds its structure around the initial use of yr#), the didactic use of thanksgiving (as in Ps 34), 
instruction, and uses extensive wisdom vocabulary, the dichotomy between the righteous and the 
wicked, and just judgment (v. 10a).  Purdue observes the use of three words for the “righteous” 
(qydc dysx r#y); three verbs for confession of sin (hdw); ytysk-)l; K(ydw), v. 5); three 
verbs for instruction (hc(y); Krw); Klyk#), v. 8); and three imperatives for the congregation to 
rejoice (wnynrh; wlyg; wxm#, v. 11).59  Four synonyms for sinfulness in the introductory verses: 
                                                 
58 Roland E. Murphy, “A Consideration of the Classification ‘Wisdom Psalms’” (VTSup 9; Leiden: 
Brill, 1963), 156–67; Kenneth Kuntz, “The Canonical Wisdom Psalms of Ancient Israel—their Rhetorical, 
Thematic, and Formal Elements” in Rhetorical Criticism: Essays in Honor of James Muilenburg (Pittsburg Theological 
Monograph Series 1; Pittsburg: Pickwick Press, 1974), 186–222; Leo J. Purdue, Wisdom & Cult (SBLDS 30; 
Missoula, Mont.: Scholars Press, 1977), 261–343. 
59 Wisdom & Cult, 299–301.  I agree with Perdue’s observations on the wisdom elements of the psalm 
but disagree with his classification of vv. 3–7 inclusive as “thanksgiving,” as the recollection of physical and 
emotional anguish by the psalmist in vv. 3–4 reflects upon past suffering and lament which, when 
transformation occurs, allows for thanksgiving and praise.  Both Perdue (300) and Craigie (Psalms 1—50, 265) 
propose a chiastic structure for the psalm.  In my analysis, the chiasms seem forced; rather, I propose an 
inclusion with the initial ’ašrê in vv. 1–2 and the concluding praise in v. 11. 
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hymr; Nw(; h)tx; (#p (vv. 1-2); the first three are repeated in the psalmist’s recollection of his 
confession of sin in v. 5.   
The combination of the yr#) (“happy is”) formula with words for sinful behavior to 
describe the state of the forgiven speaker recalls Psalm 1; here, however, the speaker has received 
forgiveness and has turned from sinful to righteous behavior.  By utilizing multiple words for 
sinfulness balanced by words for forgiveness—)#n, “to lift up/forgive,” and hsk, “to cover”—
together with the ’ašrē, the psalmist introduces the instruction with two beatitudes (vv. 1–2) that 
intensify the sense of pardon and conversion. 
Vv. 3—5: Now the psalmist recollects the physical and emotional distress that resulted from 
unresolved guilt.  His “silence” (yt#rxh, “when I kept silent”) led to “my bones wasted away” and 
continuous groaning (Mwyh-lk, v. 3); silence represents the psalmist’s attempt to avoid taking 
responsibility for sin, which causes both emotional anguish and physical weakness.  The connection 
between silence and suffering occurs also in Pss 38:14–15, 39:3, and is anticipated in Sheol in 88:11–
13.  Similar descriptions of physical distress caused by sin occur in Pss 6; 30:7–9; and 41:5.  In 
addition, the psalmist experienced divine punishment, described as YHWH’s hand being “heavy upon 
me”—the hand of God being symbolic of divine power, which here becomes a crushing burden for 
the unrepentant sinner (Ps 39:11).  This emotional, physical and divine punishments leaves the 
psalmist feeling spent and weak, like a plant dried out in summer’s heat (v.4), much like the wicked of 
Psalm 1 who become like wind-blown chaff.  Transformation occurs through honest 
acknowledgment, repentance and confession of sin (Pss 38:19; 51:5), which evokes YHWH’s 
forgiveness (t)#n, v.5).  A “gravitational contrast” occurs with the use of verbs for forgiveness, 
which means “to lift up,” in vv. 1 and 5, and “your [YHWH] hand was heavy” (dbkt) in v.4.60  
Unresolved guilt weighs one down physically, spiritually, and emotionally, while repentance, 
                                                 
 60 Schaefer, Psalms, 80. 
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confession, and forgiveness both “cover over” the stain of sin and, literally “lifts up” the burden, 
providing physical, spiritual, and emotional relief.   
Vv. 6—7:  The speaker offers a brief thanksgiving urging that others pray to YHWH with 
similar honesty (“in a time when indeed [you] are found” qr )cm t(l v.6), so that they may avoid 
anguish and suffering.  Suffering is likened here to floodwaters which consume the sinner (see also 
Psalms 18:5, 17; 69:1, 16; 88:18; 124:4 –5; 144:7 for similar descriptions of floodwaters as a mortal 
threat).61  As the Israelites were not a sea-faring people, the image of floodwaters and implied 
drowning served as a powerful metaphor for danger.  Through confession, however, the psalmist 
receives divine pardon and, in contrast to threatening floodwaters, now delights with God as a 
“hiding place” or shelter (yl rts ht)) that provides protection from distress (rcm, “pains”).  
The image of God as a hiding place parallels Ps 27:5; here the metaphor expresses the value of 
repentance and prayer as a means of healing and communion with God.  Now the psalmist is 
“surrounded” (ynbbwst) by glad shouts of deliverance; similarly, in v. 10 in contrast to the 
punishment of the wicked, the righteous collectively will be surrounded (wnbbwsy) by God’s 
steadfast, covenant love (dsx).  The “shouts of deliverance” (+lp ynr) may represent a victory cry 
after battle.62   Here the battle is the internal struggle with sin and guilt; the victory is the lifting of 
these burdens and subsequent transformation, which leads directly to instruction.  Gerstenberger 
views the exhortation and confession in vv. 6–7 as liturgical, rather than “personal or 
autobiographical,” as the experience of forgiveness is directed to an entire congregation of 
worshippers; the expression of confidence in v.7, therefore, serves as a public confession in an 
assembly.  He views this passage and the psalm in general, as post-exilic.63 
                                                 
61 Craigie, Psalms 1—50, 264, amends the MT )cm to qwcm—supposing the waw was confused for a 
resh by a scribe—giving the translation “let every godly one pray to you at a time of stress,” which, admittedly, 
more closely coincides with vv. 3–4 and “distress” in v. 7.  I prefer to follow the MT, which then emphasizes 
the importance and immediacy of repentance and prayer before it is too late; thus, pray now, when God will 
hear and answer before it is too late.   
62 Craigie, Psalms 1—50, 267. 
63 Gerstenberger, Psalms, 140–42. 
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Vv. 8–9: The initial beatitudes, recollection of past suffering, confession, transformation and 
thanksgiving prepares for the key didactic section of the psalm, where the psalmist takes the role of a 
wisdom teacher (vv. 8-9).  Having experienced conversion and forgiveness, the psalmist exclaims to 
others: “I will instruct you (Klyk#)) and teach you (Krw)w) the way in which you should walk” 
(Klt wz-Krdb).  The first word of instruction in v. 8 derives from the root lk# and is in the 
Hiphil form, just as the title Maśkîl derives from the hiphil participle of the same root.  This 
combination of wisdom-oriented vocabulary continues as the palmist-teacher “gives counsel” (hc() 
with “my eye upon you,” an image that conveys God’s protection and guidance for the converted 
sinners to help them follow the path of wisdom.   
A proverb follows in v. 9 calling on the students to avoid being foolish or dumb “like a 
mule” or horse which “lacks understanding” (Nybh Ny)) and needs to be controlled by bit and 
bridle.  The verb “understanding/intelligence” (Nyb) is a key wisdom term.  This admonition 
complements the wisdom statement in v. 8 by focusing on the need to overcome resistance to 
repentance and confession so that one may experience divine forgiveness; like an unruly animal, 
sinners often hold stubbornly to their self-destructive behaviors.  A similar image occurs in Proverbs 
26:3, comparing the horse and mule, which need to be bridled and whipped, to the fool, who 
receives the “rod” on his back.64   
By contrasting the punishment of the wicked with the promise of God’s steadfast love and 
rejoicing for the righteous, the concluding verses (vv. 10–11) recall the conclusion of Psalm 1.  Psalm 
32 teaches the importance of repentance, confession, and conversion that brings forth the renewal of 
God’s dsx; this important lesson reflects the concerns of wisdom teaching.   While identifying the 
psalm as an individual thanksgiving, Gerstenberger recognizes the wisdom elements in vv. 1–2, 8–11, 
and posits its use in congregational settings, “as lecture or prayer,” within an educational, wisdom 
                                                 
 64 Craigie, Psalms 1—50, 208; Craigie connects this verse to vv. 3–4, which shows the results of 
stubborn resistance to confession.   
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context; theologically, the psalm reflects traditional wisdom interests as in the line of reasoning by 
Job’s friends.  Noting the importance of forgiveness in texts from the Persian period (Ezra 9; 
Nehemiah 9; also Daniel 9), and the lack of reference to sacrifice, he views the psalm as reflective of 
synagogue worship.65  While I agree with a later context for the psalm and its origins, or at least final 
form, arising from wisdom interests, the evidence for specific liturgical or synagogue worship is at 
best hypothetical and not clearly adduced from the text itself.  At best we can say it lacks historical or 
cultic reference, and though attributed to David, obviously derives from a much later period in 
Israel’s history.   
Notes on the Septuagint and lyk#m: At this point I shall examine the LXX translation 
of the term.  Interestingly, in the LXX version of Psalm 14, the Hebrew term lyk#m is translated 
with ei0 e2sti suniw/n, “if there were any that understood”; all the uses of lyk#m in LXX 
superscriptions use a form of suni/ein—usually sune/sewv with the genitive (Psalms 32, 52, 53, 54, 
55, 74, 78, 88, 89, 142) but sometimes su/nesin (42, 44, 45), and always translated as “instruction.”  
The LXX of Ps 41:2 also uses the participle of suni/ein to translate lyk#m: makari/ov o9 suni/wn 
e0pi\ ptwxo\n, “Happy the one who considers the poor.”  In Pss 14:7, 41:2 and 53:3, the LXX 
translates the participle suniw\n as the equivalent of the Hiphil participle of lk#.66  In Psalm 47:7 
(46:8), a hymn of praise for Zion, the LXX translates the Hebrew lyk#m wrmz, “sing wisely,” with 
ya/late sunetw=v, “sing praises with understanding,” using the Greek sunetw=v, a term that can 
also be translated as “wise.”67   
Considering that the LXX Psalter dates from the approximately the mid-third century 
B.C.E., its translation of lyk#m using closely-related Greek equivalents provides strong evidence 
                                                 
 65 Gerstenberger, Psalms, 143. 
66 Here I use the English translation from Sir Lancelot C.L. Brenton, The Septuagint with Apocrypha: 
Greek and English (London: Samuel Bagster & Sons, 1851; Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson, 2001) and use the 
Hebrew enumeration; for the various Greek equivalents of the root lk# and lyk#m in the LXX, see Edwin 
Hatch and Henry A. Redpath, A Concordance to the Septuagint and the Other Greek Versions of the Old Testament II (3 
Vols.; Oxford: Clarendon, 1897; Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker, 1983), 1314–1316. 
67 See Hatch and Redpath, A Greek Concordance to the Septuagint, 1315. 
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that the final redaction of these psalms in Hebrew and the addition of superscriptions occurred before 
ca. 250 B.C.E.  The relationship between the Hebrew texts behind the LXX and MT, respectively, 
remains uncertain, and the Dead Sea Scrolls Psalms Scroll also reveals variations in the order of 
Psalms. 
Psalm 41: This psalm combines elements of wisdom (vv. 2–4) and thanksgiving (vv. 11–12) 
which form an envelope around a lament over the speaker’s sin (v .5), an unspecified illness, 
malicious, duplicitous enemies (vv. 6–9), betrayal by a friend (v. 10) and plea for help (v. 11).  I see 
indications of 41:2–4 being a possible interpolation by later wisdom editors who may have added 
wisdom elements to Psalm 41 as it closes Book 1.  Verses 5–13 could easily stand alone as a 
thanksgiving which recalls God’s deliverance from past distress which may have been an illness (v. 7, 
“come to visit me”) and/or scorning and betrayal by false friends.  Note also that Book 3 begins with 
Maskil in the superscription of Psalm 42, a lament.  Craigie describes vv. 2–4 as “didactic poetry 
reminiscent of the wisdom tradition.”68  He proposes that the opening words come from a priest at a 
liturgy of healing to teach that only those who show concern for the needs of the poor and weak may 
expect God’s blessing in their own time of illness or suffering.69  Commenting on his translation of 
Psalm 41:2 (“Happy who looks to the poor”; term in italics), Alter states that the verbal form of 
lyk#m may refer to seeing or looking, in addition to the more common reference to 
“understanding,” as the idiom “to see” in many languages also holds the meaning “to understand.”70   
Verse 2 begins with the yr#) formula (“Happy the one”) typical of wisdom literature, 
followed by a verbal use of lyk#m in reference to “one who considers the poor” (RSV), and a 
prayer (v. 3) that the one who cares for the poor be protected by God and “be called happy in the 
land” (Cr)b r#)y)—from the same root as yr#)—and delivered from enemies.  Alter’s 
translation, asserting that lyk#m also holds the meaning “to see” or “to look,” could also be 
                                                 
68 Craigie, Psalms 1–50, 319.  
69 Ibid., 320. 
70 Ibid., 145. 
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regarded as a metaphor for understanding.71  In addition, the contrast between the righteous and the 
wicked in the psalm also reflects wisdom interests.  Perhaps the wisdom editors who finalized the 
Psalter added wisdom interpolations here in the final psalm of Book 1; even if the Psalm is a unity, it 
most likely received its final form by wisdom editing in a post-exilic context.  While Book 1 
concludes with the use of lyk#m; Book 2 begins with the term in the superscription.  
Psalm 42: This lament in which the psalmist appears to be in the North (Hermon, v.7) and 
yearns to return to Jerusalem and Temple worship (vv. 2–5), begins with superscription, “For the 
Leader, Maśkîl of the Sons of Korah” (v.1).  While the Psalm itself lacks a wisdom orientation, it is 
the first of a series of psalms of mixed genre in Book 2 which include lyk#m in the superscription 
(Pss 44; 45; 52; 53; 54; 55).  These include attribution to the sons of Korah (42; 44), a royal love 
poem (Ps 45), and David (Pss 52–55).  While dating of Psalm is notoriously difficult, in my view 
Psalm 42 may well reflect an earlier, pre-exilic date of composition; the comparison of a “deer” 
yearning for running waters with the psalmist yearning for God has affinities with Ugaritic 
literature.72  Along with closely related Psalm 43, which extends the refrain (Pss 42:6, 12; 43:5) and 
focus on the Temple (43:3–4), the two formed an originally unified composition that was divided at a 
later date.  Perhaps when post-exilic wisdom editors adapted the Psalm for didactic purposes in 
addition to liturgical use they added lyk#m to the superscription.  The attribution to the temple 
guild singers “the Sons of Korah,” to which the wisdom editors added lyk#m as a didactic marker, 
reflects the psalm’s cultic and didactic use.  
Psalm 44: A communal lament that recalls God’s past favors in Israel’s history (vv. 2–9) in 
light of current defeat, where God seems absent.  The psalmist holds God responsible for their plight 
(vv. 10–17, 20, 23—all of which use the personal pronoun “you”) while confessing the innocence of 
the community (vv. 18–19, 21–22).  The poet references Deut 8:17–19, “You rooted out the nations 
but them you planted” (v. 3; cf. Pss 78:55; 80:9) in recalling God’s past favors in leading Israel 
                                                 
71 Alter, The Book of Psalms, 145. 
72 Roland E. Murphy, “Psalms” (JBC; Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1968), 583. 
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through the exodus from slavery and victory in the conquest and settlement of the land.   This text 
now serves as a reminder for God to restore Israel in its current plight, described as being “scattered 
among the nations” (wntyrz Mywgbw v.12).  I place the psalm in an exilic context, when Judah and 
Jerusalem were overthrown and the wealthier classes were exiled to Babylon while the poor remained 
in the destroyed city.73  The superscription is exactly the same as in Psalm 42: “For the Leader; A 
Maśkîl of the Korahites” (v. 1).  While the context and date of Psalm 44 probably differ from Psalm 
42, the attribution to the Korahites and didactic reference (Maśkîl) remain the same.  I propose that 
in post-exilic worship these laments recalling past events continued to serve didactic purposes; Psalm 
42 in its depiction of the centrality of Jerusalem worship, and Psalm 44 in its recollection of the 
experience of dislocation and exile.  Unusual, however, is the Job-like lack of contrition by the 
speaker in Psalm 44 (similar to the attitude of the speaker in Maśkîl Psalm 88).   
Psalm 45: In this royal love poem, a “ready scribe” (ryhm rpws v. 2) describes the 
handsome and noble nature of the king as chosen and anointed by God (vv. 3 –10), executing divine 
rule with justice (v.8), and holding vast wealth (vv. 9, 10).  The scribe describes plans for a royal 
wedding.  The poet advises the bride (vv. 11–12), describes her finery and procession (vv. 13–16), 
and concludes with further reference to the king’s throne and sons who will succeed him (vv. 17–18).  
With mention of “ivory palaces,” numerous foreign wives (“daughters of kings”), and gold of Ophir, 
the description of this king recalls Solomon, noted for his wisdom, rich temple, wealth, and foreign 
wives (1 Kings 3—11).  Like Song of Songs, medieval commentators gave an allegorical to the psalm 
as representing God’s relationship with Israel.  The Psalm is best interpreted as presenting the picture 
of an ideal Israelite monarch, God’s anointed (Kx#m v.8).  Because of his close relationship to God 
                                                 
 73 I base this mainly on the imagery of “scattering” among the nations and the humiliation expressed 
by the psalmist; any proposed date for the psalm is, however, somewhat conjectural.  Alter notes: “Ancient 
Israel in all periods had no lack of powerful adversaries, and there is nothing in the language of the poem to 
enable a confident dating” (The Book of Psalms, 155).   
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the kings is even called Elohim (d(w Mlw( Myhl) K)sk; “Your throne, O God, forever and ever” 
v .7).74   
In this context the superscription states: “For the Leader, upon Shoshanim (Myn##-l(),” 
an apparent reference to “lilies”; it may be the melody of a wedding/love song.  It continues: “of the 
Sons of Korah: Maśkîl, a love song” (tdydy ry# lyk#m).  Among psalms of the Korah guild, it 
stands out as a unique type, a “love song.”  Wisdom elements in the psalm include reference to the 
king and, therefore, association with Solomon, the patron of Israelite wisdom traditions; the 
identification of the psalmist as a scribe in v. 2; and description of the king’s promotion of 
righteousness.  This royal love song may have continued to serve didactic purposes in the post 
monarchic era through adaptation to later Jewish messianic belief, where the “king” refers to the 
coming Messiah (e.g., Dan 7).75  In the post-exilic period, the failure of the monarchy led Israel to 
reemphasize God as king, as seen, for example, in many post-exilic psalms (e.g., 93, 96, 99, 145); in 
addition, some psalms may describe a future messianic ruler (Pss 2; 110).  Tate conjectures that the 
origins of Psalm 45 may be a royal wedding in the Northern Kingdom (Ahab) which received later 
adaptation for the Southern monarchy (Hezekiah), and later, in post-monarchic times was further 
interpreted as symbolizing the reunion of Zion and Israel as the “bride” of God in implicitly 
messianic terms.76  Thus, lyk#m in the title may reflect this editing and adaptations of an older 
poem by wisdom writers in a post-exilic context.  
Psalm 47: Describing YHWH as “Most High” (Nwyl() and “great king” (lwdg Klm), this 
hymn offers praise with joyful shouts and clapping of hands, because YHWH subdues Israel’s enemies 
(vv. 1–3), and embraces Israel as his inheritance and the “pride of Jacob whom he loves” (v. 5).  As a 
                                                 
74 This parallels the use of the term for the king as a type of “superhuman being” as applied to David 
(2 Sam 14:17, David’s house/temple (Zech 12:8), or for members of the heavenly court (Pss 82:1, 6; 138:1); 
though human, the king stands in a special and unique relationship with YHWH and thus can be considered 
sanctified or “sacral.”  Various translations of Myhl) in this verse have been proposed, e.g., “Your Divine 
throne.”  See Murphy, “Psalms” 584. 
 75 For messianic interpretations of the psalm in Jewish tradition, see Cohen, The Psalms, 140–45. 
76 Marvin Tate, “Psalms” in (Wisdom) Writings (ed. Watson E. Mills and Richard F. Wilson; vol. 3 of 
Mercer Commentary on the Bible; Macon, Ga.: Mercer University Press, 2001), 41–191, here 97. 
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so-called “Enthronement Hymn” it contains linguistic and thematic similarities to Psalms 93, 95–100, 
and arises from a clearly liturgical context.  The focus in these psalms (including both Pss 46 and 48) 
on Divine kingship, and lack of emphasis on the Davidic monarchy, most probably reflects their use 
as post-exilic liturgies that reemphasize YHWH as king—Psalm 47 uses hwhy and Myhl) for the 
deity—and Israel’s election as God’s chosen people.  God’s glory, however, will yet be made fully 
manifest in the future, which eventually leads to an eschatological reading of these psalms.77   
In describing God’s ascent (Myhl) hl(, v. 6) to the heavenly throne, accompanied by the 
sound of the ram’s horn (rpw#), the psalm recalls the theophany at Mt. Sinai in Exod 19:16).  God 
rules over all creation, which includes “all nations” (Mywg-l(, v. 8); the editors may have taken an 
earlier liturgy in which the Ark of the Covenant was ritually carried in procession to the Temple, and 
adapted it for a universal, eschatological depiction of God ruling over all creation.78  lyk#m occurs 
at the end of verse 8: “For God [is] King over all the earth; sing praise wise ones!”; most versions, 
however, translate lyk#m here as a noun, e.g., Alter: “hymn joyous song.”79 
If this psalm in its final form derives from a post-exilic context, which seems likely, then it 
can be reasonably adduced that wisdom editors were responsible for its final shaping and form and 
may have added the unusual use of lyk#m in a hymn as an assertion to skilled singers connected 
with the temple cult and wisdom schools.  
Psalm 52: This and the following three psalms all contain lyk#m in the superscriptions.  
Psalm 52 defies easy classification as it begins with a confident condemnation of an arrogant, evil, 
                                                 
77 The concept of YHWH as “great king over all the earth” may be rooted in the victories achieved by 
David in his conquests, which remained fresh in Israel’s collective memory and in light of the monarchy’s 
failure and dislocation of the exile, receives a new, eschatological interpretation in the promise that YHWH will 
again restore and raise up Israel, ruling from his celestial throne (vv. 6, 9).  For more on the development and 
use of the Psalm, see Marvin Tate, “Psalms,” 99–100. 
78 Alter, The Book of Psalms, 166–67, views verse 6 and the general theme of ascent in the poem as the 
psalmist’s attempt to depict God ascending to “His seat on the celestial throne”; rather than the conjectured 
New Year festival of Mowinckel, Alter proposes the psalm as a “symbolic” hymn emphasizing God’s universal 
reign and sovereignty, which accords well with its use in the Jewish New Year celebration.   
79 Ibid., 167, where he notes that “joyous song” derives from the use of the word in Amos 5:13, a 
position which, as noted above, I find puzzling, as Amos 5:13 is hardly a “joyous” context. 
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and deceptive strong man or warrior (rwbg vv. 3–6), continues with a confident assertion that these 
evildoers will be “rooted out” of the land while the righteous observe with vindication (vv. 7–9), and 
concludes with a short thanksgiving hymn proclaiming that the righteous flourish in the temple 
where they give thanks for God’s covenant love (dsx) with confidence and hope.  Clifford classifies 
it as a “song of trust.”80  Structurally, the poem shows a movement from an initial identification of 
the evildoers, who are contrasted with the righteous; ultimately, the righteous prosper and the wicked 
are “rooted out” or destroyed, which reflects a basic wisdom orientation (e.g., Ps 1).   
Following the initial superscript in verse 1, “For the Leader, A Maśkîl for David,” verse 2 
continues by associating the content of the psalm with 1 Samuel 21 and 22.81  In that passage, Doeg 
the Edomite sees David taking refuge from Saul with the priest Ahimelech in Nob, and proceeds to 
inform Saul, who in turn orders the killing of Ahimelech and all the priests.  When the king’s servants 
refuse to strike them down, Doeg is ordered to do the killing and a massacre ensues in which in 
addition to the priests of Nob, all the residents and even cattle are slain (1 Sam 22:9–23).  Alter 
points out that while the editors may have associated the horrible effect of Doeg’s words with the 
evil speech and wicked intent of the antagonist in the Psalm, the connection between Doeg and the 
Psalm is somewhat forced as Doeg’s words in reality are not “deceit” but informative, and while he 
engages in great evil in 1 Sam he is not depicted as “boasting.”82  This stretch between the 
“historical” event from Scripture in the superscription and the actual content of a particular psalm 
provides further evidence that these titles derive from a later, post-exilic context (see, for example, Ps 
30:1).  A similar application of a Maśkîl for David with his flight from Saul occurs also in Psalm 54 
(below). 
                                                 
 80 Clifford, Psalms 1—72, 253–54. 
 81 Tate connects Maśkîl in the title to its use in 2 Chr 30:22 in reference to a group of Levites involved 
in liturgy; he thus sees the term as referring to a collection of psalms composed by priests skilled in music and 
worship and raises the possibility that this “collection” may date to the time of Hezekiah (Psalms 51—100, 33).   
I prefer a post-exilic context for the application of this term to psalms—some of which may well be pre-
exilic—and hold that it more likely refers to wisdom teachers than liturgical functionaries.   
82 Alter, The Book of Psalms, 184. 
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Using powerful metaphors—“Your tongue devises mischief, a sharpened razor that works 
treacherously” (v. 4; NJPS)—the psalmist contrasts the haughty rich people (rwbgh, v. 3) who 
delight in lies and speak falsely, with the righteous (Myqydc, v. 8) who ultimately prevail.  This 
contrast, as noted above, is an important wisdom motif.  A relationship to the wisdom teaching of 
Psalm 1 occurs in v. 10: the righteous speaker describes him/herself as a flourishing olive tree in the 
temple courts, who trusts in the steadfast love (dsx, vv. 3, 10) of God, and is thus loyal to the 
covenant. Psalm 1 similarly describes the righteous as fruitful tree planted beside flowing waters 
whose leaves never fade and always prospers (v. 3).  The wicked are “rooted out of the land of the 
living” (v. 7; see 116:9)—a metaphor depicting how, like weeds pulled from the soil, the wicked will 
have no share in the prosperity and blessing in the covenant promise of land; rather, they are 
destined for Sheol while the righteous flourish in God’s house, i.e., the Temple.  The Talmud 
describes “tent” and “house” as symbols for places of instruction (Tal. San. 106b); if we apply this 
principle to the superscription Doeg, because of his evil, cannot learn Torah while the righteous 
David studies and promulgates Torah’s values.83  Unlike the idealized portrait of Psalm 1, in Psalm 52 
the wicked previously had prevailed or held sway; now, however, the righteous celebrate their defeat.  
It may well reflect the perspective of post-exilic wisdom editors and court poets who uphold the 
promise of prosperity for those who remain obedient to Torah.84  Similarly, the following three 
psalms, a wisdom psalm and two laments, also describe the contrast between the fate of the wicked 
with the righteous that trust in God and ultimately prevail.   
Psalm 53: Psalm 53 duplicates wisdom Psalm 14, with some minor changes and additions.  
(See the previous comments on Psalm 14.)  Whereas Psalm 14 begins, “For the Leader; A Psalm for 
David,” Psalm 53 expands the title: “For the Leader; upon Mahaloth, A  Maśkîl for David.”  Psalm 
53 adds Maśkîl (lyk#m) to the Superscription—both poems have the verbal form in the text (14:2; 
53:3)—and the term tlxm (Eng. Mahaloth), which is of uncertain origin and meaning but most 
                                                 
 83 Cohen, Psalms (1992), 167. 
84 Tate, “Psalms,” 106. 
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probably derives from a word for “sickness” (hlxm); in the psalms it may refer to a musical 
instrument or musical form used for plaintive songs.  It seems to derive from the verbal root hlx 
(to make sick; be weak) in its Hiphil participle form and later, like lyk#m, was viewed as a technical 
term and used as a noun in Psalm titles.85  It appears once more in the Psalter in the Superscription 
to Psalm 88 (which also contains lyk#m)—a psalm wholly directed to the issues of theodicy, 
suffering, oppression and illness; Psalms 14 and 53, however, while complaining about the “fools,” 
strike a much more confident tone.   
In this case I propose that the addition of lyk#m and tlxm reflect post-exilic, didactic use 
of Psalm 53 that intends to reflect on the experience of loss and suffering in the Exile.  If Psalm 14 is 
earlier, then perhaps these additions to the superscription of Psalm 53 reflect further wisdom editing 
after the Exile.  Clearly, the experiences of loss, suffering and oppression may have been in mind, 
with the imprecations against the corrupt and loathsome “fool” an application to their former 
captors.  Adding to this exile-based interpretation is the slight editing of Ps 14:5 in Ps 53:6; in the 
former, evildoers will be “seized with fright, for God is present in the circle of the righteous” (NJPS), 
while in Ps 53:6 the text reads, “There they will greatly fear where there is no fear, for God scatters the 
bones of your oppressors.”  The word “scatter” (rzp) often connotes the experience of Israel’s 
being “scattered” (Ps 44:12, hrz) during the Exile, but here it applies to the evildoers, and may 
intend a reversal of fortunes, i.e., the prayer for, or realization of, the hope that what their oppressors 
did to Israel will subsequently become their own fate when God rejects them (Ps 53:6), and delivers 
and restores Zion (Pss 14:7; 53:7).   
One significant change between Psalms 14 and 53 occurs in the use of Myhl) in place of 
hwhy (compare 14:2, 4, 6; 53:3, 5, 6); Psalm 53 occurs in the collection called the “Elohistic Psalter” 
(Pss 42–83) because the almost exclusive use of the word Myhl) for God rather than hwhy.  I 
                                                 
85 BDB, 317–18. 
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speculate that at some point in the post-exilic period the wisdom editors connected with the Temple 
guilds who gathered, edited, and composed psalms formed this “Elohistic” collection.  This raises the 
question: did a particular group of scribes edit existing psalms that almost exclusively use Myhl), or 
did they deliberately use or add Myhl) and avoid or remove hwhy?86  James L. Mays speculates that 
it may derive from an attempt to emphasize monotheism by proclaiming Israel’s God as the one God 
ruling over heaven and earth.87  In either case, this arrangement provides further evidence of later 
editorial work; in addition, both psalms conclude with a plea for the restoration of Zion, which 
places their origin in a post-exilic context.  Psalm 53, then, is a slightly later adaptation of Psalm 14 
that adapts it for the “Elohistic” collection and emphasizes the exile experience by adding lyk#m 
and tlxm to the superscription, along with a greater emphasis on God’s rejection and “scattering” 
of Israel’s enemies. 
Psalm 54: This lament begins with a cry for help (vv. 3–4) against “strangers” (Myrz) who 
in addition to being ungodly threaten the speaker’s life (v.5); typical of laments, it lacks specific 
information on the identity of the enemies or historical circumstances of the poem.  Later editors 
who added the superscription connect the psalm to another episode in David’s flight from Saul’s 
persecution, when David was hiding in the Wilderness of Ziph and the Ziphites went to Saul at 
Gibeah to inform him (1 Sam 23:15–29).  Since David and Saul were closely associated, the use of 
“strangers” (Myrz) to describe the speaker’s enemies reveals the artificiality of the superscript; the 
general nature of the psalmist’s plea, complaint about enemies, profession of confidence in God (vv. 
6–7), commitment to offer a future thanksgiving sacrifice (v. 8), and final recollection of victory (v. 9) 
make the psalm useable for a variety of situations and circumstances.  I translate the superscription: 
                                                 
86 In the Elohistic Psalter, hwhy appears 45 times compared with 210 for Myhl); in the remainder of 
the Psalter, hwhy occurs 584 times and Myhl) only 94.  See Nahum Sarna, On the Book of Psalms: Exploring the 
Prayers of Ancient Israel (New York: Shocken, 1993), 256, n. 4.  It is interesting to speculate whether the use of 
Myhl) in these psalms reflect northern influences (e.g., Pss 42, 80), as the “E” source of the Torah is also 
thought to have a northern derivation, or perhaps it reflects Canaanite influences.  Avoidance of using the 
personal name, YHWH, may also reflect later, post-exilic developments; see Tate, Psalms, 44. 
87 James L. Mays, Psalms (IBC; Louisville, Ky.: John Knox, 1994), 12.  
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“For the Leader.  On stringed instruments (tnynnb); A Maśkîl of David.  When the Ziphites came 
and told Saul, ‘Is not David hiding with us?’” 
By connecting this poem to a stressful event in David’s life, one in which he eventually 
escapes, the wisdom editors perhaps use the poem as an instruction to emphasize the need to remain 
faithful and trust in God even in difficult circumstances, with a legendary example from the life of 
David to lend authority to the teaching.  The expressions of confidence and vow to offer sacrifice 
provide further material to teach the importance of worship in the life of pious Israelites. 
Psalm 55: The Elohistic grouping of Maśkîl psalms (Pss 52–55) concludes with this long 
and complex lament.  The opening plea (vv. 2–3) moves to a very personal description of the terror 
and fear experienced by the psalmist, who seeks refuge in the wilderness from armed enemies (“the 
wicked” v. 4; vv. 4–9).  This is followed by imprecatory prayers in vv. 10 and 16 that enclose a 
description of enemies within the town and its walls (vv. 11–12), and a very personal lament over the 
betrayal of a close friend (vv. 13–15).  Expressions of confidence that God hears the speaker’s call 
and will deliver him from the “battle” (brq, v. 19) occur in vv. 17–20, followed by a further 
complaint against a singular enemy (vv. 21–22) of deceitful speech (wyp t)mxm wqlx, “smoother 
than butter [is] his mouth” v. 22), and concluding expression of confidence (vv. 23–24).  The poem 
shifts from singular to plural, mixing prayer, complaints, and expressions of confidence.  With both 
Psalms 54 and 55 having superscriptions associating them with similar circumstances in David’s life, 
it seems likely that the editors read them together as a pair; the declaration of confidence at the 
conclusion of Ps 55:22–23 is thematically similar to the conclusion of Ps 54:6–9.88  
As with Psalm 54, the wisdom editors ascribed Psalm 55 also to David’s flight from Saul for 
similar didactic purposes: to emphasize the importance of faith and prayer in the midst of terror, 
oppression and fear.  In Psalm 55, however, the additional element of personal betrayal by a close 
                                                 
88 Tate, “Psalms,” 107. 
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associate (“and you, a man my equal, my companion and familiar friend” [y(dymw ypwl)] v. 14) 
adds another dimension to the instruction.   
Psalm 74: Moving from the last grouping of Maśkîl psalms attributed to David, in Book 3 
the term is first encountered in Psalms 74 and 78, both attributed to Asaph and the “Asaphite” guild 
of Temple singers/musicians.  Psalm 74 conveys the deep pain, loss, sense of abandonment and 
distress which Israel experienced following the destruction of the temple and city of Jerusalem in 587 
BCE.   
Verses 1–11 form a community lament because Myhl) is absent and angry.  They plead that 
God “remember” (rkz v.2) the community of Israel which he formed and placed upon Mount Zion, 
and which now watches in horror as enemies destroy the sanctuary (#dq) with hatchets, axes and 
fire.  Verses 12–17 form a liturgical prayer which parallels Canaanite creation stories and Genesis 1 
(also Job 3:8; 40:25; Ps 89:10 –13; Isa 27:1) in recounting how God, as “king from of old,” harnessed 
chaos and brought order to creation, stirring the sea, bringing forth dry land, fixing the limits of 
earth, times and seasons, and smashing and crushing the heads of “dragons” and “Leviathan” 
(Mynynt; Ntywl, vv. 13, 14).  This description of primeval history and God’s creative power evokes 
parallels in the wisdom literature, especially Job (see Job 38–40) and Sirach (43).   
Verses 18–23, comprise a concluding plea asking God to remember (rkz) how the enemies 
blaspheme (vv. 18, 22), protect Israel (vv. 18–19, 21, 23)—described as “your dove” and “lowly 
ones” (Kyyn() to symbolize their peaceful nature and humility—recall (“behold”) the covenant and 
its promises in the midst of this “dark land” (Cr)-yk#xm v.20), and “rise up” to champion their 
cause.89  Prophecy and signs (tw)) have ceased (v. 9), leading to a continual question, “how long” 
(hm-d( vv. 9–10) will this blaspheming and destruction continue, and will God’s rejection (v. 1), the 
                                                 
89 This division is based on that of Richard J. Clifford, Psalms 73—150 (Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon, 
2003), 21. 
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reviling of God’s name by enemies (v. 10), and the apparent absence of God’s protection for the 
“lowly ones” continue forever (xcnl, vv. 1, 10, 19)?   
Laments can serve didactic functions by recalling past events in history through which the 
community learned something about themselves and their relationship with God.  In Psalm 74, the 
experience of exile made Israel aware of its sinful nature that provoked God’s anger and led to 
destruction and dislocation; it also heightened the importance of remembrance and continual prayer 
in seeking resolution, forgiveness and renewal.  This powerful poem exhibits wisdom elements as it 
moves from a stark description of current distress and a plea for help, to reflection on God’s creative 
mastery over primeval forces, and continues the prayer, or conversation with a seemingly absent and 
“angry” God, with an implicit realization that can and will bring them forth from the “dark land” (v. 
20) of destruction, humiliation and abandonment.  In this context, the lyk#m must have been 
applied to a poem originating in the Asaph guild for the purpose of using it for instruction and 
worship to reflect on the Exile and its lessons for ongoing Israelite history to emphasize obedience to 
Torah and persistence in prayer.   
Psalm 78: Second only to the extensive Torah-wisdom Psalm 119 in length, Psalm 78 shares 
affinities with the other “historical psalms” 105, 106, 135, and 136 that review Israel’s past national 
history for both didactic and liturgical purposes; I classify Psalm 78 as an historical Torah-wisdom 
psalm.  The title, “Maśkîl [of] Asaph,” and the extensive wisdom vocabulary and themes in its first 
part (vv. 1–11), followed by two longer narrative sections (vv. 12–39; 40–72) that recite the history 
from the exodus to God’s firm choice of Zion and the Davidic dynasty, reveal a strong didactic-
wisdom intention for the psalm by its final compilers and editors.  As with Psalms 105 and 106, the 
national story becomes an ongoing source of teaching and reflection.  While the narrative sections 
emphasize how God chose Zion to replace the failed and defeated Northern Kingdom and shrine at 
Shiloh, pointing to events between 922–722 B.C.E. and a pre-exilic origin, the prophetic-didactic 
nature of the poem makes it suitable for ongoing post-exilic use to emphasize the centrality of David 
and Jerusalem.  I propose that the psalm was added to the Maśkîl collection in the post-exilic period 
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to serve such didactic purposes.  Tate observes that in post-exilic contexts the psalm could serve to 
emphasize David and Zion, and also have “a futuristic emphasis, the Zion and David yet to be (as in 
Jer 31:1–6).90   Based on evidence from Qumran, Tate proposes that it may be a text used for a 
covenant renewal ceremony.  Such liturgies recalled the great, saving actions of YHWH in past history, 
recollection of past sins by the ancestors, and confession of sins by the current worshippers, 
concluding with a renewal of their commitment to God (see Joshua 24:1 –28; Deut 29:1—31:13; Neh 
8:13—9:38).91   
Before examining the wisdom introduction that follows the Maśkîl of Asaph designation, I 
shall briefly outline the two narrative sections which serve as a didactic-wisdom recollection of past 
history for ongoing teaching and reflection.  The first (vv. 12–39) recounts the Reed Sea and 
wilderness journey (vv. 12–31), which includes God’s merciful actions on their behalf, the peoples’ 
rebellion, and God’s anger and punishment in the manna and quail episode (Ps 78:31//Num 14:29); 
it concludes by describing God’s mercy, forgiveness and restraint (vv. 38–39).  The second narrative 
section recalls the movement from Egypt to Canaan (vv. 40–64), including God’s grace in recalling—
in a different order and number from Exodus—the Plagues, and God’s apportioning the tribes (40–
55), rebellion (vv. 56–58), God’s anger and rejection of Shiloh (vv. 59–64), and God’s forgiveness 
and shepherding of Israel under the Davidic covenant (vv. 65–72).  Key to understanding the pattern 
of these recollections is the “forgetting” (vv. 11; 42), sinning, defiance and testing (v.v. 17–18; 32; 
40–41, 55–56), and remembering (vv. 35; 39), which leads to healing; the pattern of sin-punishment-
election recalls Deuteronomy and its depiction of Moses’ preaching (e.g., Deut 29:1—30:20; 32).92 
                                                 
 90 Tate, Psalms 51—100, 287.    Clifford views the origin of the psalm in an eighth century “appeal for 
national unity” in light of the Northern Kingdom’s fall in 722, but continues to serve “as a perennial appeal to 
believe in God who acts in new ways” (Psalms 73—150, 44) 
91 For more on this post-exilic covenant renewal ceremony see Tate, “Psalms,” 126.  Tate claims that 
stylistically, the psalm resembles the preaching of the Levites in 1–2 Chronicles.  Though Tate cites no specific 
texts from Qumran, a good example of a covenant ceremony is found in the “Charter of a Jewish Sectarian 
Association” (1QS; 4Q255–264a; 5Q11) in Wise, Abegg, and Cook, The Dead Sea Scrolls, 123–42.  Here as with 
Ps 74 I follow the divisions proposed by Clifford, Psalms 73—150, 42–47.  Clifford proposes an earlier, eight 
century date for the psalm as “an appeal for national unity” that in later interpretation becomes an appeal for 
faith in God who, based on actions in past history, will continue to act on behalf of the faithful (44).   
92 Clifford, Psalms 73—150, 42–44. 
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While these narrative sections may likely derive from eighth century source material, the 
Psalm in its final form may be shaped by wisdom editors who adapted it for instructional purposes; 
this may account for the wisdom introduction.93  The first imperative, “Give ear, my people, to my 
teaching” clearly parallels the instructional speech of Moses in Deut 32:1, the introduction to wisdom 
Psalm 49:2 (a “Korah” psalm), and by mentioning Torah (hrwt), recalls wisdom Psalm 1 and the 
introduction to the Psalter.   
Similar to my analysis, Beat Weber likewise views Psalm 78 as using a recital of Israel’s 
history as a wisdom instruction; he notices the use of the keyword hrwt in both Psalm 1, at the 
beginning, and here, as an argument for the intentional placement of Psalm 78 as the “als ‘Mitte’ des 
Psalters.”94  Like Psalm 1, he views Psalm 78 as both prayer and a teaching text (“Lehrtext”), with 
hrwt serving as the main keyword connecting both: “hrwt ist denn auch das prägnanteste 
Stickhwort, das den Psalteranfang (Ps 1:2) und die postulierte Psaltermitte (Ps 78:1, 5, 10) 
verbindet.”95  The psalmist states: “I will open my mouth [with] a parable” (yp l#mb hxtp), v. 
2), and pour forth a “riddle” (twdyx h(yb)), about things “heard and known” (M(dnw wn(m#) 
from “our fathers” (v. 4).  This recalls the role of parents as wisdom teachers in the home, and/or 
teachers in wisdom schools—wisdom teachers also received the title “father”—who pass these 
teachings on so that future generations.  By hearing and “knowing” their history, the children or 
students receive wisdom to help them trust in God, keep Torah and avoid the mistakes of their 
                                                 
 93 This represents my own hypothesis based on the superscription and the important role I believe 
post-exilic wisdom editors had in shaping the Psalter. Clear evidence for dating this (and most) psalm is lacking, 
however.  Dahood, while also calling the psalm “didactic,” argues for an early dating (922–721 B.C.E.), based in 
part on the use of the imperfect verb form to express past events, which he calls normative in Ugaritic poetry 
(see vv. 15, 26, 29, 38 [x3], 40 [x2], 45, 49, 58, 64, and 72; Psalms 51—100, 238–39).  The conclusion of the 
psalm clearly presumes the existence of the Jerusalem Temple.   
94 Beat Weber, “Psalm 78 als ‘Mitte’ des Psalters?—ein Versuch” Bib 88 (2007): 305–25.  In this 
article, Weber claims too little attention has thus far been paid to the middle of the Psalter, in contrast to 
scholarly focus on its beginning and end.  Among his arguments he focuses on its didactic nature and wisdom 
elements, particularly this introductory section with its focus on wisdom teaching and Torah observance (313).   
95 Ibid., 313. 
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ancestors (vv. 4–11).96  Psalm 49, which likewise begins with an imperative to “hear” using a different 
verb ((m#), has the speaker mentioning “my mouth” (yp, 49:4), which also will proclaim both a 
“parable” and “riddle” (49:5).  This compilation of wisdom words and themes, following the 
superscription with its Maśkîl identification, clearly reveals the intended purpose for the narrative 
history which follows to serve as didactic wisdom teaching to inculcate knowledge of the past so as 
to promote obedience to Torah and trust in God. 
Psalm 88: Unrelieved suffering, fear, and frustration at a seemingly absent God mark Psalm 
88 as among the purest and finest examples of lament within the Psalter and Hebrew Bible as a 
whole, as the apparently severely ill and shunned speaker describes life at the brink of Sheol, the 
underworld prison of the dead where the Israelites believed one will forever be cut off from God in a 
dark, watery, underworld.  Even the concluding verse which laments the shunning of friend and 
neighbor due to God’s affliction ends with the word K#xm, “darkness” (v. 19).  Despite the 
prevailing element of gloom, and the accusatory tone of the speaker, who like Job accuses YHWH —
notice the frequent use of the pronoun “you”—while never admitting sin or guilt, the poem provides 
a candid, honest and cathartic testimony of faith by one who truly trusts in YHWH’s Covenant 
promise of steadfast love and faithfulness (e.g., Exod 34:6; 88:12).  Despite inexplicable suffering, the 
speaker keeps open the conversation with God: the poem can be divided into three sections all 
marked by three cries of faith to YHWH, in verses 2–3, 10b, and 14.  In vv. 2–10 the overwhelmed 
speaker declares, “my life draws near to Sheol” (w(ygh lw)#l yyxw, v. 4), with several other 
euphemisms for Sheol—pit, grave, “darkest places,” depths—and images of God’s afflictions.  This 
includes strong waves (“breakers”), as the speaker is “shut in” and abandoned, much like a leper 
forced to reside within colonies separated from society, lest they contaminate others (v. 9).  The 
                                                 
96 Cohen cites the medieval Jewish commentator David Kimchi, who in discussing this verse 
emphasized the duty to pass on instruction in Torah and history to children, who likewise will continue to pass 
on such knowledge to successive generations (Psalms, 249).  
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speaker’s eyes “grow dim” (hb)d, v. 10) from affliction, much like a weakened, aged person whose 
eyes lose luster and sparkle.   
The middle section, vv. 11–13, offers a series of rhetorical questions directed at YHWH and 
reflect a bit of bargaining by the worried and terrified speaker, who asks who will offer praise to 
YHWH from the grave?  The psalmist asks, “will the shades (My)pr, v. 11) rise to praise you?”  
“Shades” here symbolizes the dead who dwell in the darkness of Sheol, where once cut off from 
YHWH they no longer will be able to offer praise and worship.  Further, in v. 12, which I consider a 
key verse to understanding the meaning and intent of the poem, the speaker evokes YHWH’s 
covenant promises of “steadfast love” (dsx) and “faithfulness” (hnwm)) given at Sinai (Exod 34:6–
7).  This formula of self-identification of YHWH from Exodus is repeated throughout the Hebrew 
Bible, with others as speaker; in this case, the speaker asks “will your steadfast love be recounted in 
the grave; your faithfulness in the land of perdition?”  Will YHWH’s wonders (K)lp) and 
righteousness (Ktqdc) be made known in “darkness” and “the land of forgetfulness”—both 
euphemisms for Sheol (v. 13)?   
The simple act of bargaining with God, along with the three-fold cry for help, and allusion 
to the covenant promises of steadfast love and faithfulness all serve to uphold the faith of the 
psalmist, who rightfully and honestly cries out for help to God from a situation of distress, suffering, 
shunning and abandonment.  The final section, vv. 14–19, parallel the first in describing the speaker’s 
plight of rejection, long-term terror (near death from “my youth” v. 16), and the “fury” of YHWH, 
which is likened to stormy waves of the sea that threaten to drown the speaker, who cannot escape 
(vv. 17–18).  “Darkness” serves as a fitting word of conclusion in v. 19; unlike the typical pattern of 
laments, Psalm 88 offers no promise of thanksgiving, hope, or reversal of fortunes, but simply the 
harsh reality of suffering and distress for which no reason seems apparent or end in sight.   
The long, composite superscription of Psalm 88 states: “A Song; A Psalm of the Sons of 
Korah.  For the Leader; upon Mahalath Leannoth [twn(l tlxm-l(] a Maśkîl of Heman the 
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Ezrahite.”  Some conjecture that the first part of this long and complex superscript actually is a 
transposition of a postscript from the preceding Psalm 87, a Zion Hymn but also a Song of the 
Korahites.  The term tlxm, as seen above in Psalm 55, likely derives from a term for sickness and 
may describe a plaintive musical form; twn(l, similarly, likely derives from the word meaning 
“bitterness,” “wormwood,” or “curse,” and may also connect with a lament-style musical form.97  
Rather than connect these two terms with “A Song; A Psalm of the Sons of Korah,” as does Tate, 
considering the content of Psalm 88 the terms are more fitting as part of its superscription than the 
more optimistic ending of Psalm 87.  Tate proposes that this theoretical postscript to Psalm 87 
served as a conclusion marker for the Korah collection of Pss 84, 85 (86 = David) and 87, and drew 
attention to the psalms of Heman and Ethan the Ezrahites in Pss 88 and 89.98  Both “Ethan the 
Ezrahite” (Ps 89, below) and “Heman” were listed among the very wise men whom Solomon 
exceeded in wisdom (1 Kings 5:11 [Hebrew]), which provides a strong connection to lyk#m in the 
superscription.  Both Heman and Ethan appear in the lists of scribe-singers appointed by “David” to 
serve at the temple in 1 Chr 6:16–33, 15:17, 19 and, as discussed above, these guilds, including the 
Korah and Asaph groups, are all closely connected.  I conclude that Psalm 88 again provides an 
example of adaptation of psalm types for didactic purposes, in this case a lament to a plaintive 
melody which deals extensively with the questions of theodicy, alludes to Job, and may have arisen 
originally from the Ezrahites under the auspices of Heman and then adapted for teaching as a 
lyk#m; though Psalm 89 begins on a more positive note, it also will end in lament and may be a 
transitional psalm highlighting the ultimate failure of the monarchy in preparation for the renewed 
focus on YHWH as king in Book 4 (see below).  Despite differences in content, both Psalms 88 and 
89 are best viewed as a pair and both adapted for didactic, wisdom teaching. 
                                                 
97 BDB, 542. 
98 For his division, which connects these terms to the proposed postscript of Ps 87, see Tate, 
“Psalms,” 137. 
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Psalm 89: This second “Ezrahite” Maśkîl Psalm is attributed to the wise man Ethan, who 
served in the Temple guilds (noted above).  The psalm begins with two hymns (vv. 2–5; 6–18) 
praising God’s covenant love (dsx; hnwm), vv. 2, 3, 15, 25, 34, 50; Exod 34:6) manifested in 
creation, and God’s taming of seas and beasts; next, an oracle recalls the establishment of God’s 
Covenant with David (vv. 19–37), and the psalm concludes with a lament over the failure of the 
monarchy (vv. 38–52).  Acclamations from heaven praise YHWH’s wonders (K)lp), and 
“faithfulness” (Ktnwm)) in the “council of the holy ones” (My#dq-dwsb, v. 6), for among the 
“divine beings” (Myl) ynbb) none can compare with YHWH (v.7).  A similar reference to a divine 
council occurs in Ps 82:1, as do references to “gods” in Pss 135:5, 138:1.  YHWH tames the seas and 
mythical beast Rahab (vv. 10–11), just as in Psalms 74:14 and 104:26, where YHWH respectively 
“crushes” and “makes sport with” Leviathan (a similar mythical beast), and ascends to his throne 
(v.15).  Depictions of YHWH commanding the heavenly council and/or taming the cosmic order 
occur elsewhere in the Psalter (e.g., Pss 18:1–18; 65:6–8; 74:12–17; 77:17–21; 104; 135:5–7; 147:15–
18).  These heavenly events are paralleled by an earthly celebration (vv. 16–19), all of which recall 
Mesopotamian and Ugaritic literature and may attest to the antiquity of sources used in the Psalm.99  
References to North (Nwpc), South (Nymy), Tabor and Hermon in v. 13 provide a universal scope to 
the Psalm, based on the number four (locations) and the symbolism of mountains in biblical 
cosmology; Tabor and Hermon, being northern mountains, may provide a clue to a northern origin 
for this part of the poem.  In Canaanite literature, mountains served as locations for worship, while 
in the Bible they often serve as places of Theophany (e.g., Exod 19).   
Throughout the psalm, the frequent references to covenant key-words steadfast love (dsx), 
faithfulness (hnwm)), and truth (tm)), located in each section, provide a key interpretive lens: in 
light of the failure of the monarchy, the speaker first recalls YHWH’s covenant promises of steadfast 
                                                 
99 For further discussion of the use of Babylonian and Canaanite sources in Psalm 89, see Clifford, 
Psalms 73—150, 92–93. 
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love and faithfulness, and its manifestation in the Davidic covenant.  Now, in the post-exilic period, 
these promises seem lost, leading to the final reference: “where is your steadfast love from of old, 
YHWH, which you promised to David in faithfulness?” (v. 50).  I view these keywords as “covenant 
markers” based upon the self-identification of YHWH in Exod 34:6–7, which is paralleled with slight 
variations throughout the Hebrew Bible ( Num 14:18; Neh 9:17, 31; Jer 32:18; Jon 4:2; Pss 86:15; 
103:8; 145:8), that call to mind for successive generations of Israelites the covenant at Sinai.  In the 
heavenly liturgy (vv. 1–2, 6, 9, 15), and the oracle for David (vv. 25, 29, 34), God’s steadfast love, 
faithfulness, and truth serve to establish the permanence of God’s covenant (ytyrb).  In the lament, 
however, the speaker vehemently complains that YHWH has broken this promise in the failure of the 
Davidic monarchy, accusing God in a manner similar to the speaker of Psalm 88.100 
In conclusion, the initial identification of the psalm as a yxrz)h Nty)l lyk#m may refer 
to its post-exilic context, where in light of the failure of the monarchy and the subsequent need to 
reinterpret Israel’s understanding of the covenant promises, Psalm 89 was promulgated by the 
Temple guild/scribes to rehearse the promise and ultimate failure of the Davidic monarchy in 
history.  In composing the psalm they may well have used older materials, as attested by the influence 
of Canaanite mythology and the cosmic hymn and oracle for David.  Finally, wisdom editors—
whether they belonged to the guilds (Ethan) or later cannot be determined—took up the material to 
form this lament which could then be used for teaching and instruction.  Psalm 89 appropriately 
concludes Book 3 with an honest, candid acknowledgement of the failure of the monarchy and 
prepares the way for Book 4’s renewed emphasis on YHWH as king.  
Psalm 142: This lament provides the final occurrence of lyk#m in the Psalter, in the final 
“Davidic” collection (Pss 138–145); like Psalms 52:1, 55:1, the superscription assigns it to David’s 
flight from Saul “in the cave” (1 Sam 22–24).  I translate the superscription as follows: “A David 
Maśkîl, for when he was in the cave—a prayer.”  It shows affinities with Psalm 77 as the speaker 
                                                 
100 Clifford, Psalms 73—150, 91, 94, observes that in this section 16 verbs in the second-person 
singular reveal this accusatory tone; he also notes, correctly, that as in Ps 77 the lament of Ps 89 also has an 
individual speaking on behalf of the community.  
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opens with a cry to God (q(z) hwhy-l) ylwq) in an almost identical manner, except Psalm 77, 
being of the “Elohistic Psalter” uses Myhl) and the cohortative form of the verb, hq(z).  Likewise, 
the expression “my spirit is faint within me” (yxwr yl( P+(thb, v. 4) appears in almost identical 
form in 143:4 and 77:4, both of which are also individual laments, while the description of God as 
the speaker’s refuge and “portion” (yqlx v. 6; Ps 16:5) in “the land of the living” (Myyxh Cr)b) 
recalls thanksgiving psalms 27:13 and 116:9.  These similarities may indicate that the psalmist 
borrowed phraseology from other psalms in the Psalter; it contains typical elements of lament 
without, however, any admission of guilt.  An emphasis on the experience of being alone and 
abandoned (v.5) recalls themes from Psalm 88:9, 19, and Job (19:13–22).  As in Ps 141:9 the speaker 
seeks God’s protection from a “trap” (xp) hidden by unspecified enemies (v. 4), and lacks help at his 
symbolic “right hand,” which usually refers to God’s help and presence (see Pss 16:9; 73:23; 109:31; 
110:5; 121:5).  Clifford speculates that a later scribe added the superscription’s reference to the 
traditions of David’s flight from Saul based on the phrase “deliver me from my pursuers” (v. 7).101   
I see a three-fold structure to the lament based on the speaker’s crying out to YHWH (vv. 2, 
6) and final plea to be released from “prison” (rgsmm h)ycwh, v. 8).  In vv. 2–5 the speaker 
describes his/her drooping spirit, treacherous enemies and forsaken condition; in vv. 6–7 the speaker 
cries out with implied hope, recalling God as “refuge” (Pss 16:5; 62:7; 91:2; 94:22) and “portion,” 
while seeking divine help from overpowering enemies.  Finally, in seeking release from “prison”—
which may here be metaphorical for situations of distress, suffering and abandonment—the speaker 
makes a promise to offer a thanksgiving sacrifice (Km#-t) twdwhl, v. 8; e.g., Pss 30:2, 13; 54:8; 
66:13–20; 116:17–19).  This lyk#m occurs in the midst of Book 5, with its interesting mix of 
historical-wisdom psalms (105, 106, 107), laments (109; 137), praise and thanksgiving psalms (116; 
117), psalms attributed to David (108–110), Psalms of Ascent (120–134), royal/messianic psalm 
                                                 
101 Clifford, Psalms 73—150, 291. 
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(110), Torah-acrostic psalms (119, 145), and creation-“hallelujah” psalms with wisdom elements (146; 
147; 148).  As with my earlier proposal of a shift in the latter part of the Psalter that reflects the 
failure of the monarchy (Ps 89), and a renewed emphasis in the post-exilic era on YHWH as king, I 
consider the ascription to David as a later adaptation of Psalm 142 to situations in David’s life.  This 
serves as a teaching tool for Israel’s ongoing remembrance of traditions about David, the ideal king 
and leader, and also enables current students of wisdom schools to apply the content of these poems 
to life experience.  In this case, the lament form provides a way for those undergoing distress to 
identify with David’s own struggles and remain steadfast in trusting YHWH.  The lyk#m ascription 
serves as a marker for this post-exilic wisdom editing and use of the psalm.  The many common 
phrases from other psalms identified in Ps 142 (and others in this Davidic grouping) may also 
provide a clue to later authorship for this collection of “David” psalms; on the other hand, these 
David psalms in Book 5 may derive from the adaptation and editing of older traditions. .  
Conclusion: I have examined the linguistic roots of lyk#m, its use in the Dead Sea 
Scrolls—providing evidence of its meaning in a context concurrent with the final editing of the 
Psalter—and its use and location within the canonical Psalter.  I propose that the placement of the 
term Maśkîl may provide evidence of wisdom editing in the post-exilic period, when Psalter was 
collected and edited into its final form.  I have shown that this term provides a more meaningful 
understanding of the interpretation and use of the Psalter for didactic purposes by wisdom editors, 
who most probably were connected with Temple guilds and wisdom schools.   
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Chapter Three 
Psalms 1 (2), 19, 111-112, 119, and 145: Torah, Wisdom, and Acrostic Boundaries of an Early 
Form of the Psalter 
 
 
Among the wisdom materials in the Psalter, a relationship can be discerned among Psalms 1- 
2, 19, 111, 112, 119, and 145 in their use of common themes, vocabulary, and structure.  I propose 
that when viewed together, these psalms provide evidence of post-exilic scribal activity in which this 
group of wisdom-oriented psalms served as the frame of an early form of the Psalter.  Emphases 
include the happiness or blessings which accrue to those who “fear the Lord” (19:10; 111:10; 112:1), 
delight in God’s Torah (1:1; 19B; 112:1; 119), and live according to righteousness (qdc; 1:6; 19:10; 
111:3; 112:3; 119:8, et al.); in addition, the psalms focus on God’s covenant love, righteousness, 
creation and kingship (2; 19A; 111–112; 119:73–80; 145).  Various keywords, discussed below, are 
used to represent “Torah,” i.e. teaching that provides guidance to live in accord with God’s will; 
Torah provides instruction in the proper way (Krd, another keyword) for living.  Psalms 111, 112, 
119 and 145 utilize the “acrostic” form, in which successive lines begin with successive letters of the 
Hebrew alphabet, a scribal technique used in the wisdom literature which lends order, serves as a 
mnemonic device, and provides a sense of completeness to a poem, as “from A to Z.”1   
These psalms illustrate the central thesis of wisdom literature: “the fear of the Lord is the 
beginning of wisdom” (111:10; See Prov 1:7; 9:10; Sirach 1:11–14, 16, 18, 20, 27); those who revere 
the Lord through their obedience to Torah in life will be blessed.  I propose that Psalms 1-2 and 119, 
along with Psalm 145, an acrostic hymn in praise of YHWH, serve as a type of “wisdom inclusion” for 
the Psalter.  Psalms 1, 111, 112, and 119 reflect a traditional wisdom orientation that promises 
blessings and prosperity to those who abide by Torah and revere YHWH ()ry) as attested by the ’ašrê 
                                                 
1 Other examples include Psalms 9-10 (partial), 25, 34, 37, and 145 (discussed below); Proverbs 31:10–
31, Lamentations 3, and Sirach (Hebrew) 51:13–30.  Use of the acrostic may give a somewhat artificial or 
“forced” sound to a psalm due the rigidity required in adhering to the format. 
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(yr#)) formula (Pss 1:1; 112:1; 119:1–2), promises of prosperity (e.g., 1:3; 112:2–9; 119:72), and 
wisdom for proper living and decision-making (19:12–15; 111:10).2  
  The Psalter opens with a wisdom introduction upholding the “two ways” of traditional 
retribution theology in Psalm 1: the righteous who abide by Torah will prosper but the wicked will 
perish; Psalm 1 has affinities with Deuteronomy (e.g., 30:11–20).  The Psalter concludes with a 
doxology of praise in Psalm 150.  At an earlier stage, however, wisdom interests may have framed the 
Psalter with Torah-wisdom Psalm 1, along with wisdom-influenced royal Psalm 2, Psalm 19, with its 
respective elements of creation (part A) and Torah (part B), and the massive Torah-wisdom acrostic 
Psalm 119, followed by the acrostic hymn Psalm 145.  According to my hypothesis, the Psalter 
begins with an emphasis on Torah and divine kingship (Pss 1-2), creation and Torah (Ps 19A-B); it 
concludes with an application of Torah in life (Ps 119), which includes laments and suffering, but 
ends in praise of YHWH as creator and compassionate ruler (Ps 145).  With the exception of the many 
lament sections in Ps 119 which follow the opening stanzas (vv. 1–8 [)]; 9–16 [b]) these psalms 
present what Brueggemann calls an “orientation” outlook, i.e., “psalms that reflect well-oriented faith 
in a mood of equilibrium.”3   
I will expand upon Westermann’s proposal that Psalms 1 and 119 originally formed the 
boundaries of an early form of the Psalter by adding Psalm 145, an acrostic hymn, as the conclusion 
of this proposed framework.  Psalm 119:176 concludes with the psalmist acknowledging his past 
sinfulness and making a plea to God; in Ps 145 the psalmist is confident and joyful, implying 
resolution of the uncertainty with which Ps 119 concludes and therefore making a more fitting 
                                                 
2 The yr#) is the masculine plural construct form of the root r#), occurring most frequently as a 
blessing formula—only in reference to humans, not God—in Psalms (26 times) and the other wisdom books 
(12 times), TDOT I, 445–48. 
 3 Walter Brueggemann, The Message of the Psalms (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1984), 25; the book as a 
whole examines psalms according to three classifications, orientation, “disorientation” as found in the laments 
which reflect troubles, anxieties, and suffering in life, as in the laments, and “new orientation” (e.g., Pss 30, 
103) which describe the situation of thanksgiving and praise after being rescued from distress and coming to a 
new understanding of how YHWH remains operative and faithful in life.   
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conclusion to this proposed framework.4  Based on similarities in theme, vocabulary and structure, I 
propose that this grouping of psalms reflect the work of post-exilic wisdom editors who arranged 
these psalms to provide a “didactic frame” as they edited and compiled the Psalter.  Psalms 1–2 form 
an opening introduction emphasizing wisdom (Pss 1; 2:10–12) and YHWH as king (Ps 2)—a post-
exilic emphasis in response to the failure of the monarchy.  Psalm 19B joins with 19A to combine 
wisdom emphases of creation (A) and Torah (B).  Psalms 111–112 focus on the blessings of YHWH 
and those who revere him and keep the commandments.  Psalm 119 rounds out this Torah 
collection.  It begins with a theology parallel to Psalm 1, promising blessings upon those who walk in 
the way of YHWH through obedience to Torah (vv. 1–8); however, it contains a more developed 
theology by embracing the reality of suffering and persecution through petitions and laments.  Psalm 
145, though not specifically a wisdom psalm, is an acrostic hymn of praise to YHWH as king that 
probably reflects the work of these wisdom writers as a way to bring closure to the Psalter.  It reveals 
a later style of Hebrew and theological emphases, focusing on YHWH’s secure governance of creation 
and a positive “orientation” outlook.5  Together, Psalms 1 and 145 form a beginning and concluding 
theological frame for the Psalter.  The Psalter begins and ends with a state of orientation that frames 
a variety of genres in between; this includes laments, thanksgivings, hymns, historical psalms, and 
wisdom psalms, which collectively express Israel’s historical experiences in a movement bounded by 
Torah (Ps 1) and Praise (Ps 145).  A concluding group of Hallelujah psalms follow Ps 145; wisdom 
elements are found in Psalms 146 and 148 (discussed in chapter 8). 
Leo Perdue views Psalms 1, 19B, and 119 as the product of the Chronicler’s history and 
composed in the Persian period along with the books of Ezra and Nehemiah, when the Zadokite 
priesthood controlled the Temple cult.  These scribes emphasized Torah and cosmology, as in Ezra’s 
prayer in Nehemiah 9, which upholds YHWH as creator and sustainer of the cosmos—land, seas, and 
heavenly realm (9:6; see Ps 24:1–2)—who gives “true teaching” (tm) trwt), judgments (My+p#m), 
                                                 
 4 See Claus Westermann, The Living Psalms (trans. J.R. Porter; Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1989), 
294. 
 5 On Ps 145 as a “psalm of orientation,” see Walter Brueggemann, The Message of the Psalms 
(Minneapolis, Minn.: Augsburg, 1984), 28–30.  
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statutes (Myqx), and commandments (twbcm, v. 13).6  A clear parallel exists between Ezra’s prayer 
and Psalm 19, with both emphasizing Creation and Torah: the cosmos reveals the work and ordering 
of YHWH as creator, with the gift of Torah “grounded in the order of creation” as a source to sustain 
and guide life within the covenant community.7  The keywords noted above from Ezra’s prayer in 
Nehemiah 9:13 all occur in Psalm 19B, providing further evidence of the work of the Chronicler in 
both texts.  Torah piety of the post-exilic period, as evidenced in Ezra and the Torah-wisdom 
psalms, identifies wisdom and Torah together, and rooted in God’s created order.  Other examples 
of late Second Temple texts which combine these themes include the Deuterocaonical books of 
Sirach and Baruch (Sir 24; 42:15–43:35; 50:27–29; 51:13–30; Bar 3:9—4:4); Sirach 51:13 also 
mentions the “house of instruction” in which the sage taught.   
As the optimistic prophecies of restoration found in Isaiah 40–55 and Ezekiel 40–48 seemed 
to fade due to the hardship inherent in the rebuilding process and ongoing foreign domination, the 
work of scribes became enhanced over the cultic activities as they edited, composed, and copied 
texts, engaging in instruction, proclamation and administrative tasks.  Thus, according to Perdue, in 
this period the sages performed essential tasks aimed at maintaining “the righteous and beneficent 
order of creation.”  Reflecting his focus on the unity of Torah, wisdom and creation in the Second 
Temple period, Perdue views sages from this period as authors of the wisdom psalms, which for him 
include Psalms 1, 19, 32, 34, 37, 49, 73, 111, 112, 119, 127, and “perhaps” 104.8  I propose that, 
despite its seeming lack of covenant language, in fact Psalm 119 alludes in several places to the Sinai 
Covenant through the use of keywords (dsx, steadfast love; Mxr, compassion; tm)/hnwm), 
faithfulness; Nx, grace) which recall YHWH’s self-identification to Moses at Sinai during the renewal 
of the Covenant (Exod 34:6).   
                                                 
 6 Leo G. Perdue, Wisdom Literature: A Theological History (Louisville, Ky.: Westminster/John Knox, 
2007), 138. 
 7 Ibid. 
 8 Ibid., 151–52.  Perdue notes, as I do, that each scholar seems to have a slightly or sometimes 
dramatically different view of which psalms qualify as “wisdom” psalms; I would add to his list, Pss 14/53, 90, 
128, while noting the important wisdom sections in other psalms (e.g., 27, 36, 39, 62, 92, 94, 139, 144) and add 
8, 39, and 148 to 104 as creation psalms holding wisdom elements and arising from the Second Temple period.  
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Psalm 1 (and Psalm 2): A Wisdom Introduction to the Psalter9 
The opening of the Psalter begins with a wisdom theme: yr#), “happy is the one,” who 
guides his or her life by Torah in opposition to the wicked (My(#r), whose lives are marked by 
sinfulness and behavior outside of Torah piety.10  Significantly, the Psalter begins with the beatitude 
yr#) to emphasize the promise of happiness and order in the lives of those who live by Torah.  
Further, Book 1 begins with a double use of yr#) forming an inclusion between Ps 1:1 and 2:12, the 
appended introduction to the Psalter, and it likewise ends with a double use in Ps 40:5, which 
proclaims “happy” the one who trusts in YHWH, and 41:2, which proclaims “happy” the one who 
wisely (lyk#m) looks out for the poor.  Both of these examples of yr#) also stress Torah values, 
and while not specifically forming an inclusion their usage at the close of book 1 harkens back to the 
opening inclusion in Psalms 1–2.   
The “two ways” contrast between the fates of the righteous (Myqydc) who prosper (1:3) 
and the wicked who perish (db)t 1:6) provide a stark contrast and an important theme of Israelite 
wisdom literature.  This traditional theology of retribution is challenged by wisdom psalms that 
address the issue of Theodicy (e.g., Pss 37, 49, 73) as in the book of Job.  While Psalm 119 upholds the 
blessings received through obedience to Torah, it also addresses the reality of suffering.  
Negatively stated, the righteous one who abides by Torah “walks not in the counsel (tc() 
of the wicked,” nor stands with “sinners” (My)+x), or sits with “scoffers” (Mycl, v. 1), but rather 
delights in Torah, and “recites” (hghy) it “day and night” (v. 2).11  Bernard Gosse sees here the 
                                                 
 9 Unless otherwise noted, the translations in this chapter are mine.  
 10  A solid consensus views Psalm 1 as a “wisdom psalm” and together with Ps 2 forming an 
introduction to the Psalter, with the “First Davidic Psalter” beginning with Ps 3 (for a listing of major scholars 
who include Ps 1 as among “wisdom psalms” see chapter 1).  In the Jewish Prayer Book, Psalm 1 is assigned for 
the “Service at the Setting of a Tombstone,” with the note that “It [Ps 1] strikes the fundamental note of the 
Psalter and the Wisdom Books” (1110). 
 11 Mitchell Dahood, Psalms 1—50 (AB 16; Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1965), 1-2, identifies 
Ps 1 as a wisdom Psalm and notes that tc( can mean “counsel,” as in most translations, or “council,” as he 
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impact of Proverbs 1:22, based on common vocabulary and themes: “présente le Psalmiste comme 
répondant à l’appel de la Sagesse de Pr 1,20-23, particulièrement 1,22,” especially on the use of Mycl 
in both texts.12  This presumes that the Proverbs text precedes Psalm 1.  Nahum Sarna notes that the 
first word of the Psalm and Psalter, “Happy” (yr#)), is also the first word of Moses’s final speech 
before his death, “Happy are you, O Israel” (Deut 33:29).  This term occurs throughout the Book of 
Psalms, ten times in Proverbs, and once each in Job and Ecclesiastes; it clearly serves as a “wisdom 
term,” and a marker for the work of scribes who composed wisdom psalms and edited the Psalter.  
Sarna further emphasizes that the Torah in Psalm 1 refers specifically to written documents.13  
“Torah” (hrwt) holds a richer meaning than the usual translation as “law” and refers to “teaching” 
or “instruction,” which in effect guides one in living a proper life.   
 
 Psalm 1 and the massive Psalm 119 both focus on the study and recitation of Torah as an 
essential religious experience and act of worship which views humans as under a “divinely ordained, 
universal moral order” derived from Torah.  Through the study of Torah an individual receives 
guidance for life and the power to transform society.  The yr#) formula is a plural construct in the 
Hebrew; in the plural, its meaning is intensified.  This happiness indicated by the yr#) represents an 
internal, deep, and divinely-inspired way of being “happy” that arises from Torah; it is not the same 
as “pleasure,” which may be self-centered, emotive, or “frivolous.”  Note that the yr#) always 
applies to humans and not God.  A major focus in this psalm and the other wisdom books is 
morality, ethics, and order in life.  The wicked live by a “practical atheism” which views God as not 
                                                                                                                                                 
translates it, seeing it in relation to the “seat” (he translates “session” b#wm): “How blest is the man who has 
not entered the council of the wicked.”  
12 Bernard Gosse, “Le Rôle du Livre des Proverbs dans la Constitution du Psautier, en Relation avec 
Divers Textes Bibliques,” RB 114 (2007): 403–15, quote 404. 
13 Nahum Sarna, On the Book of Psalms (New York: Schocken, 1993), 26–28. 
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actively involved in the affairs of life and therefore somewhat irrelevant; they are arrogant, pride-
filled, and derisive.14   
Righteous people make a deliberate choice to not ()l) walk (Klh), stand  (dm(), or “sit” 
(b#y sit/dwell) with the wicked, sinners, and scoffers; together, the negative particle with the verbs, 
“walk,” “stand,” and “sit,” paired with three terms for evildoers, “wicked,” “sinners,” and “scoffers,” 
first emphasize what one must avoid to live a proper life and be “happy.”  Secondly, the righteous 
person “delights” (Cpx) in the study of Torah.  Thus, the one who does not “walk,” “stand” or “sit” 
in the counsel of the wicked, way of the sinners or company of “scoffers” will be “happy.”  Sinners 
(My)+x) are “less villainous” than the wicked; the word means “to stray” or “miss the mark”—
wayward people who lose their way in life.   
Sarna notes that the word yr#) is related to a verbal root meaning to “walk” or “advance” 
and thus forms wordplay with the verb “walk” (Klh) and noun “way” (Krd); the righteous person 
moves in a “dynamic process” by avoiding the path or way of the wicked, sinners, and scoffers but 
rather walks in the path of Torah, which gives life and assures happiness.  Scoffers (Mycl) represent 
foolish, arrogant people, narcissists who sit at the city gates—a place of meeting, commerce, and 
civic activities (see Psalm 127)—and spout their views to others.  Thus, the person who lives by 
Torah must disavow and shun morally evil, “harmful” social situation, many of which could be 
enticing or tempting.15   
In my analysis of Psalm 119, the frequent pleas of the psalmist for YHWH to continue to 
“teach” him the ways of Torah (e.g., Kyqx Krd, v. 33) are represented by a series of “Torah 
keywords” (see also vv. 12, 26, 68, 124, 135, 171), which reveal the dynamic and ongoing process of 
discovering the meaning and application of Torah in life.   
                                                 
14 Ibid., 29–33. 
15 Ibid., 34. 
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By rejecting evil ways, the “righteous” (Myqydc, v. 6) embrace Torah and order their lives 
according to wisdom, which assures them of happiness; this use of  the yr#) here presents an 
idealized view of wisdom, similar to that found in Proverbs, in which the righteous are promised 
blessing while evildoers will suffer.16  Therefore, in my proposed framework of the Psalter, yr#) 
introduces both the beginning and conclusion of the collection.  Psalm 119 further embraces the 
reality of suffering and persecution in life along with the need to continue studying and learning 
Torah as a dynamic, ongoing process.    
 Those who follow Torah and avoid evil are likened to trees beside a stream that give fruit 
and flourish due to the constant supply of moisture (i.e., God’s Torah), and thus “prosper” (v. 5; Jer 
17:5-8; xylcy).  This description of the righteous flourishing like a tree occurs also in wisdom-
influenced Psalm 92:13-14, in reference to the date-palm and Lebanon Cedar, and wisdom-
influenced Psalm 52:10 (also a Maśkîl), which speaks of an olive tree thriving in the temple—a 
metaphorical image of prosperity for the righteous how live by Torah.17  Wisdom Psalm 128 also 
uses the yr#) formula to emphasize the blessings of family life for those who “fear the Lord” 
(hwhy )ry v.1) along with the images of a “fruitful vine” and “olive saplings” for the righteous 
man’s wife and children, respectively.   
The wicked, however, will not “stand” (Mwq, be established firmly, to stand) at the judgment 
(+p#m), but rather they will be “like chaff which the wind blows away” (v.4) in contrast to the 
righteous who prosper (v.3).  Antithetical to the image of a deeply-rooted streamside tree which has 
evergreen leaves, permanence and fruit, the wicked resemble the chaff from threshed wheat in 
Palestine which blows away in the wind after being separated from the valuable grain.  The nature 
                                                 
 16 For similar use of the yr#) formula see Prov 3:13; Pss 32:1-2; 33:12; 34:9; 40:5; 41:2; 89:16; 94:12; 
106:3; 112:1; 119:1-2; 127:5; 128:144:15; 146:5. 
17 Psalm 92:7-8 present clear evidence of wisdom editing based on vocabulary and theme, while 13-15 
reflect the important wisdom issues of the contrasting fates of the righteous and the wicked and have affinities 
with the theme in Proverbs (see treatment of Psalm 92 and its wisdom interpolations below); see also Norman 
Whybray, Reading the Psalms as a Book (JSOTSup 222; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996), 54-55.  
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imagery in vv. 3-4 (paralleled in Jer 17:7-8), occurs also in Egyptian and Mesopotamian literature, in 
which a righteous person is compared in a simile to an evergreen tree beside a flowing stream.  Here 
in Psalm 1 the tree is both a fruit tree and evergreen; this implies its value in providing sustenance to 
humans, and its leaves imply medicinal value (see, for example, Ezek 47:12).  Cumulatively, the image 
presents the righteous as deeply rooted in the “spiritual and ethical soil of the Torah,” which 
provides wisdom to remain ethically and morally strong even in the face of challenges, threats or 
temptations.  Fruit and evergreen leaves also represent the blessing which the righteous person 
brings to others in society—perhaps even literally providing food, medicine and shelter.  Verse 3 
concludes the image by stating “whatever it produces thrives”; a similar idea occurs in Josh 1:8, in 
which Joshua tells the people to recite the Torah “day and night” so that they properly observe its 
teaching.  This will enable them to “prosper” (xylct) and “be successful” (lyk#t).  This 
rendering focuses on the prosperous actions of the person more than his or her individual 
successes.18 
As noted above, this contrast between the fates of the righteous and the wicked is an 
important marker of wisdom influence in the Psalter and appears frequently in wisdom-oriented 
psalms.19  In omniscience, the LORD “knows” or “regards” ((dwy) the way (Krd) of the righteous 
but the way of the wicked “perishes” (db)t).20  “Way” here represents how one chooses to live life, 
either by Torah (the righteous) or sin (the wicked); this choice between the way of life or death based 
on obedience to Torah recalls Deuteronomy 30:11–20.  Perdue calls v. 6 the “central proverb” which 
stands outside the chiastic structure of the rest of the poem but serves as the “locus” for its structure 
and content.21  This makes sense, as the verse in effect summarizes the basic theme of the psalm. 
                                                 
18 Sarna, On the Book of Psalms, 40–44. 
19 James L Mays, Psalms (Interpretation: A Bible Commentary for Teaching and Preaching; Louisville, 
Ky.: John Knox, 1994), 28 (See, e.g., Pss 1, 14/53, 32, 34, 37, 49, 52, 73, 91, 92, 94, 111-112, 119:21, 69, 78, 85 
[Mydz]; 110, 119 [My(#r]) 
 20 Ibid., 2: Dahood translates Krd as “assembly,” based on the Ugaritic drkt, meaning “dominion, 
power, throne,” or a “court of judgment.”   
 21 Leo J. Purdue, Wisdom and Cult (SBLDS 30; Missoula, Mont.: Scholars Press, 1977), 270–71. 
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Conrad Schaefer notes that the first word in the psalm begins with ), the first letter of the 
Hebrew alphabet, referring to those who follow Torah and are thus “happy” (yr#)), while the last 
word begins with t, the final letter in the alphabet, in reference to the wicked who “perish” (db)t, 
“it [the way of the wicked] will perish”).22  This seems deliberate and emphasizes the inclusive nature 
of the teaching contained within the poem, as in “from A to Z.”  Again, this contrast between the 
“ways” of both the righteous and the wicked reflect the wisdom teaching of Proverbs (2:20–22; 3:31–
35; 4:18–19; 5:21–23).  The one who does not forget Torah (xk#t-l) ytrwt) and keeps the 
commandments within his or her heart will have “length of days” (Mymy Kr); see Ps 23:6), “years of 
life and wellbeing” (Mwl#, Prov 3:1-2).  The heart (bl) represents the mind and center of 
intellectual and moral reasoning in Semitic thought, and in wisdom poetry represents a source of 
meditation, “the meditation of my heart” (Ps 19:15; see also Ps 49:4; Job 8:10; Eccl 5:1).  The path of 
the righteous (Myqydc xr)w) will shine like the sun (hgn rw)k, Prov 4:18).  However, the “way 
of the wicked” (My(#r Krd) will be “like darkness” and they who lack knowledge will “stumble” 
(wl#ky, Prov 4:19; see also 15:9).   
Psalm 1 also stands as the first of three specifically Torah-wisdom psalms (1, 19B, 119) 
which emphasize God’s instruction and direction for living; Torah serves as a mediating force 
between God and humans.  By emphasizing as “happy” the one who delights in Torah and studies it 
“day and night,” the speaker harkens to Deuteronomic concerns reflected in the books of 
Deuteronomy, Joshua, and Jeremiah.  Moses commands his successor, Joshua, to recite the “Book of 
Teaching” (hrwth rps) “day and night” (hlylw Mmwy)—the same wording as Ps 1:2.  In the laws 
for kings, it is commanded that the king have a copy of the Teaching (hrwt), written by the priests, 
that he may continually study it and learn to fear the LORD and live by Torah.  This will assure that 
                                                 
22 Conrad Schaefer, Psalms: Berit Olam: Studies in Hebrew Narrative & Poetry (ed. David W. Cotter; 
Collegeville, Minn.: The Liturgical Press, 2001), 4.  
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he and his descendants have “length of days”—a long, prosperous life and reign—in Israel (Deut 
17:18-20).  
Jeremiah uses the same simile of a tree prospering by a streamside to describe as “blessed” 
(Kwrb) the one who trusts in the LORD (17:5-8).  Combining these allusions with the literary 
conventions of Proverbs, Psalm 1 takes lessons from Israel’s past and applies it as wisdom teaching 
to guide the readers to live their lives by Torah; in effect, the Torah serves in the role of a wisdom 
teacher.23  This provides an example of the dynamism of the Psalms, which combine aspects of other 
biblical traditions in concise poetic form that can be used as a tool to teach successive generations 
(see also, Pss 78; 105; 106; 136).  Psalm 1 as a Torah-focused introduction to the Psalter may also 
serve to encourage a didactic reading of what follows: as the Psalter begins with a focus on Torah as 
the way of life, so the readers will read what follows as Scripture and a source of “Torah,” teaching 
and direction for living.24 
 This idealized portrait of the “two ways,” with its simplistic assurance that living by Torah 
leads to joy and prosperity, serves the theological purpose of beginning the Psalter and its reading in 
the context of wisdom themes.  This idealistic view, however, clashes with real life suffering and 
injustice, as attested by the many lament psalms which follow.  If we accept that Psalm 1 exists as a 
later addition to the final form of the Psalter which intends to begin the book with a wisdom 
shaping, then we can also reasonably argue that wisdom “interpolations” have been added to other, 
complete Psalms to abet this post-exilic reshaping.  A later developed eschatology will provide hope 
that this ideal, though often not realized in this life where the problem of theodicy remains (e.g., Job; 
Ecclesiastes; Pss 37, 49, 73), will ultimately be fulfilled in a messianic age (e.g., Dan 7:13ff.).  Perhaps 
that age of peace and prosperity will come through an ideal Davidic king (Psalm 2), or as later 
discovered in light of the failure of the earthly monarchy, through the eternal, ultimate kingship of 
YHWH (e.g., Pss 93, 97, 99, 145).  According to my thesis, this “wisdom shaping” most likely 
                                                 
23 James L. Mays, “The Place of the Torah Psalms in the Psalter,” JBL 106 (1987): 3–12, esp. 4-5. 
24 James L Mays, Psalms (Interpretation: A Bible Commentary for Teaching and Preaching; Louisville, 
Ky.: John Knox, 1994), 28, 42.  
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occurred in a post-exilic context with the final editors of the Psalter being wisdom writers and sages 
who may likely have had some attachment to the Temple and schools of instruction.   
In addition to the strategic placement of wisdom psalms, beginning with Psalm 1, these 
wisdom writers add wisdom themes and language to existing psalms and psalm titles to provide a 
contextual reading.  This first occurs with the use of yr#), which began Psalm 1, in the conclusion 
of Psalm 2 (v. 12b); in addition, the imperative of Psalm 2 for the earthly kings to “be wise” 
(wlyk#h, 2:10), marks the first appearance in the Psalter of the important wisdom verb lk#.  As 
discussed previously, this term serves as the basis of the didactic title Maśkîl as an important wisdom 
marker in psalm superscripts (and 47:7).  It means “to be wise, learn, to instruct.”25  The root lk# 
also appears in a noun form (111:10) and in Proverbs as a wisdom term focusing on intelligence, 
insight and instruction.26  In the case of Psalm 2, we see the imperative for kings to “be wise” in their 
leadership and decision-making, and to “fear” (h)ry, v.11) YHWH.  This implies living and 
governing by Torah in obedience to YHWH; those who “take refuge” (wb yswx, v. 12) in YHWH find 
happiness. 
Sabourin cites some plausible Egyptian influences in Psalm 1: the emphasis on walking in the 
ways of God; a parallel to the beatitude of Ps 1:1 in the Petosiris tomb from the late fourth century 
BCE, which similarly calls those who walk in God’s way “happy”; and the Instruction of Amen-em-opet 
(sixth century BCE), which contrasts the “silent man,” depicted as a flourishing tree in a garden, with 
the “heated man” who is likened to a withering tree.27  Another example of ancient Near Eastern 
influence concerns the verb hgh (“recites”) that refers to the oral recitation of the text of Torah; 
similarly, the verb occurs in Josh 1:8 where YHWH commands Joshua to recite the Torah day and 
night.  Rather than silent meditation or reflection, the righteous person described here engages in 
                                                 
 25 TDOT, 14:112–128. 
 26 In Proverbs the verb occurs thirteen times (eight as a participle) and the noun six; in Job, the verb 
occurs three times and the noun once.  Ibid., 14:116. 
27 Leopold Sabourin, The Psalms: Their Origin and Meaning (New York: Alba House, 1974), 373. 
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intense, concentrated study of Torah which includes repetitive oral recitation.  This was a normative 
teaching and learning method in the ancient world.  Sarna describes how this recitation or chanting 
of texts was used in ancient Egyptian and Mesopotamian schools.  The practice described in the 
psalm reflects the cultural norm of the Ancient Near East in which studying normally was an oral 
activity.  Study of Torah is a “spiritual and moral discipline,” and an act of both piety and worship.28  
These parallels arise from a general wisdom milieu in which the influence of Mesopotamian and 
Egyptian wisdom influenced the scribal activity in post-exilic Israel.   
Many scholars note a lack of cultic references in the wisdom–Torah psalms and a more 
individual tone.  However, to disassociate these psalms from public worship seems to me mistaken, 
as this recitation described by Sarna could take place in wisdom schools, in personal meditation, and 
in synagogue worship in the post-exilic period.   
While also identifying Psalm 1 as didactic and viewing the conclusion of Royal Psalm 2 as 
having a “wisdom conclusion in vv. 10-11,” W. H. Brownlee views the pair as a unity based on their 
shared vocabulary.  Brownlee views Psalm 1 as a wisdom instruction for future ministers in the royal 
court that is linked deliberately to the coronation liturgy in Psalm 2, where “one of the last kings of 
Judah” (he suggests Jehoahaz and Jehoiachin ca. 597 BCE) committed himself to fulfill the 
Deuteronomic Law.  He thus proposes a possible pre-exilic dating for Psalm 1 which according to 
this view preceded Psalm 2.  By comparing Psalm 1 to the “last words of David” (2 Sam 23) and 
Deut 17:18-20, he finds thematic and linguistic parallels which further show the connection between 
didactic and royal concerns.29  Most scholars, however, view Psalm 1 as a later, post-exilic 
composition, based on its language, themes, and theological outlook: rejoicing and meditating on 
Torah, use of the yr#) formula, contrasting fates of the righteous and wicked, and avoidance of the 
wicked.  According to rabbinic tradition, Psalms 1 and 2 serve as an introduction to the Psalter: 
                                                 
28 Sarna, On the Book of Psalms, 38–39. 
29 William H. Brownlee, “Psalms 1—2 as a Coronation Liturgy,” Biblica 52 (1971): 321-34.  He holds 
that Jehoahaz and Jehoiachin were installed by the people and reigned in “troubled times” in opposition to 
world powers, and thus the militant tone of Psalm 2 coincides well with their time (332); however, both kings 
were considered to have “done evil in the sight of the Lord” (2 Kgs 23:32; 24:9). 
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“Happy is the man (1:1) and why are the nations in an uproar? (2:1) form one Psalm” (Talmud Ber. 9b).30  
Gosse views the depiction of the LORD’s anointed (wxy#m) at the side of YHWH in Ps 2:2 as 
reflecting the views of the final redaction of the Psalter under the influence of the wisdom 
traditions.31  The relationship between Psalms 1 and 2 argues for their being composed in the same 
period and context.   
As noted above, the emphases found in Psalm 1 occur in Proverbs 1—9, which most 
probably dates from the fifth century BCE.  By this time, Pentateuch had most likely reached its final 
form along with most of the prophetic books, while the Ketubim itself was being finalized.  Perhaps 
the best witness to a finalization of what becomes the TANAKH is the Prologue to Sirach (ca. 180 
B.C.E), which references “the Law and the Prophets and the other books of our ancestors” (NRSV).  
Gerstenberger views Psalm 1 as “markedly late in OT history” and reflective of synagogue customs 
and liturgy.32  Just as the Book of Proverbs in its final form combines earlier, pre-exilic wisdom 
materials with post-exilic material, most likely produced and added by the final editors, we can posit a 
similar development for the wisdom-Torah psalms: editors and scribes (the same ones who worked 
on Proverbs?) combine earlier and later sources.  Perdue views Psalm 1 as a sapiential poem written 
and used for teaching by a sage working in a wisdom school, most probably from the Persian period, 
based on its focus of “meditation” (better, “recitation”) on Torah.  Seeing an absence of cultic 
evidence in its structure, he views Psalm 1 as evidence that the Psalter served as more than a 
“songbook for the Second Temple,” but also as an important collection for private reflection and 
study.33  
 Significantly, Psalms 1 and 2 serve as an intentional introduction to the Psalter that combines 
wisdom traditions (Pss 1; 2:10–12) with royal themes (Ps 2), reflecting the post-exilic ideal of YHWH 
                                                 
30 Quoted in Abraham Cohen, The Psalms (Soncino Books of the Bible; ed. A. Cohen; Rev. Rabbi E. 
Oratz and Rav Shalom Shahar; London/Jerusalem/New York: Soncino Press, 1945; Revised 1992), 1.  
31 Gosse, “Le Rôle of du Livre des Proverbs,” 405. 
32 Erhard S. Gerstenberger, Psalms I: With an Introduction to Cultic Poetry (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 
1988), 43–44. 
33 Perdue, Wisdom Literature, 153–54.  As stated earlier, I see no dichotomy between study and 
worship.  
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as King.  Psalm 3 then begins Book 1 with a lament reflecting the reality of “real life” with its 
struggles of pain, betrayal, suffering, oppression, fear and uncertainty.  This initial grouping of psalms 
provides a fitting insight into the application of psalms to life for those who pray and reflect upon 
them.  The ideal of “walking by faith,” in this case the principles of God’s word revealed in Torah 
and faith and trust in YHWH as “king,” provides an ultimate hope for peace, joy and prosperity (Pss 
1; 2); Psalm 3, however, expresses the struggles and uncertainties of life through lament.  Later 
wisdom psalms will embrace lament themes in light of the questions of theodicy—why do the rich 
prosper while the righteous suffer, and why does a just God allow this?  This will be seen especially 
in Pss 37, 49, and 73, but also relevant in Pss 34, 36, 94, and parts of Psalm 119. 
Psalm 19: Wisdom in Torah and Creation   
Regardless of whether parts one (Creation vv. 2–7) and two (Torah  vv. 8–15) are a 
composite of two originally separate poems, the Psalm as a whole reflects important wisdom 
elements: the revelation of God’s power and glory by discerning God’s creative works (see Psalms 8; 
33; 104; 148; Sirach 24; 42-43; Job 38-39) and a comprehensive understanding of God’s Torah, as 
revealed in the list of key words which describe its various aspects (Pss 1; 119).  Tate points out that 
the two divisions differ in subject, language and meter, but views these originally separate poems as 
deliberately joined and meant to be interpreted as a unit.34  This seems logical.  Part 1 contains 
parallels to Mesopotamian and Egyptian poetry in its references to the sun and praise of creation; the 
psalmist reinterprets these pagan texts to provide a polemic against astral worship: for the Israelite, 
rather than being deities, the heavens simply bear silent witness to YHWH, their creator.35  Later 
wisdom editors, then, combined the meditation on the revelation of YHWH in creation with a 
wisdom-torah hymn extolling Torah as revelatory of the perfection, restorative power, wisdom, order 
and will of YHWH in life.  Sarna, however, views the psalm as dating from the reforms of Josiah 
                                                 
34 Marvin Tate, “Psalms” in Mercer Commentary on the Bible (vol. 3, Wisdom Writings; Macon, Ga.: 
Mercer University Press, 2001), 73. 
35 On the influence of Near Eastern sources and their reshaping by the psalmist, see the discussion by 
Jonathan T. Glass, “Some Observations on Psalm 19” in The Listening Heart: Essays in Wisdom and the Psalms in 
Honor of Roland E. Murphy O. Carm. (JSOTSup 58; Sheffield: JSOT, 1987), 147–57. 
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(622/21 BCE) as a deliberate polemic against astral worship which, in addition to the threat to 
Israelite religion from the Canaanite gods Baal and Ashtoreth, was practiced by King Manasseh 
(687/6–642 BCE), who “worshiped all the host of heaven” (Mym#h )bc; 2 Kgs 21:3, 5).  After 
discovering and promulgating the “Book of the Law” (hrwth rps), Josiah had all these idols 
removed, and deposed the priests who offered incense “to Baal, to the sun (#m#l), to the moon, 
constellations, and all the host of heaven” (2 Kgs 23:5–6; 11–12).36  While plausible, it seems more 
likely that the combination of creation theology, wisdom and Torah in Psalm 19 arose in its final 
form in the post-exilic period when, in light of Israel’s past history of infidelity and resulting exile, 
wisdom teachers emphasized strict monotheism.  
Affinities between Psalm 19B and 119:1–9 are manifest in its use of various key words to 
describe Torah; in addition, both Pss 19A and 119:89–91 emphasize how order in the heavenly and 
earthly realms reflects God’s word.  Psalm 19 presents a type of dialogue between divinely ordered 
forces in the heavenly realm and concrete expression and experience of divine order on earth 
through the effects of Torah in life.  In part one (vv. 2–7) the Israelite composer utilizes and reshapes 
Canaanite mythology of the gods of creation and justice, El and Shamash.  The heavens and the 
firmament give inaudible praise to El through their beauty and order; in Job 38 YHWH similarly draws 
on the beauty and order of creation in answering Job from the whirlwind.   
Metaphorically, the “heavens declare the glory of God” (l)-dwbk Myrpsm Mym#h) and 
the “firmament announces” ((yqrh dygm) God’s handiwork (v. 1); a wise person will thus discern 
the presence of God’s power and glory by observing the created world.  The order and operations of 
nature and creation reveal their divine source.  The movement from day to night “pours forth” 
((yby) divine speech (rm)) and “proclaims knowledge” (t(d-hwxy).  I see obvious affinities with 
Psalm 104 in the emphasis on God’s oversight and ordering of the processes of nature (e.g., setting 
the limits of the earth; placing a “tent” for the Sun).  Likewise, a primitive cosmology views the 
                                                 
36 Sarna, On the Book of Psalms, 72–74. 
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firmament ((yqr, v.2) as a dome in the sky from which night day, luminaries, clouds go forth from 
the “storehouses” (twrcw); see Ps 135:7) as if running on a circuit (vv. 5–7).  This cosmological 
imagery occurs in the Priestly creation story (Gen 1) and in Pss 104:2–3, 135:6–7, and 148; further, in 
Psalm 148 the heavens, sun, moon, and stars “praise” YHWH metaphorically (148:33–4), just as they 
silently proclaim God’s glory in Psalm 19.  Unlike the parallels in other Near Eastern sources, 
however, in these texts all of creation reveals the order and handiwork of YHWH, and thus creation 
becomes a type of sacramental expression of God’s order and will.  Psalm 19A also stands with 
Psalms 8, 33, 104 and 148 as creation psalms that contain wisdom elements. 
Without speech or words (Myrbd Ny) rm), v. 4) the luminaries silently give witness to the 
Creator’s glory from one end of the earth to the other; in part two, however, the Torah (hrwt) of 
YHWH studied and recited orally, will be proclaimed in conjunction with this silent witness of 
creation.  Personified as a bridegroom (Ntxk, v. 6), the sun (#m#) comes forth from its bridal 
chamber to run its daily circuit from one end of the heavens to the other, with its inescapable heat 
(hmx) comparable to the passion and virility of a bridegroom.  God sets a “tent” (lh), v. 5c) for 
the sun; this metaphor draws on Ugaritic mythology in which gods dwelt in elaborate tents, and here 
likewise refers to an elaborate structure, akin to the concept of the “tent of meeting” which 
accompanied Israel in their wilderness journey.  The metaphor of a tent for YHWH occurs also in Pss 
15:1; 27:5, and 61:5.  However, in contrast to the Ugaritic literature in which gods dwell in tents, here 
YHWH provides a tent for the subordinate sun, a servant who reveals the Creator.37   
In both Akkadian and Canaanite mythology, Shamash represents the god of justice; wisdom 
was personified as God’s agent in bringing forth and ordering creation (Prov 3:19–20; 8:22–32).  
Here the psalmist reshapes the Canaanite mythology to make the sun subservient to YHWH, the 
creator and source of order, and in part 2 equates wisdom with Torah: wisdom serves thus as God’s 
                                                 
37 Richard J.Clifford, Psalms 1—72 (Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon, 2002), 113. 
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agent in creation and also reveals God in the written words of Torah.  Psalm 19 A and B combined 
present the natural revelation of God in creation with the revelation of God’s will through Torah.38   
In part two, the key words—“Torah,” “testimony,” precepts, commandment, “fear of 
YHWH,” and ordinances—also appear in the long acrostic wisdom-Torah psalm 119 and present the 
true path or “way” of living.39  One who lives by what each keyword represents receives a 
corresponding benefit: “restores the soul,” “makes the simple wise,” “gladdens the heart,” “gives 
light to the eyes”—itself a euphemism for enlightened faith—“endures forever,” and “righteous 
altogether.”  Likened to fine honey and gold, living by these aspects of God’s Torah promises life 
and prosperity; the speaker, however, also realizes the importance of honestly reflecting upon his or 
her faults and seeks help to avoid them, so that he or she may prosper: “Then I shall be blameless 
and innocent of the great transgression” (v. 13).  The context of this Torah portion is “meditation of 
my heart” (ybl Nwyghw, v. 15), another important aspect of wisdom (the verbal form hghy in Ps 
1:2).  The silent language of God’s love and power revealed in creation (v. 1) has affinities with 
Psalms 8, 33, 104 and 148, which also contain wisdom elements as they reflect on God’s revelation in 
nature, the role of humans (Psalm 8: humans dominate; 104: equal partners with the rest of creation), 
and how God’s wisdom reveals itself through creation (104:24).   
Though most earlier scholars view 19A and B as originally separate poems which were 
joined at a later date, most contemporary scholars emphasize a close relationship between the two 
parts as part B serves as a type of didactic commentary on the revelation of God in nature expressed 
in part A.40  Whybray views the psalm in its final form as an example of post-exilic editing of older 
existing material, “expressing a Torah-oriented theology of which there is no hint in the original 
                                                 
38 Perdue, Wisdom Literature, 154–55. 
39 The key words common to both Psalms 19 and 119 include: Torah (trwt), Decrees (twd(), Precepts 
(ydwqp), Commandments (twcm), Fear/reverence (t)ry), and Judgments (y+p#m); Psalm19 lacks reference to 
Statutes (qx) which occurs throughout Ps 119. 
40 Nahum Sarna argues for an original unity and views Ps 19 in its entirety as a polemic against pagan 
worship; see his On the Book of Psalms (New York: Schocken, 1993), 70–96. 
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psalm.”41  I propose that part A derives from an older creation-wisdom hymn, influenced by 
Egyptian and/or Babylonian sources but adapted to emphasize creation as the domain of YHWH, 
while part B arose in the circles of post-exilic wisdom editors to emphasize the connections between 
creation and Torah as revelatory of God’s will and presence.  Among the didactic-wisdom elements 
in the psalm in addition to creation and praise of Torah are the comparative saying (v. 11), which 
proclaims the superiority of the judgments (+p#m) of YHWH superior to fine gold, and the rhetorical 
question (v. 13) asks how one can discern (Nyby) errors.   
Purdue divides 19B into two strophes (vv. 2–10; 12–15) with v. 11 serving as an “intervening 
couplet” describing Torah as more desirable than gold and sweeter than honey (even liquid honey 
from the cone); the first strophe exalts Torah and the second shows how meditation on the Torah 
leads to an awareness of sin and desire for repentance and reconciliation.  He further classifies Psalm 
19B as a “cultic wisdom psalm” containing elements of lament.42  Purdue’s observations are 
prescient, but his division of the psalm mixes the clearly different creation and Torah sections 
unnecessarily.  A better division is vv. 2–7 (A) and vv. 8–15 (B), with the Sun serving as a unifying 
element between the sections, following the use of the Sun as symbolic of the Law in other ancient 
Near Eastern sources—some of which likely influenced the writer (s) of this poem.43   
In arguing for the unity of the psalm in its canonical form, Sarna posits that the focus on 
light radiating from the sun (vv. 5b–7) “may be intentionally, if inferentially, correlated with the 
spiritual enlightenment imparted by Torah” in part 2, citing Prov 6:23a as a warrant: “For a 
commandment (hwcm) is a lamp, and Torah (is) light” (rw) my trans.).44  This makes good sense as 
the reference to the sun in vv. 5b–7, which of course implies radiant light, thematically parallels v. 9b, 
which uses both “commandments” (twcm) and “enlightens” (try)m) as descriptive of Torah’s 
                                                 
 41 Norman Whybray, Reading the Psalms as a Book (JSOTSup 222; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1996), 
46. 
 42 Purdue, Wisdom & Cult, 296–97. 
43 Glass, “Psalm 19,)” 148 –56, provides extensive documentation of these sources, which include the 
Egyptian Book of the Dead and Ugaritic literature, as does Sarna, On the Book of Psalms. 
 44 Sarna, On the Book of Psalms, 74–75. 
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effects.  In effect, Psalm 19 combines the emphasis on Torah in Psalm 1 with the revelation of God’s 
glory in creation and the heavens in Psalm 8.  However, in Psalm 19 the proclamation of human 
dominion in Psalm 8 is tempered with an acknowledgment of human failure and the need for 
forgiveness and help from YHWH to be cleansed of sin, perceive error and thus avoid offense, and 
offer an acceptable prayer (vv. 12–15).   
In the creation hymn (vv. 2–7) of Psalm 19 the word l), the most ancient Near Eastern 
title for “God” which was used in Canaanite literature to refer to the chief god, occurs in v.1, while in 
the Torah hymn (vv. 7–15) the personal name for Israel’s God, hwhy, occurs seven times.  The more 
generic term l) applies to divine revelation in creation while the personal name hwhy more 
specifically applies when discussing Torah.45  This observation bolsters Sarna’s view that both the 
cosmos and Torah are sources of divine revelation; the use of l) in the creation hymn may also 
reflect the influence of older Near Eastern sources.  In conclusion, wisdom aspects of Psalm 19 
include its thematic and verbal links to both Pss 1 & 119—Torah, an “orientation” outlook on life in 
which the righteous will be rewarded while the wicked punished, wisdom vocabulary, and creation 
theology.  Collectively, this provides evidence for a post-exilic date of final composition, probably 
consistent with the activity of the Chronicler, in which older materials were adapted to combine 
creation and Torah as agents of wisdom and divine revelation.   
Psalms 111—112: Acrostics in praise of the Lord and Wisdom 
These psalms stand in direct relationship to each other based on their similar acrostic 
structure and shared vocabulary.  Acrostic structures reveal precision and skill on the part of scribal 
authors who possibly came from scribal schools connected to the wisdom interests in post-exilic 
Israel.46  For example, in both psalms each line, rather than verse, introduces a successive letter of the 
                                                 
 45 Ibid., 76. 
 46 For a recent view of Ancient Near Eastern evidence for the relationship between acrostic structures 
and wisdom interests see Victor Avigdor Hurowitz, “Additional Elements of Alphabetical Thinking in Psalm 
XXXIV,” VT 52 (2002): 326–33.  Hurowitz notes that references to the god Nabû, the Babylonian patron of 
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Hebrew alphabet.  Psalm 111 praises God for establishing Israel through works and teaching, which 
are “studied” (#rd) by all who delight in them (Mhycpx, v. 2b); this use of #rd (“to seek, 
investigate, study”) parallels its use in Ps 119:45 in which the speaker studies God’s precepts.  Here 
one can interpret God’s works as “ethical demands” which are carried out by the upright who delight 
in them.47  Psalm 111 emphasizes the works (#(m, vv. 2, 6, 7), “actions” (l(p, v. 3), and “wonders” 
(wyt)lpn, v. 4) of YHWH, described as “splendor and glory” (rdhw-dwh, v. 3); they manifest 
YHWH’s enduring righteousness (v. 3b), graciousness and mercy (Mwxrw Nnwx, v. 4).  In sequence, 
the Psalm describes these works with historical references to the liberation from Egypt (vv. 2–4), 
feeding in the wilderness, covenant at Sinai, and redemption (vv. 5–9a)—all of which manifest the 
holy and awesome name of YHWH (wm# )rwnw #wdq, v. 9b).  “Awesome” here derives from a 
participle form of the verb “to fear,” which combined with “holy” emphasizes the total otherness of 
YHWH, as manifested in the works recited in the poem; the repetition of words for “eternity” (vv. 3, 
8, 9, 10; shared with Ps 112, see below) further heightens the permanence of God’s works.48   
This focus on the great works of YHWH (hwhy y#(m Myldg, v. 2; see vv. 6, 7 for further 
use of #(m) as a source of divine revelation, truth and justice (vv. 6–7), are themes expressed in the 
(later?) acrostic Psalm 145 (vv. 4–12), which at one time may have served as the conclusion of an 
earlier form of the Psalter.  Clifford notes that the sequence of “liberation, guidance in the 
wilderness, and governance in the land (v. 9) found here also occurs in Psalms 105 and 106.  He 
observes that Psalm 111 “links narrative and ethics” as God’s mighty acts include truth, justice, and 
enduring precepts (wydwqp-lk Mynm)n, v.7), and the eternal covenant (v. 9b).49  Recital of 
historical actions as a means to teach ongoing generations about the nature of God and the need for 
reverence, fidelity and obedience to Torah occurs here and also, in addition to Psalms 105 and 106, 
                                                                                                                                                 
scribes, in Akkadian acrostics, suggests the relationship of this technique with the scribal profession; see 
pp.331–32. 
 47 Clifford, Psalms 1—72, 182. 
 48 Ibid., 183. 
 49 Ibid., 181–82. 
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in Wisdom Psalm 78.  Like Psalms 111-112, these historical/didactic psalms most probably are post-
exilic compositions used by wisdom teachers to teach obedience to Torah through historical recital.50   
Psalm 111 then concludes with a central thesis of wisdom literature: “The beginning of 
wisdom is fear of the Lord” (hwhy t)ry hmkx ty#)r, v. 10), and all who do this have 
“understanding” (lk#, “intelligence, understanding).51  This wisdom arises from reflection upon 
God’s historical works, the permanence of Torah and covenant, and evokes a response of reverence 
and joyful praise.  
Immediately following this wisdom conclusion, Psalm 112 begins by describing the ideal 
pious Israelite with the yr#): “Happy is the one who reveres the Lord” (hwhy-t) )ry v. 1) and 
delights in his “commandments” (wytwcm).  Thus, the conclusion of Psalm 111 and beginning of Ps 
112 recall the opening of the Psalter with wisdom Psalm 1, assuring the happiness of the person who 
reveres YHWH and delights in Torah.  Continuing with this “orientation” view of wisdom, this person 
will be blessed with powerful descendents “in the land” (Ps 37:11) who will carry on the name and 
line of their progenitor.  Shared vocabulary between the psalms includes “fear of the LORD” (above), 
“upright” (Myr#y, 111:1; 112:2, 4), “delights” (Cpx, 111:2 [noun]; 112:1 [verb]), “righteousness” 
(qdc, 111:3; 112:3, 9), “eternity/enduring” (Mlw(, 111:5, 8, 9; 112:6; d(, 111:3, 8, 10; 112:3, 9), and 
“gracious and merciful” (Mwxrw \Nwnx, 111:4; 112:4)—this last pair an essential part of the self-
identification formula for YHWH (Exod 34:6–7; Pss 86:15; 103:8; 145:8 and parallels).  Notice from 
the above list that several of these words occur in the equivalent verse in both psalms.  Thus, while 
Psalm 111 is correctly classified as a hymn of praise, it contains thematic and linguistic parallels with 
Psalm 112 that reveal a common authorship; in addition, with the wisdom conclusion in Ps 111:10, 
                                                 
 50 Tate, “Psalms,” 126, 152–53, also favors a post-exilic dating for Pss 78, 105, and 106 and proposes 
that these psalm may have been used in covenant renewal ceremonies.  
51 Here the noun form of the root lk# is used, from which the verbal form “to be wise” derives and 
also the root form of the psalm title lyk#m.   
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which leads smoothly into the wisdom Psalm 112, the strong links between Pss 111 and 112 merit 
their being read and interpreted in tandem.   
Psalm 112:2–4: Describe the one who reveres the Lord in a manner reminiscent of the 
Prologue and Epilogue of Job.  It has an “orientation” outlook similar to Psalm 1, in which the 
righteous, God-fearing is assured of happiness and prosperity.  In addition, the pious one will have 
mighty offspring in the land, who are upright (Myr#y), blessed, wealthy (r#(w-Nwh), enduring in 
righteousness (qdc), receive guidance (“Light shines in darkness for the upright”), and mirror God’s 
covenant love in their graciousness (Nwnx), compassion (Mwxr), and righteous.  Shining light (rw)) 
for the righteous recalls Proverbs 13:9, in which “the light of the righteous person rejoices” while the 
lamp of the wicked burns out.  In his examination of wisdom vocabulary, Avi Hurvitz designates 
Nwh, “wealth,” as an important wisdom term as it appears 18 times in Proverbs out of a total 26 times 
in the Hebrew Bible.  In the Psalter it appears in Ps 44:13, a communal lament (and a psalm), here in 
Ps 112, and again in Ps 119:14.52  While a negative context surrounds the use of Nwh in Ps 44:13 
(“You have sold your people for no riches/wealth”) here and in Ps 119 it appears in a positive 
context, describing the blessings which accrue to the righteous one who fears the LORD (Ps 112) and 
as a metaphor for the value of the Lord’s testimonies (“I delight in the way of your testimonies 
[twd(] as above all riches [Nwh]”; 119:14).53  Hurvitz concludes, as I do, that its use in Psalms 112 
and 119 occur in strong wisdom contexts and, therefore, both psalms are classified as “wisdom 
psalms.”54 
                                                 
52 Avi Hurvitz, “Wisdom Vocabulary in the Hebrew Psalter: A Contribution to the Study of ‘Wisdom 
Psalms’” VT 38 (1988): 41–51, see especially 45–47. 
53 Author’s translation; in a previous chapter, I discuss the term lyk#m in the Psalter, particularly in 
Superscriptions, and conclude that this term, derived from the wisdom root lk#, serves as a marker for the 
editing of wisdom editors and probable didactic purposes for the psalms, of various genres, which contain the 
term. 
54 Hurvitz, “Wisdom Vocabulary,” 47.  However, in my analysis both of these psalms easily qualify as 
“wisdom psalms” even if the term Nwh was lacking; Hurvitz seems to imply the presence of the term seals their 
classification as such.   
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Vv. 5–6: Because the righteous God-fearer lends generously (hwlmw Nnwx, “acts graciously 
and lends”) and acts with justice (+p#m), he or she will have stability in life (“will never be moved”) 
and a lasting memory in the community (Mlw( rkzl).  The exact same phrase, “acts graciously and 
lends” (hwlmw Nnwx) occurs in wisdom Ps 37:26.  An everlasting remembrance may include many 
children to carry on the family line and an enduring reputation for righteous living—similar to the 
presentation of Job in the Epilogue (Job 42:10–17), and a stark contrast to the skepticism of 
Ecclesiastes regarding human destiny (Eccl 9:1–12).  Likewise, in Ps 41:2 and Proverbs those who 
give to the poor will be happy (14:21, wyr#) Myyn( Nnwxm), their descendents will receive an 
inheritance (Prov 13:22), and the righteous will “never be moved” (+wmy-lb Prov 10:30).  The verb 
+wm in the Niphal, as used in the Psalm and Proverbs, means to “totter,” “stumble” or fall; thus by 
acting by acting with righteousness and reverence on receives assurance of stability in life.   
Verses 7–8: A “firm heart” (wbl Nwkn) in Semitic thought means a “confident mind” or 
stable moral character as the heart in Semitic thought represents the organ of intellect and moral 
reasoning.  This moral fortitude enables the righteous to remain steadfast and confident in the face 
of “an evil report”: “An evil report he will not fear,” because he “trusts in the Lord.”  Verse 8 extends the 
heart metaphor: “his heart is steadfast” (wbl Kwms); the psalmist is fearless is able to look upon his 
foes with confidence in his ultimate triumph.   
Verse 9 provides a concluding observation of upright (Myr#y), righteous person (qdc) as 
giving to the poor, enduring in his or her righteousness (or “right-relationship” with God) and 
exalted state of being.  Literally, his “horn is raised in honor,” announces the psalmist’s strength of 
character, while the wicked gnash their teeth in vexation, and ultimately their desires came to an 
abrupt end (v. 10): in their vexation (s(k) their desires “perish” (db)t).  Thus, Psalms 1 and 112 
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both begin with yr#), proclaiming the happiness of those who live by Torah, and conclude with 
db), to describe the ultimate and inevitable end of the wicked. 
Psalm 119: An All-Inclusive Celebration of Torah in Life 
 With 176 verses, Psalm 119 stands out as by far the longest psalm in the Psalter and with its 
rigidly-organized Acrostic structure of eight verse stanzas which correspond to each letter of the 
Hebrew alphabet, and inclusion of Torah keywords throughout, it presents the most detailed and 
comprehensive application in the Hebrew Bible of Torah as a source and guide for life.  Clearly the 
emphasis on teaching and instruction in Psalm 119 reflects the interests and composition of post-
exilic wisdom writers.  During this era reverence for Torah becomes more central in Israelite religion 
in light of the Exile experience, in which lack of fidelity to YHWH as expressed through Torah is 
viewed as a major cause of the destruction and deportation; the proclamation and interpretation of 
Torah as central to the identity of the restored Jerusalem community in this era occurs, for example, 
in Ezra’s speech (Neh 8).  In addition, failure of the Davidic monarchy (Ps 89:39–52) and a waning 
influence of the priesthood and cult parallels a heightened emphasis on YHWH as king (Books 4, 5), 
the study of Torah as a form of worship and instruction, and concomitant rise of scribal influence 
religious practice and the composition and editing of the Psalter.55  Among wisdom elements within 
this poem, Perdue points to the opening yr#) sayings (vv. 1-2), the “catechetical question and 
answer” which begins the Beit stanza (v. 9), the identification of wisdom with Torah (as in Sir 24) and 
the speaker’s love of study, fear of God, prayers for wisdom and knowledge, God as creator, the 
contrast between the righteous and the wicked and use of wisdom vocabulary.56   
                                                 
55 See Perdue, Wisdom Literature, 156–57 where he analyzes the influence of post-exilic scribes in 
producing this psalm.  Gerald H. Wilson, “The Shape of the Book of Psalms,” Int. 46 (1992): 129–42, nicely 
summarizes views on this post-exilic shift from a cultic to a more widespread use of the psalms beyond the 
temple, “at a time when the sages had the upper hand in restructuring the community’s perception of those 
cultic practices” (138); Wilson also rightly notes the postexilic shift from an emphasis on the earthly monarchy, 
which had failed (e.g., Ps 89) to a renewed emphasis on YHWH as king, especially as this is emphasized in books 
4 and 5 (136), and the interpretation of the Exile as resulting from Israel’s lack of obedience to Torah (140).   
56 Perdue, Wisdom and Cult, 303; in addition to viewing the psalm as the product of post-exilic wisdom 
circles, likening its authorship to that of Sirach, he persuasively argues that it served as a cultic prayer (312). 
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Further evidence of the post-exilic origins of Psalm 119 and its importance for post-exilic 
Judaism appear in the Qumran Psalms Scrolls, where copies of the psalm hold pride of place.  Two 
manuscripts, 4QPs g and h, appear to consist solely of Ps 119, which attests to the high value placed 
on Torah as an essential guide for life among the Qumran sectarians.57  Thus, the first two stanzas, 
Aleph and Beit, serve, respectively, as a prologue and thematic introduction to the poem, presenting 
the Torah keywords, and emphasizing the happiness assured for those who keep the way (Krd, vv. 
1,3, 5, 9, 14) and path (xr), vv. 9, 15) of Torah.  Beginning with the Gimmel stanza (vv. 17–24) 
elements of lament and thanksgiving occur.  Through its acrostic structure, which emphasizes 
completeness, and use of keywords and themes, Psalm 119 presents Torah as the primary source of 
divine revelation, guidance for life and source of hope in the midst of suffering and oppression in the 
post-exilic era of foreign domination. 
Like Psalm 1, Psalm 119 begins with the yr#) (vv. 1-2) declaring similarly the happiness of 
the person who lives by Torah, using the noun “way” (Krd, vv. 1, 3) and verb “walk” (Klh, vv. 1, 3) 
to emphasize from the start that guiding one’s life by Torah assures happiness.  In its collection of 
keywords for Torah Psalm 119 resembles Psalm 19B, which uses all the same keywords except qx 
(“statute”), and recognizes God as creator (v. 73) whose word dwells in heaven (v. 89), just as the 
heavenly realms “proclaimed” God’s glory in Ps 19A.  With its guidance for authentic living, honest 
expression of repentance for sin, and confident trust and petition to God in the midst of suffering, 
the psalm provides an orientation for life which calls for steadfast obedience to YHWH and Torah 
while realistically acknowledging issues of theodicy.  In this sense, it shows a development from the 
traditional retribution theology espoused in Psalm 1.  Before proceeding further in our analysis, I will 
address the issue of how we understand Torah in Psalm 119 and the context of the Psalm within the 
larger Psalter. 
                                                 
 57 For an overview on the Psalms in the Qumran documents, see Dwight D. Swanson, “Qumran and 
the Psalms,” in Interpreting the Psalms: Issues and Approaches (eds. David Firth and Philip S. Johnston; Downers 
Grove, Ill.: IVP Academic, 2005), 247–61, on Ps 119 see 252. 
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Contemporary scholars hold a variety of views on the structure and meaning of Psalm 119.  
Jon Levenson proposes that the lack of reference to Moses, the Covenant, Promised Land, cult or 
priesthood place this psalm in a unique context in which the idea of Torah transcends a written 
book; Psalm 119 embraces a fluid and prophetic view in which ongoing spiritual illumination 
continues to guide the speaker’s understanding and application of Torah to life.58  David Noel 
Freedman and Adam Welch list these omissions of Israelite theological concepts in Psalm 119: 
creation (but see vv. 64; 89–90), the patriarchal promises, covenant, the Temple, past or future 
Davidic dynasty, or Yahweh’s actions in salvation history.  Further, while recognizing Psalm 119’s 
parallels to Deuteronomy in vocabulary (7 of the psalm’s keywords are found in Duet) and language 
(loving Torah; listening and keeping it), they note how in Deuteronomy, Torah is grounded in 
YHWH’s actions in history; in Psalm 119, however, Torah is separated from history, lacks the 
mediation of Moses, and is the only theological expression of YHWH’s revelation and actions.59  
Similar to Proverbs, the commandments (hwcm) in Psalm 119 “indicates the counsel of a sage rather 
than juridical or cultic norms,” i.e. this broad and fluid understanding of Torah and its synonyms 
views it as advice or teaching which guides one to success in life.60   
In addition to viewing Psalm 119 as “mixed genre” (Gunkel) and recognizing its use of 
language reminiscent of Deuteronomy—seeking God’s justice against his persecutors and concern 
with keeping the commandments—many scholars view the psalm as entirely divorced from liturgical, 
cultic, and traditional concerns.  Because of its frequent use of the language of lament, some scholars 
classify the psalm as a lament; I disagree and propose instead that the psalm uses mixed elements, 
                                                 
 58 “The Sources of Torah: Psalm 119 and the Modes of Revelation in Second Temple Judaism,” in 
Ancient Israelite Religion: Essays in Honor of Frank Moore Cross (ed. Patrick D. Miller, Jr., et al.; Philadelphia: 
Fortress, 1987), 559 –74, for his more detailed examination of Ps 119 and its parallels with Deuteronomy, 
Jeremiah, and other texts, and his claim that in its original state, the psalm reflects a fluid understanding or 
Torah, similar in respects to Sirach and Jubilees.  See especially 563–69. 
 59 David Noel Freedman and Andrew Welch, “Conclusion: The Theology of Psalm 119” in David 
Noel Freedman, Psalm 119: The Exaltation of Torah (Biblical and Judaic Studies from the University of California, 
San Diego 6; ed. William Henry Propp; Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1999), 88–89. 
 60 Levenson, “The Sources of Torah: Psalm 119 and the Modes of Revelation in Second Temple 
Judaism,” 566. 
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including lament and thanksgiving, in the broader service of emphasizing devotion to Torah, which 
remains the central focus and answer to life’s questions.61 
As pertinent as these observations are, I argue that, in fact, by failing to view Psalm 119 
within its larger canonical context, these scholars wrongly divorce it from traditional liturgical and 
covenantal concerns.  Among various “keywords” discussed below, I also propose that the use of 
covenant keywords dsx (e.g., vv. 41, 64, 76, 88, 149, 159), Mxr (e.g., vv. 77, 156), and hnwm) (e.g., 
v.30) serve to recall the covenant tradition and formula from Sinai (Exod 34:6–7) by implication.  As 
an integral part of the Psalter, perhaps even the conclusion to an earlier, initial collection of psalms, 
Psalm 119 ought to be viewed as a wisdom-Torah poem from the post-exilic period which served to 
inculcate reverence for Torah and most likely was used in tandem with other psalms, some of which 
include traditional covenantal and liturgical concerns.  Most probably, because of their thematic 
similarities, Psalms 119, 19, and 1 were read together, and with their emphasis on following the way 
of Torah may well have been used in tandem with entrance liturgies like Psalms 15 and 24, in which 
the requirements for worship are set forth.62 
Some of the major motifs of this lengthy psalm appear through the repetitions of keywords 
in addition to the synonyms for Torah found in every verse.  Only verses 3, 9, and 122 lack any of 
the Torah keywords; otherwise, each stanza contains multiple references to the Torah keywords.  
The identification of wisdom with Torah, reflective of late post-exilic scribal views (see Sir 24; 
Baruch 3:9–4:4), occurs most clearly in the m stanza (vv. 97–104), which combines Torah keywords 
with wisdom-oriented verbs (see below).  Repeated words include the verb “to meditate” (xy#, vv. 
15, 23, 27, 48, 78, 148), which emphasizes the absolute necessity for continual meditation and recital 
of Torah as a source of wisdom, revelation of divine will, and moral guidance which preserves order 
                                                 
 61 Freedman and Welch, “Conclusion: The Theology of Psalm 119,” 93, citing William Soll, Psalm 119: 
Matrix, Form and Setting (CBQMS 23; Washington, D.C.: Catholic Biblical Association, 1991), call it a lament.  
Kent Aaron Reynolds, “The Answer of cxix 9,” VT 58 (2008): 265–69, challenges Soll’s interpretation of v. 9, 
in which he argues that the psalm is not a lament but serves to “convince the reader to observe God’s word” 
(268).   
 62 Reynolds, “The Answer of Psalm cxix 9,” 268, observes the similarities of purpose between Pss 
119, 15 and 24. 
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in life and avoids a return to chaos.63  The speaker, often called “your servant” (Kdb(, v. 23; the 
root “servant/service” occurs 14 times in the psalm), studies Torah as a way to understand God’s 
ways and wonders—even in the face of opposition (“princes sit and speak against me” v. 23).  The 
speaker raises his/her hands to study the commandments and precepts “which I love” (v. 48), in the 
face of false accusers (v. 78), and throughout the night watches, i.e. at all times (v. 148).  Study of 
Torah, which reveals divine will, and gives life, must therefore touch every aspect of living.    
Another keyword, noted above, is “way” (Krd, vv. 1, 3, 5, 26, 27, 29, 30, 32, 33, 37, 59, 168) 
which serves in this context as a synonym for Torah while also presenting a sense of movement as in 
a pilgrimage through life guided by Torah.64  Abraham Cohen holds that because of its use of 
keywords, the author (s) of Psalm 119 certainly knew Psalm 19, but here expanded upon these words 
with a massive acrostic which “weaves them into a verbal fugue,” and hence his Cohen’s title for the 
psalm “Torah: the way of life.”  Though recognizing the individual nature of the speaker’s reflections 
on Torah, he describes the speaker as “the spokesmen of his co-religionists” and posits a fifth 
century disciple of Ezra as its author.65  It also recalls the “two ways” motif of Psalm 1 that contrasts 
the “way” of the righteous versus the way of the wicked; the way of the righteous leads to rejoicing 
(Pss 1; 119:1) but the way of the wicked (119:29, “false ways”: rq# Krd) leads to destruction.  With 
strict and precise structural composition, the writer/speaker of Psalm 119 maintains a focus entirely 
on Torah, as represented by hrwt and its synonyms, with repetitions of thought and an intensely 
personal, devotional nature.  However, as noted above I view the psalm as having a cultic usage 
along with more didactic and devotional use within Temple schools along with private devotion (for 
literate people).  Whybray notes that “I” and “me” occur over 240 times in the poem, thus making it 
a devotional prayer in which the speaker seeks guidance and wisdom from YHWH as teacher (vv. 12, 
26, 33, 68, 124, 135, 171) who provides knowledge (vv. 27, 29, 32, 34, 73, 99, 100, 104, 125, 144, 152, 
                                                 
 63 Konrad Schaefer, Psalms, 291–97, admirably examines the repetition of words and themes in Psalm 
119 as a means to understand its overarching theology.   
 64 Ibid., 292. 
 65 Abraham Cohen, The Psalms, 394. 
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169); this desire for knowledge, conveyed through the use of several important wisdom terms (dml, 
“teach”; Nyb, “insight”; hry, “instruct”; lk#, “intelligence”; (dy, “to know”) qualifies it as a 
wisdom psalm.66  These requests for instruction from God recall Proverbs 2:1 in which God is 
presented as the personified wisdom teacher (“My son, if you receive my words and treasure my 
commandments” v. 1) who provides understanding and wisdom, described as “fear of the LORD and 
knowledge of God” (v. 5).   
Structurally, Clifford observes a “dramatic” movement from the introductory (“Prologue”) 
Aleph and Beth stanzas towards more expression of complaint and petition with the Gimel stanza (vv. 
17–24), reaching a turning point in the central stanza (l, vv. 89–96), after which the tone becomes 
more positive.67  Positively, the stanza does emphasize the permanence of Torah and creation, as 
God’s Word “stands firm in the heavens,” where the LORD reigns (v. 89), while the God “established 
the earth,” which stands firm (dm(t, v. 90).  Three times in this stanza the speaker uses verbs for 
standing or being firm: bcn (v. 89), and dm( (vv. 90, 91); this serves to emphasize the permanence 
and divine origins of Torah.  In my observation the second half of the psalm continues to express 
lamentation (e.g., vv. 107; 141; 157) balanced by confidence in Torah. 
An important observation needs to be made on the very center of the poem, v. 88.  
Occurring at the conclusion of the Kaph stanza, dominated by pleas for deliverance and 
acknowledgment of persecution balanced by “hope” in God’s word, the speaker concludes with 
reference to God’s dsx: “According to your steadfast love, give me life, and I will keep the decree 
of your mouth.”  At the very middle of the poem, the speaker calls upon God to act in accordance 
with the covenant promise (Exod 34:6) of steadfast love, faithfulness, mercy and compassion.  
Proclamation of a keyword or phrase in this cultural context, wherein many preserved Scripture in 
                                                 
66 Norman Whybray, “Psalm 119: Profile of a Psalmist,” in Wisdom, You are My Sister: Studies in Honor of 
Roland E. Murphy, O. Carm., on the Occasion of His Eightieth Birthday (ed. Michael L. Barre, S.S.; CBQMS 29; 
Washington, D.C.: Catholic Biblical Association of America, 1997), 31–43, here 34. 
67 Clifford, Psalms 73—150, 211. 
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memory, would naturally call to mind the wider passage of Scripture.  An example of this from the 
first century is the NT depiction of Jesus quoting the second verse of Psalm 22 on the cross (“My 
God, my God, why have you abandoned me”); for the ancient reader, the clear reference to Psalm 22 
would naturally call to mind the poem in its entirety, which moves from lament to thanksgiving.68  
We see this frequently, for example, in the lament Psalms.  In Ps 88:12 the speaker poses a challenge 
and bargains with God by asking how God’s “steadfast love” and faithfulness will be proclaimed 
should he or she be permanently consigned to Sheol.  Again, in response to the view that Psalm 119 
has no interest in the covenant or traditional aspects of Israelite theology, I argue that implicitly, 
through keywords the psalm references Sinai and the traditional covenant promises.  However, at 
this stage in Israel’s history, these promises find their fulfillment in Torah. 
Analysis of Select Stanzas: What follows is an examination of select stanzas at the beginning, 
middle and end of the Psalm that provide a thorough understanding of its main theological concepts, 
keywords and ideas, and reveal its movement from the ideals presented in the initial stanza to the 
more lament-oriented reflections on real-life experience and Torah in the latter sections. 
Aleph: One argument for positing an earlier form of the Psalter bounded by Psalms 1 and 
119 arises from their nearly-identical opening verses: Psalm 1 uses the yr#) formula to proclaim the 
happy state of those who avoid evil and delight in Torah, and Ps 119:1, 2 begin with yr#) to 
proclaim “happy” the one whose “way is blameless” (Krd-ymymt) and “walks in the Torah of 
YHWH” (trwtb Myklh), observing his decrees (wytd() and seeking YHWH wholeheartedly, i.e., 
with full mental faculty.  By emphasizing the happiness or blessed state of those who direct their lives 
according to Torah, both psalms contain a similar thesis: those who abide by Torah will prosper.  
This theme from Psalms 1 and 119 emphasizing walking in the way of Torah as a guide for 
                                                 
 68 Since literacy was rare in ancient Israel, memorization of literature was common; thus, key phrases 
would call to mind the larger context in which they originated.  In his analysis of Psalm 78, Jeffery M. Leonard 
discusses how medieval Jewish commentators used partial citations to represent larger references that the 
readers were assumed to know and how this applies to biblical texts: “In biblical texts as well, when weighing 
the possibility that one passage depends upon another, it is important to consider the possibility that the later 
author assumes that the lemma will already be known” (“Identifying Inner-Biblical Allusions: Psalm 78 as a 
Test Case” JBL 127 [2008]: 261). 
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successful living occurs in the Community Rule of the Dead Sea Scrolls in connection with the 
leadership of the lyk#m: “A text belonging to the instructor [lyk#m], who is to teach the Holy 
Ones how to live [“walk”] according to the book of Yahad’s Rule.”69   
Shared vocabulary between Pss 1 and 119:1–2 includes “way,” “Torah” and the previously 
mentioned yr#) formula.  Thus the opening verses of Psalm 119 and Psalm 1 serve as a type of 
inclusion which bounds this hypothetical early Psalter with emphasis on the “way of Torah” as the 
way to life and happiness.  Immediately following this introduction, the successive verses list the 
various synonyms for Torah: in addition to td( and Krd, they include “precepts” (Mydwqp), 
“statutes” (qwx), “commandments” (twcm), and “judgments” (y+p#m).  Wisdom-oriented verbs 
accompany these terms, “walking” (vv. 1, 3), “commanded” (hwc, v. 4), and “learn” (dml, v. 7), 
along with verbs for “keeping” and “observing” (rcn rm#, vv. 2, 4, 5, 8); the speaker searches 
(#rd, v. 2) and “beholds” (+bn, v. 6) Torah, an emphasis which occurs throughout the psalm.  
Superlatives emphasize how diligently the speaker will pursue Torah: with his whole and “upright” 
heart (bl)—the heart being the source of intellect and moral reasoning in Hebraic thought—he will 
seek Torah and praise YHWH (vv. 2, 7), and “diligently” (d)m) observe God’s decrees (v. 4).   
Beth: While Clifford views this stanza as a continuation of the introduction, I view the Aleph 
stanza, with its affinities to Psalms 1 and 19B, and use of the main keywords for Torah, as more 
properly the introduction.  The b stanza sets the tone for what follows—a mixture of Torah 
mediation along with lament and thanksgiving.  In verse 9 the speaker identifies himself as a student 
in a wisdom school who asks a rhetorical question for which the Torah observance provides the 
answer: “How can a young man remain pure in his path?”  I take the young man (r(n), the subject 
of the sentence, as the speaker, who voices the concerns of an earnest student of Torah.  Just as the 
                                                 
 69 English translation from Michael Wise, Martin Abegg, Jr., and Edward Cook, The Dead Sea Scrolls: A 
New Translation (San Francisco: Harper, 1996), 126. 
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psalm idealizes Torah, so the speaker throughout represents the ideal Torah student.70  He provides 
the answer: “by keeping your word” (Krbdk rm#l); the following verses twice reference his heart 
(bl), as he “seeks” (#rd) God with “my whole heart” and also “stores up” (Npc) God’s “promise” 
or “word” (rm)) within the heart.  The two synonyms for “word” used here, along with “seek,” the 
root of which also holds the meaning to “search out” or “study” (as in midrash) and “store up” 
together emphasize all-consuming goal of intellectual appropriation and embrace of Torah as an 
ongoing pursuit in life.  The heart symbolizes the mind and intellectual, moral core, which will 
continually seek meaning through constant study of Torah; the speaker “stores up” God’s word 
safely within his or her mind.  Seeking YHWH here is equivalent to studying and storing up Torah 
within, as God’s teaching reveals the divine will and presence.  This focus on the Torah as “treasure” 
occurs throughout the psalm.  In verse 12 the speaker blesses YHWH and requests “teach me your 
statutes” (Kyqx), using a key wisdom verb, dml, “to teach.”  These themes of studying and 
requesting to be taught by God continue throughout the psalm.   
Another key theme, rejoicing or delighting in Torah, first occurs in v. 14 with the speaker‘s 
acclamation “I delight in the way of your testimonies”; this verse contains the keywords “way” 
(Krd) and “testimony” (twd().  Repeated statements of the psalmist’s joy in Torah occur 
throughout the psalm to reveal how joy in life-giving Torah surpasses all the suffering he or she 
endures.  Keywords convey this joy, both verbs #w#, (##, cpx, and nouns (#(#, Nw##.  Thus, 
parallel to the repetition of Torah keywords are keywords emphasizing Torah as joy (vv. 14; 16; 24; 
35; 47; 70; 77; 92; 111; 143; 162; 174).  This emphasis on joy in the Torah as a source of life and 
hope, despite situations of lament, leads Bratcher and Reyburn to observe, “The dominant theme 
                                                 
 70 Reynolds, “The Answer of Psalm cxix 9,” 265, 268–69, interprets the verse as praising Torah and 
portraying an ideal student of Torah.  He argues for the traditional question and answer rendering of the verse 
against Soll’s proposal that the entire verse be viewed as a question (William Soll, “The Question of Psalm 
119:9,” JBL 106 (1987): 687.   
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running through this long psalm is that of joy”; they likewise classify it as a wisdom psalm.71  The 
second line describes delighting in Torah as “above all riches” (Nwh); for the psalmist, studying and 
storing up Torah provides true wealth, in contrast to those who measure wealth in perishable 
material goods.  Avi Hurvitz views Nwh as an important wisdom keyword which, when used in a 
wisdom context provides evidence for the classification “wisdom psalm.”72  The speaker “meditates” 
(xy#); v. 15; see vv. 23, 48, 78, 79) on God’s precepts (dqp) which enable him or her to behold the 
divine path (v.15), which again builds on the idea that Torah reveals God’s presence, will, and 
intentions.   
The speaker protests that “I will not forget your word” (Krbd xk#) )l, v. 16); vv. 9 and 
16 bracket the strophe with a commitment to keep Torah (v.9) and always preserve it by never 
forgetting (v. 16).  This theme of remembering (rkz) becomes a plea for God (v. 49) to remember 
“your word to your servant,” alluding to God’s covenant promises which “give hope,” and for the 
speaker to “remember your name in the night” (Km# hlylb ytrkz) and “keep your Torah” 
(Ktrwt hrm#)w hwhy, v. 55; also v. 153).  Both God and the speaker will keep their respective 
commitments; the reference to remembering YHWH’s name in the night evokes the image of evening 
prayer, either in the Temple or in private meditation.  The idea of keeping commitments alludes to a 
covenantal relationship.   Emphasis on “not forgetting” God’s Torah occurs at the beginning (v. 16), 
the middle (vv. 83, ytxk# )l Kyqx, and 93,Kydwqp xk#)-)l), and end (v. 176, ytxk# )l 
Kytwcm) and becomes a key theme in the psalm.  This frames the Torah meditations, pleas and 
thanksgivings in light of this initial commitment to “never forget” or stray form Torah as the primary 
source of guidance in life.  My analysis, then, will next focus on the middle sections of the Psalm and 
                                                 
 71 Robert G. Bratcher and William D. Reyburn, A Handbook on Psalms (New York: United Bible 
Societies, 1991), 997. 
72 Avi Hurvitz, “Wisdom Vocabulary in the Psalter: A Contribution to the Study of ‘Wisdom 
Psalms,’” VT 38 (1988): 45–47. 
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its ending as an appropriate way to analyze its major thematic and linguistic structures following this 
initial introduction ()) and guide for what follows (b).   
Yod: In v. 73 the speaker acknowledges God as creator, using the anthropomorphic image of 
God’s hands creating and sustaining the speaker (see Ps 8:4, “when I behold the heavens, the work 
of your fingers” and Ps 102:26, “Of old you established the earth and the heavens are the work of 
your hands”).  In the parallel line, the speaker connects this creative activity of God with the pursuit 
of Torah, utilizing two important verbs for wisdom literature, Nyb and dml, the first being 
imperative, “give me insight,” and the second cohortative, “that I may learn your commandments” 
(Kytcm).  Calling upon a central thesis of wisdom literature—“fear” or reverence of YHWH is the 
source of wisdom and knowledge (e.g., Ps 111:10; Prov 1:7; 9:10)—the speaker asserts in v. 74 that 
those who fear/revere ()ry) YHWH will observe the pious speaker and rejoice because he hopes in 
God’s word.  This implies that the speaker’s living witness to God’s Torah manifests itself in positive 
ways which provides encouragement.  The speaker professes humility (v. 75), and “knows” ((dy) 
God’s “righteous judgments” (Ky+p#m qdc) are carried out in faithfulness (hnwm))—another 
keyword descriptive of the covenant relationship.  This naturally leads in the next verses to a clear 
allusion to the covenant at Sinai: “May your steadfast love (Kdsx) comfort me, according to your 
promise to your servant (Kdb(l Ktrm)k, v. 76).”  Following this the speaker calls for God’s 
compassion (Kymxr) that he may have “life,” reminding God that “I trust in your Torah” (v. 77).  
Recalling YHWH’s promise of steadfast love to those who keep his commandments, the speaker 
makes a plea for YHWH to remember and provide comfort during current distress.   
While the speaker’s distress remains unspecified, by mentioning the “insolent” (Mydz, v. 78) 
we can surmise it involves harsh words from arrogant oppressors who without cause ridicule and 
shame the righteous.  As in the previous verses, with the exception of v. 75, the second line uses a 
Torah keyword: while praying for the shaming of the insolent, the speaker continues to “study your 
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precepts” (Kydwqpb xy#)).  Uniquely, in this psalm expressions of lament are always tempered by 
commitment to Torah and an unwavering hope that the speaker’s commitment and God’s covenant 
commitment will eventually prevail despite current woes.  Again in v. 79 the speaker prays for those 
who “fear” YHWH and “know your decrees” to once again “turn” towards the speaker; perhaps this 
prayer seeks restoration of status after being wrongly shamed by the insolent.  The stanza ends with 
the speaker’s final plea to fully embrace (Mymt bl-yhy) YHWH’s statutes (Kyqx) and thus avoid 
shame.  While Torah brings wisdom and guidance for proper living and decision making, those who 
reject or fall away from Torah will surely engage in shameful behavior—a reflection of the teaching 
of Proverbs (e.g., Proverbs 1).    
Kaph: Clifford describes vv. 81–88 as “the low point” in which the speaker suffers from 
physical and psychological exhaustion and yearns for relief.73  Viewing the Kaph stanza as the low 
point seems apt considering the metaphors of “longing” (htlk, v. 81) for deliverance, with the 
speaker’s eyes “consumed” (wlk, v. 82) for YHWH’s promise (Ktrm), a Torah keyword), and 
wondering if and when comfort (Mxn) will be forthcoming.  Viewed in the wider context of the 
psalm as a whole, this stanza maintains the speaker’s emphasis on seeking, finding, and appropriating 
Torah in life.  For example, the speaker’s “longing for deliverance” stands in parallel with hope in 
God’s word (ytlxy Krbdl); the search for God’s promise, when found, will bring the long-
awaited comfort.   
Meanwhile, the speaker suffers persecution and likens himself to a wineskin dried in smoke 
over the fireplace—brittle, worn, and aged—but maintains “I have not forgotten your statutes,” 
again emphasizing the key theme of  “remembering” and “not forgetting” which occurs throughout 
the psalm.  This emphasis on not forgetting Torah (xk#) )l), as noted above, first occurs in v. 16 
at the conclusion of the prologue to the Psalm—the Aleph  and Beit stanzas—combined with 
                                                 
73 Clifford, Psalms 73—150, 214. 
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keyword “word” (Krbd), and in the final verse 176 with the keyword “commandments” (Kytwcm).  
I noted above how this usage at the beginning (v. 16), middle (v. 83) and concluding (v. 176) sections 
of the psalm use “not forgetting” as a framing device.  To forget Torah would be tantamount to 
cutting off life-giving nourishment (see below on v. 93).  The verb “forget” with the negative particle 
also occurs with the keywords “precepts” (dqp, vv. 93 and 141), and “teaching” (hrwt, in vv. 109 
and 153).  This emphasis on “not forgetting” various aspects of Torah stands in tandem with 
“remembering,” which occurs most prominently in the Zain stanza (Ky+p#m ytrkz, v. 52), and 
keeping the Torah (ytrcn Kydqp, v. 56).  Verbs for keeping (rcn; rm#) occur throughout the 
psalm in relation to the Torah keywords (e.g., vv. 5, 9, 17, 33, 44, 55, 60, 63, 67, 69, 88, 100, 115, 129, 
145, 146, 166, 167, 168).   
The speaker believes that Torah, represented by its various keywords, will be a source of 
salvation for those who commit their lives to it in study and practice.  By using the verb hlk, 
meaning to be “consumed,” the speaker emphasizes the all-consuming nature of the search for 
wisdom.  Though the “insolent” (Mydz, v. 85) have dug pits for the speaker, flouted Torah, and 
nearly wiped the pious speaker off the earth (v. 87), he/she confidently asserts that “all your 
commandments are faithful” (hnwm), v. 86), lending a sense of permanence to God’s word which 
forms the basis for the plea for God’s help in the midst of unjust persecution (ynwpdr rq#).   
Standing at the exact midpoint of the Psalm, as noted above, in v. 88 the speaker asks YHWH 
to “preserve me according to your steadfast love” (dsx) so that he/she may keep the “decree of 
your mouth” (twd() —both allusions to dsx (Exod 34:6) and twd( (Exod 40:20–21) as they 
occur in reference to the covenant at Sinai and the “testimony” or “pact” kept in the Ark of the 
Covenant, respectively.  These allusions, therefore, challenge the commonly-held notion that Psalm 
119 somehow avoids any reference or concern with the covenant or worship.  Interestingly, in the 
Qumran Psalms Scrolls a notable textual variant with the MT occurs in 119:83.  Where the MT has “I 
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do not forget your statutes” (Kyqx), 11 QPs has hkdsx, “your steadfast love,” and in v. 88, where 
the MT has “give me life” (ynyx), the Qumran scroll has “have mercy on me” (ynnwx).74  It appears 
that the Qumran copyists worked with a Hebrew text that differs from the underlying text for the 
MT.   The Qumran text either emphasized these terms for covenant love, or somewhere in the 
transmission process the terms were changed; in v. 83 the use of a covenant keyword where the MT 
has a Torah word may reflect the idea at Qumran that God’s covenant love and Torah are 
synonymous..   
Lamed: Repetition of the word Mlw(l, “forever,” partially dictated by the acrostic structure, 
enables the speaker to emphasize the permanence of God’s word, which stands forever in the 
heavens (v. 89), and the permanence of the speaker’s commitment to keep God’s life-giving precepts 
by “never forgetting” (Kydwqp xk#)-)l Mlw(l, v. 93).  Verbs for standing or establishing are 
used to emphasize YHWH’s permanence: his word is established in the heavens (Mym#b bcn, v. 89), 
the earth “is established and it stands” (dm(t Cr) tnnwk, v. 90), while YHWH’s judgments “stand 
to this day” (Mwyh wdm( Ky+p#ml, v. 91).  This contrast between temporal earthly and human 
designs and the eternity of God reaches its climax in v. 96, in which the psalmist declares a “limit” 
(Cq) to every (temporal) design, but YHWH’s commandments are without limitation.   
T. Booj translates bcn in v. 89 as “in command,” according to the participle or noun forms 
of the root to emphasize that from heaven YHWH rules over all creation by his Word.  While this 
translation seems acceptable, his argument that the idea of the word “standing” forever in heaven 
“would contrast conspicuously” with the idea of YHWH sending the word (he cites Isa 9:7; 55:11; Pss 
107:20; 147:15), seems unnecessary; I interpret this to mean the word sent by YHWH stands, i.e., has 
                                                 
74 See Peter W. Flint, The Dead Sea Psalms Scrolls and the Book of Psalms (STDJ 17; eds. F. Garcia 
Martinez and A. S. Van der Woude; Leiden: Brill, 1997), 103–04. 
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permanence and transcends spatial and temporal limitations.  Therefore, contrasts between standing 
and sending are irrelevant.75   
If one fails to delight (y(#(#) in Torah, he or she will “perish” (ytdb() in affliction (v. 
92); this dichotomy between keeping Torah and having life or rejecting it and perishing recalls the 
“Two ways” of Psalm 1.  By gaining personal insight into God’s testimonies (Nnwbt) Kytd(, v. 
95), the speaker will prevail against the wicked who lie in wait to destroy (yndb)l); ironically, 
though the My(#r seek to destroy the righteous, by rejecting Torah they assure their own 
destruction (v. 92).  The Hithpael form of the verb Nyb (“to perceive”) is a reflexive which serves to 
emphasize the interior and personal appropriation of God’s testimonies by the speaker in private 
meditation.  As noted above, while the speaker recognizes the limitations of temporal designs (“I 
have seen the limits of perfection” Cq yty)r hlkt), the commandments remain “exceedingly 
broad” (hbxr d)m Ktwcm, v. 96)—an implied recognition of the transcendent and sacred nature 
of Torah.76 
Mem: This key stanza uses several important verbs to express wisdom teaching and provide 
perhaps the strongest evidence in the psalm outside the Aleph stanza of the probable origins and use 
of the psalm within wisdom schools and circles.  In v. 97 the initial hm functions as an adverb 
emphasize the depth of the speaker’s love for Torah: “Oh, how I love your teaching!”  The verb “I 
love,” ytbh), describes the speaker’s intimate commitment to Torah—see its parallel usage in vv. 
47, 48, 113, and 163—using a verb often applied to personal human relationships.  The speaker 
makes Torah his/her mediation (xy#) “all day,” a hyperbolic usage which reveals that study and 
recitation of Torah occupies a major portion of each day; this provides further evidence of a wisdom 
                                                 
 75 T. Booj, “Psalm 119, 89-91,” Biblica 79 (1998): 539–41, on v. 89 see 41. 
 76 The feminine noun hlkt means “completeness, perfection”; paired with the word “limit,” 
however, removes any sense of divine perfection, and therefore the word applies to human concepts of 
completeness or perfection (see BDB, 479). 
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school context for the psalm.  In vv. 15 and 27 the verbal form of xy# was used but here it is a noun 
that further specifies how the speaker appropriates the beloved Torah in daily life.  Verse 98 uses the 
verb Mkx to make clear that the commandments, synonymous with the Torah which is the object of 
his/her daily love and study, provide the speaker with greater wisdom than unspecified “enemies,” 
and “ it always remains with me” (yl-)yh Mlw(l yk).  Cohen observes that while 
“commandments” is in the plural, the verb “make wise” and the pronoun in second stitch are 
singular, to emphasize that the Torah, though consisting of numerous precepts, is above all a unity.77  
With Torah as a continual source of nourishment and guidance one remains above the “enemies,” 
elsewhere described as “wicked” or “insolent,” and most likely those who arrogantly ignore or reject 
Torah.   
In another instance of probable hyperbole, in v. 99 the speaker takes this claim one step 
further by implying that his intelligence exceeds that of “my teachers” (ytlk#h ydmlm).  Here the 
speaker uses the verb lk#, “to be intelligent,” or “be wise,” the root of lyk#m discussed previously 
and in its Hiphil form, as used here, an important marker for wisdom poetry.  This and the following 
verse emphasize the importance of teaching and how in the psalmist’s case it bore fruit as he or she 
excelled to the point of surpassing the teachers.  The second stitch again uses the noun xy# to 
complete the assertion: because YHWH’s “testimonies” (twd() are a source of constant study, the 
speaker gains surpassing insight.  A Jewish commentary rejects the seeming arrogance implicit in the 
claim by noting, “He had received instruction by many teachers; but he maintains that by constant 
mediation upon God’s testimonies he has obtained the truest discernment of Torah as the best guide 
of living.”78  The speaker extents this line of argument in v. 100 by claiming a deeper personal insight 
(Nnwbt)) than elders (Mynqzm), who are synonymous with “teachers” in the preceding verse, 
                                                 
 77 Cohen The Psalms, 407. 
 78 Cohen, The Psalms, 407.  With Cohen, I submit that the writer (s) of Psalm 119 was familiar with, 
and used, Ps 19 as a source, based on the shared keywords and imagery such as in 19:11//119:103.   
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through “keeping” (ytrcn) God’s precepts.  Constant study of Torah enables the student to surpass 
his/her teachers in wisdom.   
In order to maintain this commitment to Torah, however, the speaker must avoid “every evil 
way” (xr))—with “way” or “path” here serving as antithetic to its use in vv. 9, 15, where it 
represents the way or path of Torah—by literally “retraining my feet” (ylgr yt)lk) from taking 
the wrong path in life (v. 101).  With YHWH as instructor (yntrwh), the speaker avoids straying from 
divine rules (ytrs Ky+p#mm, v. 102); the verb here means “to turn” and reflects again the concept 
of “two ways” advanced in Psalm 1 and throughout the wisdom literature.  The wise person 
embraces Torah and opens him or herself to divine instruction, mediated through wisdom teachers, 
which enables one to make proper choices in life.  Using an image from Psalm 19:11, where the 
“judgments” (hwhy-y+p#m) of YHWH are likened to the sweetness of honey (#bdm) from a 
honeycomb, here the words of YHWH in the speaker’s “palate” (NJPS, ykxl, “my cheek”) are 
sweeter than “honey” (#bdm, v. 103) in the mouth.  As the stanza began with an assertion of the 
speaker’s “love” of God’s Torah, so it concludes with another acknowledgment of personal insight 
into God’s precepts—using the verb Nnwbt) a second time—which lead him to “hate” every “false 
way” (rq# xr)), again emphasizing the contrast between loving Torah and choosing the way of 
goodness and life, versus hating sin and the way of evil and falsehood. 
Nun: This stanza provides important images which represent how Torah in fact becomes 
representative of the divine presence.  Because God’s word is both “lamp” (rn) for the speaker’s feet 
and a light (rw)) for his path (v. 105), it illuminates and guides one’s movement in life and represents 
the divine presence, as the image of light represents God’s presence and favor throughout the psalms 
(e.g., Pss 27:1; 67:1).  Because Torah provides guidance and life, therefore, the speaker has “sworn 
and confirmed” (hmyq)w yt(b#n, v. 106) to keep these “righteous ordinances”; the verb mwq in 
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the piel as used here means “to establish” or “confirm.”  God’s “ordinances” or “judgments” 
(y+p#m) are righteous (qdc) because they epitomize truthfulness, honesty, and divine justice.  
Despite affliction, which may be past or current according to the verbal form (ytyn(n), the speaker 
maintains hope in the life-giving power of Torah by using the imperative “give me life according to 
your word” (Krbdk ynyx, v. 107).  An example of the cultic aspect of this Psalm and Torah in the 
post-exilic period, in v. 108 the speaker asks YHWH to accept “the freewill offering of my mouth”; 
“freewill offering” (twbdn) represents a freely given, spontaneous prayer, based on Torah, which in 
this period (post-exilic, Persian) becomes equated with the temple and its rituals as a source of life 
and renewal.79  Along with the freewill offering the speaker requests that God “teach me your 
judgments,” which previously were described as “righteous” and reflect the desire of the speaker to 
live according to God’s established order (v. 89). 
The expression, “Though my life (#pn) [is] in my hands continually (dymt)” seems to be an 
expression of danger and instability: recognizing human finitude, the most secure place for one’s life 
force is in YHWH’s “hands” (Ps 31:6, “Into your hands, YHWH, I commend my spirit (xwr)”; see Ps 
25:1, “To you, YHWH, I lift up my soul (y#pn)”)—a symbol of power.80  Human hands too often 
create lifeless idols or engage in sinful behavior (Pss 115:4-8; 135:15-18) and thus are best raised in 
prayer for YHWH’s help (Ps 28:3, “when I lift my hands towards your inner sanctuary”).  Despite this 
precarious existence, the speaker again confirms his or her constant loyalty to Torah in terms of “not 
forgetting”: ytxk# )l Kytrwtw, “but I will not forget your Torah” (v. 109).   
Throughout Psalm 119 expressions of lament and instability are tempered by references to 
keeping Torah; the speaker faces real-life problems and laments them, but upholds faith in Torah as a 
source of hope and stability in the face of despair and instability.   
                                                 
 79 Perdue, Wisdom Literature,160. 
80 Both the “Spirit” or breath (xwr) and “soul” or self (#pn) can refer to the individual person and 
their life-force, as they do synonymously in these examples.   
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Though the wicked set traps for the speaker (yl xp My(#r wntn), he or she will not stray 
(yty(t )l) from YHWH’s precepts (v. 110).  This implies more confidence despite the enemies’ 
laying of traps and snares as compared, for example, to the situations in Pss 35:7–8, 140:6, 142:4, in 
which the speakers lament a similar situation and respond with lament to the Lord for help; here, the 
speaker simply asserts trust in Torah, which seems to imply God’s help in response.  YHWH’s 
decrees, therefore, are the speaker’s eternal (Mlw(l) heritage; while the critical apparatus of the MT 
supports the noun form of ytlxn, but the verbal form in the text (Ketib) works well: “I have made 
your decrees my heritage forever.”  Using the verb implies the deliberate acts of incorporating Torah 
into his or her life, perhaps as a student in wisdom schools.  Thus, the speaker turns his heart, or 
“mind,” (bl) to work or do YHWH’s statutes “forever, to the last” (bq( Mlw(l, v. 112).   
Samek: Each verse contains a Torah keyword (Torah; word; commandments; word; statutes 
x2; decrees; and judgments), and starkly contrasts the righteous and wicked: the psalmist hates the 
double-minded (yt)n# Myp(s) but loves Torah (ytbh) Ktrwt; v. 113); YHWH puts an end to 
the vain deceit (v.117) of the wicked, who are like dross (Mygs), while the psalmist “loves your 
decrees” (v.118).  The construction, “turn from me, evildoers” (My(rm ynmm wrws, v. 115), uses a 
form of the combination (rm rws (e.g., Ps 34:15) previously identified as a key wisdom marker.  
The stanza concludes with an emphasis on the psalmist’s fear of YHWH, but couched in terms of 
Torah: “My flesh shudders from fear of you (Kdxqp), and I fear/revere (yt)ry) your judgments” 
(v.120).81 
Tav, The Conclusion: Compared to its beginning, a very different mood pervades the 
conclusion of this massive Psalm: it began with optimistic assurances that those who follow the way 
                                                 
81 On the importance of sur-mera see Hurvitz, “Wisdom Vocabulary in the Psalter,” 41–51; in keeping 
with the exaltation of Torah, which in Ps 119 is synonymous with Yahweh, the psalmist takes the common 
wisdom construction, “fear of the Lord” and substitutes the Torah keyword +p#m. 
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of Torah will be happy, but now concludes with a desperate plea (vv. 169–70) that YHWH will hear 
and help the speaker, who seeks to live and continue to praise YHWH (v. 175).   
In parallel with the speaker’s cry that his plea draw near to YHWH (ytnr brqt), is the plea 
for “understanding according to your word,” using the causative imperative form of the verb Nyb (v. 
169).  This stands in synonymous parallelism with the following verse, in which the speaker requests 
that his petition come into God’s presence (Kynpl ytnxt )wbt) and thus “deliver me according 
to your promise” (ynlych Ktrm)k, v. 170).  Throughout the psalm pleas and cries for help have 
been balanced with requests for understanding and assertions of the speaker’s ongoing commitment 
to abide by Torah, as represented by the various wisdom verbs and Torah keywords.  I view this as a 
sign of the profound faith of the speaker who, despite suffering, experiences of uncertainty, 
oppression and danger, continues to uphold Torah as a life-giving connection to YHWH and hope of 
deliverance.  This becomes clear in the next two verses which likewise stand in synonymous 
parallelism: the speaker “pours forth” praise from his lips because God continues to “teach me your 
statutes” (Kyqx yndmlt yk, v. 171), and “sings” (N(t) or declares God’s promise with his tongue 
because God’s commandments are just (v. 172).  In v. 171 the verb “to teach” is in the piel imperfect 
and therefore has a causative effect, which is best translated as an ongoing action, i.e. God continues 
to teach the speaker.  The verb I translated above as “to sing” (hn() also means “to answer”; since 
the verses mention the tongue and lips in reference to how the speaker orally proclaims Torah, I 
translate “sings” as this seems to imply worship, as one uses lips and tongue to manipulate sounds 
when singing.  Usually, the verbs “recite” (hgh) or “speak” (rbd) would be used to convey simply 
speaking of Torah.  
These expressions of commitment and worship lead again to a cry for help, now couched as 
a request for YHWH ’s hand (Kdy), a symbol of power, to help the suffering speaker (rz(, v. 173).  
This request is again justified with reference to the speaker’s commitment to Torah: “I have chosen 
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your precepts.”  The speaker’s longing for salvation or deliverance (Kt(w#yl) is balanced by his 
delight in Torah (v. 174), again connecting life with Torah: one who delights in, and lives by, Torah 
confidently yearns for deliverance from suffering, evil, and oppression.  Most probably this psalm 
pre-dates the belief in the resurrection of the dead, which arises in the Maccabean period; the psalm 
reflects a context in which “deliverance” refers specifically to suffering or oppression.82  Such 
deliverance will allow the speaker to live and continue to praise YHWH (Kllhtw y#pn-yxt, “Let 
me live, and my soul will praise you”), with YHWH’s judgments (K+p#m) as an ongoing source of 
help (v. 175).  Three elements form the conclusion: (1) an acknowledgment that the speaker has 
strayed like a “lost sheep” (db) h#k), (2) a plea for YHWH to seek out “your servant” (Kdb(), and 
(3) the final assertion that the speaker will never forget YHWH’s commandments (Kytwcm).   
I detect a movement in this psalm from its presentation of an ideal in the beginning stages, 
to the experiences of theodicy, and desperate pleas for help and guidance through life’s difficulties.  
In a sense, the speaker moves from idealism to the cold, hard realities of daily life, where traditional 
wisdom theology often fails to hold up (as in Job, for example).  Lament and expression of suffering 
sets Psalm 119 apart (in addition to its size) from Pss 1, 19, 111, and 112, despite linguistic and 
thematic similarities.  I propose that this element of suffering arises from the experience of Exile and 
foreign domination.  What makes this psalm unique is the constant embrace of, and commitment to, 
Torah despite suffering and hardship; never does the speaker lament with despair or without an 
underlying hope based on Torah.   
I will attempt to expand upon Westermann’s thesis that Ps 119 may have been the 
conclusion of a “frame” for an early version of the Psalter, by proposing instead Psalm 145, an 
acrostic hymn of praise, as the conclusion for this proposed frame.  Psalm 119 concludes with an 
element of unresolved suffering and searching; by adding Psalm 145, the editors who produced this 
                                                 
 82 Daniel 12:1–3, dating from the Maccabean Revolt (ca. 165 B.C.E.), specifically describes a 
resurrection and judgment in which the righteous will awake to eternal life (Mlw( yyxl hl) wcyqy: “they 
will awake, some to eternal life”), while the wicked are scorned (Mlw( Nw)rdl twprxl; v. 2). 
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framework and a “resolution” to the uncertainty in which Ps 119 concludes.  In this schema, the 
framework begins with the ideal, moves through stages that reflect the experience of suffering and 
exile, and concludes with hope and praise.    
Psalm 145: An Acrostic Hymn Extolling God’s dsx for All Creation 
My proposed grouping of Torah Psalms and Acrostics as a framework for the Psalter by 
post-exilic wisdom editors concludes with this acrostic hymn which extols God’s greatness, wonders, 
kingship, and covenant love (v. 8) for all creation.  An inclusion frames the psalm: in verse 1 the 
speaker extols YHWH as king and blesses his holy name (Km# hkrb)w), while in v. 21 he praises 
God, with all people (“all flesh”) blessing God’s holy name (M# r#b-lk Krbyw).  In addition, the 
use of d(-Mlw(l, “forever and ever,” in vv. 1, 2, and 21 begin and end the psalm by emphasizing 
how the speaker and all peoples continually praise and bless YHWH.  The use of the verb “to bless” 
(Krb) at the beginning (v. 1), middle (v. 10), and end (v. 21) serve as a “prelude, interlude, and 
postlude” which serves to intensify the psalm’s emphasis on YHWH’s divine sovereignty, a key theme 
of the psalm.83  As the closing psalm of the final Davidic collection (Pss 138–145), Psalm 145 
prepares for the five concluding Hallelujah psalms, with the reference to “all flesh” in 145:21 
anticipating the final verse of the Psalter, with its acclamation “let all that has breath praise YHWH” 
(150:6).  Structurally, vv. 1-2, 4-7, 10-12 and 21 offer praise; v. 3 emphasizes YHWH’s greatness (ldg); 
vv. 8-9 recall the self-identification of YHWH in terms of covenant love (Exod 34:6) based on 
common keywords; v. 13 speaks of YHWH’s eternal kingdom; and vv. 14-20 describe YHWH in terms 
of covenant love towards all creation.84   
Its unique superscription, dwdl hlht, “[A song of] praise of David,” occurs only here in 
the Psalter.  The plural form of praise, Mylht, was designated as the Hebrew title of the Psalter by 
                                                 
 83 Reuven Kimelman, “Psalm 145: Theme, Structure, and Impact,” JBL 113 (1994): 37–58; on the use 
of “to bless” to emphasize divine sovereignty, see 40–41. 
 84 Schaefer, Psalms, 337–38. 
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its final editors.  Though psalms of supplication are more numerous in the Psalter than praise psalms, 
Alter explains the use of Tehilim as a title based on the theology of the editors and later rabbinic 
tradition: “the assumption of post-biblical Jewish tradition was that the purpose par excellence of the 
poetry of psalms was to praise God.  This assumption accords with the view of the ancient editors,” 
since the final six psalms are all praise psalms.85  Though lacking specific references to Torah, the 
emphasis on God’s works and compassion for all creation recall the effects of Torah as outlined 
previously in Psalms 19 and 119, and the central reference to covenant love in vv. 8-9, along with 
God’s righteousness and punishment of the wicked (vv. 17, 20) likewise emphasize themes found in 
psalms 1, 19, and 119.   
By emphasizing YHWH’s greatness, mighty works, divine kingship, righteousness and 
punishment of the wicked, the psalm forms an inclusio with Psalms 1-2, and interprets the Psalter in 
light of YHWH’s over all creation.  The attribution to David reflects the post-exilic emphasis, found in 
Books 4 and 5, on YHWH’s Kingship in light of the failure of the monarchy; symbolically, “David” 
praises YHWH as king.  Brueggemann describes it as a song of creation, which uses the acrostic 
structure to emphasize the stability, fullness, congruity and order of creation and life: “This is Israel 
in its most trustful, innocent, childlike faith.”86  In Jewish tradition the Psalm 145 is recited three 
times daily and, according to rabbinic tradition, “Whoever recites this psalm thrice daily may be 
assured that he is a son of the World to come,” based on v. 16, “You open your hand and satisfy 
every living thing with favor.”87 
Several keywords help define the theology of this psalm: lwk, “all,” is used nineteen times, 
and serves as a rhetorical device to emphasize completeness in praise of God and also the eternity of 
God.  “Works,” h#(m (vv. 4, 9, 10, 17), “mighty deeds,” twrbg (vv. 4, 11, 12), “wonders/ 
wonderful works,” tw)lpn (v. 5), “greatness,” lwdg (vv. 3 [x2], 6), “kingdom,” twklm (vv. 11, 12, 
                                                 
 85 Alter, The Book of Psalms, 500. 
 86 Brueggemann, Message of the Psalms, 28–29. 
 87 Abraham Cohen, The Psalms, 469; for its use in the Jewish liturgy, see Dr. Joseph H. Hertz, The 
Authorized Daily Prayer Book (Rev. ed.; New York: Bloch, 1963), 84–89 and 198–201 for the morning service; 
272–75 for the afternoon service; and 514–19 for the Sabbath morning service. 
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13 [x2]), and “dominion,” hl#mm (v. 13) all apply to YHWH and serve to emphasize the power, 
glory and permanence of YHWH’s rule over creation.88   
I view the use of what I call the “covenant formula” of divine attributes from Exodus 34:6, 
restated in slightly modified form here in vv. 8–9 and in 86:15, 103:8 (see also: Num 14:18; Jer 32:18; 
Jonah 4:2; Neh 9:17, 31), as an important interpretive key to the psalm and the Psalter.  YHWH is 
gracious (Nwnx), “compassionate” (Mwxr , also v. 9), and “slow to anger and great  in steadfast love” 
(dsx-ldgw Myp) Kr)); this recalls the renewal of the covenant at Sinai and the divine self-
identification.  While in Exod 34:6 YHWH is depicted as reciting the formula, in all subsequent uses of 
the formula others recite it.  I propose that the use of this formula intentionally recalls YHWH’s 
covenant commitment at Sinai which thus provides a central underlying thesis for Psalm 145 and the 
Psalter as a whole: God remains faithful, providing dsx, and hope.  Verses 8–9 serve to transition 
the psalm from introductory praise to a focus on divine kingship and compassion in vv. 10–21.  
Psalm 1 begins the Psalter with an emphasis on Torah while Psalm 145 concludes with a focus on 
God’s dsx.   
Verses 1—7 (Aleph—Zain): Following the introductory praise and blessing by the speaker in 
vv. 1-2, he emphasizes the greatness of God in v. 3 by twice using “great” (lwdg), noting that 
YHWH’s greatness remains beyond full human comprehension (rqx Ny) “unsearchable”); this 
evokes strong praise (d)m llhmw, “and greatly to be praised”).  The perspective widens to “all 
generations” (rwdl rwd) who continually laud (xb#y) and declare (wdygy) YHWH’s works and 
mighty deeds (v. 4). Verse 4 echoes Ps 78:4, in which the speakers, presumably wisdom teachers or 
parents passing on history to their children, declare they will not “hide” what they have learned 
previously from “our fathers,” but will tell coming generations about God’s might, glorious deeds, 
and wonders.  This passing on of the community’s history from parents to children—and more 
                                                 
88 Schaefer, Psalms, 338. 
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formally within wisdom schools—provides a sense of belonging, connection to the community, and 
ongoing hope and expectation that YHWH will continue to manifest mighty deeds and wonders in 
their lifetime.89    
The speaker will meditate (hxy#), v. 5) upon YHWH’s majesty, glory, splendor, and 
“wonderful works” (tw)lpn), and declare his greatness (hnrps) Kytlwdgw, v. 6).  In the MT the 
first colon of v. 5 lacks a verb; however, 1QPsa reads, wrbdy, “they will speak,” for yrbdw,  
“matters,” in the MT.  The difference may be explained by a metathesis of y and w.90  The LXX 
follows the reading in 1QPsa.  People will speak (wrm)y, v. 6) of the power of God’s “awesome 
deeds” (Kyt)rwn), and “pour forth” (w(yby) in ecstatic speech the remembrance of YHWH’s 
abundant goodness and sing of YHWH’s righteousness (v. 7).  By proclaiming YHWH’s awesome 
deeds, greatness, and permanence the psalmist recalls vocabulary and themes from Pss 111–112.  The 
cumulative effect of this initial outpouring of praise is to emphasize the transcendence and power of 
divine rule in Israel’s history. 
Verses 8—9 (Het and Tet): I noted above in the analysis of Psalms 111, 112, and 119 allusions 
to the Covenant and Sinai and YHWH’s self-description (Exod 34:6); here the reference becomes 
specific as the vocabulary used is nearly verbatim.  Following the initial praise and recounting of 
God’s works, power and majesty, these verses provide the reasons why YHWH has acted such in the 
past and will do so in the future: YHWH is gracious, compassionate, slow to anger, rich in steadfast 
love and therefore has “compassion on all his works” (wy#(m-lk wymxrw, v. 9).  Brueggemann 
views vv. 8–9 as reflective of “Israel’s oldest theological assertion about God, which is certainly older 
than royal reality in Israel.”91  While vv. 1–7 derives from a “royal, didactic setting,” vv. 8–9 
emphasizes YHWH’s fidelity towards all creation, which becomes in effect YHWH’s covenant partner.  
                                                 
89 Clifford, Psalms 73—150, 302. 
 90 Kimelman, “Psalm 145,” 38, note 7.  If one takes the Qumran text as an older witness than the MT, 
then “they speak of the glorious splendor of your majesty” is the preferred reading.  See also, Flint, The Dead 
Sea Psalms Scroll and the Book of Psalms, 75, 113 for the manuscript evidence.  
 91 Brueggemann, Message of the Psalms, 29. 
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We therefore interpret the psalm “as an extrapolation from these verses to see how YHWH’s 
characteristic self-giving is experienced in the daily blessings of creation.”92  The “royal, didactic 
setting” mentioned by Brueggemann clearly provides a later, post-exilic understanding of the 
universe under divine governance; like the didactic use of historical psalms (105, 106, 136), this psalm 
provides an example of the didactic use of praise. 
Verses 10—21 (Yodh—Tav):  Following the affirmation of YHWH’s dsx and Mwxr (steadfast 
love and compassion) as the source and assurance life and hope, in v. 10 the speaker personifies 
YHWH’s “works, ” who give thanks (Kwdwy) along with his “faithful ones” (Kydysx, pious 
Israelites).  This unity of both created works and humans in praise of the creator evokes Pss 19A, 
104, and 148 in which personified creation gives praise to YHWH along with humans.  In vv. 10–13 
the use of words for works, kingdom, power, and glory emphasize YHWH’s sovereign rule and 
majesty over the order of creation.  This leads naturally in vv. 14–20 to an emphasis on how YHWH’s 
rule manifests itself in compassion and care for the week and needy. 
Most translations (e.g., RSV;  NRSV;  NAB) add the missing nun verse in 13b by 
following1QPsa which includes it: wy#(m lwkb dysxw wyrbdb Myhwl) Nm)n, “YHWH is 
faithful in all his words and gracious in all his deeds.”93  This makes good sense as it provides a 
transition from the focus on the divine attributes in vv.8–13 to an explication of how YHWH applies 
them in caring for the needy in vv. 14–20.  Possibly the Masoretes excluded the nun verse by accident 
or used a manuscript that lacked it; the presence of this verse in the LXX and 11QPs argues for its 
originality since both predate the MT.   
In v. 14 a series of participles describe how YHWH “supports” (Kmws) those who fall 
(Mylpn) and “raises up” (Pqwz) those “bent over” (Mypwpk); these participles emphasize the 
ongoing nature of God’s actions.  Brueggemann describes it as “an assured ongoing process that 
                                                 
 92 Ibid.; see also his Psalms and the Life of Faith (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1995), 123–24, for a 
contemporary application of the psalm.  
93 Text of Ps 145:13 in 11QPsa, from Flint, The Dead Sea Psalms Scroll, 75, 113. 
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Yahweh does regularly and everywhere.”94  Verses 15–16 describe how God feeds all creatures that 
look with expectation (wrb#y) for their daily needs.  As cosmic creator YHWH’s greatness cannot be 
fathomed (v. 3b), but YHWH still remains intimately involved with creation in providing for its care 
and sustenance.  Verse 17 utilizes wisdom vocabulary redolent of Psalm 1 in describing YHWH’s 
righteous ways (qydc; wykrd, respectively), and recalls the covenant formula of vv. 8 –9 in 
describing YHWH as “gracious” (dysx) in all his works.  This leads naturally to the assertion in vv. 
18–19 that these benefits are specifically for YHWH’s covenant partners—those who call upon him in 
truth (tm)) and fear/revere him (wy)ry).  In wisdom literature the “fear of the YHWH” is 
considered beginning of wisdom and knowledge (see Ps 111:10; Prov. 1:7, 9:10).  The righteous ones 
who are the object of YHWH’s love and compassion direct their lives according to wisdom.  The 
assurance that those who revere YHWH will be heard and have their needs provided reflects the 
orientation theology of Psalm 1, in which the righteous receive the promise of prosperity.  That 
YHWH “hears” and “delivers” (v. 19) those who revere him and cry out in truth alludes to situations 
of distress or “disorientation” in which YHWH seems absent or far away; for the righteous, however, 
YHWH remains near and attentive, transforming lament into liturgical praise.95   
Verse 20 follows the antithetic parallelism of Ps 1:6, in which the first line emphasizes 
YHWH’s care for the righteous, while the second describes the destruction of the wicked.96  This again 
reiterates an essential aspect of traditional wisdom theology in which the righteous will ultimately 
prosper while the wicked are destined for destruction.  Brueggemann sees in this verse another 
allusion to the formula of Exod 34:6–7 in terms of YHWH’s commitment to both rescue and judge: 
“This verse is a harsh and sobering qualification of the grand claims of the psalm,” as it moves from 
                                                 
 94 Brueggemann, Message of the Psalms, 30.  
 95 Claus Westermann, The Living Psalms (trans. J.R. Porter; Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1989), 
228. 
 96 Both psalms use slightly different vocabulary to make the same point: in Ps 1 the Lord “knows” 
((dy) the way of the “righteous” (Myqydc), while in Ps 145 the Lord “watches over” (rmw#) all how love him 
(wybh)); in Ps 1 the way of the wicked will “perish” (db)t), while in Ps 145 they will be destroyed (dym#y).  
If as I propose Psalms 1 and 145 serve as an intentional framework for the Psalter, the thematic parallel 
between the closing verses of these psalms may be intentional.   
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a purely positive voice to one of judgment and destruction.97  With Brueggemann I see in this verse 
an underlying awareness of the reality that in life theodicy is unavoidable and the righteous do at 
times suffer.  However, the psalmist has moved beyond the stage of lamentation and disorientation 
to assert confidently that YHWH’s promised blessings will eventually accrue to the righteous: “The 
gifts of YHWH become carefully administered rewards.”98  Verse 21, as noted above, concludes the 
psalm with an inclusion of praise in which the individual voice of v. 1 is now joined by “all flesh,” 
representing all human beings, in praising the holy name of YHWH.  This prepares for the final series 
of Hallelujah psalms which together form a closing doxology to the Psalter.  
Conclusion:  The relationships in vocabulary, theme, and structure in this group of psalms 
provides evidence of post-exilic scribal editing and a framework for an early form of the Psalter 
bounded by Psalms 1 and 145.  In response to the realities of the post-exilic period, marked by 
foreign domination, the fall of the monarchy, and a heightened role for scribes connected to wisdom 
schools as purveyors of Torah and instruction, these psalms reveal the increasing importance of 
Torah and instruction over sacrificial offerings (as also seen in Pss 50 and 51:18–21).  This 
framework of Torah and Acrostic psalms provides further evidence of the work of wisdom editors in 
the development of the Psalter. 
                                                 
 97 Brueggemann, Message of the Psalms, 31. 
 98 Ibid.; emphasis in original.  
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Chapter Four: Wisdom in Book One 
 
 
 Introduction: Having argued that the Maśkîl psalms (chapter 2) evince post-exilic wisdom 
editing, and that the Torah-wisdom psalms and acrostics psalms 1-2, 19, 111-112, 119, and 145 
(chapter 3) serve as a framework for the canonical Psalter, I now proceed to examine other wisdom 
psalms and wisdom interpolations in each of the five books.  In Book 1, I shall focus on psalms 25, 
33, 34, 37, and 39, which I consider predominately wisdom psalms, though they are of mixed genre, 
and sections of psalms 26, 36, and 40 that contain wisdom material.  The Maśkîl psalms (14; 32; 41:1) 
and Torah/acrostic psalms (1; 19) from Book 1 have been previously discussed (chs 2, 3).   
Psalms 25 and 34 share a similar acrostic structure, which lacks a Vav verse and concludes 
with another Peh verse following the final Tav, and shared vocabulary and thematic emphases.  Both 
psalms emphasize the important wisdom themes of “fear of YHWH” and teaching.  These 
commonalities may evince a common authorship, either an individual or from a scribal group.  Psalm 
25 contains affinities with Psalm 119 in its use of keywords for instruction (hry, dml; also used in 
Ps 34), emphasis on “way” or “path” (Krd, xr)) of proper living, along with reference to YHWH’s 
covenant love, using the keywords dsx, Mxr, and hnwm).  While Psalm 25 can also be classified as 
a lament and 34 as a thanksgiving, their shared acrostic structure, wisdom themes and vocabulary 
qualifies them both as wisdom psalms—possibly sharing a common source with Ps 119.  Psalm 33 
can also be classified as a hymn in praise of YHWH as creator—an important wisdom theme, as seen 
previously in Ps 19A—but also contains wisdom themes and words.  Psalm 37 is perhaps the best 
example of a “pure” wisdom psalm, with a clear acrostic structure, vocabulary and themes; 
structurally and thematically it resembles the Book of Proverbs and deals with issues of retribution.  
Psalm 39 combines lament with wisdom features reminiscent of Ecclesiastes.  Together, these psalms 
along with the Maśkîl psalms and wisdom interpolations in Psalms 26, 36, and 40 provide the heart 
of post-exilic wisdom editing in Book I within the larger wisdom framework of the Psalter.  
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Psalm 25: A Prayer for God’s Covenant Love and Instruction 
 Psalm 25 combines a personal supplication with wisdom teaching and covenant language.  
Covenant language includes petitions in vv. 6–10 for YHWH to “remember” (rkz) his “steadfast 
love” (dsx, vv. 6, 7, 10), “compassion” (Mxr, v. 6), and “truth” (tm), v. 10)—a direct allusion to 
the covenant formula in Exodus 34:6.  Wisdom elements include the verbs “instruct” (hry, v. 8), 
“guide” (Krd, v. 9) and “teach” (dml, v. 9); the speaker and others like him “keep his [God’s] 
covenant and testimonies” (wytd(w wtyrb yrcnl, v. 10).  Like Psalm 119, Psalm 25 uses 
keywords for instruction and Torah in the context of an appeal to YHWH’s covenant love.  Key terms 
include “way” (Krd, vv. 4, 5, 8, 9), “path” (xr), vv. 4, 10), “fear” ()ry, vv.12, 14), and “good” 
(bw+, vv. 8, 13).1  Verse 14 combines keywords for both wisdom and covenant: the counsel (dws) of 
YHWH is given to those who fear him, to whom “he makes known his covenant” (M(ydwhl 
wtyrbw).  The speaker is a humble sinner who admits to great iniquities (v. 11), suffers deeply from 
some unspecified troubles of “my heart” (vv. 17–18) and cruelty from enemies (v. 19), but remains 
committed and hopeful of YHWH’s promise towards those who “fear the Lord” (Prov 1:7; 2:9; Pss 1; 
111:10; vv. 12, 14) and keep the covenant.   
 I divide the psalm into five parts: vv. 1–5, an introductory appeal for teaching and guidance; 
vv. 6–10, prayer for pardon and appeal to YHWH’s covenant promises; vv. 11–14, prayer for pardon 
and reflection on the way of wisdom; vv. 15–21, appeal for forgiveness and help; and v. 22 a 
concluding petition for redemption.   
                                                 
1 Peter C. Craigie, Psalms 1—50, With 2004 Supplement by Marvin E. Tate (WBC 19; Waco, Tex.: 1983; 
Thomas Nelson, 2004), 215–22.  Craigie concludes, “It is the acrostic structure of the psalm, together with the 
frequency of terminology associated with the wisdom tradition, which suggests it should be interpreted 
primarily as a literary work, which was only employed within Israel’s worship at a later date in its history” (218).  
I agree with this assessment which supports my view that wisdom-oriented psalms were used in worship, and 
received their final shaping in the post-exilic period when the role of sages and wisdom “schools” became 
more prominent.  
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Some scholars propose a chiastic structure, with vv. 1–3 and 19–22 as the boundaries of the 
psalm, and vv. 8–11 and 12–15 forming its central reflection, while vv. 4–7 and 16–18 are parallel 
prayers against sinfulness.2  In this proposal, vv. 16–18 take up the prayer of vv. 4–7; in the latter, the 
speaker sought guidance and called upon God to remember the covenant promises of steadfast love 
and compassion, while requesting that God not remember the speaker’s sins of old.  This proposed 
chiasm fails to emphasize the centrality of the speaker’s plea to be taught and have YHWH remember 
the covenant promises.  In contrast, I view the acrostic as providing a ready-made structure. My 
proposed divisions provide a linear movement in the psalm.  However, the chiasm does emphasize 
the ongoing emphasis on prayer for deliverance in the structure of the psalm.   
Brueggemann notes that Psalm 25 “begins with the premise of Psalm 1 but then goes on to 
make demands of God”; he sees a movement towards a “candid” reminder to YHWH of the covenant 
promises (vv. 6–10) while the psalmist honestly expresses the experience of suffering in which dsx 
seems absent.3  In its conclusion the speaker moves again towards hope for redemption (the added p 
v. 22); the last word, “troubles” (twrc), means the suffering remains unresolved.  Brueggemann 
views Psalm 25 as part of a larger movement in the Psalter from the idealized “orientation” 
worldview of Psalm 1, through the reality of suffering and seeming loss of God’s presence and love 
as expressed in psalms of disorientation (e.g., Ps 25), with wisdom Psalm 73 standing as the central 
“pivot” in the Psalter.  The latter books 4 and 5 reflect the post-exilic worldview that reemphasizes 
YHWH as king, culminating with a reorientation expressed in the doxology of Ps 150 at its conclusion.  
Honest, candid expression of lament, “enraged suffering,” challenges the “simplistic theological 
                                                 
2 Norbert Lohfink, S. J., and Erich Zenger, The God of Israel and the Nations: Studies in Isaiah and the 
Psalms (trans. Everett R. Kalin; Collegeville, Minn.: The Liturgical Press, 2000), 57–84, on the chiastic structure, 
7–75.  Craige, Psalms 1—50, 218, propose a slightly different chiasm:  1–3/19–21; 4–7/15–18; v. 11 as central, 
surrounded by 8–10 and 12–14.  Konrad Schaefer describes “three movements”: the first, in vv. 1–7 and 16–
21, respectively, prays for relief; the second movement, in vv. 8–15, consists of a “wisdom reflection.”  He 
observes the repeated use of cognates and synonyms for “way” and “path,” along with the acrostic structure, as 
wisdom elements (Psalms [Berit Olam; Collegeville: The Liturgical Press, 2001], 61–62. 
 3 Walter Brueggemann, Psalms and the Life of Faith (ed. Patrick D. Miller; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1995), 
197. 
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affirmations of Psalm 1.”4  If the psalm originated within scribal circles in the post-exilic period, 
when the community lived under the pressures of foreign domination and became more self-
reflective of past sinfulness in light of the exile (e.g., Ezra 9), the awareness of individual sinfulness 
(vv. 7, 11, 18) in the psalm may reflect these experiences and the efforts of wisdom teachers to 
emphasize the need for repentance and obedience to Torah.5    
Vv. 1–5:  The speaker begins with a confident assertion that he will “lift up my soul” (y#pn) 
to God; this represents the stance of prayer in which the supplicant stands with upraised hands in a 
posture communicating reverence and openness to the divine will.6  Verse two beings with another 
Aleph, yhl), “my God,” followed by the Beth, ytx+b, “I trust”; this can be explained by a scribe 
inadvertently transposing “my God” from the end of line 1.  According to Rabbinic tradition, the 
name of God is not considered part of the acrostic (Kimchi).7  Immediately following this initial 
expression of trust and submission, the speaker asks for protection from being shamed by enemies 
who threaten to “triumph over me” (yl ybyw) wcl(y-l), v. 2b).  Relying on traditional wisdom 
theology, the speaker prays in v. 3 that those who “hope” (Kywq) in YHWH will never be ashamed; 
rather, those who act deceptively without cause (Mqyr) merit shame.  This leads to a petition to be 
taught and guided in vv. 4 (d) and 5 (h) reminiscent of Psalm 119:25–32 (d), 33–40 (h): “make me 
know your ways (Kykrd; teach me your paths” (yndml Kytwxr), v. 4).  In v. 5 the verbs “guide 
me” (ynkyrdh) “teach me” (yndml) are connected with knowing “truth” (tm)); the promise of 
God’s deliverance enables the speaker to remain continually hopeful (ytywq, “I hope”).  All this 
                                                 
 4 Ibid., 198. 
 5 John Goldingay, Psalms Vol. I: Psalms 1--41 (Baker Commentary on the Old Testament Wisdom and 
Psalms; ed. Tremper Longmann III; Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Academic, 2006), 368. 
6 The noun #pn describes the inner being of a living person, or the breathing self; both the inner #pn 
and outer r#b (“flesh”) self are conceived of “as resting on a common substratum” (BDB, 659).  In this case, 
Robert Alter translates “I lift up my heart,” calling the #pn “the essential self” (The Book of Psalms: A Translation 
with Commentary [New York: Norton 2007], 84).  
 7 Abraham Cohen, The Psalms (Soncino Books of the Bible; ed. A. Cohen; Rev. 2d ed.; New York: 
Soncino, 1992), 71. 
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terminology occurs in Ps 119:25–40; hope (vv. 3, 5) for the just and the emphasis on “ways” and 
teaching reflect wisdom concerns.   
 Vv. 6–10: Here the psalmist appeals to YHWH with the keyword “remember” (rkz).  First, 
the speaker asks YHWH to remember the covenant promises of steadfast love and compassion (Exod 
34:6), noted above, “for they are of old” (hmh Mlw(m yk, v. 6).  Next, he/she simultaneously asks 
YHWH to remember not (rkzt-l)) the sins of his youth and transgressions (v. 7a), while antithetically 
appealing again that YHWH “remember me according to your steadfast love” (Kdsxk), with the added 
qualification “for your goodness’ sake” (Kbw+ N(ml, v. 7b).  This appeal to covenant love occurs 
frequently in lament Psalms (Pss 6:5; 31:17; 51:3; 88:12; 115:1) where the psalmist reminds God of 
the covenant promise of dsx as a means to provoke a seemingly absent God to respond to the 
psalmist’s needs.  Alter notices the “startling juxtaposition” of the unidiomatic “me—you” (ht)-
yl) in v. 7: the second person pronoun is normally not required with the imperative verb.8  Perhaps 
this usage is meant to intensify the psalmist’s personal appeal for YHWH to act.   
 By referring to the sins of his youth, the psalmist recalls the rebelliousness of youth and asks 
that YHWH continue to show compassion despite past sins; the reference to “youth” (yrw(n) also 
contrasts with the antiquity and eternity of YHWH.9  At another level, youthful sins and transgressions 
may serve as a metaphor for Israel’s past sins which resulted in divine punishment and displacement 
during the Exile.10   
 Following this appeal the psalmist expresses confidence because YHWH is “good and 
upright” (r#yw-bw+) and will “instruct sinners in the way” (Krdb My)+x hrwy, v. 8).  This 
                                                 
 8 The Book of Psalms, 85. 
 9 Goldingay, Psalms, 371. 
 10 Lohfink and Zenger, The God of Israel and the Nations, 57–84, interpret Ps 25 in relation to Ps 24 and 
Isaiah 2:1–5 (Micah 4:1–5) as texts describing the pilgrimage of the nations to Israel; in this context, they 
interpret the “sins of my youth” in 25:7 as referring to their former worship of “other gods with no real 
existence” which they now reject for they are the object of YHWH’s instructing “in the way” of Torah and 
Covenant (77).   
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presumes God will remember the covenant promises, forgive repentant sinners, and lead them again 
in the path of Torah.  The verb for “teaching” and the noun “way,” along with the verbs “to guide” 
and “to teach” used in vv. 8–9 reveal the strong wisdom orientation of this psalm.  The “humble” 
(Mywn() in v. 9 are those who, unlike the arrogant, live in submission to God and seek instruction.11  
Thus, one who follows the way of YHWH walks in “paths of steadfast love and truth” by “keeping his 
covenant and testimonies” (wytd(w wtyrb yrcnl, v. 10)—a theme found throughout Psalm 119, 
(vv. 119:1–16; 97–121) in which the speaker, despite suffering and persecution, abides by Torah 
because he expects YHWH to respond favorably.  Similarly, the speaker of Psalm 25 keeps Torah with 
the expectation that God will respond with dsx.  This marks the first of 21 appearances of the word 
tyrb in the Psalter; its pairing with wytd( (“his testimonies”) occurs also in 2 Kgs 17:15 and Ps 
132:12—both later, post-exilic texts contemporaneous with the redaction of the Psalter.  Though the 
word hrwt is absent from Psalm 25, the other keywords “way” and “testimonies” refer to Torah 
(e.g., see Pss 1:1, 2, 6 for way with Torah; and 19B for testimonies and Torah).  Further, mention of the 
covenant renewal ceremony at Sinai (Exod 34:6) also includes both tyrb (Exod 34:10; 27; 28) and 
td( (34:29) in reference to the stone tablets on which the commandments are engraved.12  I see 
similarities between Psalm 25 and other wisdom psalms that use similar terminology to emphasize 
Torah and Covenant (Pss 19B; 119). 
 Vv. 11–14:  Acknowledging the gravity of his sins, which are “great” (br), the speaker seeks 
pardon (txls) “for your name’s sake.”:  In Exod 34:6–7, YHWH’s self-description includes steadfast 
love, compassion, “slow to anger” (Myp) Kr)) and “forgiving iniquity (Nw( )#n); the speaker of 
Psalm 25 appeals to YHWH to provide those benefits now.  The most common term for forgiveness 
in the O.T. is the verb )#n, “to lift up.”  When forgiving sins God takes away (“lifts up”) the burden 
                                                 
 11 Cohen, The Psalms, 72. 
 12 Lohfink and Zenger, The God of Israel and the Nations, 78–81. 
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of guilt and disorientation that weighs heavily upon the sinner; this verb first appears in the Psalter in 
v. 18.  Here, however, the use of xls, a technical term for pardon or forgiveness used always in 
reference to God, probably serves to emphasize the admitted gravity of the speaker’s sins.  Only 
YHWH can pardon these serious and abundant sins.13  Appearing at the exact center of the psalm, the 
plea for forgiveness likewise recalls the covenant at Sinai, in which the self-identification of YHWH 
includes forgiveness of sins (Exod 34:7) and Moses’ plea for forgiveness (wnnw(l txlsw, 34:9).  
Earlier, in seeking forgiveness on behalf of Israel, Moses asked YHWH to “show me your ways”; this 
terminology is repeated in Ps 25:4–5, thus showing further connections in the psalm to the covenant 
renewal in Exodus 33 to 34.14  These allusions and parallels serve to deliberately recall Israel’s past sin 
and the renewal of the covenant as part of post-exilic wisdom instruction; this instruction emphasizes 
repentance, forgiveness and the ongoing relevance of the covenant promises, now viewed in terms of 
the promise of a “New Covenant” (Jer 31:31–34).  Verse 11, the lamed (l) in the acrostic, is the 
middle of the psalm and serves as a transition to a reflection on the benefits which accrue to those 
who fear the Lord. 
 Verse 12 proceeds with a wisdom statement on “fear of the LORD” (hwhy )ry, Prov 1:7; 
9:10; Pss 34:8, 10, 12; 111:10) as the proper attitude to receive divine instruction; one who reveres 
YHWH will be instructed in the proper way (rxby Krdb wnrwy, “he will instruct him the way he 
should chose”).  As in Ps 119, way and path serve as euphemisms for Torah as a guide for proper 
living.  This also reaffirms the promise of v. 9, that YHWH will guide the poor and humble in the 
proper and teach them the proper way of life.  The verb hry, “to teach,” used here and in v. 8, 
derives from the same root as hrwt; it occurs elsewhere in wisdom psalms (Pss 32:8; 119:33), and in 
effect—along with the words for “way,” noted above—implies the missing noun, Torah.  Verse 13 
describes the blessings for those who fear YHWH: they will abide in goodness (Nylt bw+), while 
                                                 
 13 For the use of xls see BDB, 699; Goldingay, Psalms, 373. 
 14 Lohfink, and Zenger, The God of Israel and the Nations, 82. 
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their offspring will inherit the land (Cr) #ryy w(rzw)—a direct parallel to Ps 37:11, providing 
assurance that those who fear YHWH and live by the way of Torah will receive the covenant promises 
of land and offspring (e.g., Gen 12:1–3).  This also recalls the “two ways” theology of Psalm 1: those 
who walk in the way of Torah will receive blessing, but the wicked will perish.  The verb “abide” 
(Nwl) in the first colon often has a temporal meaning of “staying the night” (see Ps 30:6); in the 
second colon, the verb “inherit” (#ry) makes clear that the blessings will indeed be permanent.15  
The assurances of prosperity for the God-fearing occur also in Ps 34:11, and the assurance that the 
offspring of the righteous will retain possession of the land recalls Proverbs 2:21–22, and in the 
Torah, Deut 30:15–20: those who obey Torah prosper and inherit the land.  
 More importantly, the covenant relationship between YHWH and Israel transcends the giving 
of material rewards in return for fidelity and manifests itself in the “friendship” (dws, v.14) of 
intimacy and love that YHWH shares with those who revere him.  In a later stage of Judaism the term 
dws became more prominent as a reference to the divine Assembly of God symbolically present in 
the worshiping congregation.  Those who revere YHWH receive admission to the congregation and 
receive “friendship” or counsel and revelation of the covenant.16  Being aware that this relationship 
with YHWH is rooted in intimacy and love enables the speaker to maintain a stance of hope and leads 
to honest and candid prayer in the concluding verses of the psalm.17   
  Vv. 15—21: With confidence the speaker offers a final prayer that God will continue to 
honor the covenant promises.  In constantly turning his eyes towards YHWH (dymt yny() the 
speaker recalls the stance of prayer in v. 1, “I lift up my soul/self” ()#) y#pn) to YHWH—a 
                                                 
 15 Goldingay, Psalms, 374. 
16 Lohfink and Zenger, The God of Israel and the Nations, 83. 
17 Craige, Psalms 1—50, 221.  The Hebrew term translated here as “friendship,” dws, also holds the 
meaning “counsel”; this usage emphasizes Yahweh’s role as Divine teacher, who provides counsel and 
instruction for those who revere him.  For this use of sôd see Goldingay, Psalms, 374.  It could be argued that 
the use of dws here is dictated by the acrostic structure, but its use in reference to the worshiping assembly as 
“friends” of Yahweh to whom the covenant is revealed makes it a more useful term in this context than the 
parallel term hc(. 
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common poetic image in the psalms for prayer (see Pss 28:2; 34:6; 104:27; 123:2; 141:8; 145:15).  The 
speaker’s confidence may be rooted in past experience of being delivered from troubles: “for he 
brings forth my feet from the net” (yk ylgr t#rm )ycwy-)wh, v. 15).18  Maintaining steady, 
focused prayer to YHWH, the speaker remains confident that the current unspecified distress, likened 
to having one’s feet caught in a trap, will be alleviated.  The imperative request, “Turn towards me” 
(hnp v.16), seeks YHWH’s favor, metaphorically depicted as having YHWH “turn” to look upon the 
supplicant (e.g., Pss 11:7; 67:2).  Experience of the divine presence is likened to having God look 
upon the supplicant as a parent looks down with love upon a child; conversely, when God seems 
absent the psalmists lament that God hides his face (e.g., Pss 27:9; 30:8; 44:25).   
  Verse 17a is variously translated: “relieve the troubles of my heart” (RSV; NAB), or “my deep 
distress increases” (NJPS), depending on the translation of the verb wbyxrh (“cause to enlarge; 
relieve”).  Clifford proposes a better translation, “widen the constrictions of my mind,” translating 
“my heart” (ybbl) according to the Semitic understanding of “mind” or intellect; like RSV he 
translates the verb in the sense of giving relief.19  Isolated and in dire straits (qwcm v.17b), the 
speaker pleads to be set free as if from a trap; in Psalm 107, qwcm occurs in each refrain (vv. 6, 13, 
19, 28) where the speaker recounts past situations of distress in which Israel cries to the Lord for 
help and rescues them.  In 107:28 the noun occurs with the verb )cy, as here.  Psalm 107 is a hymn 
which concludes with a strong wisdom statement (v. 43) which, like Psalm 25, combines petitions for 
rescue with teaching.  The seeming absence of God leaves the speaker alone and suffering (“for I am 
alone and afflicted”; yn(w dyxy-yk, v. 16b), seeking to be set free (yn)ycwh, “lead me out” v. 17b).   
  In vv. 18 and 19 the speaker again requests that YHWH “look” (h)r, e.g., 9:14; 10:14; 14:2) 
upon the speaker’s distress and requests forgiveness, while complaining of unjust oppression by 
                                                 
18 NJPS translates the verb )cy as future, “He will loose my feet from the net,” as does RSV, which 
emphasizes confidence in a future deliverance; Craige, Psalms 1—50, 216, 221, translates the verb in the past 
tense (“brought forth”) while Goldingay, Psalms, 375, translates it in the present (“brings forth”). 
19 Clifford, Psalms 1—72, 141. 
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numerous (wbr-yk, “for they are many”) enemies.  The expected qoph (q) is missing here from the 
acrostic, with vv. 18–19 both beginning with resh (r).20  The imperative h)r, “see,” also has the 
meaning “inspect” or “regard,” and in this context represents the desire that God regard the 
speaker’s undeserved oppression and distress.  This request is urgent, and comes after the speaker 
has described his repentance (v. 11) and fidelity (v. 15).  Here the most common term for forgiveness 
in the Psalter, the verb )#n (“to lift up, raise, carry, forgive”) occurs for the first time.  As human 
sinfulness imposes a heavy burden of guilt and disorientation, one needs God’s help in carrying and 
lifting the burden of sin to provide relief; the petition reveals the speaker’s repentance and 
acknowledgment that alone he cannot carry or relieve the burdens caused from past sins.  
Connections between repentance, forgiveness and wisdom occur in Psalm 32 (a Maśkîl psalm), where 
the speaker recounts the burden of sin, the process of repentance and confession, the experience of 
forgiveness ()#n 32:5), and then goes forth to instruct and teach others in “the way you should 
walk” (Klt wz-Krdb Kdw)w Klyk#), 32:8).   
  The keywords “teach” and “way” are central to Psalms 25 and 32, which I view as examples 
of how wisdom teachers used the human experience of sin, repentance, and forgiveness as a way of 
illustrating the need to remain faithful to Torah.  After asking YHWH to “regard” his suffering in v. 
18, the speaker now asks YHWH to “regard” (h)r) the enemies who are its source. They are 
described as numerous (wbr), violent (smx), and hateful (ynw)n# v.19).  The reader gets the sense 
of being entrapped by cruel, spiteful enemies—something which historically reflects the experience 
of Exile for many Jews—who act with violence (physical and/or emotional v. 19).  This leads 
naturally to the plea in v. 20 for preservation and deliverance, which may originally derive from 
Israel’s exile experience or persecution under ongoing foreign domination.  In this context of 
                                                 
20 A plausible explanation for the missing q is that the missing verse began with h)rq, “meet” or 
“proclaim,” which a scribe inadvertently omitted, possibly because of the similarity of h)r in v. 19.  See Craige 
and Tate, Psalms 1—50, 216–17 who translates the verse “Meet my affliction and trouble, and take away all my 
sins.”  
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disorientation, the speaker prays to be spared from being shamed since he “takes refuge” in God (Kb 
ytysx yk #wb)-l)); this forms an inclusion with the initial plea to be spared shame in v. 2, which 
was based on the speakers “trust” in God (#wb)-l) ytx+b Kb).   
 The Tav (t) verse offers a prayer that “integrity and uprightness” (r#yw-Mt) will preserve 
the speaker because he “hopes” (or “waits” Kytywq) for God; this, too, forms an inclusion with the 
beginning of the poem where in v. 3 the speaker prays that all those who “hoping” (Kywq) will avoid 
shame, which instead ought to be reserved for the “treacherous” (Mydgwbh).  The collective use of 
the verb in v. 3 and the singular here reveal that the personal prayer of the speaker also applies 
collectively to the faithful of Israel who, like him, keep the covenant and trust in God’s steadfast 
love.  Having previously confessed past sins, the speaker now prays for perfect, complete (Mt) 
integrity and uprightness in life, manifested in obedience to God and the covenantal commitments.  
Following the ideology set forth in Psalm 1, the speaker believes that one who is upright and hopes 
in God will be assured of protection.   This prepares for the final petition for the redemption of all 
Israel in the second Peh verse.    
 Verse 22 (Peh x2): As the psalm begins in the Aleph ) verse with the psalmist entering into 
prayer by raising himself (y#pn) to YHWH in a stance of worship and submission, and pleading for 
forgiveness in the middle Lamed l verse, it now concludes in the second Peh p verse with a prayer 
for redemption (hdp).21  Despite the speaker’s recollection of God’s covenant promises of dsx, 
confession of sins and confidence that ultimately YHWH will punish the wicked and reward the 
righteous who live by Torah, the psalm ends in unresolved tension.22   
                                                 
21 Schaefer interprets the metaphor of “lifting the soul” in v.1 in relation to use elsewhere as a 
reference to prayer in Ps 86:4, and in the evening sacrifice in Pss 28:2, 134:2, and 141:2 (Psalms, 62).  Alter 
interprets it as a reference to fervent prayer or pleading (The Book of Psalms, 84). 
 22 Because it ends in this state of unresolved distress, I disagree with Lohfink and Zenger’s attempt to 
read Psalm 25 in close relationship to 24 and 26, which differ greatly in context and content (The God of Israel 
and the Nations, 58–64), as it seems somewhat forced to view Ps 25 as being primarily about the pilgrimage of 
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Conclusion: The element of lament in this poem builds upon the idealized retribution theology 
of Psalm 1 by reflecting the reality of sin, suffering and oppression in human experience.  The 
orientation of Psalm 1 provides a necessary ideal; in reality, however, life is often beset with 
ambiguities and disorientation as expressed in this psalm. In response, the speaker reminds God of 
the covenant promises while at the same time acknowledging and confessing sinfulness and pleading 
for forgiveness and redemption.  Brueggemann’s juxtaposition of Psalms 1, 25, 103, and 150 to 
describe a movement within the Psalter reflective of Israel’s historical experience, and all human 
experience, from orientation, to disorientation, to new orientation, provides an excellent mode of 
interpreting Psalm 25 in its canonical context.23   
Wisdom Elements in Psalm 26 
This psalm presents a strongly liturgical context in which the Psalmist acts as a priest 
engaging in ritual washing before performing his duties within the sanctuary.  Thematically, Psalm 26 
parallels Psalms 15 and 24, entrance liturgies that set forth the ethical requirements for authentic 
worship, and wisdom-oriented Psalm 101, in which the psalmist declares an aversion to evildoers, 
praise of God’s dsx, and studies Torah (“I will study [hlyk#)] the way of the blameless” 101:1–
2).24  The psalmist begins with a plea for God’s vindication, asserting “for I have walked with 
integrity” (ytklh ymtb yn)-yk v.1); this parallels thematically the opening verse of wisdom-Torah 
Psalm 119, which commends those who are “blameless” in their way of life (Krd-ymymt) through 
obedience to Torah (trwtb Myklhh, “walking in Torah”). 
                                                                                                                                                 
the Nations rather than arising out of Israel’s and the individual poet’s experience of covenant, sin, and 
suffering.  As I conclude, Brueggemann’s canonical understanding of the Psalm in relation to his interpretive 
categories seems more plausible (Psalms and the Life of Faith, 202–3.)  
 23 Brueggemann, Psalms and the Life of Faith, 189–213.  
 24 Adele Berlin and Marc Zvi Brettler observe the psalmist’s assumption that the wicked shall be 
punished while the righteous should be rewarded as the basis for the prayer, which “Like Ps 25, this psalm uses 
some of the language of wisdom literature.” (“Psalms” in The Jewish Study Bible [New York: Oxford, 2004], 
1310).  For my treatment of parallels to other wisdom psalms mentioned: for Psalm 73, see chapter 6; for 
Psalm 101, chapter 7; Psalm119 was treated in chapter 3. 
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Verse 6 provides a verbal parallel to wisdom Ps 73:13: “I will wash my hands in innocence as 
I go around your altar, YHWH.”  With the promise of God’s dsx “before my eyes,” the speaker 
“walks” in God’s truth (Ktm)b ytklhthw v. 3), i.e., in the way of God’s Torah, which prepares 
him to live a life guided by the principles of wisdom.  These are elaborated in vv. 4-8, 11, and consist 
of avoiding association with evildoers (My(#r My(rm, v.5) ritual washing, giving thanks and praise 
for God’s deeds, reverence for the Temple and a blameless way of life (ymtb, vv. 1, 11).  An 
inclusion occurs with “I have walked in integrity” in v.1 and “I have walked in your truth” in v. 3; in 
addition, repetitive use of the first-person singular pronoun on nouns and verbs in vv. 1–3 mark this 
as an introductory section that sets the basis for what follows.25   
In asserting that “I have not sat” (ytb#y-)l) with “men of deceit” ()w#-ytm-M( v.4a), 
and “I will not sit” (b#) )l v. 5b) with the wicked, the psalmist recalls a central claim of  wisdom 
Psalm 1:1.  The metaphor of “not sitting” with evildoers also forms an inclusion in vv. 4–5 and 
supports the initial claims of the psalmist in vv. 1–3: one who lives with integrity and according to 
“truth” avoids associating with evildoers.  The initial proclamations of the psalmist’s integrity prepare 
for the liturgical rites in vv. 6–8: washing hands, giving thanks, proclaiming God’s “wonders” 
(Kytw)lpn), and love for the “house” (Kyyb) and “dwelling place of your glory,” clearly refer to the 
Temple.  The verb “to walk” appears in vv. 1, 3, and 11 and serves to emphasize in each case the 
psalmist’s loyalty to the ways of Torah: walking without blame (1, 11), and in truth (v. 3).26   
Vv. 9–10 parallel the references to the evildoers in vv. 4–5, this time in the form of a prayer 
to be removed from their presence (v.  9), and a description of them as “crafty” (hmz) and giving 
bribes (v. 10).  Verse 11 forms an inclusion with vv. 1–3, as noted above, while v. 12 concludes the 
psalm with another reference to the psalmist’s integrity as “my foot stands in a level [place],” i.e., “in 
                                                 
25 W. H. Bellinger, “Psalm XXVI: A Test of Method” VT 4 (1993): 453.  I divide the psalm in six 
parts: vv. 1–3; 4–5; 6–8; 9–10; 11; and 12 
26 Conrad Schaefer, identifies the use of “to walk” in vv. 1 and 11 as forming an inclusion for the 
psalm which presents the main theme of the psalmist’s innocence (Psalms, Berit Olam: Studies in Hebrew 
Narrative & Poetry; ed David W. Cotter; Collegeville, Minn.: The Liturgical Press, 2001), 63. 
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the congregations” (Mylhqmb); the speaker lives by Torah and, therefore, on “level” rather than 
crooked ground, which makes him fit for worship.  While categorically Psalm 26 best reflects a 
prayer of innocence and confidence, the parallel with Psalms 1, 73, and 101 is unmistakable; guided 
by dsx and tm), the speaker describes a life lived according to Torah and wisdom.  
Psalm 33 and the Revelation of Wisdom in God’s Creation 
 I classify Psalm 33 as a “wisdom-creation” hymn, combining elements of praise (vv. 1–5; 
20–22), creation theology (vv. 6–9), and wisdom (vv. 10–19).  The connection between wisdom and 
creation in post-exilic Israel is evident especially in Proverbs 3:18; 8:22–30; Job 28, and Sirach 24.  
Conrad Schaefer views Psalms 33 and 32 as paired didactic hymns; Psalm 32 combines confession 
and instruction, while Psalm 33 combines praise and instruction, especially in its emphasis on God’s 
creative word and governance of the cosmos.27  Like Psalm 25, the central element of Psalm 33 is 
God’s covenant love, (vv. 5, 18, 22), manifested in all the earth, and given to those who trust in 
YHWH’s promise (v. 18), and pray for it as a source of hope (v.22).  YHWH’s dsx stands in 
relationship to God’s righteousness and justice (+p#mw hqdc, v. 5).  The psalmist alludes to the 
Genesis creation stories by describing the creative word (rbd and breath (xwr) of God (vv. 6–7, 9) 
as the source of creation.  In addition to creation theology, wisdom themes include the 
“fear/reverence” of the YHWH (vv. 8, 18), the yr#) (“happy is” v. 12), God’s plans and counsel (v. 
11), and proverbs describing the vanity of human efforts (vv. 16–17).  In addition, the psalm’s 22 
verse structure coincides with the number of letters in the Hebrew alphabet, thus mimicking the 
acrostic structure—though without each verse beginning with the successive letters—to emphasize 
wholeness and completeness.   
 Vv. 1—5, Initial praise: The imperative to “sing joyfully, you righteous, in YHWH; praise is 
fitting for the upright,” begins the poem where Ps 32:11 concluded: calling upon the righteous 
                                                 
27 Psalms (Berit Olam; Collegeville, Minn.: The Liturgical Press, 2001), 81–84.   
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(Myqydc) and upright (Myr#y) to be rejoice in the Lord. Both the conclusion of Psalm 32 and the 
introduction to Psalm 33 share common vocabulary: the verb “praise” (Nnr), reference to “righteous 
ones” (Myqydc) and the “upright” (r#y).28  Intertextual parallels occur in Ps 147:1, which similarly 
describes praise to Yahweh as “fitting” using the same Hebrew term (hw)n), while both Pss 33:2 and 
92:2, 4 (144:9), use the hiphil form for giving thanks (twdhl, 92:2; wdwh, 33:2) to God, and mention 
the harp and ten-stringed lyre.  Significantly, both psalms 92 and 147, like Psalm 33, combine 
elements of the hymn with wisdom and creation motifs.  I propose a direct relationship in the 
placement of Psalms 32 and 33.  Psalm 32 moves from repentance and conversion to wisdom 
instruction, concluding with rejoicing in God’s dsx; Psalm 33 continues and expands upon Psalm 
32 with the further praise of God’s dsx and wisdom teaching.  In addition, the word pair “right and 
just” (+p#mw hqdc v.5) represent two primordial qualities of creation which God “loves” and 
favors (e.g., Pss 37:28–29; 94:4).29 
Reference to the “lyre” (rwnk) and “ten-stringed harp” (rw#( lbnb v.2) reveal the 
liturgical character and cultic use of the psalm; further examples of the cultic terms in wisdom poetry 
occur in Ps 49:5, with kinnôr, and in wisdom-influenced Ps 92:4, with kinnôr, ‘āśōr and nēbel.30  One 
plausible proposal for its cultic use views v. 1 as an imperative call to worship from the leader to the 
musicians (vv. 2–3), with the remaining parts sung antiphonally between two parts of a choir.  
Though impossible to determine with certainty, it may have been used specifically at an autumn 
festival or covenant renewal; similarities with Judges 5 lead some scholars to posit a setting in the 
monarchial period.31  By directing the imperative command to “skillfully pluck the strings with 
shouts” (h(wrtb v. 3) to the singers and worshippers, the speaker anticipates the contrasting fates 
                                                 
28 The word translated “befits” (RSV) or “it is fit” (NJPS) hw)n, can be taken as the adjective 
“becoming/lovely,” but better as the pilel perfect of the verb h)n, “to be lovely, pleasant.”  
29 Schaefer, Psalms, 82. 
 30 These terms occur also in Psalms 81:3 (kinnôr and nēbel ), 98:5 (kinnôr), 149:3 (kinnôr), and 150:3 
(kinnôr and nēbel). 
 31 Craigie, Psalms 1—50, 271–72.  
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of those who revere and hope in God’s steadfast love (wdsxl Mylxyml wy)ry, v. 18) with those 
who trust in human power and implements of war (vv. 16, 17).32  The word here translated “shouts” 
also means “war cry”: those who express their reverence for and trust in God with joyful cries in 
worship will also ultimately prevail against their foes.33  The cultic use of Psalm 33 at a covenant 
renewal ceremony seems most plausible in its emphasis on God’s steadfast love, creation, and 
vindication of those who fear the Lord.  The alphabetical structure and other wisdom elements favor 
a post-exilic date.  
Vv. 6—9, Creation: Following the proclamation in v. 5 that the earth is “full” of God’s dsx, 
v. 6 explains why: the heavens were created by God’s “word” (rbd) and all the “hosts” (M)bc) by 
“the breath of his mouth” (wyp xwrb).  This focus on the creative breath-spirit and word of God 
recalls both the Priestly (Gen 1:1–2:4b; see 1:1 for xwr) and Yahwist (Gen 2:5–7) creation stories 
(see also Ps 104:29–30, xwr, and Ps 148:5, w)rbnw hwc).  The psalmist begins by describing the 
creation of the heavens and their “host,” symbolizing the concept of YHWH’s heavenly council and 
the ancient concept that God’s throne was located in the heavens.  Other psalms respectively 
describe the divine council (Pss 82:1, 138:2), the winds and fire as God’s ministers (Ps 104:3–4), 
God’s “tent” in the heavens (Ps 19:5), and God’s throne above the cherubim (Ps 99:1).  Parallels to 
this emphasis on creation by divine word occur in both Egyptian texts and the NT concept of 
lo/gov (e.g., John 1:1).34  Similar to Psalms 8 and 19A, verse 6 reflects typical ANE cosmology but 
                                                 
32 Schaefer, Psalms, 82. 
33 BDB, 929. 
 34 Examples from Egyptian texts include the Hymn to Amun (Eighteenth Dynasty), the Sun god: 
“From whose eyes men came forth, and from whose mouth the gods came into being.  Who creates the herbs 
that give life to the cattle, and fruit trees to mankind” (VI. 3-4); also, the Hymn of Mer-Sekhmet: “Praise to you, 
Amun-Re-Atum-Harakhti, who spoke with his mouth and there came into being men, gods, cattle great and 
small, everything that flies and alights” (7.5, 7.6).  Quoted from Walter Beyerlin, ed., Near Eastern Religious Texts 
Relating to the Old Testament (trans. J. Bowden; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1978), 14, 26. 
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adapts it in a distinctively Israelite manner: rather than being “gods” in their own right, the heavens 
and their hosts/armies of stars and planets reflect their sacred source, YHWH.35 
From these metaphors of YHWH’s heavenly realm, the speaker next moves to describe the 
sea (My) and the “deep” (twmwht) in v. 7, which again evokes the Priestly creation story: YHWH 
brought order to the chaos represented by the waters and the deep (Gen 1:9–10; see Ps 104:5–9).  In 
the Song of Moses (Exodus 15), which describes YHWH’s defeat of enemies and power over creation, 
God’s breath (xwr) causes the waters to pile up and the floods to stand “like a heap” (dn, v. 8), while 
he covers Israel’s enemies with the “Deep” (tmht, v. 5).36  The use of the terms for “heap,” dn, 
and “deep” (tmht), in Psalm 33 points to the influence of the older Exodus text on the psalmist’s 
theology (Exod 15:8; see also the use of dn in reference to the Song of the Sea in wisdom-historical 
Ps 78:13).37  Furthermore, like Psalm 33, the Song of the Sea emphasizes God’s steadfast love (dsx 
Exod 15:13) as reflected in the divine activity on behalf of the people.  Both the sea and the deep 
represent powerful, foreboding elements of chaos which only God can control.38  Similar references 
to God’s control over the heavenly hosts, the earth, and seas occur in Psalm 89:6–15 where, as in 
Psalm 33, God’s steadfast love, righteousness, and justice are revealed in divine governance (89:3, 
15).  Active participles (Ntn, “puts”; snk, “gathering”) convey God’s ongoing creative activity; this 
                                                 
35 Nahum Sarna offers a detailed analysis of the adaptation of ANE cosmology by Israelite psalmists 
as a polemic against astral worship; the psalmists modify the material by emphasizing YHWH as the only creative 
power in contrast to the multiple gods of the ANE texts (On The Book of Psalms: Exploring the Prayers of Ancient 
Israel [New York: Schocken, 1993/1995], chapters 2 [on Ps 8] and 3 [on Ps 19]). 
 36 Craigie, Psalms 1—50, 273, also notes the allusions to Exodus 15 here.   
37 Mitchell Dahood translates the MT dnk (kannēd) as kened, according to the Ugaritic root knd and 
the Akkadian kandu, meaning “jar,” thus: “He gathers into a jar the waters of the sea.” He thus rejects the 
parallels with Exod 15 but rather connects 33:7 with Job 38:8–10, 22, 37; Ps 135:7; Isa 45:3; and Jer 10:13, all of 
which refer to storehouses containing snow, hail, and water (Psalms 1—50 [AB 16; Garden City, N.Y.: 
Doubleday, 1965-66], 199–201).  Dahood’s proposal seems unnecessary as the MT construction makes fine 
sense when read hyperbolically as a reference to the awesomeness of divine power.   
38 For example, Pss 29:3; 32:6; 42:8; 69:2–3; 74:13; 77:17–20; 78:13; 88:7–8; 107:25 –26; 124; 130:1; 
135:6. 
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harnessing of terrifying, chaotic forces in the original creative acts continue in ongoing human 
history.   
Prayers embracing “all the earth” (Cr)h-lk) usually occur in liturgical hymns (e.g., Pss 
66:2; 96:1; 100:1); in Ps 33:8 they occur synonymously in a wisdom context, with line A stating, “Let 
all the earth fear the Lord” (hwhym w)ryy), while line B calls upon “all who dwell in the world” 
(lbt yb#y-lk) to “be in awe” (wrwgy wnmm).  The imperfect verbs here have a jussive sense, and 
so the previous past action (Qal perfect) of YHWH creating the heavens and their host (v. 5), and 
God’s present (ongoing) control over forces of chaos represented by the sea and deep (active 
participles; v. 7), culminates in a future-oriented prayer concerning the earth in v. 8.  A triadic 
movement from heavens, to seas/deeps, to earth occurs in these verses.  This command for all the 
earth to “fear YHWH” recalls the central thesis of wisdom literature: the beginning of wisdom and 
knowledge is “fear of YHWH” (Ps 111:10; Prov 1:7; 9:10; Job 28:28).  This imperative to fear YHWH 
frames the wisdom teaching between vv. 8 and 18, in which the psalmist proclaims the “eye” of 
YHWH—representing God’s omniscience over creation—is upon those who “fear him” (wy)ry, v. 
18) and hope in YHWH’s steadfast love (see above).  Fear of YHWH in wisdom literature represents 
reverence to God as revealed in Torah and Creation.   
This connection between wisdom and creation occurs in the wisdom poem of Job 28, which 
after describing elusive wisdom in terms of the created world—things of land, sea, the deeps, beasts 
and humans—concludes that “fear of YHWH is wisdom” (Job 28:28).  Similarly, Lady Wisdom in 
Proverbs 8 describes herself as YHWH’s craftsman (Nwm), Prov 8:30), and later asserts, “the beginning 
of wisdom is fear of YHWH” (9:10).  At a date later than the probable composition of Psalm 33, Sir 
24:22–31 connects wisdom with both Torah and creation.  These texts, particularly Job and 
Proverbs, which may be contemporary or earlier than Psalm 33, provide a context to understand the 
connection between wisdom and creation in the psalm.   
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Verse 9 serves as an inclusion for this section by returning to the theme of God’s creative 
word as in v. 6: “For he spoke and it came to be” (yhyw rm) )wh yk).  Again this alludes to 
Genesis 1, where the same verb, rm), is used for each of God’s creative actions.  In addition to 
creating, YHWH gives commands which “stand,” reflecting both the permanence of what God has 
established and God’s ongoing divine involvement and control over human affairs (hwc-)wh 
dm(yw).39  Similar recollection of God’s giving a “command” for creation to be brought forth and to 
“stand” or “endure” forever (Mlw(l d( Mdym(yw) occurs in Ps 148:5–6, as part of its more 
detailed description of the heavens, earth, and oceans giving witness (praise) to their Creator.40     
Vv. 10—19, Wisdom: Verses 10–11 use antithetic parallelism to emphasize the superiority of 
God’s wisdom over human plans: YHWH “frustrates” (ryph) the “counsel” (Mywg-tc() and 
“hinders” ()ynh) the “plans” (Mym( twb#xm) of humans (using the synonymous terms “nations” 
and “peoples”; v.10); in contrast, YHWH’s counsel (tc() and plans (wbl twb#xm) stand and 
endure for all generations (v.11).  Similarly, Prov 19:21 contrasts the “many plans (twb#xm) in the 
heart of man” with the counsel (tc() of YHWH that stands firm (Mwqt).  Human designs by nature 
are limited and imperfect, while God’s divine plan and counsel transcends human comprehension 
and by nature endures forever.  Both Isaiah 55:9 and Ps 40:6 also use the term hb#xm in reference 
to the superiority of God’s designs.  Verses 10–11 mark a transition from the previous focus on 
God’s creative activity and power to an emphasis on God’s control over the human affairs 
                                                 
 39 Lohfink and Zenger, The God of Israel and the Nations, 93, suggest that the first colon speaks of the 
creation of the heavens and their host by the word of YHWH, while the reference to “command” in the second 
alludes to YHWH’s subduing of the sea.  The use of an emphatic )wh in both colons of v. 9 serve to emphasize 
divine creative power over the cosmos in the past, present and future as presented in the preceding verses of 
what I view as a “creation inclusion” in vv. 6–9. 
 40 Interestingly, Ps 148:5 uses the verb )rb (w)rbnw hwc )why k) to describe God’s creative 
actions, the same verb used in Genesis 1:1 and used only of God’s creative work in the Bible.  
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throughout history; just as creation depended upon God’s Word, so history depends upon God’s 
counsel.41   
The nation that embraces YHWH as God recognizes this truth and, therefore, receives 
blessing: “Happy (yr#)) the nation whose God is YHWH” (v. 12a).  This “nation” (ywg, normally 
used in reference to non-Israelites) is also identified as “the people” (M(; also Pss 95:7; 100:3) whom 
God chooses for his inheritance (wl hlxnl, v. 12b).  This raises the question of the identity of the 
“nation” mentioned here: is this a poetical reference to Israel, or does it imply the inclusion of non-
Jews who also become covenant partners?  With its focus on the universal theme of God’s creative 
acts, and lack of parochial references, it seems plausible that references in Psalm 33 to “nations” 
refers to God’s universal dominion, which transcends parochial connotations; even pre-exilic texts 
like Isa 2:1–5 envision goyim joining in worship of YHWH on Zion.42  If the psalm in its final form is 
post-exilic, it stands in contrast to the parochialism of Ezra-Nehemiah and in line with the outlook of 
Jonah.43  Nonetheless, the psalm clearly arises out of distinctly Israelite wisdom and worship 
traditions, the focus of which remains Israel and worshipping Israelites.   
More importantly, the term translated “happy,” yr#), is an important wisdom term—the 
first word of the canonical Psalter which introduces wisdom Psalm 1 in describing the fate of the 
righteous person who lives by Torah and avoids evil.  Previously this term served as an opening 
description of the fate of the repentant and forgiven individual in Ps 32:1–2; next it appears in Ps 
34:9b to describe the fate of the one who takes refuge in God.  Its use in three consecutive wisdom-
oriented psalms may reflect common editing and/or authorship within scribal groups.  Its most 
frequent usage in the Hebrew Bible occurs in the Psalms (26 times), and the other wisdom books: 
                                                 
41 Craigie, Psalms 1—50, 273. 
42 Lohfink and Zenger, The God of Israel and the Nations, 116, posit that the lack of direct reference to 
Israel in argues for the inclusion of non-Israelites as potential covenant partners in the theology of the psalm.   
43 Arguments for a post-exilic setting include style and theology—i.e., the 22 verse acrostic-like 
structure, creation theology, and the idea that worshippers turn to YHWH in times of crisis (exile; post-exilic 
period).  On the other hand, others argue that acrostic structures can be pre-exilic (e.g., Psalms 9, 10), and 
observe similarities between the psalm and Judges 5, e.g., episodic structure and use of repetition (see Craigie, 
Psalms 1—50, 271).  Regardless of its original setting, my concern is with its placement and possible editing by 
post-exilic wisdom teachers in the shaping of the Psalter.   
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once each in Job (5:17) and Ecclesiastes and frequently in Proverbs, particularly in the oldest 
collections (e.g., Prov 14:21; 16:20; 20:7; 29:18), and in contexts specifically connected with wisdom 
(Prov 28:14; 3:13; 8:33ff.; 31:28).  Though related to the term hkrb, as both terms describe a 
“blessed” state of being, it differs in that it never refers to God but always to people; the reference in 
33:12 marks the first time in the Psalter where it refers to a collective group (“nations”) rather than 
an individual.44  Verse 12 provides an answer to the prayer in v. 8 that used the jussives referring to 
those who “fear YHWH” (“let them fear”; let them stand in awe”); those who fear YHWH become the 
YHWH’s inheritance in v. 12.  They base their existence upon God’s plans and designs because they 
recognize divine autonomy and omniscience in history and creation.45  Goldingay describes the 
yr#) formula in v. 12 as a “proverbial formulation about good fortune” (this is how he translates 
the term) and sees the reference as pointing directly to YHWH’s possession of Israel and the covenant 
relationship (Isa 40:1; 41:8–9; 44:1–2; 47:6; 48:12; I would add Jer 31:31–33; Ezek 36:28; 37:27).46  
Covenant love (dsx) is bestowed upon those who act with righteousness and justice (v.5), fear the 
Lord (vv. 8, 12, 18), and hope in him (v. 22); dsx occurs in vv. 5, 18, 22.   
Verses 13–18 emphasize YHWH’s omniscience with metaphors for seeing: he beholds 
(+ybm) and looks (h)r) from the divine throne in heaven upon human beings and their earthly 
activities (v. 13); from the heavenly dwelling (wtb#-Nwkmm), YHWH “gazes upon” (xyg#h) those 
dwelling on earth (v. 14).  Following an interlude in vv. 15–17, the seeing metaphor returns with 
                                                 
 44 The yr#) formula serves as an introductory word in Pss 1:1, 32:2 (see above), 41:2—in reference 
to the one who cares for the poor, in tandem with the key wisdom term lyk#m—112:1 (Torah/acrostic) for 
the one who “fears the Lord,” and 128:1 (wisdom) to describe the one who “fears YHWH.”  It appears at the 
end of Psalm 2 as an inclusion with Ps 1 in opening the Psalter; it appears in Ps 65:5 (thanksgiving), three times 
in Ps 84:4, 5, 6, a pilgrimage hymn for Zion, and once in Ps 137:9 to describe the state of those Israelites who 
avenge their suffering.  It also occurs in wisdom contexts in Pss 119:1–2, to describe the Torah-observant, 
127:5 to describe the fate of one who has sons to help defend his interests at the city gates, where legal 
proceedings occurred, in 144:15 (x2) to describe the God-fearing, and 146:5 to describe the one who hopes in 
God.  It appears at the end of Books 1 (41:2, above), 3 (89:16, those who follow YHWH), and 4 (106:3, to 
describe those who act with justice).  Interestingly, its frequent use in Book 5, the latest collections that reflect 
the work of wisdom editors who compiled the Psalter in its final form, attests to its importance in wisdom 
circles.  See TDOT 1, 445–48 for more details on its lexicography.  
 45 Craigie, Psalms 1—50, 273. 
 46 Goldingay, Psalms, 469. 
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mention of God’s “eye” (Ny()—an anthropomorphic image emphasizing divine scrutiny—which 
remains focused on those who hope in God’s steadfast love (wdsx Mylxym, “the ones hoping in 
his steadfast love” v. 18).  Divine omniscience extends from seeing/observing to forming (rcy) the 
mind (bl) and discerning (Nybm) human activity (v.15); these participles emphasize the ongoing 
activity of God in forming and examining humans and their actions.  The contrast between the 
divine dwelling in the heavens and earthly, human existence in these parallel lines also emphasizes the 
distance between God and human subjects.   
Verses 16–17 reflect early Israelite war traditions as they emphasize the futility of the earthly 
power of kings, warriors, and horses: despite their power, none are able to save (h(w#tl), deliver 
(lcny), or rescue (+lmy).  These images again recall the Song of the Sea (Exod 15:3), where YHWH 
is the true “warrior” who overcomes the horses and chariots of Pharaoh’s armies (15:1, 4); similarly, 
the Song of Deborah (Judges 5:19–22) describes the defeat by YHWH of the warhorses and armies of 
the kings of Canaan.47  Both the Song of the Sea and Song of Deborah are considered among the oldest 
texts of the Hebrew Bible.  Here we have an application of longstanding Israelite traditions as a 
teaching tool in a later context.  With this interlude on the futility of human strength versus divine 
power and omniscience, the psalmist returns to the “seeing” metaphor in v. 18 (above) and 
concludes the wisdom section in v. 19 that only YHWH can “deliver” (lcchl) from death and 
maintain life in the midst of famine—which itself alludes to the results of war.      
Vv. 20—22: Concluding Praise: These verses return to the initial theme of praise in vv. 1–5 but 
with a more interior emphasis, as the psalmist speaks of the collective “soul” which “waits” for 
YHWH (htkx wn#pn), and heart/mind that “will rejoice in him” (wnbl xm#y, v. 22).  These terms, 
respectively, represent the self/life force and the mind; based upon past experience, the worshippers 
collectively wait for YHWH’s protection and guidance in the present and the future.  YHWH is “our 
                                                 
 47 Craigie, Psalms 1—50, 274. 
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help and our shield” ()wh wnngmw wnrz( v.20).  Militaristic images of God as a “shield” occur 
frequently in the psalms (Pss 3:4; 7:11; 18:3; 89:19; 144:2) and emphasize divine protection from evil.  
In v. 21 the verb “rejoice” (xm#y) is in the future tense (yiqtol), which serves to move the discussion 
from present experience to future hope: in their minds/hearts the people will rejoice because of their 
trust in YHWH, based on past and current experience.48  The second line of v. 21 provides another 
reason for confidence as the speaker proclaims on behalf of the community that they “trust in his 
holy name” (wnx+b w#dq M#b yk).  In a culture where knowing someone’s personal name 
signifies a relationship, the “holy name” YHWH represents the essence of God for the believer—God 
is holy, awesome (Pss 86:11; 99:3; 105:3; 106:47; 111:9; 145:21)—and provides the reason for trust.49  
Finally, just as the first praise section concluded with a proclamation of divine dsx (filling the earth), 
so the final praise section concludes the psalm with another, closing reference to the key underlying 
theme of dsx, but this time with a jussive verb which makes the reference a wish: “may your steadfast 
love be upon us” (Kdsx-yhy).  The speaker confidently requests this because the community hopes 
in YHWH (wnlxy).   
Conclusion: Psalm 33, while normally classified as a hymn, also contains strong wisdom 
influences which point to its dual liturgical and didactic use.  Combining references to the exodus 
event, covenantal theology, creation theology, and wisdom language, the psalm provides an example 
of how didactic-liturgical poems were used as wisdom instruction.  Its position following wisdom 
Psalm 32, a Maśkíl, may reveal an intentional pairing by wisdom editors, with Psalm 33 expanding 
upon the concluding praise of Psalm 32. 
 
 
                                                 
48 Goldingay, Psalms 1—41, 472. 
49 Ibid. 
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Psalm 34 and the Relationship of Thanksgiving and Wisdom 
Between its opening blessing/praise of YHWH (hkrb), v. 2) and closing plea for 
redemption (hdwp, v. 23) Psalm 34 moves from a hymn of thanks and praise (vv. 2–11) to a wisdom 
instruction (vv. 12–22), concluding with a confident plea for redemption (v. 23).  The repetition of 
key wisdom words “hear” ((m# vv. 3, 7, 12, 18), “fear” ()ry vv. 8, 10 [x2], 12), “good” (bw+ vv. 9, 
11, 13, 15), “righteous” (qydc vv. 16, 20, 22), and the contrasting “evil” ((r vv. 14, 15, 17, 20, 22), 
along with the theme of deliverance (lcn; hiphil vv. 5, 18, 20), convey the traditional wisdom 
orientation that the righteous who fear YHWH will ultimately prosper (yr#), v. 9b), despite the 
disorientation experienced in the reality of persecution by the wicked.  Thus the initial praise and 
thanksgiving may confidently recall God’s past deliverance from distress and/or be an expression of 
prophetic hope in the midst of current suffering, based upon traditional wisdom teaching that the 
righteous who fear YHWH will prosper (“lack nothing” v. 10b; Ps 1; Prov 10:27–32).  Presented in an 
acrostic structure parallel to that of Psalm 25—lacking a separate Vav verse and concluding with an 
extra Peh verse—Psalm 34 clearly reveals the work of wisdom writers.  In addition to the wisdom 
vocabulary and acrostic structure, wisdom teaching (v. 12, hwhy t)ry Mkdml), “I will teach you 
the fear of YHWH”) becomes its primary overarching emphasis.50  Cumulatively, the above evidence 
leads me to classify the psalm as a “wisdom-thanksgiving” psalm and to hypothesize common 
authorship with Psalm 25.51 
                                                 
50 Goldingay, Psalms, 477 rejects the term “thanksgiving” in favor of “testimony” since the psalm 
never directly addresses YHWH.  He sees a direct structural relationship with Ps 33 in that both begin with a 
declaration and call for others to join in (Ps 33 using the form of a hymn to do this), and then moves away 
from this initial declaration to an emphasis on teaching; likewise, both psalms use an acrostic form, Ps 33 with 
its 22 verse structure to coincide with the Hebrew alphabet, and Ps 34 with a traditional acrostic form using 
consecutive letters of the alphabet.   
 51 Among the scholars cited in chapter 1 who classify Ps 34 as a wisdom psalm include H. Gunkel, 
Introduction to the Psalms; S. Mowinckel, Psalms in Israel’s Worship; R. E. Murphy, “a Consideration of the 
Classification ‘Wisdom Psalms’”; L. Purdue, Wisdom and Cult; A. Hurvitz, “Wisdom Vocabulary in the Hebrew 
Psalter”; R. N. Whybray, “The Wisdom Psalms”; J. K. Kuntz, “Wisdom Psalms and the Shaping of the Hebrew 
Psalter.”  Richard J. Clifford, Psalms 1—72, 173, and Erhard Gestenberger, Psalms, Part 1: With an Introduction to 
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Verse 1, Superscription: The superscription connects the psalm to events recounted in 1 Sam 
21:14, where David deliberately feigns madness to save himself while surrounded by the Philistine 
king Achish and his men in the city of Gath.  Here, however, the king’s name is Abimelech, who 
appears in Genesis 20, long before the time of David; most scholars believe a scribe made a mistake 
in recollection of copying.  As with other Davidic psalms, a later writer or editor probably—in this 
case, from a wisdom school—added the superscription to lend authority to the poem by attributing it 
directly to David and events in his life.  The medieval Jewish commentator Rashi argued for the 
accuracy of the text by claiming that Abimelech was a royal title rather than a proper name; Ibn Ezra 
suggested the king may have had two different titles, this being one of them.  The midrash Shocher Tov 
claims that after Achish spared his life, David wrote this psalm in gratitude to God with the 
additional intention of using his personal experience to show others the way to salvation.52  Alter 
suggests a later editor (s) linked the psalm to this event in Davidic history based upon its emphasis on 
God’s power to rescue the righteous from serious, imminent threats (vv. 5, 7–8, and 16–23).53 
Vv. 2—11, Praise and Thanks: In vv. 2 and 3a, the speaker begins with an initial self-
exhortation to praise God: “Let me bless” (hkrb)) YHWH at all times (v. 2); his praise continually 
in my mouth.  Let my soul/self glory in YHWH (llhtt, v. 3a); let the humble will hear and be 
glad.”  By using a cohortative verb in v. 2 with jussives in v. 3, the psalmist expresses a strong wish 
and desire to praise God.  This continues with an imperative exhortation for others to “magnify 
(wldg) YHWH with me,” and a plural cohortative prayer that together they (presumably the speaker 
and the humble) exalt YHWH (wdxy wm# hmmwrnw, “let us exalt his name together” v. 4).54  This 
initial personal and communal exhortation to praise prepares for the recollection of how YHWH 
                                                                                                                                                 
Cultic Poetry (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1988), 146–49, regard it as a thanksgiving hymn, despite the 
many wisdom elements.   
 52 Abraham Cohen, The Psalms: Hebrew Text & English Translation with an Introduction and Commentary 
(Revised Second Ed.; Revised by Rabbi E. Oratz and Rav Shalom Shahar; Soncino Books of the Bible; ed. A. 
Cohen; London/Jerusalm/New York: Soncino, 1945/1992), 99. 
 53 Alter, The Book of Psalms, 117. 
 54 Gerstenberger, Psalms, 147.  Translation mine; emphasis added.  
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heard and answered the speaker’s prayer by saving him from dire circumstances—the reason for 
praise—which then lends itself to wisdom instruction.   
By recalling how “I sought YHWH and he answered me” (ynn( hwh-t) yt#rd), the 
speaker prepares to instruct others to confidently turn to YHWH in times of need and be “radiant” 
(wyhnw) and without shame (wrpxy-l), vv.5–6).55  The self-identification of the speaker as “poor” 
(yn() reveals a previous situation of misery, oppression and possibly poverty; YHWH has “heard” and 
responded with deliverance from fears (v. 5) and salvation (v. 7).  Divine care, represented by the 
“angel” (hwhy-K)lm), surrounds and delivers those who “fear” YHWH (wy)ryl, v. 8).  In wisdom 
literature, those who fear YHWH represent the wise (Prov 1:7; 9:10; Job 28:28; Ps 111:10).  Use of 
past experiences as the basis for present instruction recalls Psalm 32, in which the psalmist uses past 
experiences of sin, repentance, and forgiveness as a means to instruct others to walk in the way of 
Torah.  Thanksgiving for deliverance also becomes a form of instruction in which the one delivered 
passes on his or her experience and knowledge to encourage others.  By using three different 
causative verbs to represent “deliverance” and salvation (ynlych, v. 5; w(y#wh, v. 7; Mclxy, v. 8) 
the speaker emphasizes the completeness and totality of deliverance for those who “fear YHWH.”  
Reference to the angel as an intermediary for YHWH recalls both the older Elohist texts of the 
Pentateuch (e.g., Gen 22) and historical books (e.g., Judges 6:11; 13:3) and here serves to emphasize 
divine protection.   
Imperatives to “taste and see” YHWH’s goodness (v. 9a) and “fear YHWH” (v. 10a) are 
paralleled by assurance of resulting benefits: they will be “happy” (yr#), v. 9b) and will not be 
lacking life’s necessities (rwsxm Ny)-yk, v. 10b).  The metaphor of tasting and seeing the goodness 
of YHWH recalls similar experiential images in Ps 119: in 119:103 the speaker proclaims the Lord’s 
                                                 
55 Gerstenberger, Psalms, 147, notes that the use of #rd rather than )rq here is among several 
indicators of a later, post-exilic context for the psalm; among other such terms he includes )ry and #dq 
(v.10) as later names for the community. 
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words are sweet—“sweeter than honey to my mouth”; in 119:159, the speaker exclaims “See how I 
love your precepts.”  For the metaphor of tasting in 34:9, Clifford notes: “Experience is the best 
teacher that God is a refuge.”56  The “happy is” formula (yr#)) and emphasis on fearing YHWH 
(wy)ryl; w)ry) represent important wisdom terminology.  By contrasting “young lions” that go 
hungry with those who “seek” (y#rdw) YHWH and have what they need (wrsxy-)l; “they do not 
lack”), the psalm implicitly upholds traditional wisdom theology: the just will be rewarded while the 
wicked receive punishment.  Repetition of the word “good” (bw+, vv. 9, 11) and words for “lack” 
(noun v. 10; verb v. 11) illustrate this teaching.  Cumulatively, the images of YHWH’s responsiveness 
to the speaker’s needs, a protecting “angel,” provision of good things, and the promise of happiness, 
orient the psalm towards the hope and promise of traditional wisdom theology and prepare for the 
next section of more specific wisdom teaching. 
Vv. 12—22, Wisdom Instruction: Appropriately, it is the Lamed verse, standing at the center of 
the Psalm, that contains the central thesis: the “fear/reverence” of YHWH (t)ry)—mentioned 
previously in vv. 8, 10—is the essence of the teacher’s instruction.  As noted previously, in the 
Wisdom literature the “fear of YHWH” is synonymous with wisdom.  With the exhortation “Come, 
sons/children, listen to me” (yl-w(m# Mynb-wkl v.12a), the speaker echoes the frequent 
exhortations given by the wisdom teachers in Proverbs (1:8, 10, 15; 2:1; 3:1; 4:1, 20; 5:1, 7; 6:1, 20; 
7:1). Both the home, where both mothers and fathers provided practical wisdom teaching (Prov 1:8), 
and the formal wisdom schools connected with the temple and royal court, served as the main 
conduits of wisdom teaching in ancient Israel (Sir 51:23).  The speaker declares that he will “teach” 
(Mkdml), v. 12b) them the fear of YHWH.  Verbally Psalm 34:12 and Proverbs 4:1 are remarkably 
similar, as the exhortation in Proverbs also contains the plural “hear” (w(m#) and “sons/children” 
                                                 
56 Clifford, Psalms 1—72, 175. 
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(Mynb); both texts emphasize the benefits of wise behavior (see Prov 4:6, 8–9) and instruction (Prov 
4:11).   
Verse 13 uses a rhetorical question to prepare for the description of the God-fearing 
righteous person.  “Who is the person who delights in life, [and who] loves many days (Mymy), so 
that he can experience goodness (bw+ tw)rl)”?  By using an active participle, the psalmist 
describes loving “days”—representing daily life—as an ongoing activity.  Uniquely, the speaker 
describes delighting in life, in contrast to the usual emphasis on delighting in God or Torah (1:2; 
40:9; 73:25; 119:35); this description serves to unite the two concepts of delighting in God/Torah 
with loving life itself.57  Love for God and enjoyment of life naturally go together, in contrast to any 
idea that piety and enjoyment of life are mutually exclusive.  In vv. 14–15 the wisdom teacher 
provides a clear description of how to find true fulfillment and enjoyment in life.  First, one must 
guard one’s “tongue” from evil and “lips” from speaking deceitfully (v. 14; see Ps 15:3; 24:4).  This 
recalls the Decalogue’s prohibition against bearing false witness (Exod 20:13; Deut 5:17), and 
frequently occurs in the Psalms (e.g., 5:10; 10:7; 12:3–5; 17:10; 22:8; 31:14; 36:2–5; 41:8; 55:21).  
“Tongue” and “lips,” lines A and B, respectively, synonymously emphasize the mouth as an organ of 
speech that can be used for good or evil; an active participle conveys that guarding (rcn) one’s 
speech is an ongoing duty in life.   
Verse 15 exhorts the students to “turn from evil and do good” and to seek and pursue peace 
(Mwl#).  Four times the word “good” (bw+) occurs in the psalm; here it stands in synonymous 
parallelism with “peace” to express two essential aspects of wise living.  The expression in v. 15, 
“turn from evil” ((rm rws) serves as an important wisdom marker, occurring ten times in Proverbs 
and Job and twice in the Psalter—here and in 37:27—to emphasize the importance of rejecting 
                                                 
 57 Goldingay, Psalms, 483.   
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wicked behavior.58  In the wisdom poem of Job 28:28 the expression occurs as part of the climactic 
statement regarding wisdom: “Indeed, the fear of YHWH is wisdom, and turning from evil [is] 
understanding” (hnyb (rm rws); here as in Job 28 both key wisdom themes of fearing YHWH and 
turning from evil occur together, providing evidence that such expressions were an important 
element of post-exilic wisdom instruction.59  Verses 16 & 17 use anthropomorphic expressions to 
describe how God’s “eyes” and “ears” are upon the righteous to look upon them and hear their cries 
(v. 16), and the common expression “the face of YHWH” (Pss 4:7; 13:2; 30:8’ 31:17; 67:1), usually a 
sign of favor, in v. 17 serves as an imprecation against the wicked: “The face of YHWH is against 
those doing evil ((r y#(b hwhy ynp).”  I suggest that the word “face,” as used here, holds dual 
meanings of favor for the righteous and anger at the wicked; God’s “eyes” upon the righteous in v. 
16 imply God’s “face,” while in v. 17 that divine “face” looks angrily upon the wicked.  This angry 
divine gaze results in the cutting off (tyrkhl) of all remembrance (Mrkz) of the wicked.  Cutting 
off remembrance means any legacy of the wicked will disappear and, therefore, probably alludes to 
Sheol, the underworld prison of the dead in ancient Israelite thought.60  In contrast to the activity of 
the qdc, who bring order to society, the evildoers cause disorder which requires their removal from 
the community and the loss of any hint of immortality through the dissolution of their memory.61 
Without specifying the righteous, in v. 18 the speaker mentions that “they cry (wq(c) and 
YHWH hears and delivers them (Mlych) from all their troubles”; presumably, “they” refers to the 
righteous, though the transition from the wicked in the previous verse is somewhat awkward.  YHWH 
is near (bwrq) to the brokenhearted (bl-yrb#n) and saves those whose spirit is “crushed” (y)kd, 
                                                 
 58 Avi Hurvitz, “Wisdom Vocabulary in the Hebrew Psalter: A Contribution to the Study of ‘Wisdom 
Psalms’” VT 38/1 (1988), 47–49. 
59 This is my translation of Job 28:28.  If as I propose Ps 34 derives from a later, post-exilic context, it 
is plausible that the scribes who composed the psalm were familiar with Job and influenced by its use of “fear 
of the Lord” and “turn from evil.”   
60 My translations of verse 16 and 17; though the word “Sheol” is not used here, the concept of Sheol 
includes being cut off from God and forever consigned to the dark underworld—a most terrifying thought for 
a pious Jew (e.g., Pss 30:4; 88:4). 
61 Leo J. Purdue, Wisdom & Cult (SBLDS 30; Missoula, Mont.: Scholars Press, 1977), 279. 
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v. 19).  “Heart” and “spirit” represent the mind and life force, respectively, both of which receive 
divine care and protection.  The righteous (qydc) suffer many trials, but YHWH “delivers him from 
all of them” (wnlycy; v. 20).  Verses 18–20 form an inclusion to highlight God’s deliverance of the 
righteous by using the construction “from all” (lkm; Mlkm) and the verb “to deliver” (lcn) in vv. 
18 and 20.  God protects (rm#) the bones of the righteous—none of which shall be broken 
(hrb#n )l; v. 21).  This apparent allusion to the Passover regulation in Exodus 12:46 reinforce 
how much God values and cares for the righteous.  Repetition of words for breaking (rb#) and 
“crush” ()kd) in the preceding verses may derive from a context of persecution or suffering, 
possibly the experience of foreign domination in the post-exilic period.  The final verses parallel 
Psalm 1 in emphasizing the death and condemnation of the wicked (M#), v. 22) in contrast to the 
redemption (hdwp) of the righteous, who will not suffer condemnation (wm#)y )l, v. 23).  
Cumulatively, Psalm 34 combines elements of thanksgiving with wisdom instruction; wisdom 
elements dominate the structure of the psalm, which is why I classify it as primarily a wisdom psalm.   
Psalm 36: Hope in God’s Covenant Love Framed by Wisdom Teaching 
Framed by its beginning (vv. 2–5) and concluding (vv. 11–13) sections of wisdom teaching, 
Psalm 36 celebrates the promise of God’s covenant love (vv. 6–10), which is metaphorically located 
in the heavens (v. 6), the mountains and “deeps” (v. 7a); this covenant love provides salvation for 
humans and beasts (v. 7b), refuge, nourishment, and life (vv. 9–10).  God’s covenant love is 
expressed by the keywords dsx (steadfast love) and hnwm) (faithfulness)—recalling the renewal at 
Sinai and YHWH’s self-definition (Exod 34:6)—with hqdc (righteousness) and +p#m (justice).  The 
wisdom sections contrast the respective fates of the wicked ((#r, vv. 2, 12), and the righteous who 
“know” God (Ky(dyl) and are “upright of heart/mind” (bl-yr#y, v. 11).  In typical “orientation” 
wisdom teaching, the wicked or “evildoers” will perish (Nw) yl(p wlpn, v. 12, “the workers of 
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iniquity will fall”), while the righteous enjoy the blessings of God’s covenant love, symbolized by a 
rich banquet of food and drink in God’s “house” (Temple) and the fountain of life and light (vv. 9–
10).  Psalm 36 offers a powerful contrast: the “upright of heart”—those who live by Torah—receive 
the blessings and promise of God’s covenant love, described in rich metaphors of heavens, 
mountains, depths, a sacred banquet, and the fountain of life.  On the other hand, the wicked engage 
in deception and iniquity, fail to reverence God and cause harm; they will ultimately be destroyed. 
By emphasizing the blessings received by the righteous in God’s “house” (Ktyb, v. 9), and 
the disorder and destruction of the wicked who “cease to be wise and do good” (lyk#hl ldx 
by+yhl, v. 4), Psalm 36 reveals its likely origins within wisdom schools associated with the Temple 
cult, where it may have been used to teach retribution theology and the virtues of obedience to 
Torah. 
The poem is framed by an inclusion based on the initial description of the wicked in v. 2 
with their ultimate destruction in v. 13.  The structure of the Psalm 36 parallels Psalm 1 but in 
reverse, as the speaker begins with a meditation on the wicked and then reflects upon the righteous 
in terms of God’s covenant accrued to them, then concludes, as in Psalm 1, with the destruction of 
the wicked.62   
Vv. 2—5: Initially, the poem describes “An oracle on transgression of the wicked, deep 
within my heart” (ybl brqb (#rl (#p-M)n); reading here the Ketib, the psalmist ponders in the 
depths of his heart/mind the problem of rebellious behavior by the wicked.63  (#p often refers to 
breaking the covenant or political revolt, and here stands in stark contrast to dsx, the keyword for 
                                                 
62 Craigie recognizes vv. 2–5 as wisdom poetry, vv. 6–10 as a “hymnic”decription of God’s dsx 
towards humankind, and vv. 11–13 as “principally prayer.”  The variety of genres present in Ps 36 lead to the 
astute conclusion that the psalm is a “literary and devotional composition” in which the psalmist blends genres 
to achieve his purpose; this creative blending sets the background of the psalm “in the wisdom tradition” 
(Psalms 1—50, 290–91). 
63 Many translations emend “my heart” to “his heart” and thus describe the transgression as planned 
deep within the mind of the wicked one. See, for example, RSV, NAB, Craigie uses this emendation and 
separates M)n, “Oracle,” as a title, “An Oracle.  Transgression belongs to the wicked person” (Psalms 1—50, 
289). 
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covenant fidelity.64  This initial description of the wicked mentions other body parts: the wicked have 
“no fear of God before their eyes” (v. 2b), flatter themselves before their eyes (v.3), and the words of 
their mouth are iniquity and deceit (hmrmw Nw) wyp-yrbd v.4); both inwardly, in their thoughts and 
plans, and in speaking, they promulgate evil.  These evildoers “cease to be wise, to do good things” 
(by+yhl lyk#hl ldx, v. 4b); they directly oppose wisdom.  The verbs lk#, a key wisdom term, 
and b+y, represent the actions of a wise person who fears YHWH and lives by Torah.  The psalmist 
uses negatives—these wicked ones specifically do not act wisely or do well—to exhort and teach 
wisdom.  Furthermore, these evildoers specifically plot evil (b#xy Nw)) “upon their beds,” i.e., in 
private within their homes.  They “stand in a way that is not good” (bw+-)l Krd-l( bcyty)—
i.e., they deliberately reject Torah, while “he never rejects evil” (v. 5; the singular represents evildoers 
in general).  By describing the wicked as plotting and executing evil acts, both privately (on his bed) 
and publicly (in the way) the psalmist implies a direct contrast to the Torah-observant Israelites who 
live by the Shema (Deut 6:4–7), and embrace the commandments in their hearts, discuss and teach 
them in the home, “on the way” in public, and when laying down upon their beds and upon rising.65         
Lacking fear and having deceptive vision, the wicked described here contrast with the 
righteous, who receive a vision of light (“in your light we see light”; v. 10).  The speaker prays that the 
“feet of the arrogant” (hw)g lgr) and “hand of the wicked” (My(#r-dy), representing their evil 
activities in daily life, be neutralized from coming upon (yn)wbt-l), “may it not come upon me”) 
and oppressing (yndt-l) “may it not oppress me”) the righteous (v. 12).66  Could this sobering 
                                                 
64 John S. Kselman, S.S., “Psalm 36” in Wisdom You are my Sister: Studies in Honor of Roland E. Murphy, 
O.Carm., on the Occasion of His Eightieth Birthday (CBQMS 29; ed. Michael L. Barré; Washington, D.C.: Catholic 
Biblical Association of America, 1997), 7.  Kselman also views the psalm within the wisdom tradition but 
postulates a Northern provenance between the 10th and 8th centuries B.C.E.; he also emends “my heart” to “his 
heart” in his translation (3, 5, 7). 
 65 Ibid., 9. 
 66 While noting the use of body parts to convey these contrasts, Kselman also sees a chiastic structure 
connecting vv. 5 and 12: the description of the wicked who plot malice upon their beds and act in a way “that 
is not good” (v.5), correspond to the foot of the arrogant and their inability to rise after falling (v. 12); the 
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description of the evildoers arise from the experience of oppression among post-exilic Israelites, 
living under foreign domination?  I suggest this is the case, with the psalm serving as a tool to teach 
proper behavior in daily life under such circumstances.  This prepares for the sharp contrast in the 
next section which describes the blessings to be accrued to the righteous.  
Vv. 6—10: Covenant Love: A sharp transition occurs in this section as the psalmist moves 
directly from meditating on the wicked to a description of the blessings of God’s covenant love. 
Verse 6 takes two key attributes of YHWH’s self-description, steadfast love (dsx, Exod 34:6; 
Pss 86:15; 103:8; 145:8) and faithfulness (hnwm), Ps 89:3, 6, 9), and places them in the “heavens” 
(Mym#h) and “skies” (Myqx#).  This metaphor highlights how God’s covenant love transcends 
boundaries or limits:67  Divine love forms an unbreakable, permanent bond (Ps 89:34–35).  
Extending this metaphor to the other divine attributes of “righteousness” and “justice,” in v. 7 the 
speaker places them respectively in the “mountains of God” (l)-yrrhk) and the “great deep” 
(hbr Mwht); the mountains represent might, permanence and a place of revelation, while the deep 
represents either the oceans or the depths of the earth.  Collectively, these two verses show how in 
Ancient Israelite cosmology, each level of the three-tiered  cosmos—the heavens as the highest level, 
the mountains representing the earthly, and the deep representing the lowest level—come under the 
influence of YHWH’s steadfast love, faithfulness, righteousness and justice.68  Divine love 
encompasses humans and beasts (hmhbw), as YHWH saves them both (hwhy (y#wt; v. 7b).    
By using creation metaphors of heavens, skies, mountains, great deeps, and beasts, the 
psalmist draws on aspects of observation and experience to convey and teach YHWH’s divine 
goodness and power.  Such use of experiential observation and creation metaphors reflects the work 
                                                                                                                                                 
reference to the bed and an inability to rise represent, for him, an allusion to the law of talion in that the wicked 
plotting on their beds will “fall” into the underworld (Sheol) and never be able to rise up (“Psalm 36,” 5).   
67 Craigie, Psalms 1—50, 292. 
68 Kselman, “Psalm 36,” 9–10. 
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of wisdom teachers operating within the wisdom tradition (e.g., Job 38–41; Prov 8; Pss 8; 19; 33; 104; 
148; Sir 24; 39:12–35; 42:15–43:35).69   
In vv. 8 and 9 the reception of YHWH’s covenant love is associated with something precious, 
a shelter, a rich banquet (Ps 63:6), and drinking from a sacred stream—all metaphors used elsewhere 
to emphasize the mediation of divine blessing.  Examples of sacred meals include the covenant meal 
in Exod 24:9–11, the divine banquet in Isa 25:6, and the Todah in Ps 116:12–19.  The adjective 
“precious” (rqy), used here by the psalmist to describe covenant love (dsx), also occurs in Pss 
72:14 (verbal form) and 116:15 to emphasize how YHWH deems humans precious; its use in the 
Psalms accurately conveys the depth of covenant love between the two parties, humans and God, 
who hold each other as sacred.  The verb “take refuge” (hsx) and phrase “shelter of your wings” 
(Kypnk lcb) occur several times in the psalms in reference to the Temple: e.g., Pss 17:8, with the 
verb rts, “hide”; 57:2; and 61:5, with the noun “shelter,” rts, instead of shadow.  “Your wings” 
may refer to the Cherubim within the sanctuary or serve as a metaphor for YHWH’s care modeled on 
the ancient Near Eastern concept of the deity having outstretched wings on the solar disk (see Ps 
84:12).70   
Similar adaptation of ANE depictions of the Sun god and other astral deities to God occurs 
in Pss 8, 19 and 148; the Israelite poets adapt these ANE wisdom traditions as a polemic against 
pagan deities by emphasizing how the sun and other elements of creation are subordinate to, and 
created by, YHWH.71  Dahood views vv. 8–10 as reflective of Canaanite terminology used in Ugaritic 
                                                 
69 In support of this I cite Kselman, who also sees in 7b and allusion to the Priestly creation story 
where God creates beasts and humans on the sixth day (Gen 1:24–27), using the same terms Md) and hmhb, 
respectively; he states: “The allusion may be significant, given the wisdom cast of Psalm 36, and the often 
documented connection between wisdom and creation” (“Psalm 36,” 10).     
70 Kselman, “Psalm 36,” 11.  
 71 For a detailed exposition on the adaptation of ANE materials as a polemic against pagan deities, see 
Nahum Sarna, On the Book of Psalms: Exploring the Prayers of Ancient Israel (New York: Schocken, 1993), especially 
chapters 2 (Ps 8), 3 (Ps 19), and 8 (Ps 93); on the ANE background to Ps 148 see Delbert R. Hillers, “A Study 
of Psalm 148” CBQ 40 (1978): 323–334. 
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texts that describe how Baal bestows eternal life on select individuals by inviting them to a sacred 
banquet of food and drink.72 
Describing the guests as “sated with the richness of your house” (Ktyb N#dm NUywry, v. 9a), 
the psalmist reveals an extraordinarily rich feast with messianic implications; a similar description 
occurs in Ps 65:5, in which the speaker prays that they (worshippers) be “sated” with the good things 
of your house (Ktyb), and “your holy temple” (Klkyh #dq).  The banquet imagery includes 
drinking: “and from the stream of your delights you cause them to drink” (Kynd( lxnw Mq#t); 
this recalls Genesis 2:10 where the river flowing from “Eden”—Nd(, the same root as “delight” in 
Ps 36:9—provides water for the garden and earth.73  In Psalm 65 the psalmist enters the temple to 
praise God for forgiveness (vv. 2–5), recounts God’s bounty and works in creation (vv. 6–9), and 
prays for rain and a rich harvest (vv. 10–14).  Then he prays for water that will fructify the earth and 
adds banquet imagery (65:10–13).  Some scholars associate Psalm 65 with the feast of Tabernacles 
(Sukkot), which marks the conclusion of the summer harvest and start of the rainy season.74  Psalm 
65 most likely predates Psalm 36.75  I propose that in a later, post-exilic context, the wisdom teacher 
who authored of Psalm 36 knew of the banquet imagery in Psalm 65 and utilized it teach that 
righteous people who avoid evil and direct their lives according to Torah (Ps 1) receive divine love 
and blessings.   
Verse 10a, “With you [YHWH] is the fountain of life” (Myyx rwqm), parallels Prov 13:14, 
“the Torah of the wise is a fountain of life” (Myyx rwqm Mkx trwt); since the “Torah of the 
wise” comes from YHWH, both Ps 36:10 and Prov 13:14 emphasize, as in Pss 1, 19b, and 119, the 
life-giving nature of Torah as a guide for life.  Though some (Dahood) interpret this as a reference to 
                                                 
 72 Psalms 1—50, 221–22. 
 73 Kselman, “Psalm 36,” 12. 
 74 The application to Tabernacles is advanced by John S. Kselman and Michael L. Barré, “Psalms.” 
(NJBC; Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1990), 536, and Adele Berlin and Marc Zvi Brettler, “Psalms” in 
The Jewish Study Bible (New York: Oxford, 2004), 1351. 
 75 The earlier edition of Abraham Cohen’s commentary on the psalms posits a date in the period of 
Hezekiah and sees affinities between Pss 65 and 46 (Psalms, Soncino Books of the Bible [ed. A. Cohen; 
London: Soncino, 1945], 201). 
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the afterlife, the context of Psalm 36 and Proverbs most probably predates a belief in the 
resurrection, which derives from the Maccabean era (see Dan 12:1–3).76  Proverbs 10:11 provides 
another parallel between the wisdom traditions and Psalm 36: “The mouth of the righteous is a 
fountain of life” (qydc yp Myyx rwqm), while “the mouth of the wicked (My(#r) conceals 
violence”; both texts contrast the righteous vs. the wicked, an important wisdom marker.  The 
parallel with Proverbs here provides further evidence of the source and context of Psalm 36 within 
the wisdom tradition.  “In your light (Krw)b) we see light” (v. 10b) draws upon the tradition of the 
“light” (rw)) of God’s face as a metaphor for divine presence and blessing in life (e.g., Pss 4:7; 44:4; 
89:16).  
Vv. 11—13, Conclusion: The conclusion consists of a wisdom-oriented plea praying for the 
extension of God’s steadfast love to those who “know you” (Ky(dyl Kdsx K#m) and God’s 
righteousness to the “upright of heart” (bl-yr#yl Ktqdcw, v. 11); each synonymous line includes 
a term for God’s covenant love and a term describing the righteous.  The wise who have knowledge 
of God and live according to Torah receive divine blessing.  The wisdom-oriented nature of the 
expression in v. 11 is seen in the parallel use of the phrase “to those who know you” in Eccl 9:11, 
where the sage notes that even the wise (Mymkxl) and perceptive (Mynbnl) are destined to death.  
The term “upright” (r#y) occurs frequently in wisdom literature (Prov 2:21; 3:32; 11:3); by 
combining these terms in the prayer for covenant love, the psalmist associates divine blessing with 
wisdom.77  In contrast, v. 12 prays for protection from the “foot of the arrogant” (hw)g lgr), and 
that the “hand of the wicked”—the hand being a symbol of power—not “drive me away.”  Foot and 
hand serve as metaphors for the power and oppression of the wicked, and parallel the earlier 
                                                 
76 Dahood, Psalms 1—50, 222; Craigie, Psalms 1—50, 292 disagrees with Dahood’s application of 
Ugaritic texts to this verse.  The references to “eternal life” in those cited by Dahood (UT 2 Aqht [CTA 17], vi. 
27–31) refer to the gods; humans, however, are considered mortal in these texts.   
77 Kselman, “Psalm 36,” 13; he also notes that, combined with the three-fold use of dsx, “the 
covenantal sense of the verb ‘know’ (the mutual acknowledgment and recognition of suzerain and vassal) may 
be hinted at here.” 
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mention of the eyes and feet to describe the wicked (vv. 2–4).  Collectively, the use of body parts to 
describe the wicked form a chiasm which emphasizes the depth of their evil.  Kselman notes the 
term hw)g also occurs frequently in the wisdom literature (Prov 8:13; 14:3; 16:18; 29:23; Job 35:12) 
as a synonym for the wicked.78  Verse 12 forms an inclusion with v. 2 by focusing on the wicked, but 
with a dramatic turn: whereas in v. 2 the wicked had “no fear of God” (dxp-Ny)) before their eyes, 
in the conclusion “the workers of iniquity fall” (Nw) yl(p wlpn), are “thrust down” (wxd) and are 
unable to rise again (wlky-)lw Mwq).   
Psalm 36 concludes by asserting the blessings of covenant love for the righteous and the 
certain destruction of the wicked.  While Psalm 36 recognizes the deceptive power of the wicked, the 
psalmist responds with hope in God’s covenant love and the traditional retribution theology of 
Psalm 1 that the wicked will be punished while the just will prosper.  At this point in the Psalter, 
however, we have moved beyond the simplistic, idealized worldview of Psalm 1 to one that upholds 
wisdom in tandem with lament.  This reflects the experience of exilic and post-exilic Israel, in which 
foreign domination required an honest reevaluation of the ideals set forth in Psalms 1 and 2.   
Psalm 37: an Acrostic Poem of Traditional Retribution Theology 
Psalm 37 addresses the question of theodicy—why does a just and loving God allow the 
suffering of the righteous—by asserting the validity of the traditional retribution theology.  The 
righteous ones who live according to Torah (37:31) will ultimately prosper while the wicked, despite 
temporary dominance and prosperity, will perish (v. 38).  Psalm 37 accords well with the orientation 
of Psalm 1: both psalms uphold a neatly ordered worldview in which fairness prevails and God acts 
according to the covenant promises.79  With its neat and comprehensive acrostic structure, wisdom 
                                                 
78 “Psalm 36,” 13; note that RSV, NAB, and NJPS amend Prov 14:3 as “ back” (hwg; see BHS critical 
note a on 14:3). 
 79 Brueggemann, Message of the Psalms (Minneapolis, Minn.: Augsburg, 1984), 42, thus classifies Psalm 
37 as a psalm of “orientation” in his three-fold interpretive schema of “orientation, disorientation, and new 
orientation,” as it presents a “reliable” and “exceedingly well ordered worldview” in which the righteous are 
blessed—exemplified through the metaphor of inheriting the land—while the wicked are “cut off” and perish. 
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keywords and themes, Psalm 37 “is the most obviously sapiential of all the psalms,” with a strong 
resemblance to Proverbs.80  The main theme of the psalm involves inheriting or being cut off from 
the land: the land (Cr)) serves as a metaphor for divine blessing and, perhaps in later contexts, as a 
symbol for eternal life. The righteous will inherit the land (Cr)-w#ryy, vv. 9, 11, 22, 29, and 34 
[Cr) t#rl]), abide forever (v. 27) and receive salvation and deliverance (vv. 39–40), by avoiding 
vexation and anger over the temporal prosperity of the wicked (vv. 1, 8), trusting in God with loyalty 
and patience, turning from evil and doing good (vv. 2–7, 27 [(rm rws]), and keeping Torah within 
one’s heart/mind (wblb wyhl) trwt, v. 31). 
Verses 8-9 form a summary or “thesis statement” of the Psalm: “Desist from anger, 
abandon wrath; do not be indignant for it leads to evil (v. 8).  For the evildoers will be cut off 
(Nwtrky); but those who wait (ywqw) for the Lord, they will inherit the land” (Cr)-w#ryy; v. 9).  
Brueggemann notes the unique and important word pair, #ry (“to inherit” vv. 9, 11, 22, 29, 34) and 
trk (“to cut off” vv. 9, 22, 28, 34, 38), which refer to “the world of large land conquest” and “cultic 
or military defeat.”  By juxtaposing these terms, the psalmist presents possession of land as either a 
threat or possibility: the righteous who act morally within the community receive land as a blessing 
from YHWH, whereas those who act disruptively are excommunicated.  Interestingly, each use of 
trk is passive (niphal), while #ry is an active verb; this creates the sense that wickedness results in 
land loss, while land acquisition is a positive, active result of faithfulness.81  Though use of the 
acrostic imposes rigidity on the structure of the psalm, Clifford observes four distinct divisions, 
which I follow here: vv. 1–11 (exhortation to avoid becoming indignant over the wicked and to trust 
in YHWH); vv. 12–20 (The Lord defends the righteous from the wicked); vv. 21–26 (contrast between 
the dishonest wicked who will be cut off and the generosity of the righteous, who will be blessed); 
                                                 
 80 Ibid. 
 81 Brueggemann, The Psalms and the Life of Faith (ed. Patrick D. Miller; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1995), 
237–39. 
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and vv. 27–40 (wisdom exhortation to turn away from evil, trust in YHWH and do good, embrace 
Torah, and thus receive deliverance and salvation).82  
Vv. 1—11 (aleph—vav): The opening ()) verses begin by exhorting the righteous to avoid 
indignation (rxtt-l), vv. 1, 7, 8) and jealousy ()nqt-l), v. 1) over the actions and apparent 
power of the wicked by using two nature similes: like grass (rycxk yk) they will quickly wither 
(wlmy hrhm), and like the fresh herb fade away (Nwlwby )#d qrykw).  The image of grasses 
quickly fading under the hot Palestinian sun serves as an apt and common metaphor for the 
transitory nature of life, in this case for the evildoers (Pss 90:5-6; 102:12; 103:15-16; 129:6; Job 14:2; 
Isa 40:7).  The use of active participles to describe the actions of the wicked in this section (My(rm, 
vv. 1, 9; h#(, vv. 1, 7c) reveal the ongoing nature of their activity.  These participles contrast with 
the imperatives given to the righteous to “trust” (x+b vv. 3, 5) in YHWH, “dwell in the land and feed 
on faithfulness” (hnwm) h(rw Cr)-Nk#, v. 3), “delight” (gn(th, v. 4) in YHWH, “commit” (lwg, 
v. 5) to YHWH, “be still” (Mwd) before YHWH and “wait” (llwxthw, v. 7) for him.   
In addition to the imperatives to avoid indignation and jealousy, these verbs lend a rather 
desperate tone to the instruction, which may be a response to deeply felt anger and jealousy by the 
faithful as they endure suffering and question whether the covenant promises hold true (Pss 49, 73).  
The imperative to dwell in the land and “feed” on faithfulness assures the righteous that order will 
prevail; “feed on faithfulness” serves as an exhortation to steadfastly trust in YHWH’s covenant love 
(Pss 86:15; 92:3).  The rewards for avoiding anger and trusting in God are clear: the righteous will 
“inherit the land” (vv. 9, 11), YHWH will give “the desires of your heart” (Kbl tl)#m, v. 4), he will 
“bring forth” ()ycwhw) their righteousness and justice “like light” (rw)k) and “the noonday sun” 
(Myrhck, v. 6).  The assurance that the righteous will receive their heart’s desire occurs also in 
                                                 
 82 Clifford, Psalms 1—72, 188–93. 
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Proverbs 10:24, which also proclaims that the wicked will fall by their own plots; the assurance that 
the righteous will shine and be “like noon” occurs in Job 11:15–19, a speech in which Zophar 
addresses Job’s lament with traditional wisdom theology.  Vindication, represented by righteousness 
and justice (K+p#mw Kqdc), may be temporarily obscured as if behind a cloud which, when it 
moves, brings forth bright sunlight.83  They will delight in “abundant wellbeing” (Mwl# br v.11)—
an assurance proclaimed in Ps 119:165 for those who love Torah.  Land and wellbeing/peace 
constitute two important aspects of the covenant promises (Gen 15:15; Pss 29:11; 72:7).  Meanwhile 
the wicked will be “cut off” and disappear (wnny)w wmwqm-l( tnnwbthw, “and you will look upon 
his place and it is no more,” v. 10); in other words, they will cease to be a threat or even exist. 
Vv. 12—20 (Zain—Kaph): After describing the destinies of the righteous and the wicked in 
the first section, this section describes the attacks of the wicked upon the righteous and YHWH’s 
response.  Though the wicked “plot” (Mmz) against the righteous and “gnash their teeth”—
symbolizing their hatred and anger (qrx, v. 12)— YHWH “laughs” (wl-qx#y) at them, for their 
“day,” the Day of Judgment and punishment, is coming (v. 13).84  The image of YHWH laughing at 
the wicked recalls Ps 2:4, where YHWH “laughs” at oppressive kings and upholds his chosen one.85  
Using military and hunting imagery, the wicked are depicted as drawing their swords and preparing 
their bows to cause the “poor and needy” to fall (lyph), and “to slay those way is upright” (vv.13–
14).  The ones whose way is upright (Krd-yr#y) refers to those who live by Torah (Pss 1; 119:1, 3, 
5, 9, 14-15).   
Because the “poor and needy” are vulnerable before the vicious hatred of the wicked, YHWH 
acts as a warrior against the wicked: he causes their swords to enter their own hearts, and breaks 
(hnrb#t) both their bows and their arms—symbols of oppressive power (vv. 15-17).  Since 
                                                 
 83 Cohen, Psalms (1945), 111. 
84 The gnashing of teeth and laughter are powerful metaphors of the means by which the wicked 
prosper: “very often their prosperity seemed to emerge directly from their oppression of the faithful and 
innocent” (Craigie, Psalms 1—50, 298).    
85 Clifford, Psalms 1—72, 189.  
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“hearts” (Mbl) in Hebrew refers to the intellectual faculty, or “mind,” the image of swords entering 
the hearts of the wicked serves as a metaphor for the failure of their evil plans; the very plans hatched 
against the righteous, represented by “swords,” will inevitably backfire and destroy the wicked.86  The 
powerful metaphors of hunting and battle convey both the pain caused by the wicked and YHWH’s 
fierce defense of the righteous.  Using antithetic parallelism, in v. 17 the poet effectively contrasts the 
diametrically opposing behaviors and fates of the righteous and the wicked: the arms of the wicked 
will be broken (hnrb#t) while YHWH continues to uphold (Kmws, v. 17b) the righteous.  By using the 
future tense of the verb “to break” twice in reference to the oppressive power and activity of the 
wicked (vv. 15, 17), the poet expresses assurance of imminent divine justice; use of active participles 
(“upholds” v. 17; “knows,” (dwy; v. 18) conveys the ongoing nature of YHWH’s actions towards the 
righteous.87  The righteous receive protection from shame and famine (v. 19); in contrast to the “day” 
of judgment upon the wicked, YHWH “knows” the days of the blameless (Mmymt), who shall receive 
an eternal heritage (Mlw(l Mtlxnw, v. 18).  Then as now, famine was a threat for those who lived 
off the land and were dependent upon weather and security for adequate food supplies.  The promise 
of being satisfied in the midst of famine (w(b#y) is related directly to the promise of land; the 
inheritance of land includes assurance of fruitful produce.  Verse 16 uses the preposition Nm to form 
a “better” saying that contrasts the greater value of being righteous and poor than wealthy and 
wicked (bw+/Nwhm)—a theme found also in wisdom Psalms 49 and 73, and closely paralleled in 
Prov 16:8 (see also 16:16, upholding the greater value of wisdom compared to gold).88   
                                                 
 86 For heart as a reference to mental faculties, see BDB, 524–25; a good example of this usage is seen 
in Prov 7:3, “Bind them [the teacher’s words] upon your fingers; write them upon the tablet of your mind (Kbl 
xwl-l(). 
 87 In vv. 15 and 17, the nouns sword, bows, and arms precede the verbs “to enter” and “break” so as 
to emphasize these objects, which emphasizes how Yahweh will destroy the implements of oppression.   
 88 Other examples of the “better” saying in wisdom literature include Prov 12:9; 15:16, 17; 17:1; 19:1, 
22. 
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This section began with a description of the ongoing actions of the wicked against the 
righteous (v.12) but concludes with a confident assertion that the wicked shall perish (wdb)y, v.20; 
Ps 1:6).  Using another plant metaphor, the wicked are likened to meadow grass that quickly burns in 
fire and vanishes like smoke (wlk N#(b wlk, v. 20b; see Pss 1:4; 90:5; 102:5)—an effective image 
in the dry, hot climate of Palestine, where man-made or natural fires quickly consume vegetation.   
Vv. 21—26 (Lamed—nun): Contrasting portraits of the wicked and righteous occur through 
the use of the verb hwl: the wicked borrow but fail to repay (Ml#y )lw (#r hwl, v. 21), while 
the righteous generously lend (hwlm, v. 26).  The verb Nnx, “to be gracious,” is paired with hwl in 
both verses and heightens the contrast; the righteous “acts graciously and gives” (v. 21), and “acts 
graciously at all times” (Nnwx Mwyh-lk, v. 26), in contrast to the stinginess of the wicked.  This 
contrast forms an inclusion with vv. 21 and 26 that frame the section by emphasizing the grace and 
generosity of the righteous, whose offspring receive blessing (v. 26).  The wicked are cursed and cut 
off.  The terms Nnx and hwlm also occur in Ps 112:5, an acrostic wisdom psalm that, like Psalm 37, 
contrasts the wicked and the righteous. 
Between the framing of vv. 21 and 26, the psalmist describes the contrasting results which 
the righteous and wicked experienced based on their behaviors.  Those “blessed” (wykrbm, i.e., the 
righteous) will inherit the land, while those “cursed” (wtllqm the wicked; v. 22) will be cut off; 
blessing and cursing here recall the teaching of Deuteronomy, in which consequences are based 
directly on deeds (e.g., Deut 30:15–20).  A “strong man’s steps” (rbg-yd(cm)—figuratively 
representing movement through life for the righteous person—will be established by YHWH, “when 
he delights in his way” (Cpxy wkrd, v. 23): living by Torah is the “way” of living that pleases God 
and results in divine guidance and order.  The first strophe of verse 23 parallels exactly Prov 20:24a, 
which raises questions of whether one text borrows from the other or if they share a common 
source.  The second strophe in Prov 2:24 also mentions “way” but as a question: “What can man 
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know about his way?” (wkrd Nyby-hm Md)w)  In both Psalm 37 and Proverbs, the implication is 
that the proper “way” of life is lived in accordance with Torah and under divine guidance.   
Even when the righteous face the inevitable hardships in life and “fall,” they will not be cast 
down or away (l+wy-)l lpy-yk, v. 24a), but YHWH “supports his hand” (Kmws wdy), an image 
conveying recovery and ongoing support (see Pss 49:15; 73:24, YHWH “receives” xql the righteous).  
In v. 25 the psalmist acknowledges, “now I am old” (ytnqz-Mg), which implies significant life 
experience and accords well with the expected status of a wisdom teacher who draws on a lifetime of 
observation and experience in addition to knowledge of Torah as sources for authoritative 
instruction.  The teacher’s claim that in all his years he has never seen the righteous abandoned or 
“their children seeking bread” serves as testimony to the assurance and hope that ultimately God will 
reward the righteous and punish the wicked.89  The word translated “children,” w(rz (“his 
children”), in Hebrew refers both to plant seed and human offspring; it occurs also in v. 28 in 
reference to the children of the wicked who will be cut off, in contrast to the well fed children of the 
righteous.   
Vv. 27—40 (samek—taw): Imperatives to “turn from evil and do good things,” look to the Lord and keep 
his way, for God vindicates the righteous: The concluding section of the psalm is marked by three 
imperative statements of instruction for the righteous: they must “Turn from evil and do good” 
((rm rws, v. 27; Ps 34:15; Job 28:28), “wait for YHWH and keep his way” (wkrd rm#w, v. 34), and 
finally, “Watch the blameless” (Mt-rm#) and “observe the upright” (r#y h)rw, v.37).  Each of 
these statements reflect themes from the wisdom literature, emphasizing turning from evil, discussed 
above in relation to Ps 34:15, following the “way” of God (Pss 1; 119), and upholding the upright 
and “blameless” behavior as a model for students to see and observe.  Though the wicked spy 
                                                 
 89 This claim seems exaggerated in light of v. 14, in which the psalmist acknowledges that the wicked 
have successfully oppressed the righteous, and v. 23 where the righteous “fall”; the statement is therefore based 
on the psalmist’s firm belief that ultimately the promises of traditional wisdom theology will be fulfilled (the 
wicked will perish and the righteous will be vindicated).   
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(hpwc) and seek (#qbm) to kill the righteous (v.31), YHWH will not abandon them to the power of 
the wicked (v. 32).  Contrasts between the righteous and the wicked receive further emphasis by use 
of the verb #qb (to seek): while the children of the righteous need not seek bread (v. 25), the wicked 
seek to kill, but ultimately will be vanquished by God, and the psalmist sought but could not find him 
()cmn )lw wh#qb)w, v. 36).90  The psalmist uses the important word pair “blameless/upright” 
(r#y; Mt) to describe proper behavior—they should “mark” (rm#) the blameless and “observe” 
(h)rw) the upright.  This word pair is used to describe Job (1:1, 8; 2:2), occurs several times in 
Proverbs (2:7, 21, 29:10), and occurs in Ps 25:21.91   
Those who abide by these imperatives receive assurance that they shall “inherit the land” 
(37:29, 34); the wicked, however, shall be cut off from having posterity (v. 28), land (v. 34), or a 
future (v. 38).  Proverbs 2:21–22 similarly states that the “upright shall dwell on the earth” and the 
“blameless” remain there (hb wrtwy Mymymt), while the wicked and “treacherous” are “cut off 
from the earth” (wtrky) and “rooted out” (wxsy).  In contrast to the violent, dishonest wicked 
person, the peaceful person (Mwl#-#)l) will have a “future” (tyrx), vv.37–38).  The use of 
“future”—in this context meaning “posterity”—in these verses parallel its use in Proverbs to 
describe the positive future for the righteous (Prov 23:18; 24:14) and lack thereof for the wicked 
(14:12; 16:25 with “death” twm; 20:21, “no blessing”; 24:20, “no future”).92  These imperatives 
restate the major themes of the psalm emphasized in the surrounding verses: the righteous inherit the 
land but the wicked will be cut off; the righteous’ speak wisdom (hmkx hghy, v. 30), embraces 
Torah intellectually and morally (“within his heart” wblb wyhl) trwt, v. 31), and receive 
                                                 
 90 Schaefer, Psalms, 92. 
 91 Brueggemann, Psalms and the Life of Faith, 240–41.  As Brueggemann notes, in Job the word pair 
becomes a source of contention as it appears that both Job’s wife and God eventually disregard Job’s 
blamelessness (2:9; 22:3) which brings forth issue of theodicy—why the righteous suffer—as the major issue of 
the book until its conclusion.  In Proverbs, with its “orientation” outlook, the word pair predictably occurs in 
contexts which promise the rewards for righteous behavior (God’s protection [2:7]; inheriting the land 2:21]; 
and to contrast the righteous and the wicked [29:10], respectively). 
 92 Ibid., 242. 
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protection, deliverance, and rescue from the Lord (vv. 33, 39–40).  Psalm 37 combines in one poem 
most of the key elements of wisdom literature with a style that reflects knowledge of, and possibly 
borrowing from, Proverbs.  It deals with the question of theodicy by confidently exhorting the 
righteous to remain steadfast in their commitment to Torah, despite the prosperity and persecution 
of the wicked, for in the end those who take refuge in God are rescued and saved. 
Psalm 39: A wisdom-influenced reflection on the transitory nature of life 
This individual lament psalm meditates in a very personal and intimate way on the transitory 
nature of life, reflected in the speaker’s increasing sorrow, disturbed thoughts, and internal turmoil 
(vv. 3-4).  These reflections lead to the ultimate conclusion that life is “vapor,” (lbh; vv. 6, 7, 12).  
The thematic and linguistic aspects of this psalm, particularly the pessimistic reflection on the 
transitory nature of life and the use of lbh—translated as “vanity,” “vapor,” or “nothingness”—as a 
key word, place this poem within the traditions of Job, Ecclesiastes and also wisdom Psalm 90. 
Whybray in fact classifies it as a “pure wisdom psalm” based on these thematic similarities and 
observes wisdom vocabulary and a didactic purpose which “clearly classifies the psalm as a wisdom 
psalm.”93  The opening verses of Ecclesiastes set forth a similar pessimistic reflection on the 
transitory nature of life and the ultimate uselessness of possessions and wealth in the face of certain 
death from this life—“all is vapor/nothingness” (lbh lkh, v. 1:2)—a theme which continues 
throughout the book.   
The psalmist begins by recalling how he planned to “watch my ways” (ykrd hrm#)) to 
avoid sinful speech and “muzzle” (Mwsxm ypl hrm#)) his mouth in the presence of the wicked 
(ydgnl (#r, v. 2).  By recalling how carefully he avoided sinful speech while in the presence of the 
                                                 
93 Reading the Psalms as a Book (JSOTSup 222; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1996), 63–64.  Among the 
wisdom vocabulary he identifies the phrase “I will guard my way” (ykrd hrm#) v.2) as paralleled in Prov 
2:8; 16:17; “chastisement” (twxkwt, v. 12) as “a rare word almost exclusive to Proverbs” and occurring also in 
Pss 38:15 and 73:14 and twice in Job; and “hope” (ytlxwt, v. 8), a word occurring only six times in the OT, 
three of which are in Proverbs and one in Job.  Further, the didactic nature of the psalmist’s warnings about 
the ephemeral nature of life reflects the wisdom tradition.  
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wicked, the psalmist sets the stage for the reflections that follow.  Despite the psalmist’s attempts to 
avoid anger that could lead to sinful speech by keeping silent, he experiences suffering and the 
absence of God, which leads turmoil and a pessimistic view of life.94  In addition, the psalmist 
endures physical suffering (K(gn, “your punishment”; v. 11), guilt over sin and the resulting 
chastening (v. 12).  Though YHWH is his “only hope” (ytlxwt, v. 8), he accuses him for deliberately 
causing suffering, using an accusatory tone reminiscent of Psalm 88.   YHWH has caused his silence 
(you have done it ty#(, v. 10), and the psalmist seeks an end to end the punishment.  The psalmist 
perishes from YHWH’s punishing blows (Kdy trgtm, “the blows of your hand” v. 11); the 
respective images of being silenced, punishment, and being beaten symbolize inner turmoil, physical 
pain, and the experience of divine wrath.  Though the psalmist continues to pray to YHWH, he 
ultimately realizes life is transitory (v. 12) and concludes that peace will come when at last YHWH 
“looks away” and he will “depart to be no more” (v. 14).  I divide the psalm as follows: vv. 2—4, 
internal reflection of the psalmist’s turmoil; vv. 5—7, open reflection upon the ephemeral nature of 
life; vv. 8—9, central plea and confession of sin; vv. 10—14, final prayer and reflection upon the 
psalmist’s situation in life and its imminent end.   
The superscription attributes the poem to “Jeduthan” (Nwtydyl), a title found also in Pss 
62:1 and 77:1 and most probably a reference to one of the court musicians identified in Chronicles, 
along with Asaph and Heman (1 Chron 9:16; 16:38, 41–42).95  Like the speakers in Psalms 37, 49, 
and 73, the speaker here questions his or her suffering which, though unspecified (“your blows” 
K(gn v.11), may represent various types of persecution, illness, and fear; in this case the psalmist 
acknowledges sinning and seeks forgiveness (v. 9).  Despite keeping silent and avoiding sin (vv. 2-3), 
                                                 
94 Craigie, Psalms 1—50, 308. 
95 Of these examples, only 1 Chron 16:38 uses the spelling Nwtydy, as in Ps 39:1; the others use the 
variant Nwtwdy which the MT critical apparatus suggests as a correction for 16:38.  I view these titles as later 
additions reflective of their strands of scribal authorship and/or usage in both the temple cult and wisdom 
schools.  The connections to Chronicles argue for the cultic use of Ps 39, which may also have served as “a 
private song of a literary, non-cultic nature” (Craigie, Psalms 1—50, 308.) 
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the speaker’s “sorrow increased” (rk(n yb)k, v. 3), leading to deep internal strife, described 
metaphorically as a “smoldering heart” (ybl-Mx) and “musings” (ygygh) like a burning fire (v. 4).  
By pairing “heart” with “hot,” and “musings” with “burning,” the psalmist reveals how despite the 
outer silence, internally he intensely scrutinizes and reflects upon life and its experiences.  This leads 
the psalmist to break silence and lament openly that we have no knowledge of the length of our lives 
other than that we are frail and life is short (vv. 5-7; Eccl 9:12).  In v. 5 the psalmist twice uses the 
verb “to know” ((dy), first with a hiphil imperative, “cause me to know (yn(ydwh) my end and the 
measure (tdm) of my days,” and then with a jussive, “let me know” (h(d)) how “forsaken I am” 
(yn) ldx).  Most modern translations (e.g., RSV; NRSV; NJPS) translate this verse as referring to the 
length of the psalmist’s life; Clifford claims it refers to the length of the psalmist’s affliction.96  Since 
the psalm emphasizes the ephemeral, limited nature of life, both interpretations apply; the psalmist, 
in my view, views life itself as hopelessly afflicted and limited, and at best seeks a brief respite before 
its inevitable end (v. 14).    
With symbolic images, the psalmist conveys the insignificance and limited nature of human 
existence—describing life as “handbreadths” (twxpm) and “breath” (lbh), in which humans are 
like passing “shadows” (Mlc).  Similar imagery is used in other wisdom texts (see Pss 62:10; 73:20; 
90:9-10; 144:4; Job 7:6, 16; 14:1, 5: Eccl 6:12).  A “handbreadth” (1 Kgs 7:26; Jer 52:21), one of the 
smallest Hebrew measures, represents four fingers; used here it emphasizes the miniscule nature of 
human life before the eternity of God (as in Ps 90).97  Therefore, our efforts to store up riches in this 
life ultimately are vanity (lbh, vv. 6-7).  A shadow, which lacks solidity and quickly fades with the 
movement of clouds and changing angles of the sun, provides an apt metaphor for how quickly our 
finite, contingent human existence passes.  The futility of storing up riches in the face of certain 
                                                 
96 Clifford, Psalms 1—72, 199; he cites ANE and biblical parallels (e.g., unspecified “Mesopotamian 
medical omens”; Ps 74:9; 2 Sam 24:13; Jer 25:11, 12; 29:10) as examples of the gods of God setting specific 
periods for affliction. 
97 On the handbreadth as a measure, see Craigie, Psalms 1—50, 309.  He notes how in this verse the 
handbreadth refers to an individual’s lifespan, while “vapor” refers to all humanity.   
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death, when all such possessions will be lost, clearly parallels both Psalm 49 and Ecclesiastes (e.g., 
49:11, 13; Eccl 3:18-23; 5:12-16; 6:1-6).  An Egyptian inscription in the Tomb of Petosiris (end of the 
fourth century B.C.E.) offers thematic parallels to Ps 39:6–7 (and wisdom Pss 49:7 –20; 73:20): 
“When a man perishes, his possessions also perish . . . He goes suddenly like a dream, and no one 
knows the day when he comes.”98  Like the speaker in Psalm 49, the psalmist here begins with a 
personal reflection in which he or she sets out to understand the dilemma posed by the experience of 
theodicy; the psalmist comes to realize that the ephemeral nature of life makes the heaping up of 
riches and behavior of the wicked “vanity,” as ultimately God punishes evildoing and life in this 
world comes to an end. 
Despite the plea to know the future, in v. 8 the psalmist ultimately places hope in YHWH 
asking, “and now YHWH, what do I trust in (ytywq-hm)?  You are my hope (ytlxwt).”  Ultimately, 
when confronted with the question of theodicy, the finite and temporal nature of life, and the 
unanswerable ultimate questions, the speaker submits to God in trust.  Next the speaker 
acknowledges transgressions and seeks deliverance (ynlych y(#p-lkm, v. 9), lest he or she 
become a “taunt of fools” (lbn tprx).  In his desire to avoid being scorned by “fools,” the 
psalmist expresses an important theme of wisdom literature—the contrast between wise behavior 
and foolishness.  In this case, should the psalmist’s malady remain it will appear as retributive 
punishment from God in which even the fools to sit in judgment upon the speaker.  The key idea is 
shame, and in the cultural context illness and suffering were often looked upon as divine punishment 
(e.g., Job’s three friends).   
In v. 10 the psalmist returns to silence following the brief outburst in v. 4.  After reflecting 
on the futility of life and its concerns and seeking forgiveness for unspecified sins (vv. 6–9), the 
psalmist figuratively and literally loses his voice: “I became silent; I could not open my mouth; for 
                                                 
98 Hellmut Brunner, “Egyptian Texts,” in Near Eastern Religious Texts Relating to the Old Testament (ed. 
Walter Beyerlin; trans. John Bowden; Philadelphia, Pa.: Westminster, 1978), 62–63; lines 4–5.  Brunner also 
cites The Teaching of Amenemope (chapter 7, 9:10–19) as containing thematic similarities to Ps 39, as it instructs to 
“not set your heart on riches” as they are fleeting and our fate is beyond our control (54). 
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you [YHWH] did [this]” (ty#( ht) yk yp-xtp) )l ytml)n).  YHWH is now directly accused of 
causing the suffering; this provokes a request for YHWH to remove the “plague” because the psalmist 
is consumed by the “strife” (trgt) of YHWH’s hand (Kdy)—a symbol of divine power (v. 11).  The 
word for “blows,” (gn, applies to physical punishment (a blow/slap) or illness, while “strife” 
connotes a context of anger and retribution; with the verb “to consume” (hlk), the context 
becomes divine punishment which threatens annihilation and death.  The parallels with Job’s plight 
here are strong: divine punishment, in the form of a serious affliction, threatens death.  Unlike Job, 
however, the psalmist readily acknowledges sinfulness and seeks forgiveness—perhaps in an act of 
desperate bargaining with God.   
This leads to wisdom reflection with similarities to Ecclesiastes in v. 12, where the psalmist 
acknowledges divine retribution for sin, and the futility of our trust and value of material things: “you 
dissolve what we treasure as a moth.”  In addition to Ecclesiastes, this recalls Psalm 49 and its 
presentation of the ultimate futility of material riches.  The psalmist’s experience leads to the 
conclusion that humans are but a “breath” (lbh).  When faced the reality of our finite, contingent 
nature, and inability to control our ultimate destiny, the psalmist realizes (as in Pss 37, 49, 73, 90), 
along with Job (7; 14) and Ecclesiastes (5:7–19), the futility and false hope of material riches, status 
and power.  Wisdom leads us to submit to the reality of our finitude and trust in God rather than live 
under the allusions of false power, wealth and control.   
Following this wisdom reflection, the psalmist prays that YHWH will hear and not be “silent” 
to his or her suffering but rather realize that, like those who have gone before, he or she, too, is a 
passing “sojourner” (rg; cf.. Ps 119:19).  Like a non-native traveler lacking legal status and 
protection, the psalmist seeks YHWH’s guidance.  Divine silence in the midst of suffering recalls the 
terror of the speaker of Psalm 88 who, in addition to feeling abandoned by God, fears being 
completely cut off from God in Sheol.  Ending on a pessimistic note, the speaker asks YHWH to 
“turn away from me” (ynmm (#h)—a sharp contrast to the normal psalm prayer for God to “shine 
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your face upon me” (Ps 67:1) or “bend your ear” (Ps 86:1)—that he or she may have some happiness 
or a burst of joy (hgylb)) before departing to be “no more” (ynny)).  This recalls Job questioning 
when God will “look away from me” (ynmm h(#t, Job 7:19), so that he may figuratively “swallow 
my spittle” in his anguish; later, in Job’s third reply he uses the verb in reference to humans in general 
as he reflects upon the ephemeral nature of human life: “Look away [(#h] from him that he may 
desist” (14:6).  Similarly, this request from the psalmist arises through reflection and honest lament 
over the reality of his or her suffering and finitude, sinfulness, shame and fear.  Nevertheless, 
throughout this experience of “disorientation” the psalmist keeps open the conversation with God 
and embraces wisdom teaching: our earthly existence and the things we consider wealth are 
ultimately “vapor, vanity, or breath” (lbh).  In the end wisdom calls humans to submit to divine 
power.   
While having the outward form of a lament, Psalm 39 exhibits themes and vocabulary 
consonant with the wisdom literature and provides an example of a psalm of “disorientation” used 
for didactic purposes, to instruct those who study and pray the psalm about the ephemeral nature of 
life, the vanity of pursuing riches, and God’s control over human destiny.   
Wisdom Elements in Psalm 40 
This poem combines a thanksgiving for deliverance from an unspecified distress (vv. 2–13) 
and a continuing lament and plea for help (vv. 14–18), which is celebrated within the congregation 
(vv. 3b, 9).  Likened to the “pit of destruction” (Nw)# rwb) and a “miry bog” (v. 3a), the distress 
suffered by the psalmist appears life-threatening.99  The initial thanksgiving preceding the lament and 
                                                 
99 The image of “pit” and a miry bog (v.3) represents the speaker’s previous distress in terms 
representative of Sheol, the underworld prison of the dead—a dark, watery place where one is cut off from God 
and consigned after death and thus an object of great fear for the pious Israelite (see Ps 88:4-5, 12)—from 
which God has “brought up” (hl() the speaker, thus rescuing him or her from irreversible gloom (Ps 30:4, 
y#pn lw)#-Nm tyl(h).  This in turn evokes a response of thanksgiving, described as a “new song” (#dx 
ry#, Pss 33:3; 96:1; 144:9; 149:1; Isa 42:10), a joyful celebration of a new existence (“new orientation”) 
following a period of distress and fearful uncertainty (“disorientation”).  
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plea may reflect use of the “prophetic perfect,” in which the speaker confidently anticipates God’s 
forthcoming deliverance while still undergoing trials.  Thematically, wisdom elements appear within 
the initial thanksgiving for deliverance with the yr#) in v. 5 proclaiming “blessed/happy” the one 
who trusts in YHWH and avoids “proud” and deceitful behavior—similar to the contrast between the 
way of the just and the wicked in Psalm 1.  Wisdom elements in v. 6 include the psalmist’s reflection 
upon YHWH’s “wonderful deeds and thoughts towards us” (wnyl) Kytb#xmw Kyt)lpn), which 
recalls YHWH’s historical actions in creation and history (e.g., Pss 33; 78).   
Most significantly, in vv. 7–9, the psalmist expresses to YHWH his realization that having an 
“open ear” (yl tyrk Mynz), literally “ears you have dug for me”) surpasses sacrificial offerings (v. 
7); presumably, having an “open ear” metaphorically represents obediently listening to Torah.  This 
reinterpretation of YHWH’s “desire” (ytcpx vv. 7, 9) in terms of an “open ear” as more important 
and pleasing to YHWH than “meal offerings,” “holocausts,” or “sin offerings,” may be evidence of a 
later date when the temple cult had faded in importance and wisdom teaching, emphasizing the 
prominence of Torah, became more prominent.   
Wisdom-oriented language occurs in v. 8 where the speaker proclaims that “in the scroll of 
the book it is written for me” (yl( bwtk rps-tlgmb), that to do YHWH’s will (Knwcr) is his 
delight (ytcpx, v. 9a).  Reference to the “scroll” likely refers to a Torah scroll; the psalmist’s delight 
coincides with YHWH’s Word.  This wisdom section culminates in v. 9b, where the psalmist 
proclaims “your torah is within my heart” (y(m Kwtb Ktrwtw), signifying his internalization of 
Torah.  It seems plausible that in Psalm 40 a hymn combining thanksgiving with a lament-plea 
received later wisdom editing to emphasize the primacy of Torah in a post-exilic context.  Whybray 
views verse 9 as an interpolation of Torah material which provides a “new meaning” or 
reinterpretation to the thanksgiving which precedes it in terms of “the gift of Torah.”  He notes the 
resemblance of 40:9b to Psalms 1:2 and 37:31, and the otherwise smooth transition from the 
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proclamation of God’s thoughts and deeds in v. 6 to speaking the “good news of deliverance” in v. 
10, as evidence for the likelihood that vv. 7–9 constitute a later wisdom interpolation.100 
 Reinterpretation of the cult occurs also in Psalms 50, 51:18–19, and Isaiah’s critique of in 
authentic worship (Isa 1.)  In Psalm 40, the thanksgiving and lament-plea occur in the context of the 
psalmist’s hope for, and expectation of, God’s covenant promise of “steadfast love” (dsx), 
“faithfulness” (tm) hnwm)), and “compassion” (Mxr, vv. 11-12).101  This provides hope and 
confidence and enables the psalmist to remain steadfast in obedience to Torah.  Though enduring 
some type of persecution and suffering, the psalmist maintains optimism, hope and even offers 
thanks and praise in light of the enduring power of YHWH’s steadfast love and truth, which 
“continually preserve me” (v. 12; Pss 106:1; 118:1; 136:1).  Trust in YHWH serves as the central point 
of the wisdom teaching in this psalm (hwhyb wx+by, v. 4; wx+bm hwhy, v. 5), which parallels a 
central theme we observed in Psalm 37: those who “trust in YHWH” (hwhyb x+b, v. 3) will “dwell 
in the land.”102   
Conclusion 
While Psalms 34 and 37 embrace the problem of evil with confident wisdom instruction 
focused on the need to remain faithful and trust in YHWH who will ultimately vindicate the pious, 
Psalms 25 and 40 give the perspectives of those who have suffered and experience God’s presence, 
power, and love in a way that brings that wisdom teaching to light.  Psalm 26 presents a liturgical, 
                                                 
100 Whybray, Reading the Psalms as a Book, 47–48.  Though many scholars view 40:1–13 and 14–18 as 
the combination of two separate psalms—noting the change from thanksgiving to lament, and also that 40:14–
18 are reproduced in Ps 70—I agree with Craigie that Ps 40 should be viewed as a unity (Psalms 1—50, 314).  
Psalm 70 would therefore represent the work of later editors who used 40:14–18 as an addition to Book 2 to 
serve as a prelude to Psalm 71. 
 101 As noted previously, I see these references in the Psalms as direct allusions to the covenant 
formula given by YHWH to Moses in Exod 34:6–7 (and parallels).  The psalmists often allude to these key terms 
when reminding YHWH of these promises during times of distress (as here and in other examples to be cited), 
or in describing God (e.g., Pss 86:15; 103:8; 145:8). Note the psalmist uses both “God” and “YHWH” as divine 
titles.  
102 In addition to literally having land on which to live, grow crops and raise a family, also becomes a 
later metaphor for heaven or the new creation.   
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confident assertion of righteousness; Psalm 39 parallels Ecclesiastes sober reflection upon the 
transitory nature of human existence.  In chapter 2, my examination of the Maśkîl psalms shows that, 
in Book 1, the term occurs twice in wisdom contexts: psalm 32 (title) and 41:2 (an introductory 
wisdom statement).  Book 1 began with Psalm 1, which as I proposed in chapter 3, forms part of an 
original framework for the structure of the Psalter bounded by psalms 1 and 119—and later 145.  I 
have discussed evidence of wisdom editing of the Psalter in the use of Maśkîl in psalm titles and a 
few places within psalm texts, and an earlier framework for the Psalter based on Torah psalms and 
acrostics.  Now, with my analysis of wisdom elements in Book 1, I have discussed the inclusion of 
both complete wisdom psalms and wisdom editing of existing psalms.  The wisdom material includes 
linguistic and thematic aspects.  This carries forward into the remaining books of the Psalter; next we 
observe wisdom in Books 2 and 3, combined as such because the amount of specific wisdom 
material is more sparse in quantity—though two major wisdom psalms, 49 in Book 2 and 73 in Book 
3, reveal the hand of wisdom editors in these books and, as we shall see in the case of Psalm 73, it 
provides a “wisdom center” for the entire Psalter.   
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Chapter Five: Wisdom in Book  
 
 Introduction: Besides the Maśkîl Psalms in Book 2, discussed earlier several key wisdom 
psalms and themes occur in Book 2 that reflect the editing and influence of wisdom teachers and 
editors in the final editing and composition of the Psalter.  They provide further evidence of the 
importance of the Psalter as a source of both teaching and worship, which I contend are not 
mutually exclusive; the probable proximity of wisdom schools to the Temple, and liturgical elements 
within wisdom Psalms (Psalm 49:5, for example, mentions the harp rwnk along with several key 
wisdom terms).  I shall begin with an examination of Psalm 49, a Korah psalm, considered by the 
majority of scholars to be a wisdom psalm.  This psalm deals with issues of wealth, oppression, and 
theodicy in a manner reminiscent of Ecclesiastes.  Following this, Psalms 50 and 51, attributed to 
Asaph and David, respectively, contain strong wisdom elements.  In addition to being a type of 
prophetic liturgy, Psalm 50 also exhibits the influence of wisdom traditions, while Psalm 51, primarily 
a lament, also contains a wisdom interpolation.  An exposition of Psalm 62 will likewise reveal a 
strong wisdom shaping, both in vocabulary and themes.  Finally, the conclusion of Psalm 64 reveals 
what I think may be wisdom interpolations by later editors.  Both of these psalms are attributed to 
David; in Book 2, the Davidic king continues to play a prominent role as defending the righteous 
(see Ps 72:1–4).1   
 In this chapter, I continue to observer the pervasive yet diverse influence of wisdom 
traditions in the shaping of the Psalter; the fact that psalms with (later) attribution to the guilds of 
Asaph and Korah, and to David all contain wisdom elements argues for the predominant role of 
wisdom teachers and editors in developing the Psalter.  While I do not detect a specific strategy in 
the placement of these psalms 49, 50, 51, 62, and 64, it should be noted that Psalm 49 concludes a 
Korahite group, while Psalm 50 stands alone as an Asaph psalm before the regular Asaph collection 
                                                            
 1 Jerome F. D. Creach, The Destiny of the Righteous in the Psalms (St. Louis, Mo.: Chalice, 2008), 64. 
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begins with Wisdom Psalm 73, which itself inaugurates Book 3.  Further, Book 2 concludes with 
Psalm 72, a royal psalm attributed to Solomon, the traditional patron of Israel’s wisdom traditions.  
Book 2 concludes with a psalm attributed to the father of Israelite wisdom, while Book 3 begins with 
another wisdom Psalm—one that contains strong thematic affinities with Psalm 49.   
Psalm 49: Wealth, Arrogance, and the Ultimate Meaning of Life  
 Psalm 49 belongs to the collection of Korahite Psalms (Pss 42–49; 84, 85, 87, 88), ascribed to 
the “Sons of Korah”; this superscription refers to a group of Levitical choristers (2 Chron 20:19) and 
its presence here attests to the liturgical use of wisdom psalms in worship.2  Psalm 49 is a “wisdom 
psalm” containing affinities with the instructions found in Proverbs 1–9 and the reflections on 
wealth and the ephemeral nature of life in Ecclesiastes.3  Thematically, it parallels themes found in 
Psalms 37, 39, and 73, as it focuses on human mortality, the disparity between the prosperous wicked 
and suffering righteous; in particular, Psalm 49 addresses the issues of wealth.   It begins with an 
imperative address to a universal audience of “all peoples” and the “world” (dlx), including both 
rich and poor, to “hear” and “give ear,” i.e., listen attentively to the wisdom teacher’s instruction (vv. 
2–3).4  Speaking to a universal audience of all classes of people on the issues of wealth, arrogance, 
                                                            
2 See my previous discussion of this guild in chapter 2, note 4.  The relationship between temple 
singers and wisdom schools, as discussed by Mowinckel, and Purdue’s view that wisdom and cult are related 
(see chapter 1), supports this view.  Erhard S. Gerstenberger observes parallels to the exhortative introduction 
of Psalm 49:1–5 in Psalm 78:1–4, Judges 5:3, Deut 32:1–3, Job 33:1–7, Hosea 5:1, Amos 8:4, and Jeremiah 
5:21, and proposes a cultic context for the psalm in the exilic or post-exilic era, as attested by the sharp division 
between rich (dominating) and poor people typical of that period (Psalms; Part I: with an Introduction to Cultic 
Poetry [FOTL XIV; Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1988], 203–204, 206).  Psalm 49 provides an example of 
cultic, liturgical use—particularly in the mention of the harp (rwnk) in v. 5 as a means by which the psalmist 
will convey the teaching—along with wisdom teaching; Gerstenberger suggests notes these liturgical elements 
and opines that the psalm originated in wisdom schools (204). 
3 For examples of similar language and themes in Proverbs, see 1:5–19; 2:1–2; 3:13–35; 4:14–22; 5:1; 
8:32–36; 9:10–12; in Ecclesiastes, see especially 3:16–22; 5:7–19; 8:10–13. 
4 Konrad Schaefer, Psalms, Berit Olam: Studies in Hebrew Narrative and Poetry (ed., David W. Cotter; 
Collegeville, Minn.: The Liturgical Press, 2001), 123.  
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and human mortality, the psalmist reveals his or her role as a wisdom teacher who addresses 
perennial human problems.5   
Vocabulary in vv. 2–5 confirms the wisdom context: the psalmist will speak of “wisdom” 
(twmkx), offer a meditation (twgh) of understanding (twnwbt) from the heart, a “proverb” (l#m) 
and a “riddle” (tdyx, vv. 4–5).  In addressing the problem of those who boastfully trust in material 
wealth and oppress the poor, death will be the great equalizer, and ultimately only God has the power 
to redeem and save.  The boastful rich live delusional lives of folly, while the poor who trust in God 
will be ransomed (hdpy, vv.8, 16) and taken to safety (ynxqy, v.16).6  Psalm 78 has a similar 
introduction: an imperative plea to “give ear” (hnyz)h, 78:1; 49:2), mention of the “mouth” as a 
conduit of wisdom speech (78:2; 49:4), from which come a “parable” and “riddles” (78:1–3).7   
In addressing the disorientation caused by the arrogance of the wealthy, the faithful psalmist 
laments seemingly insurmountable, unfair situations in life and seeks answers from God; this enables 
the psalmist to move toward a new orientation based on wisdom that reveals the folly of trusting in 
wealth.8  By presenting death as the ultimate equalizer or source of justice—since the oppressive 
wealth and power of the rich will lose all meaning and power at death—the teaching in Psalm 49 
provides hope.  For this reason, perhaps, it is appointed for use “in the house of mourning” in the 
                                                            
 5 Robert Alter, in observing the “universalist orientation” of Psalm 49, its instructive nature and 
wisdom vocabulary, claims: “there is no other poem in the collection (Book of Psalms) that has such 
pronounced Wisdom features.” The Book of Psalms: A Translation with Commentary (New York: Norton, 2007), 
171. 
6 Peter C. Craigie interprets “take” in this verse as referring to how having wisdom provides meaning 
and purpose to life and enables one to remain calm and confident in the face of inevitable death; in reference to 
the issue of an after life, he concludes that the psalm, “in keeping with the Psalter as a whole, has no explicit 
theology and hope of life after death . . .” (Psalms 1—50 [WBC 19; 2d ed.; Thomas Nelson, 2004], 361). 
7 In chapter 2 I examined Psalm 78 among the Maśkîl psalms and classified it as a wisdom-historical 
psalm; it uses historical reflection and wisdom elements for didactic purposes. 
8 For a detailed analysis of interpreting the psalms by the categories of “orientation, disorientation, 
and new orientation,” see Walter Brueggemann, The Message of the Psalms (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1984).  
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Jewish Prayer Book.9  Although stylistically and thematically different from Korah Psalms 46—48 
that precede it, Psalm 49 fittingly brings this collection to a close by developing themes of the 
preceding psalms: God alone rules the world and controls human destiny.10   
I see a relationship between Psalm 49 and the following Asaph Psalm 50, since both focus 
on instruction; while Psalm 49 follows more traditional wisdom patterns, Psalm 50 has elements of 
wisdom instruction—with God as the teacher.  Richard J. Clifford notes the similarities between 
Proverbs 1–9 and Psalm 49 in that both focus on the “transaction” between a teacher and student; 
the teacher uses personal experience and tradition in a process that helps the student come to 
understand wisdom.11  Riddles and a chiastic structure heighten the poetic value, and the Hebrew text 
offers a number of translation possibilities.  I shall examine the structure and Hebrew text of the 
psalm while offering several proposals for translation that differ from the standard translations, here 
represented mainly by the Revised NAB psalms and the NRSV.12   
Structural Analysis 
  I divide the Psalm into three sections: Verses 2–5 are an introductory exhortation by a 
wisdom teacher; vv. 6–13 provide wisdom teaching on the futility of trusting in wealth in the face of 
certain death—the reason why the wise person need not fear the temporary status of the rich.  In vv. 
14–21, with language reminiscent of Ecclesiastes, the wisdom instructor focuses on the vanity of 
wealth and the redemption of the just.  Within and between these sections, however, are chiastic 
relationships and riddles, to be noted in the analysis below.   
                                                            
 9 Dr. Joseph H. Hertz, The Authorized Prayer Book: Hebrew Text, English Translation with Commentary and 
Notes (Rev. ed.; New York: Bloch Publishing, 1963), 1088–1091. 
10 Richard J. Clifford, Psalms 1—72 (Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon, 2002), 238. 
11 Ibid., 238–39. 
12 The main source for chiastic structure in this paper is David J. Pleins, “Death and Endurance: 
Reassessing the Literary Structure and Theology of Psalm 49,” JSOT 69 (1996): 19–27; for the riddles, Leo G. 
Perdue, “The Riddles of Psalm 49,” JBL 93 (1974): 533–42.   
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Verses 2–5:   Wisdom terminology used by the psalmist in this introductory section, along 
with the universal nature of the instruction, clearly identifies him as a wisdom teacher.  The psalm 
begins with an introduction exhorting all peoples to “hear” (w(m#) and “give ear” (wnyz)h); these 
imperative verbs convey a sense of urgency.  Speaking to residents of the temporal world (ldx), the 
psalmist addresses those “of lowly birth or high estate” together—literally, Md) ynb i.e., humans in 
general, and #y)-ynb, referring to people of higher social stature—as regardless of their worldly 
status, all are equally bound by the realities of life and death (v. 3a).13  This universal call is further 
emphasized in the second stitch, which speaks of “rich” (ry#() and “poor” (Nwyb)).  The words for 
wisdom and understanding in v. 4, noted above, are both plural in form, which may emphasize the 
ongoing and extensive nature of this instruction.  This moral teaching provides enlightenment that 
promises the bearer “redemption” (v. 16).  Publicly the psalmist speaks wisdom (rbdy), while 
understanding is meditated upon within the heart/mind (ybl twghw).14  The word twgh is in the 
construct; the psalmist’s meditation is “of my heart”—the seat of moral reasoning and intellect.  
Before the psalmist expounds upon the issue at hand he makes clear that what follows comes 
through deep reflection and conviction.15   
                                                            
 13 Abraham Cohen differentiates between Md) and #y) as referring, respectively, to “men generally” 
and those of “higher station” or “leaders” in the community (The Psalms [2d ed.; London/Jerusalem/New 
York: Soncino, 8, 152.) 
 14 The feminine noun twgh is etymologically related to the verb hgh, which often refers to public 
recitation as, for example, in Psalm 1:2 with regard to Torah; here, however, in parallel with the verb “to speak” 
the psalmist probably intends to emphasize both external and internal aspects of wisdom.  For twgh as 
“meditation, musing,” see BDB, 212.  
15 BDB, 212, points out that this word only occurs in the construct.  Mitchell Dahood points this as 
the infinitive absolute, hāgôt, claiming that a verbal form is necessary to “keep the sentence moving,” and which 
he oddly translates as a future, “my heart shall proclaim.”  While recognizing the normal infinitive absolute 
does not have the t ending, he claims the psalmist used this form to create a “rhyming sequence” with the 
twmkx and twnwbt. Psalms 1 (AB 16; New York: Doubleday, 1965), 297.  Dahood’s typically unusual and 
unique opinion in this case seems implausible and unnecessary; the MT rendering seems most accurate.   
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In v. 5, a literal rending of the Hebrew translates, “I will incline (h+)) my ear to a proverb,” 
and “I will open (xtp)) my riddle to the music of a lyre”: the riddle or parable occurs in vv. 13 and 
21, which emphasize that “humans” (Md)) and “beasts” (twmhb), regardless of stature, are destined 
for death—only God has the power to redeem (vv. 8, 16).  The word “open” is often read as “solve”: 
listening attentively, the speaker “opens” the hidden meaning of the riddle, thus solving his problem.  
The harp (rwnk) reflects the liturgical use of the psalm in worship; similar references to the harp 
occur in wisdom-oriented Pss 33:2 and 92:4.16  David J. Pleins sees a chiasm here with v. 2 calling for 
hearing, and v. 21 ending with “silence” (wmdn); one first hears and then becomes silent when 
receiving wisdom teaching.17  By conveying a sense of attentive listening at the outset, the psalmist 
encourages a similar attitude among the listeners for what follows. 
Another chiasm is formed with vv. 3–4 and 20–21a, which both uphold the necessity for 
humanity (Md)) to seek wisdom; in vv. 3–4 the psalmist provides the pattern of speaking and 
meditation for “all peoples.”  Ultimately, if a human will not discern (Nyby )l), he or she will be 
reduced to silence (v. 21).  The chiasm in vv. 5 and 19 begins with the speaker seeking to be attentive 
to God—“I will incline my ear.”  Usually in the psalms, the image of inclining the ear is a plea for 
God to symbolically stoop down (“incline your ear”) and listen (Pss 86:1; 88:3); here the psalmist 
inclines the ear to symbolize his desire to learn God’s wisdom.  Verse 19 provides a direct contrast: 
the false autonomy of trusting in oneself (Krby wyyxb w#pn-yk: “While alive he will bless his 
soul”) and praise from others for doing well (Kdwyo: “They will praise you”) is futile in the face of 
                                                            
16 Norman Whybray views this reference to musical instruments as raising questions about the origin 
of the Psalm if one holds to the idea (e.g., Mowinckel; Gunkel) that wisdom psalms are non-cultic; he proposes 
the possibility that the reference to music refers to “the psalmist’s inspiration rather than his singing,” i.e., the 
“inner meditation” of the previous verse (Reading the Psalms as a Book [JSOTSup 222; Sheffield: Sheffield 
Academic, 1996], 65).  As I note above, wisdom psalms need not preclude both instructional and liturgical use, 
but most probably were used in a variety of settings, though originating in wisdom school contexts.  
17 Pleins, “Death and Endurance,” 20. 
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impending death.18  Instead of parsing by+yt (“you will do well”) as a hiphil 2d masculine singular, 
Pleins parses it as 3d feminine singular, connecting it to #pn in the first line, reading “for it (#pn) 
improved you”;19 this makes #pn the subject of the verb and emphasizes the folly of self-absorbed 
people who fail to hear wisdom, leading to their destruction.    
Verses 6–13:  This next section focuses on the folly of trusting in material wealth, which will 
be unable to save a person from inevitable death (vv. 8–11).  Several parallels to Proverbs occur here: 
the wealthy trust in their riches (Prov 10:15) as a source of security, but at death, or on “the day or 
wrath, it is of no avail” (ly(wy-)l, Prov 11:4).  Using language reminiscent of Ecclesiastes, the 
psalmist presents death as the “great equalizer,” since the wise (Mymkx), the fool and brutish will 
perish (wdb)y r(bw lysk v.11); for this reason the psalmist will not fear (v. 6), despite current 
troubles and seeming injustices.  Reference to the “fool” and “brutish” reflect wisdom vocabulary 
(Pss 73:22; 92:7; 94:8).  Assurances that the wicked will perish (db)) occur frequently in the wisdom 
psalms (Pss 1:6; 37:20; 92:10; 112:10), but here a more sober or realistic view predominates as the 
psalmist includes both the wise and foolish—a view held by Ecclesiastes (2:16).  Ecclesiastes admits 
that wisdom has an advantage over folly because it provides more clarity for living (Eccl 2:13–14); 
the psalmist, however, seems more optimistic than Ecclesiastes regarding the fate of the righteous, 
who will be “taken” up by God.  Ultimately, the conclusion of Ecclesiastes upholds the value of 
wisdom (13:9–14).   
In v. 6 the psalmist asks why he or she should fear ()ry)) in evil days when, surrounded by 
persecutors (ybq(), the speaker becomes painfully aware of the wealth and great riches (Mr#() of 
the oppressors (v. 7).  These themes of fear and riches are paralleled in vv. 17–18, where the psalmist 
                                                            
 18 The critical apparatus in BHS cites two manuscripts that point the verb “to bless” as pual: Krwby,: 
he will be blessed” (1131). 
19 Ibid., 21–22.  
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teaches that the righteous need not fear ()ryt-l)) the increasing riches and wealth (dwbk) of the 
wicked, since at death “it will not go down with them” [to Sheol].  A key word in this section is x+b, 
“trust” (v. 7); the negative connotation here begs the question of trust: do we trust more in material 
wealth or religious, spiritual commitments?20  
Verses 8–9 emphasize that redemptive power belongs to God alone, since no man can 
“redeem his brother” (#y) hdpy hdp-)l).  The most intimate human relationships cannot affect 
redemption without faith.  A translation issue arises with the x), “brother,” which is often emended 
as K), “surely.”  I prefer the MT, which expresses intimacy in relationships and therefore heightens 
the tragic consequences of trusting in wealth rather than God.21  The infinitive absolute of hdp (“to 
redeem”) used here adds emphasis that would be redundant if we emend x) to K), “surely.”   
One cannot give God a ransom (wrpk), since redemption is “costly/precious” (rqy).  By 
using rqy, the psalmist emphasizes the impossibility of humans to redeem themselves without God 
(it is too costly), and the great value and importance of redemption as something precious, an 
ultimate goal for a person of faith.  Human arrogance, often associated with wealth and power, often 
leads to a sense of invincibility, which the psalmist absolutely rejects.  The force of this verse is to 
emphasize that no finite human person, foolish or righteous, can escape the power of death and their 
destiny in Sheol.  Here the NAB attempts to make the verse inclusive and renders, “one cannot 
redeem oneself, pay to God a ransom”; by omitting reference to a “brother,” this rendering lacks 
force and intimacy.  Dahood translates rqyw as “but the mansion,” claiming that the root rqy refers 
                                                            
20 Brueggemann, Psalms, 110. 
 21 Craigie (Psalms 1—5o, 357) and Alter (The Book of Psalms, 172), prefer K), which is found in a few 
Hebrew manuscripts.  Because the psalmist emphasizes the futility of human efforts to amass wealth and 
power, it seems to me more plausible to follow the MT; no one but God alone has the power to redeem.   
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to “mansions” as a euphemism for Sheol, based on Palmyrene funerary inscriptions.22  This 
rendering makes “man’s redemption” an eternity in the “mansion” of Sheol, where one is forever cut 
off from God and in essence ceases. 
Verse 9b takes up the issue of inevitable death, in which humans “cease” (ldx) for eternity; 
ldx here forms a play on words with dlx, “world,” in v. 2: those who inhabit the physical world 
are destined, regardless of stature, to physical death.23  Verses 8–9a form a chiasm with v. 16: in 
opposition to the foolish in 8–9a, whose soul cannot be redeemed (hdp-)l) through human effort, 
the psalmist confidently asserts that God will “redeem my soul” (y#pn-hdpy) and “take me” 
(ynxqy).24  Notice the change from the third person plural of #pn in v. 9 to the first person singular 
in 16, which differentiates the faithful speaker who has wisdom from the collective fools.  The 
chiasm provides a contrast between “giving” (Nty-)l, “he cannot give”) in v. 8 with “taking” in v. 
16; only God can ransom human life from death.  Because humans lack the power to redeem 
themselves, “the pit” (tx#h) is an inevitable part of human destiny (v. 10).  Though it lacks the 
interrogative He, this verse is translated as a question in the New Jewish Version (NJPS): “Shall he live 
eternally, and never see the grave?”  NAB has the same essential meaning without presenting it as a 
question.  The “pit” is another word for Sheol, thus forming a chiasm with v. 15, which uses 
shepherd imagery to describe the destiny of the rich in Sheol, where “death will shepherd them”: 
ironically, God is often depicted as shepherd in the Hebrew Scriptures (Pss 23:1; 79:13; 80:2), but 
here “death” (twm) is shepherd.   
                                                            
22 Psalms 1, 299.  This translation proposal is intriguing, but I question why the psalmist would use 
“mansions” to refer to eternity in Sheol here, when in v. 15 Sheol and “habitation” (lbzm) are used to describe 
the ultimate fate of the fool.   
 23 Craigie, noting the parenthetical nature of verse 9, conjectures that it might be a later editorial 
addition (Psalms 1—50, 359.). 
24 Pleins, “Death and Endurance,” 22–23.   
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Verse 11 summarizes the wisdom teaching of the previous verses: all human beings will 
perish—“wise,” “foolish,” and “ignorant”—only to leave their temporal wealth to others.  The word 
pairs translated “fool” (lysk) and “folly” (lsk), and “others” (Myrx)) and “descendants” 
(Mhyrx)) connect vv. 11 and 14.  Though all are destined to die, the wise can take comfort 
knowing that the reputation of the rich fools will follow them to the grave.25  These words likewise 
reflect the vocabulary of the wisdom literature.   
This section concludes with vv. 12–13, which serve as the pivot of the psalm’s chiastic 
structure.26  Many modern translations (RSV, NRSV, NJPS, NAB) follow the Old Greek and Syriac and 
emend Mbrq (“their inward thought”) as rbq (“grave)—a scribe may have inadvertently 
transposed two consonants (b; r).27  I prefer the MT reading.  In their foolish arrogance, the 
unreflective rich fools believe “within” that their wealth and fame will endure forever; in reality, 
however, they “will not abide” (Nyly-lb) but are “like the beasts” (twmhb) who perish (wmdn).  
The word translated “perish” (wmdn), reappears as the last word in the poem, thus connecting this 
verse and v. 21.  In v. 21, however, the problem with Md) is that he “does not understand” (Nyby-
)l), a play on words with “will not abide” in v. 13; while failing to abide equates with perishing, here 
failure to understand makes “silenced” or “dumb” a better translation wmdn.28  
Verses 14–21 concludes the wisdom teaching: those who vainly trust in their wealth will be 
herded like sheep in Sheol, the underworld prison of the dead where they will be forever cut off from 
God.  On the other hand, those with wisdom will experience redemption by God: “Certainly, God 
                                                            
25 Ibid., 25. 
26 Ibid., 26. 
27 See note in Craigie (Psalms 1—50, 357), and the discussion by Alter (The Book of Psalms, 173)—both 
of whom emend the MT to rbq in their translations.  
28 Paul R. Raabe, “Deliberate Ambiguity in the Psalter,” JBL 110 (1991): 213–27; see 216.  Raabe calls 
vv. 13, 21 an example of “antanaclasis,” in which a word is repeated with a change in meaning.    
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will redeem my soul from the power of Sheol.” (lw)#-dy y#pn-hdpy Myhl)-K), v. 16a).29  In 
the second line, the psalmist confidently proclaims how God will do this: “For he will take me.”  The 
verb ynxqy (“take me”) raises theological questions: does it refer to an afterlife, or simply an 
assurance of God’s ultimate justice in a pre-resurrection context?  In its original context, the psalm 
most likely was composed before Israel had developed a belief in an afterlife or resurrection.  Belief in 
the resurrection of the dead and an afterlife most probably developed in ancient Israel in the 
Maccabean period; the Book of Daniel provides the most specific reference to the resurrection 
(12:2).30  If taken in a pre-resurrection sense, the verse more likely reflects the central thesis of 
Israelite wisdom literature: “fear of YHWH” is the source of wisdom; one who properly reveres 
YHWH need not fear or be constrained in life by the prosperity of the wicked since YHWH provides 
meaning and ultimate justice.31  Like Ecclesiastes, the psalm rejects wealth as a source of meaning in 
life.  On the other hand, later rabbinic commentary associates v. 16 with reference to an afterlife: 
“But I, who have bent my ear to the parable—God will redeem my soul so that I do not go to the 
grave,” which is explained as a reference to the immortality of the soul, “my soul should not be taken 
with my body when he [God] takes me. . .”32   
In v. 14, which Alter calls “not intelligible,” the NAB translation, “pleased with their wealth,” 
interprets wcry Mhypb (“they are pleased [with what is] in their mouths”) as referring to the 
abundant wealth of the rich (v. 7); the prosperous rich delight in boasting of their riches.  Another 
possible rendering is “pleased with their speech,” denoting their arrogance and misguided trust in 
                                                            
 29 I interpret the adverb K) as providing emphasis (“certainly”); NJPS and NRSV translate it as “but,” 
which fails to express the emphatic nature of the psalmist’s statement.   
 30 John Perry provides an excellent, concise argument for the development of a theology of the 
resurrection of the dead in Israel as a response to the crisis engendered by the persecution of Antiochus IV 
from 167–165 B.C.E. (Exploring the Evolving View of God: From Ancient Israel to the Risen Jesus [Franklin, Wis.: 
Sheed & Ward, 1999], 201–19). 
 31 Craigie views the psalm as lacking any explicit eschatology or theology of an afterlife, but rather 
confidence in the wisdom teacher’s instruction in which, like Ecclesiastes, human finitude must be faced 
honestly and life be guided by fear of the Lord (Psalms 1—50, 361). 
32 Based on a citation from the Medieval commentator Rashi in The Book of Psalms (2d vol.; ed A. J. 
Rosenberg; New York: Judaica Press, 1991), 184–85.   
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their personal autonomy and false sense of security and power.33  Verse 15 presents numerous 
translation possibilities.  I render it as follows: “like sheep they are set/appointed (wt#) to/for Sheol.  
Death will shepherd them, and the upright will have dominion over them in the morning (rqbl 
Myr#y Mb wdryw), and their form will waste away; Sheol will be their home.”  Here NAB, RSV, and 
NRSV emend the text to read, “straight to the grave the descend,” reading the adjective r#y as a 
verbal form meaning “straight,” and amending rqb to rbq, “grave.”  Along with NJPS I prefer to 
follow the MT as is: after the “night”—metaphorically referring to the oppression of the rich—
God’s justice will prevail in the morning, or day of redemption, when the “upright” (those with 
wisdom) receive vindication.  The word lbzm can mean “home,” “dwelling,” or as in NAB, “palace.”  
The key translation issue in v. 16 is the meaning of xql, “to take”: though later 
interpretations, both rabbinic and Christian, interpret in terms of the afterlife, as noted above, this 
belief developed later.34  Among the most ancient psalms in the Psalter, Psalm 18 uses Canaanite 
mythology to describe God’s deliverance of a righteous servant from danger, described in terms of 
cosmic chaos.35  In 18:17 the psalmist states, “He [God] sent from on high and took me (ynxqy); he 
drew me out of the many waters.”  The usage of xql in Psalm 18 provides a good context for 
understanding the meaning of the verb in Psalm 49.  The word is better interpreted in terms of 
redemption from oppression in this life, looking towards covenant promises of peace, long life and 
                                                            
 33 Alter translates, “and after, in words alone, they show favor,” noting that literally the Hebrew reads, 
“and after them in their mouth they show favor” (Psalms, 173).  The LXX has, “and afterwards, they will 
commend their sayings (eu0logh/sousi dia/yalma).  Following the statement on the ultimate end of all 
humans in v.13, the boasting and “commendation” of the sayings of the rich in v.14 seems all the more futile, 
and this coincides with the major theological insight of the psalm: trusting in, and boasting of, temporal wealth 
is foolish and futile in light of God’s control over our existence and our ultimate destiny.   
34 Schaefer, Psalms, 124. 
 35 Craigie notes that among scholars a general consensus views Psalm 18 as ancient, dating to the 
eleventh to tenth centuries B.C.E., probably “from the time of David or shortly thereafter,” as it utilizes an 
older form of Hebrew in which the imperfect tense is commonly used to express past time.  He compares 
18:5–20 with the Canaanite myths of Baal, Mot, and Yam, in which the psalmist apparently adapted the 
Canaanite myths to give a cosmic dimension to Yahweh’s deliverance (Psalms 1—50, 172–74). 
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prosperity.  The promise of God’s redemption becomes the reason why the speaker need not fear (v. 
17), despite the increasing “riches of his [foolish rich person] house” (dwbk, normally meaning glory, 
refers to wealth in this context).  The use of xql here appears to be an intentional allusion to the 
stories of Enoch (Gen 5:24) and Elijah (2 Kgs 2:9–10), both of whom are “taken” (xql) by God.36  
Having counseled that God will ultimately vindicate them, the psalmist teaches the righteous, 
who presumably as “wise ones” fear God, not to fear ()ryt-l)) the increasing wealth of the rich 
(v. 17).  The psalmist continues to share his/her wisdom in v. 18: paralleling and contrasting the use 
of xql in v. 16, instead of being taken by God, the rich man will be unable to take his wealth with 
him when he dies (lkh xqy wtwmb )l yk; I translate this as “For when he dies he will not take 
anything”).  This recalls Job’s initial claim that as he came from the womb naked, so he shall return 
naked to the “womb” of Sheol; likewise, Eccl 5:14–15 uses the metaphor of nakedness at birth and 
death to drive home the point made by the psalmist: wealth becomes meaningless at death.   
Despite the arrogance of the rich who flaunt their wealth, at death their possessions will be 
taken and given to others.  Only God can give life and redemption.  Verse 20 contrasts the temporal 
arrogance and self-assurance of the rich fool with his or her ultimate fate: never seeing the “light” 
(rw)) symbolizes the eternal darkness of Sheol.  This parallels Job 10:21–22, in which a distraught 
Job declares his imminent destiny in Sheol, the land of “deep gloom” (twmlc K#x), in which “light 
is like darkness” (NJPS; literally, “shines like darkness” (lp)-wmk (pt).  Verse 21 concludes the 
poem by summarizing this progression of thought: without understanding, i.e., wisdom, one’s destiny 
is Sheol.  Temporal wealth and status becomes folly in the face of death.   
                                                            
36 Roland E. Murphy, “Psalms,” (JBC; Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice Hall, 1968), 585. 
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The Riddles and their Solutions: Leo G. Perdue proposes two riddles with solutions in Psalm 49.  
The first riddle in v. 21 is answered in v. 13; his interpretation challenges the notion that these two 
verses serve as a type of refrain, as he re-points the final verb in v. 21, hmd as Mmd, while retaining 
the niphal perfect tense.  This changes the root meaning from “to perish” to “be dumb”; he claims 
this provides a more suitable parallel with Nyly-lb in v. 13 (“cannot abide”) as an expression for 
death.37  However, this emendation seems forced, is not supported by the ancient versions, and 
weakens the theme of death found throughout the poem: tx#h, “the pit” v. 10; wdb)y, “they will 
perish” v. 11; Nyly-lb, “they will not abide” and wmdn, “they perish” v. 13; lw)#, “Sheol” vv. 15–
16; wtwmb, “in his death” v. 18; rw)-w)ry )l, “they will never see the light” v. 20; and wmdn, 
“they will perish” v. 21.  While the relationship between vv. 13 and 21 is clear, Purdue’s proposed 
emendation seems unconvincing.  A more important aspect of the two verses is the word play and 
comparison between Nyly-lb in v. 13 and Nyby )lw in v. 21.  An undiscerning person who rejects 
the autonomy of God by trusting in wealth surely will perish (v. 21); therefore, in answer to the 
problem of the prosperity of the wicked, the poem asserts the temporal nature of their prosperity—it 
will not last.  
 The second proposed riddle and solution are found in vv. 8 and 16: whereas human beings 
cannot ransom themselves (v. 8), God will redeem the #pn of those who with faith trust in God’s 
autonomy and justice and will take or receive (xql) such persons from the “power of Sheol” 
(lw)#-dym).  Perdue also emends x) (“brother”) in v. 8 as K), based on a supposed scribal error 
(BHS also notes this possibility in the critical apparatus), thus having both verses begin with 
“surely.”38  I prefer reading v. 8 as “brother” to emphasize that only God has the power to redeem; 
we cannot save or redeem even our closest relatives.  The riddle of redemption, then, can only be 
                                                            
37 “Riddles of Psalm 49,” 538.   
38  Ibid., 541.   
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answered with the assertive affirmation of God’s singular redemptive power.  Therefore, Perdue’s 
analysis of the poem’s meaning coincides in essence with my proposal above.   
Conclusion  
 Psalm 49 presents a classic example of biblical wisdom poetry based on its thematic content 
and vocabulary; it contains linguistic and thematic similarities to aspects of Job, Proverbs, and 
Ecclesiastes.  Such a poem most probably arose within wisdom schools associated with the temple.  
It holds timeless appeal and pastoral applicability as it addresses the problem of seeming inequalities 
among humans by upholding the autonomy and justice of God, and the reality of death as the great 
equalizer.     
Some wisdom elements in Psalms 50 and 51: 
Psalm 50 utilizes a prophetic style in which God—hwhy Myhl) l), “God, God the 
LORD,” (v. 1) emphasizing YHWH as supreme God and judge—proclaims a covenant lawsuit from a 
storm theophany reminiscent of the theopany at Sinai in Exod 19:16–19.  As thunder, lightning, 
cloud, and trumpet blast caused the Israelites to tremble at Sinai in preparation for Moses’ reception 
of God’s Commandments, so here the theophany is transferred to Zion with “consuming fire” and 
an intense storm (d)m hr(#n wybybsw, v. 3) in preparation for God’s proclamation against 
covenant violations.39  This lawsuit will conclude with a covenant renewal and acceptable sacrifice 
(vv. 14, 23).  Zion is described as “the perfection of beauty” (ypy-llkm), the place where God 
                                                            
39 Richard J. Clifford makes this comparison, and in observing the transference of the Holy Mountain 
from Sinai to Zion mentions Psalm 48:1, in which Zion is equated with Mt. Zaphon, located in the north and 
the home of Baal, the storm god in Ugaritic literature (Psalms 1—72 [Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon, 2002], 244).  
This transference of sacred mountain locations to Zion reveals both the importance and centrality of Zion as 
the location of the temple (especially after the one temple rule), the transcendent nature of theopanies, which 
transcend time and space, and particularly in the storm imagery (and Psalm 48 in reference to Zaphon), the 
influence of Ugaritic concepts in the Hebrew psalms.   
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dwells in the temple and “appears” or “shines” ((ypwh, v. 2).40  From this sacred vantage point, God 
commands (Cr)-)rqyw rbd, “he spoke and summoned the earth”) the heavens and the earth (v. 
2-4) to “testify” (dw(, v. 7) against Israel, with whom a covenant was established by sacrifice (v.6).  
Though they offered ritual sacrifice, their failure to offer a sacrifice of praise based on obedience to 
Torah (vv. 8-15) made the ritual offerings worthless (see Pss 40:7; 51:18-19); God seeks a sacrifice of 
praise (hdwt) and honor (yndbktw, vv.15, 23) manifested in discipline, obedience, and avoidance of 
sinful behavior (vv. 16-21).   
I divide the psalm in three parts: vv. 1–6, an introduction with storm theophany and divine 
summons; vv. 7–15, instruction regarding proper disposition for sacrifice and God’s omniscience; vv. 
16–23, condemnation of covenant violations, sinful behavior, and a final reminder of the blessing to 
be assured for those who offer proper sacrifice.  God concludes the rebuke with the promise that 
those who offer a sacrifice of praise will be guided to salvation (v. 23).   
Thematically and verbally, wisdom themes occur in God’s command for the people to 
“listen” (h(m#; v. 7) to divine teaching and testimony against improper behavior.  As the omniscient 
creator of all that exists, God needs no sacrificial offerings in the flesh and blood of animals but 
rather a sacrifice of praise (hdwt xbz; vv.14, 23) manifested in authentic obedience to the 
commandments.  This reflects, on a communal level, the role of a wisdom teacher, in this case God, 
calling students to listen and learn from his teaching how to properly live life in obedience to the 
commandments, which assures God’s blessing (vv. 15, 23).  Those who offer praise (hdwt) as their 
sacrifice and who set their way of life (Krd M#) according to the commandments, honor God and 
receive salvation ((#yb wn)r), “I will show him salvation”; v. 23).   
                                                            
 40 Similar descriptions of God being revealed in a storm occur in Exod 19:16–20, as noted, and 
Deuteronomy 33:2 (The Song of Moses); Elihu’s speech to Job (37:15), and the God’s whirlwind speech (38:1); in 
Ps 94:1, God is called upon to “appear” ((ypwh) and judge the wicked. 
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The emphases in the psalm on obedience to the commandments (yqx), the covenant 
(ytyrb, v. 16), and discipline (rswm, v. 17) express the concerns of wisdom teachers.  God calls the 
“wicked” ((#r) to account for their hypocrisy in reciting the commandments and covenant, but 
“hating” discipline by engaging in evil activities and maligning their own kin (vv. 17-20).  Psalm 50 
gives priority to wisdom and Torah over cultic concerns.  Wisdom terminology also occurs in God’s 
command to the wicked “who forget God” to “understand this” (t)z )n-wnyb, v. 22): only by 
authentically living one’s life according to the commandments does one offer acceptable “sacrifice” 
and pay your vows to the most high” (Kyrdn Nwyl(l Ml#, v. 14); only those who live by Torah, 
represented by the “way” (Krd, v. 23), receive blessing and salvation.  
 Psalm 51: This penitential lament psalm also provides a stinging rebuke to inauthentic cultic 
sacrifice (v. 18), and upholds the primacy of humility as “sacrifice” (v. 19), manifested in repentance 
and sincerity of heart.  After the psalmist’s initial confession of sin, which he views as part of the 
human condition from birth (“I was brought forth in iniquity; in sin my mother conceived me,” v. 7), 
and before describing a cleansing ritual (“Purge me with hyssop . . . wash me . . .” v. 9), a wisdom 
statement occurs in v. 8 that may be an interpolation.  The psalmist declares that God desires “truth 
in the inward being” (twx+b tcpx tm)-Nh), and therefore asks God to “teach me wisdom in my 
secret places” (yn(ydwt hmkx Mtsb, v. 8), i.e., he seeks a deep, inward conversion to authenticity 
and truth by attaining “wisdom.”  “Inward being” and truth in v.8a synonymously parallel “secret 
places” and wisdom in 8b.41  If verse 8 is removed, the psalm still flows smoothly from v. 7 to v.9, 
which raises the question of whether the reference to seeking wisdom in v. 8 reflects a later 
                                                            
 41 The noun twx+ represents the heart as the center of wisdom and morals, as also in Job 38:36; Mts 
is a passive participle that also refers to the inner being as the center of wisdom; see BDB, 376, 710.  Marvin 
Tate interprets this verse as referring to wisdom that is implanted in the womb even before birth (Psalms 51—
100 [WBC 20; Dallas, Tex.: Word, 1990, 6]).  
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interpolation by wisdom editors who adapted this psalm for didactic purposes.  In addition, the 
references to sacrifices in vv. 18–21 could also plausibly be a later addition to the original lament.42   
 In the midst of his confession, the psalmist injects a statement upholding the importance of 
truth and wisdom within the core of a person as God’s desire; failure to live according to truth and 
wisdom results in sin.  The movement from lament and sorrow over sin to a new orientation in life 
will be accomplished by attaining wisdom within (Mtsb), which manifests itself in authentically 
living by God’s Torah.  By seeking mercy and reminding God of the covenant promises of steadfast 
love and compassion (v. 3; see Exod 34:6), honestly confessing and repenting of sin, and seeking 
wisdom, the psalmist will experience renewal in heart and spirit (vv. 4–14).   
 Repeated use of cleansing language (“blot out” vv. 3, 11; “wash,” “purify,” vv. 4, 9, “purge” v. 
9), and reference to renewal of heart and spirit (v. 12) recall Ezekiel 36:24–28 and prophecies of 
Israel’s restoration in the exilic/post-exilic era.43  This enables the forgiven psalmist to go forth and 
teach other transgressors the way of Torah (Kykrd My(#p hdml)), that they too may turn from 
sin.   The emphasis on a forgiven and converted sinner teaching others the “way” of proper living—
Krd serves as a circumlocution for Torah in wisdom psalms (1:1, 6; 25:8–9, 12; 119:1, 5, 25, 32)—
recalls Psalm 32:8, which raises the question of a common source for both psalms among sages or 
                                                            
42 Norman Whybray proposes that because vv. 20–21 show a favorable attitude toward sacrifice, they 
are a later addition, either intentionally composed or from another source.  These verses optimistically call 
upon God to do good and show favor to Zion (Knwcrb hby+yh), rebuild the walls of Jerusalem, and be 
pleased with “sacrifices of righteousness” (qdc-yxbz), whole and burnt offerings upon the altar; reference to 
rebuilding Jerusalem argues for a post-exilic context for the psalm in its final form (Reading the Psalms as a Book 
[JSOTSup 222; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1996], 106).  
43 Clifford, Psalms 1—72, 251.  Alter notes the references to purging with hyssop in v. 9 (“Purge me 
with hyssop,” bwz)b yn)+xt) recall purification rituals in which hyssop was used to sprinkle blood from a 
sacrificial animal (Lev 14:4, 7), or water (Num 19:18–22); however, these references may be used as symbolic 
references to internal, spiritual cleansing.  A spiritual interpretation, bolstered by the negative sacrificial 
language in vv. 18–19, opposes the idea that the psalm refers to a specific purification ritual.  (The Book of 
Psalms: A Translation with Commentary [New York: Norton, 2007], 182).  I suggest that the final positive 
references to renewed sacrifice in vv. 20–21 reveal the intention of the final redactors and its use in worship 
and prayer in a post-exilic context, regardless of whether it refers to specific rites, or the conversion of 
individuals or the community from sinfulness to authenticity (e.g., Psalm 50; Amos 6:21–27; Isaiah 1:1–18; 
Micah 6:7–8; Malachi 1:1 –14). 
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wisdom schools.  Both psalms highlight the futility of trying to conceal sinfulness from an all-
knowing God while emphasizing the benefits of honest repentance and confession.  If we can trace 
wisdom influence in the final redaction of this psalm, then we also have more evidence of the 
relationship between wisdom and cult as the result of repentance and obtaining wisdom is a situation 
in which his or her (or the community’s) sacrifice is therefore acceptable to God.   
Wisdom Elements in Psalm 62 
 This song of trust contains wisdom themes and vocabulary.  The psalmist speaks with 
confidence and security and remains at “rest” (y#pn hymwd, v.2; ymwd, v.6) despite the plotting and 
cursing of enemies (vv. 4-5), because ultimately God’s steadfast love (dsx) provides assurance that 
God will reward or punish people according to their deeds (v. 13).  The psalmist realizes through 
prayer and experience that God is “salvation,” (vv. 2–3, 7), “rock” (vv. 3, 7–8), “stronghold” (vv. 3, 
8), “hope” (v. 6), “glory” (dwbk, v. 8), “refuge” (vv. 8–9), and source of power (v. 12).  Similar 
images of strength occur in Psalm 61:3–4, along with other linguistic parallels: “steadfast love” (61:8; 
62:13), and “pay” (Ml# 61:9, vows; 62:13, according to deeds).  Despite these similarities, however, 
Psalm 61 is the prayer of a king while Psalm 62 provides a confident, wisdom-oriented meditation on 
God’s power and covenant love in contrast to the ephemeral nature of human life (v. 10).  The two 
occurrences of hls (vv. 5; 9) provide the basis for a neat three part division: vv. 2–5, 6–9, and 10–
13; Schaefer divides the psalm into “two movements,” vv. 2–8, “trust and perplexity about the 
enemies,” and 9–13, which invites the people to trust in God and provides instruction.44 
 The image of God as “rock” and “refuge” (rwc; hsxm) occurs throughout the Hebrew 
Bible and the Psalms (e.g., Pss 18:3; 144:1-2) and here provides hope and comfort in the midst of 
                                                            
 44 For the three-part division see Marvin Tate, Psalms 51—100 (WBC; Dallas, Tex.: Word, 1990), 119; 
for Schaefer’s two movement and rhetorical analysis, see Psalms, 149–52. 
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humiliation and slander by enemies who “bless with their mouths but they curse within themselves” 
(wllqy Mbrqbw wkrby wypb, v. 5).  The psalmist uses the noun, brq, (“inward part,” “bowels,” 
or “interior”) to present the wicked as “heartless”; their inner source of morals and action brings 
forth evil.45  In contrast, when speaking of (to) the righteous in the wisdom section the psalmist 
chooses the more common bl, “heart,” while encouraging them to trust in the Lord (vv. 9, 11).  
The wise who heed the exhortation to “pour out your hearts before God” (v. 8) and not trust or put 
“vain hope” (wlbht, v.11) on oppression and robbery (lzg), therefore, have a heart which 
represents a moral and rational way of living.  Dishonest and arrogant persecutors shame and 
humiliate the reputation of the psalmist; in a culture of honor and shame such slander is likened to 
killing (wxcrt, v. 4, “you slay”).  Surrounding the description of the enemies’ setting upon and 
“slaying” the innocent, who are likened to a besieged fortress or tottering fence (v. 4), are the two 
similarly-worded descriptions of God and the speaker’s proclamation of confidence (vv. 2-3. 6-8).   
Following the imperative to “trust” God and “pour out your hearts (Mkbbl) before him” 
in v. 9, wisdom teaching and vocabulary occur in vv. 10–12.  Reminiscent of Ecclesiastes, the root 
lbh, “vapor,” is used as a noun in v. 10 and in verbal form in v. 11, to describe humans and their 
vain pursuit of material wealth.  A numerical saying, “once . . . twice,” in reference to the psalmist 
hearing the divine proclamation that strength belongs to God alone, occurs in v. 12; this idiom of 
repetition emphasizes the validity and importance of the statement and is a common feature of the 
wisdom literature (e.g., Prov 30; Job 40:5).  This wisdom section begins with a proverb preceded by 
the particle K)—used also in vv. 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7, and usually translated as “truly” or “only”—which 
serves to emphasize the contrast between God (God truly is rock, salvation, stronghold, rest, hope, 
vv. 2, 3, 6, 7) with the finite humans (who delight in lies; a mere breath, weightless, vv. 5, 10).  The 
proverb in v. 10 utilizes the wisdom vocabulary of Ecclesiastes in emphasizing the finitude and 
                                                            
 45 On this use of brq see BDB, 899. 
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transitory nature of both poor (Md)-ynb) and rich (#y) ynb) people.  These same terms for 
common and rich people are also used in wisdom Psalm 49:3 to address all of humanity (see also 
Psalm 4:3).  Here the psalmist proclaims that all humans, inclusively, are ultimately “vapor” (lbh; 
see, e.g., Eccl. 1:2; 14; 17) and “a deception” (bzk).   They are likened to a weightless item placed on 
a scale which therefore rises as they are “breath” (lbh); thematic and linguistic similarities occur in 
Pss 39:6–7 and 144:4, which describe the ephemeral nature of human life.   
As noted above, v. 11 uses a verbal form of the root lbh to emphasize that trusting in false 
gains through oppression, robbery and power (lyx) are worthless.  This is followed by the numerical 
aphorism mentioned above: “once [tx)] God has spoken, twice [Myt#] I have heard,” that true 
might (z() belongs to God alone.46  The wisdom section concludes with reference to God’s covenant 
promise of (dsx, Exod 34:6), stating that as dsx—the unbreakable, fidelity and commitment of 
covenant love—belongs to God, so God will reward (Ml#) each person according to their works (v. 
13).   
Clearly Psalm 62 exhibits wisdom influence in its contrasting fates between those who trust 
in God and those who delight in falsehood, slander, oppression, might and robbery; ultimately those 
who trust in God receive the promise of dsx.  Further, the first movement in vv. 2–8, which 
emphasizes trust in God in the midst of oppression and slander by enemies, provides a very personal 
reflection by the poet that comes to fruition in the second, wisdom-oriented movement in vv. 9–13.  
The psalmist concludes by exhorting the assembly to trust in God and avoid the false illusion of 
human strength, oppression, and violence as all such behavior, and all humanity, remains “breath” 
                                                            
46 For the numerical saying as an element of wisdom literature, and a detailed expose of the language, 
themes and rhetorical aspects of wisdom literature, see J. Kenneth Kuntz, “The Canonical Wisdom Psalms of 
Ancient Israel—Their Rhetorical, Thematic, and Formal Dimensions,” in Rhetorical Criticism: Essays in Honor of 
James Muilenburg (Pittsburg, Penn.: Pickwick Press, 1974), 186–222, esp., 192–93. 
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(lbh) before God, the true source of power and permanence.47  In contrast to the vanity of sinful 
human behaviors, those who trust in God and act accordingly receive the promise of enduring 
covenant love (dsx) that gave the psalmist silence and protection in the midst of enemies and 
oppression.  
A Wisdom Interpolation in Psalm 64 
This Davidic psalm contains three movements, beginning with a general plea for protection 
against the wicked people who oppress the blameless and righteous (vv. 2–7)—a common 
dichotomy in wisdom literature.  Next, using retribution theology—representing a traditional 
orientation in wisdom literature, in which the righteous are assured of God’s ultimate intervention 
and justice (e.g., Ps 1:6)—God suddenly intervenes to destroy the wicked (vv. 8–9).  This leads to a 
new orientation in the concluding wisdom section (vv. 10–11), an interpolation in which all people 
are called upon to “fear” God, “understand” God’s works, and then be assured of refuge in YHWH 
and rejoicing for the righteous (v. 11).   
In section one an individual speaker cries out to God for help and protection (vv. 2–3), 
against a group of vicious enemies called the “council of evildoers” (My(rm dwsm, v. 3).  They are 
described (vv. 4–7) using metaphors of speaking (lit. “tongue”) like a sword or poison-tipped arrow 
(v. 4), which they “shoot in secret at the blameless” (Mt Myrtsmb tryl) suddenly (M)tp), 
without fear (w)ryy )l) of reprisal.  In contrast to the righteous, whose fear of the LORD “is the 
beginning of wisdom” (Ps 111:10; Prov 1:7; 9:10; Job 28:28; Sir 1:14), the evildoers have no fear of 
God.  Fear of the Lord represents reverence and respect for divine power and autonomy.  The words 
for “council,” “evildoers,” and “blameless” represent the initial conflict between the righteous and 
                                                            
47 Following the division of the Psalm by Conrad Schaefer, who also explores the linguistic and 
rhetorical features and views vv. 9-13 as wisdom-influenced; Psalms, 149-52. 
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the wicked.  The word for “suddenly” reappears antithetically in the next section as God will 
“suddenly” fire his own metaphorical arrows right back at the wicked.  In addition to encouraging 
one another (v. 6), these evildoers devise schemes within their “deep heart” (qm( blw, v. 7).   
As noted above, the tone shifts in vv. 8–9 in which God will “suddenly” (Mw)tp) shoot 
with divine arrows, leading to the downfall of the wicked (v. 9); structurally, the two uses of Mw)tp 
mark the transition from disorientation to new orientation as the oppressive actions of the wicked 
are turned back upon them by God.  This prepares for the concluding wisdom teaching (vv. 10–11), 
which calls on all people to “fear” (w)ryyw), proclaim God’s works, and “understand his actions” 
(wlyk#h wh#(m, v. 10).  Imperatives to “fear” the Lord represent a central tenet of wisdom 
theology as the foundation of wisdom as noted above.  A wise person will observe and understand 
God’s power and glory through creation and God’s works of justice; the psalmist uses the key 
wisdom root lk# to convey this teaching (see Proverbs 8; Job 28; 38 –40; Sir 24; and creation 
psalms 19A; 33; 104:24) as examples of the revelation of wisdom through God’s works.  This leads 
to a conclusion in which the righteous (qydc) will be glad and the “And all the upright in heart shall 
exult” (bl-yr#y-lk wllhtyw, v. 11), thus completing the wisdom dichotomy between evildoers 
and the righteous.  While in general Psalm 64 fits the pattern of an individual lament, its lack of 
specificity regarding the incidents described within, but focus on the “blameless” and “righteous” 
lead Tate to emphasize its focus on faithful worshippers of God, with the speaker being a leader 
within that community.48  
                                                            
 48 Tate, Psalms 51—100, 133; Tate also refers to Jeremias’s view that the psalm is a “cult prophetic 
lament-liturgy” that uses prophetic and wisdom language, with the speaker being a prophetic leader in the 
community.  This view comes closer to my proposal here, that a general prayer used for anticipatory or current 
situations of distress has been adapted and shaped by wisdom teachers to emphasize retribution theology as a 
source of confidence.  Wisdom, then, is attained by the one who observes God’s works and thus remains 
steadfast.   
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Underlying the movement from lament to confidence, however, are important wisdom 
elements which contrast the wicked vs. the righteous, retribution theology, fear of the LORD, and 
“understanding.”  I propose that an existing lament form, used to anticipate impending or current 
problems, has been adapted by wisdom teachers to emphasize traditional wisdom retribution 
theology as a method to maintain trust and hope.  Further, one can achieve understanding by fear of 
the Lord, observation of God’s works; this, in turn, leads to rejoicing.   
Conclusion: Wisdom influence in the structure and theology of the Psalter in Book Two 
occurs most profoundly in Psalm 49, which both linguistically and thematically holds strong parallels 
to the established conventions of wisdom literature.  In examining Psalm 62 I likewise pointed out 
the strong wisdom terms and themes present within the psalm.  Psalms 50, 51, and 64 are rarely 
viewed as having connections to the wisdom traditions, but in each psalm I have pointed out 
important wisdom themes, features, and terms; though not wisdom psalms per se, this trio contains 
elements that reveal the  underlying influence of wisdom in their compilation and/or editing. 
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Chapter Six: Wisdom in Book Three 
Introduction: As the Book of Psalms expresses a range of real-life experiences, from 
lament, doubt, and suffering to joy, hope, and understanding, it reveals the reason for its ongoing 
significance for individuals and communities of faith.  Using both the voices of individuals and the 
community, the Psalter contains a movement of emotions and theologies, from confident assertions 
of traditional retribution theology in Psalm 1, through the uncertainties and joys of life expressed 
through the variety of psalm types and mixed-types (Pss 14/53; 25; 36, 40; 49; 88; 90; 144) and, in the 
end, a confident doxology of praise that represents confident, sure faith in God’s glory and love (Ps 
150).1  Walter Brueggeman has identified a movement from confident piety (“orientation”), lament 
and doubt (“disorientation”), to a new, deeper understanding of God’s steadfast love (“new 
orientation”) in studying the movement from lament to thanksgiving in the Psalter.2  In positing that 
the final canonical form of the Psalter reveals the work of wisdom editors, I observe this movement: 
from the orientation in Psalm 1, through disorientation in doubt and questions of theodicy in the 
body of the Psalter (e.g., Pss 39; 49), to a new orientation representing a wiser, more mature 
understanding of God’s justice and love in Psalms 145–150.   
Psalm 73, located in the center of the Psalter, contains in its 28 verses this same movement 
from orientation (v. 1), through disorientation (vv. 2–16), to a new orientation of trust in Yahweh 
(vv. 17–28)—in essence, this centrally located psalm provides a microcosm of the Psalter’s 
movement.  Psalm 73 begins Book 3 and centers the Psalter by dealing with the questions of 
theodicy, and concludes with a renewed emphasis on God as the enduring source of life and refuge.  
Book 3 will conclude with a lament over the failure of the monarchy and the exile (Ps 89:39–52); 
Psalm 73 anticipates this and provides a way to move forward theologically from lament to a new 
orientation based upon wisdom. 
                                                          
1 These representative examples from the five books of the Psalter are all discussed in this 
dissertation. 
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 In addition to the use of Torah psalms, acrostics, the Maśkîl, and wisdom-oriented psalms of 
mixed genre, another important clue for the work of wisdom editors in shaping the Psalter appears 
through the placement of particular psalms at the so-called “seams” between the five books; these 
seams reveal wisdom influence, of which Ps 73 stands out most prominently.3  Wisdom psalms, or 
psalms containing wisdom language and themes, appear at the beginning (Pss 1–2) of Book 1, at its 
closing in 41:2–3; in the heading of Book 2 (Ps 42, Maśkîl) and at the start of Book 3 (Ps 73); at the 
start of Book 4 (Ps 90), and its conclusion (Ps 106); and in the beginning of Book 5 (Ps 107:43) and 
its conclusion (Ps 145, acrostic; wisdom elements in Pss 146–148).4  The presence of wisdom at these 
seams adds to the evidence of the influence of wisdom teachers or schools in the formation of the 
Psalter.5  
The Relationship between Royal Psalms, Lament, and Wisdom: The Context for Psalm 73 
 Brueggemann and Patrick Miller posit a theological movement in the Psalter that responds 
to changes necessitated by the fall of Jerusalem, in Psalms 74, 79, and the failure of the monarchy, in 
Ps 89:39–52.6  This movement is anticipated in the concluding verses of Psalm 72, a royal psalm 
ascribed to Solomon, as vv. 18–19—also the concluding doxology of Book Two—suddenly shift 
praise to the God of Israel, and v. 20 states that the prayers of David have ended.  Psalm 73 follows 
as an “alternative script” that reflects the emphasis on divine kingship, further expressed in the 
enthronement Psalms 93–100, and by a wisdom-oriented renewed kingship in Psalm 101, which 
                                                                                                                                                                             
2 Walter Brueggeman, The Psalms and the Life of Faith (ed. Patrick D. Miller; Minneapolis: Fortress, 
1995), see especially chapters 1–5.  
3 See Gerald H. Wilson, “The Shape of the Book of Psalms,” Int 46 (1992): 129–142 for a detailed 
discussion on the importance of these “seams” in the shaping of the canonical Psalter.  
4 The wisdom elements in Psalms 1–2, 41, Maśkîl (Ps 42), and 145 were discussed earlier. 
5 In addition, to the wisdom Psalms 1, 73, and 90, and the wisdom elements mentioned in the others, 
the historical recital in Psalm 106 serves a didactic purpose, much as in Psalm 78; the desire for “wisdom” 
hmkx, is explicit in Psalm 90:12 and 107:43.  Psalm 145 concludes, in my theory, an early form of the Psalter 
marked by Torah and acrostic psalms (see chapter 3), and wisdom elements along with creation theology—an 
important aspect of the wisdom literature—occur in Psalms 146 and 148, which will be treated later.   
6 Walter Brueggemann and Patrick D. Miller, “Psalm 73 as Canonical Marker,” JSOT 72 (1996): 45–
56.  
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extolls the king who lives and rules with “integrity of heart” (ybbl-Mtb, v. 2).7  Though attributed 
to David, the placement of Psalm 101 and its content seem to evoke ideals of behavior and 
leadership in an exilic or post-exilic context.  With the receding importance of the earthly, Davidic 
king comes a heightened emphasis on Divine kingship.  The psalmist begins by immediately invoking 
YHWH’s “steadfast love and justice” (+p#mw-dsx) of which he will sing; this, too, can be taken as 
evidence of renewed emphasis on divine, rather than human, kingship. The emphasis on 
blamelessness, a pure heart, and nearness to God reflect themes found in Ps 73:1, 23–28; Ps 73 in 
turn embraces the themes of Psalms 1 and 2, respectively: the wicked shall perish and those who take 
refuge in the Lord will prosper.8  
 In Psalms 15–24 a “royal vocabulary” can be discerned, which is also reflected in Ps 73:17–
28; Brueggemann and Miller use this evidence to posit a king as the speaker of Psalm 73, who models 
genuine faith.  Psalms 15–24 form “an envelope of concentric circles that have at their center the 
torah Psalm 19.”9  Psalm 19, discussed previously, is bounded by royal psalms 18, 20, and 21.  The 
“royal vocabulary” described by Brueggemann and Miller in this series includes terms also found in 
the wisdom literature: db( (servant), qdc (righteous), Mmt (upright/blameless), bbl rb (pure of 
heart), Mypk yqn/ypk Nwyqn (innocent/clean hands), Nymy (right hand), #dqm (holy place), and 
x+b (trust).  This terminology finds parallels in Ps 73:18–28, the section in which the speaker 
confidently speaks of God as a “Davidic torah keeper.”10  Psalm 24 speaks of the requirement that 
those who seek to enter the sanctuary be “pure in heart” (bbl-rb) and have clean hands (Mypk 
yqn); these idioms reappear in Ps 73:1, 13.  This use of similar terminology in Psalm 73 connects it to 
                                                          
7 Though usually classified as a royal psalm, I follow Robert Alter in viewing the themes and 
vocabulary of Psalm 101 as more reflective of the wisdom traditions—reflecting themes from Proverbs, e.g., 
describing the contrast between the wicked and the righteous, evil vs. good, and the psalmist’s focus to “study 
the way of the blameless” and “walk in integrity of heart” (v2).  See Alter, The Book of Psalms: A Translation with 
Commentary (New York: Norton, 2007), 350–51. 
8 Ibid., 51–3.  
9 Ibid., 48. 
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the royal language, particularly of Psalms 18 and 24.11  In addition, similar references to a pure heart 
and washing hands occur in Psalm 26:2, 6, a wisdom-oriented liturgical composition.  Attempts to 
ascribe Psalm 73 to a king, however, are both limiting and unlikely; I see the similar terminology as 
further evidence of a canonical structure and purpose arising from wisdom school editing.      
 Brueggemann’s examination of lament and the importance of God’s covenant love, dsx, in 
Psalms 25 and 103 further support the depiction of Psalm 73 as the “wisdom center” of the Psalter.12  
In Psalm 25, an acrostic which I classify as a wisdom psalm, the speaker laments his or her loneliness, 
affliction, distress, trouble, the presence of foes, and the reality of his or her sin (vv. 16–21).  In vv. 
6–7, 10 the speaker calls on God’s steadfast love (dsx) and faithfulness (tm)).  Vv. 8–10, 12–14 
also reflect wisdom influence in the speaker’s description of the benefits of God’s instruction and 
guidance for the humble (Mywn(): those who fear the Lord receive instruction, prosperity, and 
offspring to inherit the land (and continue the family line).  Likewise, Psalm 103 embraces hope and 
trust in God’s dsx after, or in the midst of, sin, guilt, and human frailty (see especially vv. 9–18).  
Psalm 25 occurs in Book 1, which contains many laments and references to the Davidic monarchy 
(especially in superscriptions); Psalm 103 occurs in Book 4, which emphasizes YHWH as king in a 
post-exilic, post-monarchial context.  Brueggemann believes that through its journey of suffering and 
lament, hope and praise, Israel comes to accept God’s dsx “as the premise of life” that enables 
Israel to proceed in the movement from the obedience of Psalm 1 to the confident doxology of 
Psalm 150.13  In the center of this he sees Psalm 73 as the “linkage” for the movement from 
obedience to praise.14  Though not found in Psalm 73, the word dsx seems implied in the 
                                                                                                                                                                             
10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid. 
12 See Brueggemann, “Bounded by Obedience and Praise,” 75–78, where he focuses on Psalms 25 and 
103 as representative of the realities experienced on Israel’s journey from the ideal of obedience set forth in Ps 
1 to the confident praise of Ps 150.  His choice of these two psalms seems random, but they do represent the 
movement from the ideals set forth in Psalm 1 to the praise of Psalm 150. 
13 Ibid., 78.  
14 Ibid., 80.  
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transformative experience of the psalmist in the sanctuary (v. 17); compare Psalm 26 where the 
speaker acknowledges the presence of God’s dsx (v. 3), with comparable themes and vocabulary in 
references to the temple, purification rites, and integrity.15 
Psalm 73 as the Wisdom “Center point” of the Psalter 
 Standing at the middle of the Psalter, Psalm 73 utilizes the genres of individual lament and 
thanksgiving and subsumes them within the reflective and instructive focus of the wisdom tradition 
to address a perennial problem of humanity: why the righteous suffer and the wicked prosper.16  
Thematically Psalm 73 parallels the major theme of wisdom Psalm 49, as it asks the question, why 
must the pure of heart, the loyal servant of God, suffer?  Whereas Psalm 49 focuses more on the 
issue of wealth, Psalm 73 focuses more on the behavior and lavish lifestyle of the wicked.  The 
seeming unfairness and anxiety experienced by the righteous sufferer finds resolution in the Temple 
(v. 17), where the psalmist receives clarity that ultimately the wicked will be banished (vv. 18–20), 
while God’s covenant love and fellowship with the righteous endures forever (vv. 23–28).  In its 28 
verses the psalm moves from orientation, through the experience of disorientation, finally arriving at 
a new orientation of trust and affirmation of God’s abiding presence and love.  
The psalm can be conveniently divided into four units: (1) v. 1 reasserts the simple, 
“oriented” Torah piety of Psalm 1 and serves as the anticipated conclusion; the conclusion, following 
the lament and struggle with issues of theodicy, re-presents that piety with a new, more mature 
orientation.  (2) vv. 2–16 deal with the issue of theodicy: a pious Israelite confronts the challenges to 
                                                          
15 Other examples of the use of dsx in a transformative context include Ps 13:6, where the psalmist’s 
lament turns toward hope through his “trust in your steadfast love.”  In Ps 36:6, 8, 11, where the psalmist 
proclaims confidence in God’s dsx three times as he describes God’s “house,” a sacred banquet and refuge in 
the midst of a wisdom-oriented lament against the wicked; in Ps 40:7–11 the psalmist invokes God’s dsx in a 
“great assembly,” which presumes the temple (Psalms 36 and 40 are examined for the wisdom content in 
chapter 4). 
 16 Hans Joachim Kraus, Theology of the Psalms (trans. Keith Crim; Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1986), 169, 
states that the didactic nature of psalm 73 is indisputable and that “Psalm 73 took the form and structures of 
the song of petition and individual thanksgiving and incorporated them into the reflective method of the 
wisdom tradition.”  
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traditional Torah piety because of the prosperity of the wicked (see Jer 12:1–2 and Job 21:7–16).  (3) 
v. 17 serves as the point of transformation, wherein the speaker experiences a religious revelation 
while visiting the sanctuary of God (l)-y#dqm).  From this point, the speaker has a renewed 
confidence and understanding of God’s actions and therefore a renewed faith.  (4) vv. 18–28 reassert 
this renewed and strengthened faith and understanding, as the speaker asserts that trust in God and 
“nearness” to God is the greatest “good” (bw+, v. 28) while those wicked who are far from God will 
ultimately perish.17  Thus, its beginning and conclusion frame the psalm with an orientation (v. 1) and 
“new orientation” (v. 28) reflective of the themes of Psalm 1.18     
Using a narrative form, the psalmist intimately describes his or her past experience of 
disorientation, with vivid metaphors to describe the wicked (vv. 6–9, 20), his or her own experience 
of doubt (v. 22), and present confidence and hope (vv. 23 ff.).  While the wicked doubt God’s 
knowledge ((dy; t(d, v. 11), the psalmist seeks to know (t(dl, v. 16) why God allows the wicked 
to prosper and the innocent to suffer.  The situation remained painful for the psalmist: “wearisome 
in my eyes”; in this metaphor, the eyes represent the psalmist’s internal thoughts based on 
observation of the wicked and his or her own suffering.  Eventually, the psalmist receives divine 
revelation in the sanctuary where “I will perceive their end” (Mtyrx)l hnyb),v. 17)—terminology 
reflective of Job and Proverbs.19  This revelation marks the movement of thought from 
disorientation to a new orientation based on faith and trust in Yahweh.  Use of verbs emphasizing 
the psalmist’s desire to know ((dy) and perceive (Nyb) reveal the wisdom character of the psalm.  
                                                          
17 Brueggemann and Miller, “Psalm 73 as Canonical Marker,” 46–47.   
18 J. Clinton McCann challenges the usual notion that vv. 17 and 24 hold the most theological 
significance of Psalm 73 and instead focuses on vv. 1, 15, and 28; based on this, he divides the psalm as 
follows: vv. 1–12 (12 lines) outline the problem of the psalmist’s plight and the prosperity of the wicked; vv. 
13–17 are the “turning point”; and vv. 18–28 (12 lines) are the “solution” (“Psalm 73: A Microcosm of Old 
Testament Theology” in The Listening Heart: Essays in Wisdom and the Psalms in honor of Roland E. Murphy, O. Carm.  
[JSOTSup 58; Sheffield: JSOT, 1987), 249.  This outline seems plausible, but I question why v. 15, in which the 
psalmist reflects on how giving in and speaking like the wicked would result in betrayal, is considered to be as 
prominent as the conversion experience and revelation of v. 17.  
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Though the psalm contains elements of lament and thanksgiving, wisdom elements dominate as the 
psalmist seeks understanding in response to suffering and injustice.  The psalmist’s self-description as 
a “stupid beast” (r(b, v.22) occurs elsewhere in Proverbs (twice) and in two other wisdom-oriented 
Psalms (49:11; 92:7).20   
A relationship can also be discerned between Psalm 73 and Psalms 74, 75, and 76.  Psalm 74, 
a Maśkîl psalm that laments the destruction of Jerusalem, reflects the lament of 73:2–16; the 
“conversion experience” of 73:17 is reflected in the thanksgiving Psalm 75, which celebrates divine 
intervention and judgment.  Psalm 76 expands on the description of the fate of the wicked in 73:18–
23, as it speaks of God’s judgment upon the wicked and praise in Zion.21   
Analysis of Psalm 73: from Orientation, to Disorientation, to New Orientation 
  Psalm 73 begins by reaffirming the traditional wisdom theology of Psalm 1: “How good 
God is to Israel, to those whose heart is pure” (NJPS).22  This “anticipated conclusion” recalls the 
ideal of Torah piety and orientation presented in Psalm 1.23  This initial grounding of the psalm in 
confident trust provides an underlying context to the issue of theodicy—why do the wicked prosper 
                                                                                                                                                                             
19 Marvin Tate reads Mtyrx) in this context as referring to the future (as in Prov 24:14) and 
translates it as “I comprehended their destiny” (Psalms 51—100 [WBC 20; Dallas: Word, 1990], 227, 229).  
20 Norman Whybray, Reading the Psalms as a Book (JSOTSup 222; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1996), 
65–66; In addition to his observations of its use of wisdom vocabulary, Whybray describes the psalm as a “pure 
wisdom psalm” and a unity, and doubts cultic use of the psalm (67). 
21 Jospeh E. Jensen, “Psalm 75: Its Poetic Context and Structure,” CBQ 63 (2001): 416–29, develops 
these connections, seeing the relationships between Pss 73–76 in a liturgical context.  These relationships, 
however, must reflect the placement and editing of these psalms by post-exilic wisdom writers as the 
differences between the psalms, and their probable dating, seems to vary: Psalm 75 likely dates from a pre-exilic 
cult setting; Psalm 76 may derive from kingship festivals in Zion before the exile, while Psalm 74 and 73 are 
clearly post-exilic.  For possible dating of psalms 74, 75, and 76, see Tate, Psalms 51—100, 245–46, 257–58, 
263–64.  
22 Many translations re-point l)r#yl to derive “to the upright,” but I prefer the MT, “to Israel,” 
which fits with the idea that the speaker, whether or not he is the king, speaks for Israel.  By following the MT 
pointing, the psalm applies to wider Israel, with the individual voice of the psalmist speaking for the collective 
experience of Israel; this would be especially apropos if, as I hold, the Psalm arises in a post-exilic context when 
Israel was under foreign domination.   
23 James F. Ross, “Psalm 73,” in Israelite Wisdom: Theological and Literary Essays In Honor of Samuel Terrien 
(John G. Gammie, et al., eds.; Missoula, Mont.: 1978), 161–75, calls v. 1 an “anticipated conclusion,” and views 
the speaker as an individual; he classifies the psalm as a combination of wisdom, lament, trust and thanksgiving.  
I follow his interpretation on these matters.   
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while the righteous suffer, and why does a just God allow this to happen?—taken up in the next 
section.  The psalmist kept his or her heart pure (bbl yrbl) by maintaining faith in God in 
thought and action and avoiding temptations to embrace the lavish lifestyle and arrogance of the 
wicked (vv. 4–12).  The language of “pure heart” recalls the requirements for entrance to the Temple 
in Ps 24:4, and the assertions of innocence by the speaker in Psalm 26, who requests that God “test 
my kidneys and heart” (v. 2).24  This first of four references to the heart in the poem occurs in a 
context of “orientation”; in v. 13 the psalmist laments that, despite keeping purity of heart—a 
morally upright lifestyle and devotion to Torah—he or she suffers.  In v.21, after experiencing 
transformation, the psalmist recounts a previous situation of being “embittered in my heart” (see 
below), while the final reference in v. 26 acknowledges that ultimately our human heart/condition 
will fail, but God remains constant.  These four references to the psalmist’s heart reveal the changing 
moral and intellectual experiences and frame the movement of the psalm from orientation (v. 1), 
disorientation (vv. 13; 21) and new orientation (v. 26).   
 Tate observes the three-fold use of the adverb K), meaning “truly” or “surely,” at “crucial 
places in the psalm” in vv. 1, 13, and 18; he claims the use of K) gives the psalm “its character.”25  
The first usage occurs in the context of orientation, “truly/surely God is good to Israel”; the second 
occurs in disorientation, “Surely, in vain I have kept my heart pure”; and the final use occurs 
immediately following the conversion experience (v. 17): “Surely, you set them [the wicked] in 
slippery places.”   
 Following the orientation of v. 1, the psalmist moves to disorientation by acknowledging that he 
or she almost strayed off the path of Torah, applying the verbs h+n (“to stray”) and wkp# (“to 
slip”) to the feet and steps, respectively.  In distress, the psalmist almost violated the ideal way of 
                                                          
24 Psalm 26 also contains wisdom elements (as discussed in chapter 4) as it upholds traditional 
retribution theology in which the psalmist confidently expects the downfall of the wicked, while asserting—
similar to wisdom-oriented Psalm 101—his purity and blamelessness (e.g., vv. 1, 6, 11–12).  
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wisdom presented in Ps 1:1, to “walk not in the way of the wicked,” and Ps 119:101, “I have kept my 
feet from all evil ways.”  Psalm 73:3–12 uses several metaphors to describe the wicked (My(#r).  In 
vv. 3–5 the psalmist admits to being envious of the wicked.  They live in prosperity (Mwl#) and 
suffer no “pains”; they appear well-fed (Mlw) )yrb, v. 4), which symbolizes success and wealth in 
the cultural context, and free from affliction or stress (v. 5).  While the wicked suffer no anguish 
(lm() or “punishment” (w(gny )l, “they are not punished”v. 5), the psalmist suffers constant 
punishment (“being punished all day” Mwyh-lk (wgn, v. 14) and anguish (lm( v. 16).26  In 
demeanor, their pride “is like a necklace” (hw)g wmtqn() and their outward displays of violence are 
likened to a garment that covers them (v.6).  Both their facial expressions and internal thoughts 
exude arrogance and evil (vv.7–8).   
Verse 7a, “fatness comes forth from their eyes” (wmny( blxm )cy), has long been a crux 
for translators.  Metaphorically, the image conveys arrogance and snobbery.  Tate notes that the LXX 
and Syriac texts translate “eyes” as “their iniquity” (wmnw(), reading a yod where the MT has vav.27  
Nonetheless, each version reads the line as a metaphor for arrogance; I prefer the MT reading as it 
conveys the haughty looks of the arrogant.  In addition to their arrogant demeanor, wicked thoughts 
flow from within their moral and intellectual core, the heart (v. 7b, “they pass beyond the thoughts of 
their heart”).  Abraham Cohen interprets 7b as referring to the abundance of the wicked being 
beyond what they imagined possible; this in turn leads to their arrogant behavior as described in the 
                                                                                                                                                                             
25 Tate, Psalms 51—100, 235. 
 26 Conrad Schaefer, Psalms (Berit Olam: Studies in Hebrew Narrative and Poetry; Minneapolis, Minn.: 
Michael Glazier, 2001), 178.  Schaefer notes how the inverse order of these terms heightens the contrast 
between the situation of the wicked and the poet. 
27 Tate, Psalms 51—100, 228. 
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succeeding verses.28  With this false sense of power and importance, their speech is haughty and 
damaging (wrbdy Mwrmm “from on high they speak oppression”).29   
 In addition to their prosperity, arrogance, malicious words and violence, the wicked also 
speak against God: “They set their mouths against heaven; their tongues roam the earth” (v. 9).  The 
image describes how they speak against God, symbolized by “heaven,” and do so throughout the 
earth.  Heaven and earth are juxtaposed again in v. 25 where, in contrast, the psalmist proclaims that 
in all of the cosmos, his or her only meaningful possession is God.  In v. 10, the ketib (by#y) 
describes how the psalmist’s fellow Israelites “turned away” from God (“from here,” Mlh) to the 
allurements of prosperity enjoyed by the wicked.30  The second strophe, with the metaphor of 
drinking “full waters” (Ps 23:5), in this context symbolizes how these Israelites turned from God to 
“drink” the language of the rich as they desire their affluent, carefree lifestyle.31   Parallels to Ugaritic 
literature occur in vv. 9–10 in the depiction of the wicked setting their mouths in the heavens upon 
earth; in some texts from Ras Shamra, mythological beings have one lip in the sky and the other on 
earth, by which they drain water, or as a metaphor for their ravenous appetites.32  While direct 
borrowing by the psalmist seems unlikely, an awareness of these myths may have informed the 
psalmist’s choice of words.  Verse 11 summarizes the godless behavior of the wicked in a manner 
similar to Psalms 14:1/52:2, who doubt God’s knowledge of their ways and behavior.  With no fear 
of impunity or divine wrath, therefore, the wicked continue to amass wealth and live in tranquility 
(ywl#, v. 12). 
                                                          
28 Abraham Cohen, The Psalms: Hebrew Text & English Translation with an Introduction and Commentary 
(Revised Second Edition; Revised by Rabbi E. Oratz and Rav Shalom Shahar; Soncino Books of the Bible; 
London/New York: Soncino, 1945, 1992), 232. 
29 Ross, “Psalm 73,” 164.   
30 The qere bw#y, would translate “turned to” (were converted), which would require that Mlh refer 
to the wicked rather than God.  
 31 Tate, Psalms 51—100, 229. 
32 Leopold Sabourin, The Psalms: Their Origin and Meaning (New York: Alba House, 1974), 377. 
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 This leads to the speaker’s reflections upon his despair in vv. 13–16.  In contrast to the evil 
thoughts in the hearts of the wicked, the psalmist kept his or her heart pure (ybbl ytykz, v. 13a); 
nonetheless the psalmist is punished ((wgn yh)w) “all day” with continual chastisement (ytxkwtw) 
“every morning” (v. 14).  Using liturgical language paralleled in Ps 26:6, the psalmist declares, “I 
washed my hands in innocence” (ypk Nwyqnb Cxr))—an allusion to a liturgical rite performed by 
priests that may be symbolic language emphasizing the psalmist’s purity, or possibly allude to the 
psalmist’s involvement in Temple liturgy.33  Such observant religious practices symbolize how in 
practice he or she avoids sullying the hands by evil deeds.  A transition begins in vv. 15–16, where in 
the depth of distress the psalmist considered telling the community of his or her doubts; this option 
is rejected as it could harm the community’s faith (v. 15).  Unlike Job, the psalmist internalizes his 
problems lest the community be harmed.  Next the psalmist declares: “I thought and tried to know 
this” (t)z t(dl hb#x)w) through study and meditation; the result, however, “was weariness 
[lm(] in my eyes,” a metaphor expressing the hopelessness of finding resolution (v. 16).34  The key 
to the psalm’s movement occurs in v. 17—signaled by the particle d(, “until”—when the reflective 
and depressed psalmist enters the l)-y#dqm-l), the “sanctuaries of God,” and receives insight 
into the ultimate justice of God and the fate of the wicked.  As noted above, through worship, or 
perhaps private reflection in the holy place, the psalmist receives wisdom by discovering the “end” or 
destiny of the wicked (Mtyrx)l hnynb), “I will perceive their end”).   
 In vv. 18–20 the speaker reveals the results of his inquiry: the wicked are on a path of 
destruction and will fall to ruin, for they are like shadows that disappear.  The current prosperity of 
the wicked is now understood as fleeting and worthless, for God sets them in “slippery places” 
                                                          
33 Cohen describes this reference in Psalms 26:6 and 73:13 in context of the liturgical requirement for 
priests to wash their hands before entering the tent of meeting as described Exod 30:19–20, or according to the 
symbolic purification from sin before offering prayer in Isaiah 1:15–16 (Psalms, 76). 
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(twqlxb) and causes them to fall unto ruin (tw)w#ml, v. 18).  Despite their seeming prominence 
and strength, the psalmist now perceives that all of this will be swept away in an instant, and with 
terror (twhlb, v. 19).  Likening the wicked to “a dream upon waking” (Cyqhm Mwlxk)—quickly 
fading from consciousness—poetically conveys their transitory presence.  Using an 
anthropomorphism, the psalmist asserts that God will be “aroused” (ry(b), as if roused from 
slumber and made aware of the behavior of the wicked, which will result in God “despising their 
image” (hzbt Mmlc, v. 20).35   
In vv. 21–22 the speaker has a flashback to his former numbed state and lack of 
understanding, and then proceeds to relate a final affirmation in 23–26: he begins, as in v. 2, with 
yn)w, “but as for me,” and relates that he was always with God (Km( dymt); God will seize (tzx)) 
the speaker’s right hand, an image conveying God’s parental care and protection.  In v. 24 the 
psalmist proclaims “You will guide me by your counsel” (ynxnt Ktc(b); these wisdom terms 
reveal how God will guide the faithful psalmist to understanding and a new orientation of hope and 
faith.  This upholds the teaching of Proverbs: those who spurn God’s counsel (tc(; Prov. 1:25, 30) 
will destroyed, while those “who listen to me will dwell secure” (1:32–33).  Confidently, the psalmist 
now proclaims, “and afterwards, you [God] will receive me [ynxqt] with honor”; most likely this 
refers to communion with God rather than the afterlife.36  The troublesome discord with the ideal of 
                                                                                                                                                                             
34 Cohen notes that the reference to the community as “the generation of your [God’s] children,” 
refers specifically to pious Israelites whose faith could be undermined by the psalmist’s public proclamation of 
doubt (Psalms, 233). 
35 Tate notes that some ancient versions translate ry(b as “in the city” (thus, “in your city you will 
despise their image”), while modern translators view this as a contracted form of the hiphil ry(bh (from the 
verb rw()—as I do here.  (Psalms 51—100, 229).  Translating it as a verb better fits the context, as no previous 
mention of a city or urban context occurs and such a translation limits the scope of the psalm—why should 
God punish despise them in the city?  Is not evil behavior a universal issue?  Rather, the anthropomorphic 
image of God being roused, becoming aware of, and angered at, the behavior of the wicked, and then rejecting 
their “image” provides a nice parallel with the first half of the verse and the comparison to the wicked as a 
fading dream.   
36 Walter Brueggemann, The Message of the Psalms (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1984), 120.  The same usage 
occurs in Psalm 49:16, where the psalmist similarly has a transformation from distress over the prosperity of 
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Psalm 1 is now transcended in this renewed experience of God’s love, which also engenders new 
trust and deepened faith.  This faith is expressed in the final assertion that “nearness to God is 
good”—God is a refuge—and to recount God’s works in praise and communion is the ultimate 
source of peace and a “new orientation.”37    
Conclusion: Psalm 73 as a Microcosm of the Psalter     
The journey from an ideal orientation (v. 1), to lament and the problem of theodicy (vv. 2–
16), a transformation (v. 17), and a new orientation of deeper, more mature faith and understanding 
(vv. 18–28) leads the reader through a series of emotions and experiences that are a microcosm of 
the Psalter.  Psalm 73’s movement parallels the movement in the book of Job.38  The key 
transformation that occurs in the “sanctuaries” of God may well refer, as Ross believes, to an 
experience the speaker had by participating in the deliberations of the wisdom teachers/schools that 
were connected to the temple.39  Clifford likewise observes how the righteous speaker in Psalm 73 
deeply and personally reflects upon the anguish he or she experienced due the prosperity of the 
wicked, the movement towards a solution (vv. 13–17)—centered on his or her visit to the Temple (v. 
17)—that leads to resolution (vv. 18–27).  A final public proclamation of God’s goodness concludes 
the poem by returning to the confidence and faith that began the psalm, but now in a more personal, 
first person statement (v. 28).  The illumination given by God and subsequent conversion results in a 
movement from disorientation to new orientation “that can be every believer’s story.”40  Psalm 73 
parallels wisdom Psalm 32 as both psalms recount a conversion experience in which the speaker 
admits to almost giving up (32:3–4; 73:2, 13–15), but then experiences a new orientation through a 
personal encounter with God (32:5–11; 73:17–28).  
                                                                                                                                                                             
the wicked to a renewed confidence in God’s care: “Indeed (K)) God will redeem my soul from the power (lit. 
“hand”) of Sheol, for he will take me” (ynxqy yk; emphasis added). 
37 See Brueggemann and Miller, “Psalm 73 as a Canonical Marker,” 47. 
38 The Epilogue of Job begins in orientation, moves to disorientation after the Satan’s challenges, and 
following the whirlwind speech (38–41) Job experiences transformation (42:1–6); Job’s restoration in 42:7–
17concludes the book as it began, in an ideal situation or orientation.  
39 Ross, “Psalm 73.” 167. 
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Psalm 73 stands as a central point in the Psalter that reflects the editing process at the hands 
of scribes and or wisdom teachers in the post-exilic period.  Its location signals the reinterpretation 
of kingship following the failure of the Davidic monarchy, and the heightened emphasis on YHWH as 
king and wisdom instruction in the post-exilic period when the Psalter received its final form.  
Combined with the placement of Torah psalms and acrostics (discussed in chapter 3), these post-
exilic editors fashioned the Psalter as a reflection on Israel’s history and ongoing experience of God 
in the context of wisdom teaching.  Psalm 73 summarizes the Psalter’s movement from an idealized 
piety (Ps 1) through lament (Ps 25), leading to a renewed emphasis on YHWH’s kingship, in light of 
the failure of the monarchy (Ps 89 and Books 4–5); the Psalter will culminate in a final doxology of 
praise (Pss 145–150).  It answers the question of why the righteous suffer while the wicked prosper 
with a new orientation and understanding evoking faith in God as the ultimate answer.  Psalm 73 
provides important wisdom teaching at the center of the Psalter that anticipates, and prepares for, the 
doxology and total praise of Psalm 150.     
                                                                                                                                                                             
 40 Richard J. Clifford, Psalms 73—150 (Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon, 2003), 15–20, quote p. 15. 
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Chapter Seven: Wisdom in Book Four 
Psalm 90: A Wisdom Reflection on the Finitude of Life and God’s Eternity 
 
 
 Psalm 90 begins the fourth book of the Psalter as a response to the post-exilic gloom with 
which book 3 closed; in contrast to the failed monarchy, Psalm 90 reasserts God as the one, enduring 
and permanent refuge throughout history (vv.1-2).  Despite the failure of the Davidic monarchy (Ps 
89:40-53), pious Israelites must return (v.3) in repentance to YHWH.  Attribution to Moses signals 
that the psalm returns to a pre-monarchic ideal, recalling God's sending forth of Moses as divine 
prophet and lawgiver to gather God's Chosen people.  Like Ecclesiastes and wisdom-theodicy psalms 
49 and 73, Psalm 90 emphasizes the ephemeral nature of human existence in contrast to the eternity 
of God; in this light, it acknowledges human sinfulness and the need for repentance (bw#).  
Collectively the people seek "wisdom" (hmkx bbl )bnw, v. 12) within their heart/mind.  True 
satisfaction in this life will be found only by being filled with God’s dsx or covenant love (v. 14; 
Exod 34:6).  Psalm 90 teaches the vanity of human sinfulness, the ephemeral nature of human life, 
the need for wisdom, covenant love, and divine favor (M(n, v.17) to "prosper the works of our 
hands,” i.e., our endeavors in this life, with trust in God's ultimate judgment and rule.  By embracing 
the Lord as refuge (v. 1) humans can prosper (v. 17). Moving forward in book four we will see a 
renewed emphasis on YHWH as king and creator.  
While some commentators describe the psalm as a communal lament in which the psalmist, 
speaking on behalf of the community, seeks a restoration of better fortunes (as in Psalms 44, 74, 77), 
I view the poem as largely didactic in nature.1  Attribution to Moses, “the Man of God,” is an 
example of attributive authorship that lends credibility and authority to later works by invoking 
                                                 
1 Abraham Cohen likewise emphasizes the psalm’s focus on the ephemeral nature of life and its 
didactic intent: “In sublime language this psalm dwells upon the transitory nature of man’s existence, but in no 
pessimistic mood,”; since life is precious and short it “must not be wasted in vain pursuits” (Psalms: Hebrew Text 
& English Translations with an Introduction and Commentary [Soncino Books of the Bible; Rev. ed.; New 
York/London: Soncino, 1945, 1992], 297). 
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exemplary figures; in this case God’s chosen prophet and lawgiver for nascent Israel.  The 
superscription further describes it as a “prayer” (hlpt, also Pss 17:1; 72:20; 86:1; 102:1; 142:1), in 
this case a didactic prayer addressed to God.2  Clifford views the ascription to Moses as alluding to 
Exod 32:12, where Moses pleads with YHWH to “turn” (bw#) from anger and show compassion or 
pardon (Mxnh); a similar request, using both verbs, occurs in Ps 90:13.3  Combined with the allusion 
to Exod 34:6 in the request for dsx in v. 12, these allusions reveal the ongoing significance of Torah 
traditions and the figure of Moses in the life of Israel and, presumably, in wisdom instruction.   
Norman Whybray describes Psalm 90 as a “pure” wisdom psalm in which the external form 
of a communal lament on the ephemeral nature of life is pervaded by wisdom elements.4  While I 
share his view that the psalm contains a strong wisdom character, the adjective “pure” seems too 
strong; it is best described as a wisdom-oriented meditation on the ephemeral nature of life.  Verse 
12 stands as a transition between the meditation on human finitude and God’s eternity and wrath in 
vv. 1–11, and the plea for a restoration of God’s covenant love and support in vv. 13–17; the 
psalmist requests that God “make known” ((dwh, hophal of (dy) to the community how much 
time they have left so that they may attain a heart of wisdom (hmkx bbl )bnw).  These wisdom 
keywords combine with the psalmist’s reflections on the ephemeral nature of human life in the 
manner of Job (e.g., Job 14:5–12) and Ecclesiastes (e.g., 1:2 –11; 6:12; 9:10) to provide a strong 
wisdom orientation throughout the psalm.5   
                                                 
2 Marvin Tate, Psalms 51—100 (WBC 20; Dallas, Tex.: Word, 1990), 440.  Hans-Joachim Kraus, 
Theology of the Psalms (trans. Keith Crim; Minneapolis, Minn.: Augsburg, 1986), 168, also identifies Psalms 39 and 
90, along with Ecclesiastes as “sober reflections” of the “didactic poetry of the wisdom tradition.”  Richard J. 
Clifford, Psalms 73—150 (Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon, 2003), describes it as a communal lament whose focus is 
not on human transience; it pleads with Yahweh as to when current afflictions will last (96–97). 
3 Clifford, Psalms 73—150, 97. 
4 Norman Whybray, Reading the Psalms as a Book (JSOTSup 222; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1996), 
67–68. 
5 Robert Alter notes how the supplication in Psalm 90 “becomes the vehicle for a Wisdom-style 
meditation on the transience of human life,” with “a certain kinship between this poem and 
passages[unspecified by him]  in both Job and Ecclesiastes” (The Book of Psalms: A Translation with Commentary 
[New York: Norton, 2007], 318). 
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Psalm 90 can be divided as follows: vv. 1—6, a meditation on the eternity of God and 
finitude of human existence; vv. 7—11, a meditation on human sin and God’s wrath; v. 12, a plea for 
wisdom in light of the ephemeral nature of human existence; and vv. 13—17, a prayer for restoration 
of God’s steadfast love, which leads to happiness and prosperity.   
Verses 1—6: As noted above, attribution to Moses lends authority to the Psalm and, coming 
on the heels of Psalm 89:39–52, lamenting the failure of Israel’s monarchy, returns to the mosaic 
covenant at Sinai and Israel’s original foundation and settlement.  The title, “A prayer of Moses, man 
of God,” recalls Deut 33:1, where Moses likewise is called “the man of God” as he prepares to give a 
blessing.  Verses 1–2 are framed by the personal pronoun “you” (ht)) addressed to YHWH who 
always existed as a refuge (Nw(m) for humans as the eternal God, even before giving birth (dly) to 
the mountains or bringing forth (lwx) earth and world.6  This statement brings together both the 
historical and transcendent experiences of God.7  Further, attribution to Moses recalls the Exodus 
events, when YHWH provided refuge and protection for Israel in their flight from slavery and 
oppression; this provides context for the psalmist’s pleas for refuge in the midst of life’s travails.  
In verse 3 the psalmist makes a deliberate allusion to Gen 3:19 in describing how YHWH will 
turn (bw#t) the human person back into “dust” ()kd; in Genesis, rp().8  In both Genesis and the 
psalm returning to “dust” emphasize the frailty and temporal nature of ordinary humans, represented 
by #wn).9  I propose that the psalmist deliberately uses )kd in place of rp( because it also holds 
the meaning “contrition”; like the post-exilic prophets, the psalmist interprets the Exile as a caused 
by Israel’s infidelity, and the humiliating experience evokes both contrition and a heightened 
                                                 
6 The word Nw(m, which I translate as “refuge” (see also NJPS) can also mean “dwelling place” (RSV) in 
reference to the heavens as the abode of God (Deut 26:15) or the Temple (Psalms 26:8; 68:6; 76:3).  In this 
context, however, it refers to God as a refuge for his people (as in Psalm 91:9); the intimate and direct nature of 
the psalmist’s prayer dispenses with the need for the mediation of the Temple. See Clifford’s discussion on this 
term (Psalms 73—150, 98). 
7 Tate, Psalms 51—100, 440. 
8 Cohen notes: “the word for man (enosh) denotes the human being in his frailty,” as also in Psalm 8:5 
(Psalms, 298).  
9 )kd can also be translated “dust,” as in the JPS translation and as noted in the NJPS footnote to v. 3.   
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awareness of human frailty (“contrition”; “dust”).  Humans are finite and contingent, and by nature 
destined for mortality—a sobering but realistic assessment of the human condition before the 
eternity of God.10  This prepares for verse 4, which contrasts the finitude of humans with the eternity 
of God using the metaphors of a thousand years as “yesterday which past, or a watch of the night”: 
the dramatic image conveys how YHWH transcends human conceptions of time and space.  The 
“night watch” (hrwm#)) may refer to three divisions of the night, during which a priest kept watch 
over the sanctuary (see 1 Chron 9:33, which describes Levites “on duty, day and night”); in YHWH’s 
eternity a millennium is merely like a short unit of the day.11  Verse 5a presents a variety of translation 
possibilities and may be corrupt.  I translate, “You wash them [frail humans] away, as if they were 
sleeping” (wyhy hn# Mtmrz).  Using the verb “to wash away” dramatizes the frailty and temporality 
of human life that can be metaphorically compared to floodwaters sweeping away a structure; in this 
context, “sleep” most probably refers to death.12  Using an agricultural metaphor comparing human 
life to plants that spring up in the morning but quickly wither in the evening, the completes this 
depiction of human frailty using imagery found in Pss 1:4, 37:2, and 103:15.  
Verses 7—11:  Tate observes that vv. 7 and 9 form a frame around v. 8, in which the 
psalmist acknowledges that “all our iniquities” and “secret sins” (wnml() are known by God—“in 
the light of your face” (Kynp rw)ml).13  In light of YHWH’s omniscience, the psalmist acknowledges 
on behalf of the community—the plural “we” could represent a specific community or humanity in 
general—they are “consumed” (wnylk) and terrified (wnlhbn) by YHWH’s anger and wrath.  The 
verb hlk occurs again in v. 9b, as the psalmist acknowledges how quickly the human life span 
comes to an end, “Our years come to an end like a sigh” (hgh-wmk wnyn# wnylk).  Three words are 
                                                 
10 Cohen notes how ibn Ezra likewise connected this verse to Genesis 3:19, and also that the word 
used for “man” here, #wn), normally refers to the frail nature of humans, as also used in Psalm 8:5 (Psalms, 
298). 
11 Cohen notes that in rabbinic sources the night is divided into three watches (Psalms, 198); for a 
description of the roles of priests as overseers of the sanctuary, see Clifford, Psalms 73—150, 262. 
12 Similarly, NRSV translates, “You sweep them away,” while NJPS uses “You engulf men in sleep.” 
13  Tate, Psalms 51—100, 442. 
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used to express the psalmist’s awareness of YHWH’s displeasure at human sin: “anger” (Kp)), 
“wrath” (Ktmx, v.7), and “fury” (Ktrb(, v. 9); realization of YHWH’s omniscience leads to fear of 
expected punishment and a realistic assessment of the reality of death.  The word for “sigh” (hgh) 
represents the frailty and temporal nature of human life before the eternity of YHWH.14   
In v. 10 the psalmist contemplates that whether one lives seventy or even eighty years—a 
very long life span in the cultural context—life consists of “toil and trouble” (Nw)w lm().  Using a 
metaphor of flight, the psalmist drives home the point: “For it [life] passes quickly and we fly away.”  
Like a bird soaring quickly to the heavens and out of sight, so our lives, despite all our toil, come 
quickly to an inevitable end.  Both the language and tenor of this verse strongly resemble Ecclesiastes 
and Job.  This section concludes with another reference to YHWH’s wrath and fury, with the psalmist 
seeking wisdom by asking, “Who knows” the power of YHWH’s wrath ((dwy-yk); fear of God 
coincides with an awareness of God’s fury (Ktrb( Kt)rykw; “your wrath is like the fear of you” 
v. 11); both fear of God and desire for knowledge reflect wisdom vocabulary and themes.  The 
emphasis on God’s anger in this section appears to contradict the plea for God’s steadfast love below 
in v. 14.  Rather than emphasizing God’s anger, however, I propose that this language expresses the 
psalmist’s awareness of the consequences of human sinfulness and failure to abide by the covenant 
commitment (e.g., Deut 30:15–20).  Because the psalmist is aware of human sin and disobedience in 
light of God’s omniscience (“secret sins” v. 8), he fully expects and anticipates divine judgment.   
Verse 12: Coming immediately after the psalmist’s meditation on the limits of human 
existence in comparison to God’s eternity, this verse provides an answer to the proceeding questions 
and serves as a transition to the concluding section of the psalm.  In light of uncertainties, the 
psalmist requests wisdom: “Teach us to number our days, so that it may be known, and let us obtain 
a heart of wisdom” (hmkx bbl )bnw (dwh Nk wnymy twnml).  By pairing the infinitive construct 
                                                 
14 In effect,hgh as used here has the same effect as lbh in Ecclesiastes—to emphasize the 
ephemeral nature of human life.  
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of the verb “to number” with the hophal of “to know,” the psalmist conveys an evaluation or 
judgment of the human condition, rather than a literal numbering of the remaining days of life.15  By 
properly evaluating our human condition, we enable wisdom to enter our thought process—the heart 
here represents the mental faculties of a person—and this in turn enables us to make the most of life.   
Verses 13—17: This section begins with two important imperatives in v. 13: “turn back” 
(hbw#) and “show compassion” (Mxnh); together these verbs request the restoration of a healthy 
covenant relationship with YHWH, who has been “absent” due to human sin.  Verse 14 clarifies this 
request as the psalmist specifically seeks, on behalf of the people, a renewal of God’s covenant love 
(Kdsx): “Satisfy us in the morning with your steadfast love, and we shall sing joyfully and be glad 
for the rest of our life.”  “Satisfy in the morning” (rqbb wn(b#) seems to be a metaphor for 
renewal and healing, as “morning” implies light, freshness, and life; reception of YHWH’s steadfast 
love implies a renewal of the covenant relationship.  A truly wise person will find this more 
“satisfying” than material wealth and gain (Psalms 49, 73).  Singing joyfully and being glad imply both 
the expected happiness found in the renewed relationship with God and regular participation in 
worship and praise for the remainder of one’s life (literally, “for all our days”).   
The psalmist continues this prayer for renewal by requesting that YHWH “make us glad” 
(wnxm#), in contrast to their previous experiences of suffering, when YHWH “afflicted us” (wntyn(), 
and they “saw evil.”  Often lament psalms attribute the experience of suffering to God’s anger (see, 
for example, Psalms 6, 22, 44, 88); in this case, however, the psalmist seems to have moved from a 
reflection on present-tense experience of YHWH’s wrath (v. 11) to viewing it as something past in v. 
15.16  Though having elements of lament, Psalm 90 uses more reflective language about suffering that 
differs from the more direct, descriptive language of individual and communal laments.  Tate 
describes it as “a communal prayer composed of grateful reflection, complaint, and petitions for 
                                                 
15 Tate, Psalms 51—100, 442–43. 
16 Cohen views this verse as an anticipatory prayer: “When restored to God’s favor, may their 
happiness be proportionate to the wretchedness they had endured” due to God’s anger (Psalms, 300).  The 
verbs are in the perfect tense.   
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gracious divine action.”17  While I agree in general with this assessment, as noted above I view the 
psalm as primarily a wisdom psalm; it reflects on the ephemeral nature of life and is centered by the 
request in v. 12 for wisdom to better understand and properly live life.   
When this petition for renewal is fulfilled, God’s “work” (Kl(p) and “majesty” (Krdh)—
manifestations of God’s glory and power in creation and life—will again be manifest to the 
“servants,” when God’s anger and wrath will be replaced by an awareness of God’s work and majesty 
(Kl(p; Krdhw, v. 16).  Tate notes the self-description of the community as “servants” (Kydb() in 
vv. 13 and 16 represents the experience and identity of the post-exilic community, a usage seen in the 
post-exilic prophets (Isa 56:6; 65:8 –9; 65:13 –15; 66:14; Mal 3:18, 22) and in some post-exilic Psalms 
(123:2; 134:1; 135:1).18  Furthermore, these servants of God will again be prosperous in their own 
human work and endeavors (“establish the work of our hands”), as God’s “pleasantness” or “favor” 
will again be upon them  (wnyl( wnyhl) ynd) M(n yhyw).  The word M(n (“pleasantness/favor”), 
describes the anticipated renewed and friendly covenant relationship between God and the 
community. 
Psalm 92: A Song for the Sabbath with Wisdom Reflections 
Similar to Psalm 33, Psalm 92 combines a liturgical hymn that praises God’s covenant love, 
creative acts (vv. 2–6), and contrasts the judgment of the foolish evildoers (vv. 7–12) with the 
blessings promised to the righteous (vv. 13–16).  The Superscription, “A Psalm; A Song for the 
Sabbath Day,” reflects its use in later Jewish liturgy as the closing psalm for the celebration of the 
Sabbath; it seems probable that it originally was used in Temple rites for the Sabbath.19  In its 
description of YHWH’s creative acts, the wicked, and the blessings upon the righteous, Psalm 92 
contains wisdom vocabulary and themes and thus combines the hymn form with wisdom reflection, 
                                                 
17 Tate, Psalms 51—100, 437.  
18 Ibid., 437–38. 
 19 Nahum Sarna offers a detailed explanation of the use of Psalm 92 in the Jewish synagogue liturgies 
in the post exilic period that seems to coincide with the period in which the Psalter was edited and achieved its 
final form (“The Psalm for the Sabbath Day (Ps 92)” JBL 81 [1962]: 155–68). 
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most probably for liturgical and didactic purposes in post-exilic times.  Though presented as the 
prayer of an individual (e.g., vv. 5, 11, 12, 16), references to praising God’s covenant love in the 
morning and evening with musical accompaniment (vv. 3–4), and the Temple and its courts (v. 14) 
reveal its communal, liturgical use.  I propose that Psalm 92 reflects the work of wisdom 
teachers/scribes from wisdom schools associated with the Temple and provides a fine example of 
how wisdom psalms served both didactic and cultic purposes.20   
Vv. 2—6: The poem begins by affirming that it is “good to give thanks” (twdhl bw+) and 
to praise (rmzl) YHWH, synonymously referred to by the name Nwyl( (“Most High” v. 2), and to 
proclaim (dyghl) YHWH’s “steadfast love and faithfulness” (Ktnwm)w Kdsx) from morning to 
night (v.3).  The entire existence of the speaker, symbolized by “morning” and “night,” is given over 
to praise based on the experience of YHWH’s steadfast love (Kdsx) and faithfulness (Ktnwm)w); 
these words allude to the covenant formula in Exod 34:6 that occurs throughout the Psalms.21  This 
experience of divine blessing is affirmed in cultic worship with the “ten-stringed harp” and chanting 
upon the lyre (rwnkb Nwygh yl(, v. 4; see Pss 33:2; 49:5).   
Nahum Sarna views these references as pointing to the use of Psalm 92 for the daily Tamid, 
the daily burnt offerings in the Temple in the early morning and late afternoon.22  Biblical evidence 
of this service appears in 1 Chron 16:40–42; 23:30–32; 2 Chron 2:3 (MT; RSV, v. 2); 13:11; 29:20–30; 
31:3; and Ps 141:2.  The passages from 1—2 Chronicles mention the role of priests in the services; 1 
                                                 
 20 Robert Alter observes the use of infinitive constructs twdhl and rmzl in v. 2 as reflective of 
thanksgiving psalms, but notes, “it also has a strong Wisdom coloration as an attempt to explain why the 
wicked seem to flourish and what is the true order of justice in the world” )The Book of Psalms: A Translation with 
Commentary [New York: Norton, 2007], 325); Likewise, Schaefer recognizes the contrasting destinies of the 
wicked and the just in the psalm as reflective of the wisdom literature (Psalms, 231).  Tate classifies the psalm as 
a thanksgiving, but observes “Vv 7–8, 13–16 have the characteristics of wisdom poetry,” as they contrast the 
wicked and righteous, respectively (Psalms 51—100, 464). 
21 For example, Psalms 25:10; 36:6; 40:11; 57:11; 86:15; 88:12; 89:2–3, 25, 34, 50; 98:3; 100:5; 115:1; 
138:2.  Among these texts the words tm) and hnwm) are synonymously used for “faithfulness.”  Notice the 
contrast between how the formula is used here, in praise, to its use in Psalm 88:12, where the speaker, feeling 
abandoned, bargains with God by asking, “will your steadfast love be declared from the grave; your faithfulness 
in destruction?” (Nwdb)b) 
22 Nahum Sarna, “The Psalm for the Sabbath Day (Ps 92),” 155–68. 
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Chron 16:41–42 also mentions “Heman” and “Jeduthan” among those selected to give praise to the 
Lord for his dsx, and that they played musical instruments.  Heman also appears in the 
superscription to Psalm 88, a Maśkîl, while Jeduthan appears in the superscriptions of Psalms 39, 62, 
and 77, the first two of which have pronounced wisdom features.  Heman is variously described as 
among the sons of Zerah (1 Chron 2:6), with Asaph and Ethan (Psalm 89:1) as a musical director (1 
Chron 6:18; 15:17, 19), and in 1 Kings 5:11 (with Ethan) as man of great wisdom from Solomon’s 
court.  These references provide further clues to the role of wisdom scribes associated with the 
temple court and the Psalms.   
Sarna conjectures that in its place as the last of seven psalms used in the weekly Tamid 
offerings (Pss 24; 48; 82; 94; 81; 93, and 92, according to Rabbinic sources), Psalm 92 actually was 
the first chosen, based on it being the only psalm in the Hebrew Psalter containing a superscription 
assigning it for use on the Sabbath.  Thus, at the time of the Psalter’s final redaction, Psalm 92 had 
already been selected for use with the Tamid offering on the Sabbath day.  Since in the LXX five of 
these psalms have superscriptions assigning them for the Sabbath, these psalms were already being 
used for the Temple service by the time the Greek Psalter received its final form in the second 
century B.C.E.  Sometime after the Hebrew Psalter reached its final form in the post-exilic period, 
these psalms were selected for use in the Tamid.  Just as Psalm 100 serves for the Todah 
(Thanksgiving) offering, and 30 for the feast of Dedication, so Psalm 92 is dedicated to the Sabbath 
liturgy.23   
 According to Sarna, Psalm 92 holds pride of place among the seven Levitical psalms because 
its two dominant themes, “the cosmogonic” and “socio-moral,” correspond to the Sabbath.  
Cosmogonic themes occur in vv. 5–6, 8, and 10 and parallel Ugaritic text III AB.A, 8f, while the 
“socio-moral” occurs in the contrast between the wicked and the righteous.  In addition, the seven 
                                                 
 23 Ibid., For the selection of psalms for the Tamid, see 155–59 
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references in the psalm to YHWH also may have made the psalm attractive for its reading on the 
seventh day of the week.24   
This analysis has much merit and provides a very plausible hypothesis for the development 
of temple liturgies in post-exilic Israel; the social-moral sections, however, are better described as 
expressions of wisdom literature.  Tate questions Sarna’s conclusions based on the use of “night” 
(hlyl) in the psalm rather than “evening” (br(), the normal word to refer to the evening offering 
(see Psalm 141:2); Tate views the reference to morning and night as a merism referring to continual 
praise of Yahweh’s covenant love.25  Cohen cites the Targum, which describes the psalm as spoken 
by Adam on the first Sabbath day; another tradition views the psalm as a response to the transitory 
nature of the physical world, “where workers of iniquity flourish” (v. 8), and the permanence of the 
spiritual world of God’s glory.  The Sabbath rest enables one to more clearly view these events, 
which leads to the optimistic outlook of this final Sabbath song.26  Reflection on the transitory nature 
of earthly life contrasted with the eternity of God (vv. 8–9 below) recalls Psalm 90 and Ecclesiastes. 
Creation and history serve to enlighten and gladden the psalmist, who celebrates God’s 
“deeds” (Kl(p) and “works” (Kydy y#(mb, “works of your hands” v. 5);  l(p in the Hebrew 
often refers to God’s providential actions, while “works” completes the synonymous parallelism with 
an anthropomorphic image of God as a craftsman.27  The psalmist continues praise of YHWH’s works 
and “how very deep are your designs” (Kytb#xm wqm( d)m), paralleling themes found in other 
psalms and wisdom books which view the created order as expressive of divine governance (Pss 8:4; 
19:2; 33:4; 104:24; 145:4, 10, 17; 148:; Sir 24; 43).  In emphasizing the depths of YHWH’s “designs” 
(twb#xm) the psalmist acknowledges the glorious, transcendent nature of YHWH, which ultimately 
lies beyond human comprehension.  Psalm 40:6 uses the same terminology to stress that nothing can 
                                                 
 24 Ibid., 168. 
25 Tate, Psalms 51—100, 466; he further notes that “night” often refers to watching out for danger or 
intruders (Neh 4:3, 16; Ps 90:4), visions (Job 35:10; Ps 77:7), rising to praise YHWH (Ps 119:62), and standing to 
pray in the temple (Ps 134:1).   
26 Abraham Cohen, The Psalms, 304. 
 27 For the uses of l(p see BDB, 821. 
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compare to YHWH’s works; the psalmists are therefore driven to publicly “declare” them to others 
(gdn, 92:3; 40:6).  Likewise, Psalm 33:10–11 contrasts temporal human designs with YHWH’s 
enduring, permanent designs (see also Pss 131:1; 139:6, 17).  The psalmist’s acknowledgment of the 
depths and wonders of God’s works recalls Job’s response to YHWH’s creative power in the 
Whirlwind Speech (Job 41:1–5); the psalm expresses this with praise and proclamation, Job with 
silence.   
Vv. 7—12: Wisdom elements predominate in vv. 7–8, which describe the wicked who lack 
comprehension of God’s works.  Unlike the speakers of Psalms 8, 19A, 33, 104, and 148, who 
recognize the power and majesty of God by observing creation its orderly movements, the foolish 
fail to perceive: the “boorish man has no knowledge” ((dy )l r(b-#y)), and the “fool fails to 
understand” (Nyby-)l lysk).  They stand in stark contrast to the righteous who understand and 
appreciate God’s word and works; both verbs, (dy and Nyb, along with the words “boor” (r(b) 
and “fool” (lysk) occur in wisdom literature.28  The description of the wicked as lacking knowledge 
here recalls similar themes in wisdom Psalms 14:2, 4; 53:3, 5. 
Verse 8 uses three lines of intensifying parallelism to describe the wicked: though they seem 
to prosper (xrp, also vv. 13, 15), like fresh grass and blooming flowers (wcycy), ultimately, like 
fading flowers or withering grass, they will perish.  This parallels wisdom Ps 90:5–6, which reflects 
upon the transitory nature of life, and the traditional retribution theology of Pss 1:4–6, and 37:35–36, 
which describe the ultimate destruction of the wicked in terms of wind-blown chaff (Ps 1) and a 
formerly flourishing plant that disappears (Ps 37).  In v. 13 the righteous will flourish (xrpy) like a 
Lebanon cedar; this parallels Psalm 1:3 in its description of the righteous followers of Torah 
                                                 
28 Norman Whybray, Reading the Psalms as a Book (JSOTSup 222; Sheffield, U.K.: Sheffield Academic, 
1996), 54–55, cites these words as evidence of what he views as a “wisdom interpolation,” and notes that r(b 
occurs elsewhere only in Psalm 73:22, and Proverbs 12:1 and 30:2; lysk “is also exclusively a wisdom word,” 
occurring 45 times in Proverbs, 17 in Ecclesiastes, and in Psalms 49:11 and 94:8.  The verbs mentioned above 
are, in his view, also wisdom-oriented, with “to know” being used frequently in Proverbs to contrast the wise 
and foolish, and “to understand” occurs frequently in Job and Proverbs, often in the hiphil as “to instruct,” and 
seven times in Psalm 119 (vv. 100, 104). 
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flourishing like streamside evergreen trees.  As the psalm progresses it deals with the reality of 
disorder caused by the wicked and the issue of divine justice by reaffirming the ultimate destruction 
of the wicked while emphasizing the prosperity and flourishing of the righteous; this fits well with 
themes of the Sabbath on creation, renewal, and living according to Torah.   
V. 9: In the midst of this discussion of the boorish evildoers and their fate, verse 9 serves as 
a brief interlude to reaffirm YHWH’s eternal governance from “on high” (Mwrm).  In Ancient Near 
Eastern cosmology, the deities are often depicted as dwelling above the clouds, in their heavenly 
abodes; Israelite adaptations of this cosmology depict YHWH as ruling over the cosmos from his 
celestial throne (Psalms 18:7–17; 29; 68:5–6, 34–35; 82; 93:2; 102:20; 104:3–4,13; 144:7).  From the 
“throne” above the dome of the sky (see Gen 1:8), the “breath” (xwr) and voice of YHWH comes 
forth in wind and storm, rain fructifies the earth, while YHWH watches over human affairs (Pss 2:4; 
14:2/53:3; 19:1–7; 33:13; 80:15; 135:7).  Alter conjectures that the verse may be an insertion, as it 
lacks parallelism “and does not scan in the Hebrew”; it serves to contrast the ephemeral nature of 
humans with the eternal reign of God.29  Tate calls this “the pivotal verse of the psalm” as it 
emphasizes how YHWH rules from this cosmic dwelling place—the divine throne that transcends all 
temporal, human powers (Pss 9:8; 11:4–6; 14:2; 102:13).30  Rather than an insertion or a pivot, I 
propose that the psalmist intentionally placed v.9 as a center-point to the psalm, which begins with 
praise of the “Most High” (Nwyl(, v. 2), and concludes with affirmation of YHWH’s upright and 
perfect nature (v. 16).   
Verse 10 returns to the fate of the wicked, as in v.8., by using repetition, with the first two 
lines beginning with the phrase, “Surely, your enemies” (Kyby) hmh yk); line 1 addresses YHWH, 
and line 2 proclaims “they have perished” (wdb)y).  This recalls Psalm 1:6 (see also 112:10); both vv. 
8 and 10 are tri-colons emphasizing the destruction of the wicked framing the exaltation of YHWH in 
v. 9.  This use of incremental repetition is representative of early biblical poetry (Song of Deborah) 
                                                 
 29 Alter, The Book of Psalms, 326. 
 30 Tate, Psalms 51—100, 467. 
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and Ugaritic texts, and here serves to emphasize that the enemies have perished.31  Line three 
synonymously describes the “workers of evil” (Nw) yl(p) in contrast to YHWH’s works (Kl(p), 
which gladdened the psalmist in v. 5.  These evildoers “will be “scattered” (wdrpty); the verb 
emphasizes that the evildoers will be scattered as result of their opposition to YHWH.32  In Job 4:11 
the verbs for “perish” and “scatter” also occur together as Eliphaz describes the perishing and 
scattering of lions as a metaphor for the fate of the wicked.33  All those who threaten societal 
equilibrium and balance will ultimately be silenced through destruction and dispersion.  
Mention of how YHWH raises the psalmist’s “horn” (ynrq) and “anoints” (or moistens) him 
or her with “freshening oil” (Nn(r Nm#b, v. 12) reveals the speaker’s special status before God; this 
does not, however, make the speaker a king but probably describes the blessed state of God’s chosen 
ones gathered for worship.  The verb translated “anoint” (llb) is not the usual word used for the 
anointing of kings and priests (x#m), but means “to moisten” or “pour over”; in this case, the 
anointing with oil represents God’s Spirit that sanctifies the worshipper with rich blessings of divine 
hospitality.34  With both ears and eyes the psalmist will behold the fate of the wicked—a sign that 
vindication and justice are assured (v. 12).   
Verses 13—16: The tree metaphor, mentioned above, describes the righteous person (qdc) 
as a flourishing date palm (rmt) and a Lebanon cedar (zr), v. 10); the date palm was known for its 
erect stature (Song 7:8), while the towering cedars of Lebanon confer a sense of permanence, power 
and honor (Ps 29:5).35  These righteous ones who live according to Torah engage in Temple worship 
and prosper: “The ones planted in the house of the Lord will flourish in the courts of our God” (v. 
                                                 
31 Alter, The Book of Psalms, 326, mentions similar constructions in Ugaritic poetry in which Baal is the 
deity addressed.  For similar constructions in the Song of Deborah, see Judges 5:5–7, 12, 19, 21, 24, 26, 27. 
32 The hithpael here is translated as a future, “they will be scattered” J. Hausmann, TDOT 12:78; 
Cohen notes that one could also translate the verb reflexively, they “shall scatter themselves” (The Psalms, 305). 
33 Tate notes that the reflexive form of drp has the meaning “disintegration/burning/dispersion” 
(Psalms 51—100, 467). 
34 Some view this verse as referring to the smearing or anointing of the horn, symbolic of health and 
“virility” (see Tate, Psalms 51—100, 462, note on v. 11a, and 467. 
35 Cohen, Psalms, 306. 
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14).  Their fruitfulness and vigor will continue into old age (v. 15); the strength of the metaphor lies 
in the fact that palms can live up to two hundred years and continue to produce fruit.36  While the 
wicked will perish (v. 8; Ps 1:6), the righteous will prosper—a key element in the theology of 
Deuteronomy (30:15–18).  Verses 13–15 also recall imagery from wisdom Pss 1:3, 36:9–10, and 
128:3, along with Maśkîl Ps 52:10 and Jer 17:2–3.   
Just as the psalm began with a call to worship (v. 2), so now after having explored the depth 
and greatness of God’s word and works, and the contrasting fates of the righteous and the wicked, it 
concludes with an affirmation of the initial call to worship.  Having meditated upon this, the 
psalmist, using language reminiscent of the Song of Moses (Deut 32:4), proclaims that the Lord is 
“upright” (hwhy r#y-yk dyghl).  The psalmist uses the metaphor of God as a “rock” (Pss 18:3; 
28:1; 42:10; 62:3; 144:1) in whom there is “no unrighteousness” (Ps 119:3).   
The word translated “upright” describes someone who deals honestly and straightforwardly 
with others, someone who is loyal (Job 1:1, 8:6), or in reference—literally or figuratively (see; Ps 
107:7; Isa 26:7)—to a level road.  Here it describes the perfect nature of God’s relationship to 
creation; in its plural form (Myr#y) the word refers to the faithful worshipping community.37  In the 
Dead Sea Scrolls the root r#y describes the upright of the covenant community (Myr#y; 1QS 3:1; 
4:22), who walk uprightly (r#y; 1QS 1:2; 1QH 6:10), who act upright (r#wy; 1QS 3:8; 1QH 6:10).38  
Psalm 92, therefore, provides another example of a cultic hymn containing wisdom elements, 
revealing the connections between wisdom and cult.  As the source of creation and Torah, God 
assures the righteous of prosperity and blessing; this calls forth confident, joyful praise as 
experienced through the Sabbath and expressed in Psalm 92.  
 
 
 
 
                                                 
36 Ibid. 
37 A. A. Anderson, The Book of Psalms: Volume 2, Psalms 73--150 (London: Oliphants, 1972), 664–65. 
38 H. Ringgren, TDOT 6:472. 
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Psalm 94: A Wisdom-Oriented Instruction for Confidence in Divine Judgment 
 
 Framed by a plea for divine vengeance against enemies (vv. 1–2) and confident assertion of 
God’s protection, judgment, and punishment of the wicked (vv. 22–23), Psalm 94 utilizes elements 
of lament (vv. 1–7; 20–21) and thanksgiving (vv. 14–19), surrounding a central wisdom instruction 
(vv. 8–13), to provide a wisdom instruction meant to strengthen and maintain faith despite 
oppression.  Typical of wisdom literature, the psalm pits the wicked (My(#r, vv. 3, 13)—also 
described as workers of iniquity, arrogant, brutish, fools, evildoers, and destructive—against the 
“innocent” righteous (qydc; yqn, v. 21).  These evildoers exhibit a “practical atheism” (v. 7; Pss 
14:1; 53:2) by which they commit sinful, destructive behavior while foolishly thinking God will not 
hold them accountable.39  Through its central wisdom instruction the psalm seeks to maintain and 
strengthen faith; the diverse genres within the psalm, then, are subsumed under the dominant motif 
of instruction and edification.  In recognizing the wisdom elements of the psalm, Tate notes its 
“sermonic quality,” and proposes that the psalmist comes from “wisdom circles” rather than cultic 
circles, with the psalm originating as a liturgical instruction in a post-exilic context.40  Its concern 
over oppression by violent antagonists in both communal (v. 5) and individual (vv. 17–22) 
expressions, and reference to the “seat of destruction” (v. 20)—probably a reference to oppressive 
foreign rule—parallels the experience of Israel in the exilic or post-exilic period.   
 Vv. 1—7: While the MT of Psalm 94 lacks a superscription, the LXX translation attributes it 
as follows: “A Psalm of David for the fourth day of the week.”  Nahum Sarna observes that the LXX 
superscription “accords with the rabbinic tradition that the psalm was sung in the temple each 
                                                 
39 Marvin Tate, Psalms 51—100, 487.  Practical atheism in essence ignores or denies God’s presence 
and power in human affairs while not explicitly denying the existence of gods.   
40 Tate also views Psalm 94 as sharing the same genre as Psalms 91 and 112, all of which he views as 
post-exilic liturgical instructions, which may be have been used in synagogue worship or even in the Jerusalem 
Temple (Psalms 51—100, 487).  I fully agree with Tate’s assessment and view Psalm 94 as another example of a 
wisdom-oriented psalm that probably was used in both liturgical and purely instructional situations.    
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Wednesday by the Levitical choir.”41  The Mishnah lists seven psalms (24, 48, 82, 94, 81, 93, and 92), 
each corresponding to a day of the week, which were sung by Levities to accompany the libation of 
wine following the tamid offering;42 Sirach 50:14–19 describes what appears to be this service ca. 190 
B.C.E.  According to this schema, Psalm 82, which deals with heavenly beings and the celestial 
throne, is assigned for the Tuesday liturgy, while Psalm 94, which takes up earthly matters, follows.43  
I presume the MT of Psalm 94 reflects an older version of the psalm, before it was specifically 
designated for Wednesday services; on the other hand, I presume, with Sarna, that the liturgical use 
of select psalms for the so-called tamid offering predates the finalization of the LXX Psalter (probably 
before the second century B.C.E.).44  This provides evidence of the use of Psalm 94 in liturgical and 
wisdom contexts, which may be evidence of the close connection of post-exilic wisdom schools with 
the temple. 
Beginning with the double use of twmqn l), the psalmist makes a plea to the “God of 
vengeance” to “shine forth” ((ypwh, vv. 1-2); this “plural of intensity” intends to emphasize God’s 
role in establishing and maintaining justice within society.  Thus, a righteous God naturally responds 
with retribution against sinful behavior.45  This also is the first of three uses of anadiplosis—a 
repetition of words or phrases for rhetorical effect—with the others occurring in the plea “how 
long” (v. 3) and the concluding assertion that God will “destroy” (Mtymcy, v. 23) the evildoers.  The 
use of anadiplosis provides a threefold emphasis: in the first case, how a righteous God punishes evil; 
secondly, to emphasize the suffering of the righteous, and finally how the wicked will be destroyed.46  
Prayer for vindication of the righteous against the wicked represents a typical theme of wisdom 
psalms (e.g., 1:6; 32:10; 34; 37; 112) and Proverbs (e.g., Prov 10–24); the word translated 
                                                 
41 Nahum Sarna, On the Book of Psalms: Exploring the Prayers of Ancient Israel (New York: Schoken, 1993), 
191. 
42 Nahum Sarna, “The Psalm for the Sabbath Day (Ps 92),” 155–56. 
43 Sarna, On the Book of Psalms, 191. 
44 Sarna, “The Psalm for the Sabbath Day,” 156. 
45 Abraham Cohen, The Psalms, 308.  Tate observes that the pattern in v. 1, using the feminine plural 
twmqn, may reflect archaic usage, though he favors an exilic or post-exilic date for the psalm in its final form 
(Psalms 51—100, 488).  
46 Sarna, On the Book of Psalms, 192.   
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“vengeance” (tmqn) in this context refers to a judicial action by God against the wicked on behalf of 
the innocent.  The innocent victims are described in v. 6 as the widow, sojourner, and orphan, 
groups for which the Torah prescribes special care (Exod 22:20; 23:9; Deut 10:18; 24:17; 27:19).  The 
verb “shine forth” occurs similarly in Pss 50:2 and 80:2, both in the context of theophany; here the 
psalmist prays for a manifestation of God to thwart the evildoers.  This leads the psalmist to pray 
that God “lift up” as judge of the earth, rising to the metaphorical throne from where God rules as 
sovereign judge of humanity, rendering (b#h) proper recompense to the proud (My)g-l(, v. 2).  
The concept of God as universal judge occurs also in Pss 7:9; 50:6; 76:10, and 82.  Typical of 
laments, the psalmist twice asks, “how long” (ytm-d() the wicked will be able to exult (v.3; Pss 
13:2-3; 74:10; 79:5).   
The lament continues with a description of the evildoers’ (My(#r) actions.  In asking “how 
long” shall the wicked “exult” (v. 3), the psalmist describes their oppressive speech: “they pour forth 
and speak arrogantly” (qt( wrbdy w(yby), and boast (wrm)ty).  In examining these verses, 
Richard Clifford notes that “in the wisdom literature, one’s words reveal one’s true feelings and 
plans.”47  In addition to words, these oppressors “crush” (w)kdy) and “afflict” (wn(y) God’s people 
(v. 4), a probable reference to foreign domination.  The verb “crush” is phonetically similar to the 
nouns “roaring” (Mykd) in Psalm 93:3 and “dust” ()kd) in Psalm 90:3; in Psalm 90 the reference is 
to the ephemeral nature of human life, while Psalm 93 refers to oppressive powers metaphorically 
described as roaring waves.  In addition, the wicked kill those who lack status and protection (v. 6), 
while arrogantly maintaining, like the “fool” of Psalms 14/53, that God neither “sees” (hy-h)ry 
)l) nor “perceives” (Nyby-)lw, v. 7; see also Eliphaz’s response to Job in Job 22:13–20).  Such 
behavior directly violates Torah and in effect reveals their practical atheism.48 
                                                 
47 Psalms 73—150 (Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon, 2003), 113. 
 48 Tate uses the term “practical or functional atheism” to describe the evildoers as those who ignore 
God’s presence and power, as noted above (Psalms 51—100, 42, 487).  Modern conceptions of atheism—the 
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 Vv. 8—13: Beginning in v. 8, the central wisdom section includes key terms and themes, as 
the speaker challenges the wicked, calling on the “boorish” to perceive (Myr(b wnyb) and “fools” to 
understand (wlyk#t ytm Mylyskw); the use of terms for “brutish” and “fools” here connects Pss 
94 and 92:7, and also occurs in wisdom Ps 73:22, while “fools” occurs in both wisdom psalm 49:11 
and 92:7.  When compared, Pss 92:7 and 94:8 are synonymous: both verses describe brutish, foolish 
persons who fail to know and understand wisdom.  In comparing these verses, David Howard, who 
views Psalm 94 as having linguistic and thematic links to the wisdom motifs in psalms 90–92 and the 
“kingship of Yahweh” psalms 93–99, views 94:8 as “resuming the wisdom motifs present in Psalm 
92.”49   
In addition to wnyb (perceive, 8a), the verb lk# (“understand,” v. 8b) is an important 
wisdom term.50  Used together, the verbs intensify the introduction to the wisdom instruction, 
providing both a sharp rebuke and challenge to those who flaunt arrogance and have no fear of God, 
and a sense of urgency.  Verses 9 and 10 use a series of rhetorical questions to emphasize divine 
omniscience both to the evildoers being addressed, but more importantly to those Israelites who pray 
and meditate upon this psalm in instructional contexts.  First, the psalmist asks, “The one who 
planted the ear, does he not hear, or he who formed the eye not behold?”  If God forms the human 
organs of hearing and sight, nothing humans say or do can be outside of God’s hearing and 
observation.  In similar fashion, Prov 20:12 asserts that God makes the ear that hears and the eye 
that sees.  Next, using another negatively framed rhetorical question, the psalmist points out that 
since God instructs (rsy) “the nations”—providing a universal cast to the psalm—God of course 
can punish them and, as the omniscient source of all knowledge, God instructs humans (dmlmh 
                                                                                                                                                 
belief that no God or gods exist—were uncommon or non-existent in the pre-scientific world of the Bible, so 
we may assume the evildoers viewed God as irrelevant and removed from daily life.   
49 David M. Howard, Jr., “Psalm 94 among the Kingship-of-Yhwh Psalms,” CBQ 61 (1999): 670. 
 50 For a detailed analysis of the morphology of lk# and its use in the wisdom literature, including the 
Dead Sea Scrolls, see TDOT 14, 112–128, and chapter 2 of this dissertation. 
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t(d Md), v. 10).  Both verbs for instruction and teaching are common to the wisdom literature.51  
Though the wicked may ignore God’s omniscient rule, those who receive instruction are reminded of 
God’s ultimate power, knowledge, and control, which inspires confidence in the midst of 
persecution. 
 To emphasize the vast gulf between temporal, imperfect human “thoughts” (twb#xm) and 
God’s omniscience, the psalmist uses language reminiscent of Pss 33:10–11 and 40:6, which likewise 
use the term b#xm to describe God’s awareness of human thoughts, and their futility (33:10; 
94:11b), in comparison to divine thoughts (33:11; 40:6) and instruction (hrwt 94:12).  Despite the 
evildoers’ belief that God is unaware of human activity, YHWH knows ((dy hwhy) their thoughts 
and accounts them “vapor” (or “vanity,” lbh; v.11).  Use of the term lbh represents a key 
theological term in Ecclesiastes (Eccl 1:1), and wisdom-oriented Psalms 39 (vv. 6, 7, 12) and 62 (vv. 
10–11), to describe the ephemeral nature and lack of substance of human life and pursuits.   
 In contrast to the naive arrogance of the evildoers, however, the psalmist uses the adjective 
yr#) to describe those who humbly and eagerly receive God’s instruction (hy wnrsyt-r#): “who 
you instruct, YHWH”) and learn Torah (wndmlt Ktrwtmw, v. 12).  This verse also combines several 
important wisdom terms: yr#), “happy,” is an important wisdom term used to describe the fate of 
the righteous (Pss 1:1; 2:12; 32:2; 33:12; 34:9; 40:5; 41:2); the verbs “instruct” (rsy) and “teach” 
(dml) and, of course, hrwt, reveal the didactic focus of the psalm and its probable origin in 
wisdom circles.52  Conrad Schaefer observes the location of yr#) at the middle of the psalm, where 
                                                 
51 Clifford, Psalms 73—150, 114. 
 52 For the use of yr#) as a wisdom term, see TDOT 1: 445–48, which discusses its frequent use in 
Proverbs and parallels in Egyptian wisdom literature.  The Piel form of rsy used here can also mean “to 
chastise” or punish; thus, NJPS and NRSV translate “discipline,” in which case the psalmist refers to those who 
changed their ways through God’s disciplinary action and then became receptive to Torah.   
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it serves to divide it into two halves, focusing respectively on “crisis and relief.”53  Verse 13 concludes 
the central wisdom section by upholding the psalmist’s confidence that traditional retribution 
theology (e.g., Psalm 1) will prevail: God will “provide rest” (+yq#hl) in times of distress (“days of 
evil”), while the wicked will be destroyed (tx# (#rl hrky d(: “a pit will be dug for the 
wicked”). 
 Verses 14—19: Just as the psalmist lamented that the wicked “crush” (w)kdy) God’s people 
and “inheritance” (Ktlxn v.5), following the wisdom reflection, the psalmist now confidently 
asserts that God will neither “cast off” nor “forsake his inheritance” (bz(y )l wtlxnw, v. 14).  Like 
Job, the psalmist acknowledges that God allows the just to suffer, but disciplines them and teaches 
them Torah (vv. 10, 12) while preparing to eventually punish the wicked.54  This will be fulfilled 
when “righteousness will return to judgment” (+p#m bw#y qdc-d(-yk, v. 15)—i.e., the 
administration of judgment will be marked by righteousness, with the result being the ultimate 
destruction of the wicked and redemption of the righteous (v. 23).  By using a rhetorical question in 
both lines, the psalmist asks in v. 16, “Who will rise up (Mwqy-ym) for me against the evildoers 
(My(rm); who will stand up (bcyty-ym) against workers of iniquity?”  The answer, of course, is 
YHWH, as the psalmist makes clear: “Unless the Lord was helper to me, I would have shortly dwelt 
in silence” (v. 17).  Assured of God’s help, the psalmist confidently anticipates divine intervention.  
Using the image of slipping (“If my foot slips” 18a) as a metaphor for losing stability in life (e.g., 
Psalm 38:17), the psalmist confidently trusts that, in spite of current affliction and trouble, God’s 
covenant love will provide sustenance (ynd(sy hwhy Kdsx: “Your steadfast love will sustain me”).  
Even though the psalmist experiences troubling internal thoughts (ybrqb yp(r# brb: “When 
                                                 
53 Conrad Schaefer, Psalms (Berit Olam; Collegeville, Minn.: The Liturgical Press, 2001), 233. 
54 Ibid., 235.  
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my troubling thoughts within are many”), God continues to provide comfort (Kymwxnt; “your 
comforts”).   
 Verses 20—21: Verse 20 is presented as a question to God.  In contrast to the “thrones of 
judgment” (+p#ml tw)sk, Pss 122:5; 9:5, 8), the psalmist laments oppressive foreign rule, the 
“throne of destructions” (twwh )sk, v. 20a).55  These “thrones of judgment” refer to the symbolic 
“seat” of divine judgment and, by extension, that of the Davidic ruler.  Could God have “fellowship” 
with foreign rulers, who “form misery by statute” (qx-yl( lm( rcy, v. 20b)?  The implied 
answer, of course, is “no.”  In contrast to the just statutes of God (qx, Ps119:5, 8), the wicked 
rulers—possibly a reference to the Babylonians or Persians—promote injustice and cause misery.  
Together they gather against the righteous (qydc) and “condemn innocent blood”; this metaphor 
highlights the key wisdom theme of contrasting the wicked and righteous.  Blood (Md) symbolizes 
life in ancient Israel, in this case the lives of the righteous who have been threatened by oppressive 
rulers.   
 Verses 22—23: Despite oppression, the psalmist maintains faith in God’s ultimate justice 
according to traditional wisdom theology (Psalm 1; Prov 2:22).  For the psalmist, who represents the 
righteous, the Lord has been a “fortress” (bg#ml yl) and a “rock of refuge” (v. 22); in contrast, for 
the wicked, God will “cut them off” (Mtymcy; used twice in v. 23).  God answers the psalmist’s 
initial plea for divine retribution by “turning” the iniquity of the wicked back upon themselves: “And 
he turns their own iniquity back upon them” (Mnw)-t) Mhyl( b#yw).  Most translations (RSV; 
NRSV; NAB; NJPS) and commentators (e.g., Tate; Alter) translate the waw-consecutive b#yw in the 
future tense rather than the expected passive.  In context, this works well with the future tense of the 
                                                 
 55 Cohen, Psalms, 311; Anderson views this reference as possibly a synecdoche, in which the “throne” 
refers to the leader (s), and thinks it more probably refers to abusive judges rather than the king (Psalms II, 675).  
I prefer to view it as a reference to the foreign rulers and their cohorts, with the psalmist intending a direct 
contrast to the righteous rule of the Lord and by extension the Davidic kings (of the past).   
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verb tmc, used twice in the second line; the final verse, therefore, implies that God will soon enact 
judgment upon the wicked.56  As noted above, the psalm begins with the use of anadiplosis in the 
psalmist’s plea for divine vengeance, and now concludes with anadiplosis to emphasize the psalmist’s 
confidence that God will cut them off.   
Conclusion: My examination of Psalms 90, 92, and 94 reveals that Book 4 of the Psalter begins 
with a strong wisdom cast that carries throughout the Book.  I will interpret Psalm 101 as a wisdom 
psalm, and will examine wisdom elements in historical psalms 105 and 106.  This wisdom framework 
continues in Book 5 and fits well with the renewed emphasis in Books 4 and 5 on the Kingship of 
YHWH in the post-exilic period in response to the failure of the Davidic monarchy.  In this context, 
wisdom teaching has become a central aspect of Israel’s self-understanding; in particular, Psalm 94 
appears to utilize wisdom teaching in response to the post-exilic experience of foreign domination. 
Psalm 101: A Guide for Wise Living 
Although most commonly classified as a Royal Psalm, I agree with Alter who calls Psalm 101 
“preeminently a wisdom psalm,” in which in the psalmist’s proclamation of his or her commitment 
to “study the way of the blameless” (Mymt Krdb hlyk#), v. 2) and avoid evil behavior and 
people parallels key themes in the Book of Proverbs.57  Following the psalmist’s initial commitment 
to sing and chant praise of the Lord’s “steadfast love and justice” (+p#mw-dsx, v. 1), study the way 
of the blameless, and “walk in integrity of heart” (ybbl-Mt Klht) v.2) within his or her house, 
                                                 
56 Cohen, following a passive translation, describes this use of the converted imperfect in v. 23a as 
“the perfect of certainty” in that the psalmist has such confidence in God’s actions that he speaks as if they 
have already occurred (Psalms, 311).  On the other hand, Tate argues for a future tense translation of the 
converted imperfect here, based on what he calls “the sequence of thought” with v. 22.  He translates 23a, “He 
will turn back on them their iniquity” and therefore keeps all of v.23 as future tense (Psalms 51—100, 483, 485). 
57 Robert Alter, The Book of Psalms, 350.  The antithetical proverbs in Proverbs 10–15 provide a good 
example of these parallel themes with Psalm 101.  For an analysis that recognizes the psalm as a royal psalm 
utilizing wisdom elements associated with Proverbs for a ceremony in which the newly enthroned king states 
his commitment to uphold covenant obligations as the guaranter of justice in Israelite society, see Helen Ann 
Kenik, “Code of Conduct for a King: Psalm 101” JBL 95 (1976): 391–403.  For typical interpretations of Psalm 
101 as a Royal Psalm, see Richard J. Clifford, Psalms 73—150, 135–39; and James L. Mays, Psalms (Int; 
Louisville, Ky.: John Knox, 1994), 321–22, who posits the composition of the psalm for use at an inaugural or 
other celebration for a king that presents the ideal of conduct for a ruler.  The revised psalms in the New 
American Bible translate “house” as “royal court” (v. 2) and “before my eyes” as “ be among my advisors” (v. 7).   
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the remainder of the poem describes exactly how the psalmist will fulfill these commitments (vv. 3–
8).  Before describing these commitments, using the wisdom terms “study,” “way,” “walk,” and 
“blameless,” the psalm opens with praise of God’s steadfast love and justice; in essence, the gift of 
God’s covenant love (+p#mw-dsx) evokes praise and dedication to wisdom.  Thematically, Psalm 
101 parallels Psalm 1 in the psalmist’s initial commitment to walk in the way of Torah and 
concluding proclamation of the destruction of the wicked; in Psalm 101 the psalmist concludes by 
declaring, “Each morning I will destroy all the wicked of the earth [Cr)-y(#r-lk],” and “cut off” 
from the city of YHWH all evildoers (v. 8).   
Structural and Literary analysis: Common themes and terms exist throughout the psalm and 
form a symmetrical pattern: “the way of the blameless” (Mymt Krdb, vv. 2, 6); “within my house” 
(ytyb brqb, vv. 2, 7); “before my eyes” (yny( dgnl, vv. 3, 7); “work/practices” (h#(, vv. 3, 7); 
“evil”/wicked ((r/y(#r, vv. 4, 8); and “destroy” (tymc), vv. 5, 8).  Cumulatively, the effect of 
this symmetry is to emphasize what Schaefer calls “the central affirmation” in vv. 5b–6a, which 
contrasts the “haughty eyes and arrogant heart” of the wicked, which the psalmist will not tolerate, 
and the “faithful of the land, that dwell with me” (ydm( tb#l Cr)-ynm)nb).58  Using haughty 
eyes to convey an outward look of arrogance, and “arrogant heart” (bbl bxrw) to represent an 
internal disposition of pride, the psalmist describes his foes as the antithesis of wisdom; these images 
also recall the description of the wicked in Ps 73:7, where eyes and heart also convey outward 
arrogance and internal dishonesty.  Whether or not the psalmist represents a king, the main focus of 
the psalm reflects traditional wisdom theology: the contrast between the righteous/blameless with 
the wicked, who will ultimately be destroyed (e.g., Prov 1; Pss 1; 33:10–12; 34:20–23; 36:11–13; 
37:37–38; 49:21; 53:6; 73; 112).   
                                                 
58 Conrad Schaefer, Psalms, 247–48; Schaefer views the contrasts between positive goods to be sought 
and negatives to be avoided and describes the psalm as “a renewal program, possibly of a ruler” (248).    
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In addition to praising the steadfast love and justice of YHWH in song (v. 1), the psalmist 
organizes his response through the keyword “integrity” (Mt; Mymt) in vv. 2 and 6: the psalmist 
studies the way of integrity and walks it with integrity of heart (v.2); people who likewise walk in the 
way of integrity are allowed to be his servants (v. 6).59  This keyword (Mt), meaning wholeness and 
completion, describes those who live by the foundational moral values of Torah.  As further evidence 
for a royal setting, Mays notes that the word is used to describe the king’s righteousness in Pss 18:24, 
27 and 78:72.60  In addition, the reference to the person of integrity who “ministers” (yntr#y, v.6) 
seems to present the psalmist as a person of authority who commands a staff.  Several proverbs 
attributed to Solomon contrast the wicked with the righteous king (Prov 20:26; 25:5; 29:12); this may 
reflect the development of Israelite wisdom in the context of the royal court and provide a similar 
context for Psalm 101.61  While not denying the possible royal implications of the psalm, I view it 
more in terms of content, which focuses primarily on proper behavior according to wisdom—an 
attribute applied to King Solomon in 1 Kings 3.   
The series of first person statements in which the psalmist commits to keeping the way of 
integrity and avoiding association with, or tolerance of, evil recall the ritual prayers that outline the 
requirements for worship in the temple in Psalms 15, 24, and Isa 33:15–16.62  In Palms 15:2 one who 
“walks in integrity” (Mymt Klwh) and does justice is worthy of entering the temple; this parallels the 
self-description of the psalmist in 101:6 who “walks in the way of integrity.”  The pure of heart 
(bbl-rb) of Ps 24:4 parallel the “integrity of heart” (ybbl-Mtb) in 101:2, while the thematic 
emphasis on spurning evil in 101:3 ff. parallels Isa 33:15–16.  Standing in direct contrast to the heart 
                                                 
59 Clifford notes that the verb Klh is “a biblical metaphor for conduct,” and heart (as I note) 
represents judgment and intelligence; thus, in his view the “king promises to make honest judgments as he 
rules” (Psalms 73—150, 137). 
 60 Mays, Psalms, 321. 
61 Leslie C. Allen, Psalms 101—150 (Rev. ed.; AB 21; Nashville, Tenn.: Thomas Nelson, 2002), 8. 
62 Kenik compares the ritual requirements in Psalm 101 with Deut 26:12–18, 1 Samuel 12:3, and Ps 
18:21–25 to support her view that Psalm 101 arises from a covenant commitment ritual for the king; she posits 
that Psalm 18 “may well have emerged from the very event for which Psalm 101 was used” (“Code of Conduct 
for a King,” 396–97).  
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of integrity is the “perverse heart” (#q( bbl, v.4), a theme paralleled (using #q() in Prov 10:9 and 
11:20: God is pleased with those who walk in integrity but knows and punishes the behavior of the 
perverse.  While the psalm began with praise of God’s steadfast love and justice (v. 1), and a 
commitment to study the way of integrity (v. 2), it concludes in v. 8 with the destruction of the 
wicked who upset the way of wisdom: “Every morning (Myrqbl) I will destroy all the wicked of the 
land (Cr)-y(#r-lk), to cut off from the city of God all the workers of iniquity” (Nw) yl(p). 
Wisdom Elements: In addition to the parallels with Proverbs noted above, I will conclude by 
looking more specifically at some of the key wisdom elements.  Thematically, the righteous speaker, 
who walks in the way of integrity, sings of God’s steadfast love and justice, rejects and ultimately 
destroys evil, while looking with favor on the “faithful of the land” (v. 6), represents the ideals of 
wisdom.  According to orthodox wisdom theology, the wicked will eventually be cut off and 
destroyed; this becomes clear in vv. 5–8.  In verse 2 the psalmist commits to “study” (hlyk#)), 
using the verb lk#, a key wisdom term used throughout the wisdom literature and the root of 
Maśkîl, which I previously discussed as a wisdom marker, both within psalm headings and texts.  The 
noun “way” (Krd) in vv. 2 and 6 is another keyword, in particular in contrasting the way of the 
righteous vs. the wicked, and within the Wisdom-Torah acrostic Psalm 119.   
In v. 5 the psalmist’s rejection of the “haughty of eye and proud of heart” parallels the 
description of the wise king in Proverbs 21:4 (bl-bxr Myny(-Mwr).  Similarly, in v.6 the psalmist 
embraces “the one who walks in the way of integrity” (Mymt Krdb Klh), as does the wise king in 
Prov 20:7 (qydc wmtb Klhtm); walking in integrity serves as a metaphor for wise living.  
Rejection of a “haughty heart” and “raised eyes” (yny( wmr-)lw ybl hbg-)l) serve to affirm the 
humility of speaker of Psalm 131 affirmation of humility, an important teaching in Proverbs.  Those 
who fear the Lord will be rewarded (Prov 22:4), while “haughty eyes” (twmr Myny() and a wicked 
heart will bring condemnation (Prov 6:17–18; see also vv. 12, 14).   
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Conclusion: Psalm 101 presents the worldview of orthodox wisdom teaching as attested in the 
Book of Proverbs; the royal aspects of the psalm, then, may parallel the attributive authorship of 
Solomon in Proverbs.  While some Proverbs may be pre-exilic and even date from monarchic times, 
most scholars reject authorship by Solomon and view the final composition and editing of the book 
as post-exilic.63  I propose that the author of Psalm 101 comes from wisdom circles that produced 
the post-exilic parts of Proverbs, as attested by the linguistic and thematic similarities between Psalm 
101 and Proverbs.  The psalmist’s concluding statement about cutting off the wicked from the land is 
a precondition for the establishment of a righteous kingdom in Proverbs 25:5 (“take away the wicked 
from the presence of the king, and his throne will be established in righteousness” RSV).64  While the 
psalm may be influenced by ancient ceremonies for the coronation of the Davidic king, if as I 
propose the psalm in its present form derives from a post-exilic wisdom context, it can be 
interpreted as setting forth an ideal for leadership in a restored kingdom, or perhaps using the words 
of the ideal king as a source of inspiration for pious Israelites to live a life of faith and integrity (v. 
6).65 
 
                                                 
63 R. N. Whybray, Proverbs (NCBC; Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1994), 3-7; Leo G. Perdue, Proverbs 
(IBC; Louisville, KY: John Knox, 200), 1-27.  
64 A Phoenician inscription, “The Karatepe,” parallels the closing statement of Psalm 101 in the 
vizier’s statement that he “removed every evildoer that was in the country” and boasts of “my wisdom” and the 
“goodness of my heart”—both providing points of contact with Psalm 101 and providing an example of the 
influence of other Near Eastern wisdom traditions in the psalms (Walter Beyerlin, ed., Near Eastern Religious 
Texts Relating to the Old Testament [OTL; trans. John Bowden; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1978], 241). 
65 Allen provides a fine summary of various liturgical and royal interpretations of the Psalm (Psalm 
101—150, 7–10). 
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Book Four Part Two: Psalms 104—106  
Wisdom and Creation in Psalm 104: In the manner of Psalms 8, 19:1–6, 33 (Book 1), and 
148 (Book 5), which praise the revelation of God in the beauty of creation—with heavens, 
firmament, plant, animal, and humans silently (Psalm 19) or with song (Psalms 8, 33, 148) 
proclaiming the divine source who creates and orchestrates creation—in Book 4 Psalm 104 likewise 
extols the glory of God in creation.  Through observation of the created world and its orderly 
processes, the psalmist proclaims God as creator, sustainer and director of all.  The heavens, seas, 
clouds, wind, fire, mountains and valleys, water springs, wildlife, plants, trees, fowl, moon and sun, 
course of the day, sea monsters, and the human being who participates as a member of this amazing 
cosmos live in a symbiotic harmony directed by God.  In the midst of this recital v. 24 reveals the 
wisdom-oriented nature of this creation theology: “How manifold are your works, O Lord; all of 
them you have made with wisdom (hmkxb); the earth is filled with your created things” (Knynq).  Just 
as Proverbs 8, Job 28, 38–41, and Sirach 24, 42:15–43:35 view creation as a product of wisdom, 
Psalm 104, too, projects creation in terms of wisdom theology.1  Numerous parallels in Egyptian and 
Mesopotamian wisdom texts, in particular the Egyptian Hymn to Aten, the Akkadian Hymn to Shamash 
(both sun gods), and the Ugaritic Baal Myth, provide further evidence of the psalmist’s use and 
adaptation of existing wisdom literature.2   
                                                 
1 In Proverbs 8 personified wisdom speaks of her activity as God’s agent in creation (v.30), while in 
Sirach 24 personified wisdom speaks her dwelling with God in the heavens (vv. 4–5), compares herself to the 
beauty of creation (vv. 13–19), and ultimately is identified with Torah (v. 22)—a development in later post-
exilic wisdom teaching (see also Baruch 3:9 –4:4).  Job 28 proclaims wisdom as inaccessible except by God, and 
describes God’s creative activity as it leads to the concluding “wisdom thesis”: “Behold, the fear of the Lord is 
wisdom (hmkx; see Prov 1:7; 9:10; Ps 111:10; Sir 1:12, 24), and turning from evil is understanding” ((rm 
rwsw; Pss 34:15; 37:27).  The Whirlwind speech of Job (38–41) and Sirach’s meditation on creation (43:15–
44:35) parallel psalm 104 in their description of God’s power manifested in creation, describing all aspects of 
creation and order.    
2 Leslie C. Allen, Psalms 101—150 (WBC 21; Nashville, Tenn.: Thomas Nelson, 2002), 39–44.  
Mitchell Dahood suggests a literary influence of the Egyptian material, probably mediated through Canaanite 
hymnody; this reflects literary syncretism and influences in these creation hymns as also found in the wisdom 
literature (Psalms III [AB 17A; New York: Doubleday, 1983], 33).  I will discuss these parallels within the text of 
my commentary.   
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Psalm 104 begins with the concluding statement of Psalm 103: “bless the Lord, my soul” 
(hwhy-t) y#pn ykrb); clearly, a relationship exists between the two psalms, but Psalm 104 moves 
from the focus on the human person in covenant relationship to God (103:8; dsx) to a focus on a 
harmonious view of God’s good creation.   Psalm 104 presents a symbiotic relationship of equality 
between all elements of creation, including the human person; joy and sustenance comes from the 
earth (vv. 14–15, 23), without any hint of the human person “subduing” or dominating the earth as 
in Genesis 1 or Psalm 8.3  The blessing formula which begins and concludes both Psalms 103 and 
104 occurs only here in the Psalter.  This raises the question of common authorship.  Psalm 103 is 
best described as a thanksgiving hymn used for cultic services with a didactic intent.4  Psalm 103 is 
marked by Aramaisms (e.g., use of the yk suffix in vv. 3b–5; rwkz v. 15; twklm v. 20), and reflects 
upon Isaiah 57:16 in v. 9 and 40:6–8 in vv. 15–16 using similar vocabulary.5  This provides evidence 
of the post-exilic composition of Psalm 103; a clearly didactic element in v. 18 refers to those who 
keep the covenant and “precepts” (wydqp), both referents to Torah.  I propose that both psalms 
derive from a common post-exilic context associated with wisdom schools connected with the 
temple courts. 
                                                 
3 This verse is one of several in the Psalter that offer a variation on the covenant-formula of Exod 
34:6, in which Yahweh offers a self-description to Moses as being “gracious and merciful, slow to anger and 
abounding in steadfast love”; in Psalms 86:14, 103:8 and 145:8, the psalmist proclaims this formula (with slight 
variations).  I propose that the repetition of the Exodus formula serve as a “covenant-marker,” the keywords of 
which call to mind the revelation to Moses at Sinai and reassure successive generations of the enduring promise 
of dsx in Israel’s experience.  
4 Allen summarizes three competing views on the genre of Psalm 103 among scholars:(1) an 
individual thanksgiving hymn used in a cultic setting, (2) a non-cultic individual hymn with didactic features, 
and (3) a cultic hymn used for the autumn festival.  Central to each view is the interpretation of the “hymnic 
participles” in vv. 1–5, in which the psalmist speaks to himself (“my soul”) and blesses God for forgiving, 
healing, redeeming, bestowing covenant love, and renewing life.  Allen concludes by describing it as a hymn 
composed for a communal thanksgiving service (Psalms 101—150, 27–28).  I propose that the individual voice 
of both Psalms 103 and 104, directed to “my soul” (y#pn) at the beginning and end of each psalm, can serve a 
collective purpose; in addition, the psalms could easily serve both individual and communal contexts, in liturgy, 
instruction, and meditation.  
5 Allen, Psalms 101—150, 26; with regard to rwkz he cites Joüon (#50e), who views the verb form 
here as corresponding to an Aramaic passive participle used in an active sense (note 13.a) 
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Psalm 104 utilizes the post-exilic Priestly creation account, has its own Aramaism (My)p(; 
v.12), parallels Psalm 145:15–16 in vv. 27–28, and parallels aspects of Proverbs 3:19, 8:22–30, and 
Job 28, and in v. 24 connects wisdom with creation.  The God who “crowns” (r+() the human 
person with “glory and honor” (Ps 8:6), and “steadfast love and mercy” (103:4), is presented as a 
divine king “clothed with honor and majesty” (t#bl rdhw dwh; 104:1).  God the creator, source 
of light, life, and glory, stretches out the heavens, rides the clouds as a chariot, and makes winds and 
fire “messengers,” i.e., the divine presence reveals itself in the order and elements of creation (vv. 1–
4).  God crowns humans with honor and steadfast love.  Psalm 104 closely parallels many aspects of 
the Priestly account of God ordering chaos and making creation “good” in Genesis 1 but provides a 
more detailed description of creation in all its aspects.  All “living things, both small and great” (v. 
25), look to God for sustenance (v. 27) and, paralleling the Yahwist creation account (Gen 2:7; Eccl 
12:7), the psalmist proclaims that life is sustained and renewed by God’s Spirit: “You send forth your 
spirit and they are created, and you renew the face of the earth” (hmd) ynp #dxtw; v. 30).   
Structure:  Psalm 104:1ab and 35c begin and end the poem with praise; vv. 1c–4 extends the 
imagery of Ps 103:19, with God presiding over creation from his heavenly throne.  In Psalm 104 God 
governs the created order and metaphorically rides the clouds as a “chariot” (wbwkr, v. 3)—an image 
found in Ps 68:5, 34; Isa 19:1 and in North Semitic references to Baal.6  Verses 5–9 emphasize God’s 
establishing the earth; vv. 10–14, God provides water for beasts, birds, and earth; vv. 14–15, 
provision of plants to provide food, wine and oil for human use; vv. 16–17, trees provide homes for 
birds; v.18, mountains provide homes for wild goats and rabbits; vv. 19–23, the moon and sun 
determine the course of daily life; and in v. 24, as noted above, God creates with wisdom.  This 
praise of wisdom reflected in God’s creative works and creatures occurs early in the second half of 
the poem.  Verses 25–30 resume with an emphasis on the seas, living things of all sizes—including 
                                                 
6 A limestone amulet from Arslan Tash contains this inscription: “Baal has harnessed his chariot; an 
overpowering fountain is with him” (A 2, 3; quoted from Walter Beyerlin, Near Eastern Religious Texts relating to 
the Old Testament [trans. John Bowden; OTL; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1978], 250). 
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the sea monster, Leviathan—all of which find sustenance in God, who takes and gives life by 
removing or imparting his Spirit (xwr) the principle source of renewal (see Ps 51:11–12).  Verses 31–
35ab again focuses on praise of God who causes the earth to smoke and tremble in a theophany 
(Exod 19; Pss 18:8–9; 29), and whose majesty evokes meditation (yxy#) and rejoicing (xm#; v. 34); 
the psalm concludes with a prayer for the destruction of enemies, leading to the final inclusion of 
praise.   
 Verses 1c–4: By depicting God as “clothed” (t#bl rdhw dwh) with “honor and majesty” 
the psalm continues the images of God as King from Psalm 103:20–22, which depicts God directing 
subservient angels, “mighty ones,” ministers and others who carry out God’s will.  Psalm 8:6 uses the 
term “honor” (dwh) for the human being, whom God appoints as governor of creation; in Ps 104:1, 
however, the term applies only to God, with humans depicted as one of many equal participants in 
the created order.  God appears in the heavens, luminously “wrapped in light” (rw)-h+() and 
“stretching” (h+wn) the heavens like someone spreading a tent.  Verses 2–4 use a series of active 
participles to describe God’s creative work—wrapping, stretching, joining, making, and walking—as 
an ongoing activity.  God’s creative work continues in the present as a type of “daily renewal of the 
universe.”7  The image of God stretching out the seemingly infinite heavens as one setting up a tent 
emphasizes the absolute transcendence, autonomy, and power of God; this recalls God’s Whirlwind 
speech in Job 38:4–6, which describes the earth as a building set upon foundations.8  The participles 
for “wrapped” and “stretching” create a play on words in the Hebrew which is lost in translation.   
 Extending the depiction of God as the divine craftsman, verse 3 states that God “joins the 
crossbeams of his heavenly chambers above the waters”—the word wytwyl( “heavenly chambers,” 
reflects ancient cosmology in which the heavenly abode of YHWH is located above the waters (sky) 
                                                 
 7 Abraham Cohen, The Psalms: Hebrew Text & English Translation with Introduction and Commentary 
(Soncino Books of the Bible; London/New York: Soncino Press, 1945, 1992), 337. 
 8 Marvin H. Pope, Job (AB; New York: Doubleday, 1973), 292.  See also Psalms 24:2; 89:12; 102:6; 
Prov 3:19; Isa 48:13; 51:13, 16; Zech 12:1. 
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in the dome of the sky (Gen 1:6 –7; Ps 29:10; Amos 9:6).  The image of God riding the chariot of 
clouds on the “wings of the wind” evokes theophanies from Pss 18:11, 68:5, 34, and Isa 19:1; God 
rides upon the clouds and wind and thunders forth with strong voice from the ancient heavens (Ps 
68:34), and strikes fear into foreign idols (Isa 19:1).  In Ugaritic and Canaanite texts, the transcendent 
majesty of the god Baal is portrayed in his control over all cosmic activity.9  The Ugaritic texts of The 
Baal Cycle of Myths (KTU 1.1–1.2), contain a strong parallel between Baal and the depiction of YHWH 
in the psalms as creator who “rides” on the clouds; this is seen particularly in the battle between Baal 
and Yam.  Encouraging Baal to destroy Yam, “Kothar-and-Hasis spoke: ‘Indeed I say to you, O 
Prince Baal . . . O Charioteer of the Clouds,’” and goes on to urge Baal to “Take your everlasting 
Kingdom”; at the conclusion of this section, shortly before Baal dries up Yam, Athtart also urges 
Baal, “Dry (him) up, O Charioteer of the Clouds” (1.2 iv.).10  In these texts, Baal, like YHWH in the 
psalms, overcomes chaos to bring order and take command of creation.  This provides another 
example, in addition to the Egyptian parallels to be discussed below, of the adaptation of other ANE 
wisdom traditions by Israelite wisdom writers and editors in composing the Psalter.  The major 
difference, of course, is the emphasis in the Psalms on YHWH and the absence of other “gods”; 
Psalms 82 and 138:1, however, make reference to other Myhl) in the divine council (l)-td(b, 
82:1).  
The “winds” or God’s “breaths” become messengers (twxwr wyk)lm h#() that convey 
revelation (Ps 148:8), while flaming fire, one of the elements of creation, serve as “ministers” 
(wytr#m). These metaphors again emphasize how natural elements serve God’s purposes and 
mediate the divine presence.  This depiction of divine order within the cosmos further reflects 
                                                 
9 Allen, Psalms 101—150, 45; for Baal texts, see Beyerlin, Near Eastern Religious Texts, 250; and James B. 
Pritchard, ANET, 131–55. 
10 Cited in N. Wyatt, Religious Texts From Ugarit (trans. N. Wyatt; 2d ed.; London: Sheffield Academic, 
2002), 67–69. 
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ancient Near Eastern wisdom traditions, for example, in the Egyptian concept of ma’at (truth; justice; 
order), which serves as a divine attribute governing creation.11 
 Vv. 5—9: Following the focus on the heavenly dwelling place and activity of God in vv. 1–4, 
the rest of the poem focuses on earth (Cr)h), its various life forms, landscape, and God’s direction 
of its activities.  God “established” (dsy) the earth on foundations that will resist being moved 
(+wmt, v. 5).  The verb dsy appears frequently in biblical texts on creation and emphasizes the 
stability and permanence of what God makes; the verb for +wm, carries a sense of instability, 
“tottering” or “wavering.”12  This reveals God’s persistent care for the earth and its creatures, 
providing order and sustenance as a personally present Divine being.  A similar use of +wm occurs in 
Wisdom-oriented Psalm 62, where the psalmist confidently asserts he or she will never be “greatly 
moved” (hbr +wm)-)l) because God is a “rock of salvation” and “stronghold” (vv. 3, 7).  With 
regard to the root dsy, in the Whirlwind speech the Lord asks Job, “Where were you when I laid the 
foundation (Cr)-ydsyb) of the earth?” (38:4), and in Proverbs 8:29, personified Wisdom describes 
being present when God established “the foundations of the earth” (Cr) ydswm).  Along with 
Psalm 104, these examples illustrate the adaptation of the concept of ma’at by Israelite sages in their 
presentation of creation theology. 
Further evidence of God’s imposition of order upon creation is expressed through the 
metaphor of the “deep” (Mwht; v. 6; Gen 1:2) or “watery chaos,” which covered the earth like a 
garment, while the primordial waters “stood above the mountains”; at God’s “rebuke” and 
thundering voice, these personified elements of chaos “fled” (Nwswny) and became fearful (Nwzpxy), 
quickly moving to the place God established for them (Mhl tdsy hz Mwqm-l); v. 8; Gen 1:9–
                                                 
11 Leo G. Perdue, Wisdom & Creation: The Theology of the Wisdom Literature (Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon, 
1994), 37–40. 
12 For these two verbs, see BDB, 413 (dsy), and 557 (+wm).  Regarding v. 5b, Allen states: “Here, as 
in Ps 93:1, this sense [of stability and safety under God’s care] is applied to the world as under God’s control” 
(Psalms 101—150, 45).   
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10). God who is “clothed” with majesty (Psalm 93:1) “clothes” the earth with the waters of chaos, 
which in turn are placed in their proper order.  In ancient Near Eastern cosmology Mwht calls to 
mind the belief in a watery, chaotic underworld beyond human control and alludes directly to the 
Priestly creation story, in which darkness covers the deep (Mwht) while the spirit (xwr) of God 
hovers and God in turn speaks and brings chaos into order (Gen 1).  Mwht plays an important role 
in two other biblical wisdom texts: in Prov 8:27 Wisdom describes how God placed the horizon 
(“drew a circle” RSV) on the “deep”; in Job 38:16, God questions if Job has ever “walked the mystery 
of the deep” (tklhth Mwht rqx).13  God turns chaos into an ordered base for plants, animals, 
and humans to survive and flourish.  God’s “roar” (Ktr(g) evokes the image of a lion, while also 
bringing to mind Psalm 29 with its depiction of God being revealed in powerful natural forces; God’s 
order causes the waters to “rise” (hl() above the mountains and “sink” (dry) into the valleys, and 
finally arrive at their pre-ordained “place” (Mwqm).   
Similar vocabulary and creation theology occurs in Psalm 24, an entrance liturgy, in which 
the speaker first announces that YHWH controls the earth (Cr)), and those dwelling upon it, for he 
“founded/established” (dsy) it upon the seas/waters (Mymy); after this, the speaker asks who will be 
found worthy stand in the sanctuary (w#dq Mwqm) and worship (24:1–3; 73:17).  The answer 
parallels the description of the righteous speaker in wisdom Psalm 73: those with clean hands and a 
pure heart (24:4; 73:1, 13).  The word Mwqm often refers to the sanctuary and in later Jewish 
mysticism represents the divine abode; in Psalm 104 it simply refers to God’s ordering of creation, 
giving each element its respective place.14  In the larger context of Psalm 104, however, each “place” 
                                                 
 13 BDB, 1063 cites the use of Mwht in Job and Proverbs as referring to “subterranean waters,” and Ps 
104:6 in reference to the primeval ocean, according to Hebrew cosmogony. 
14 For Mwqm in reference to sacred places see 1 Sam 7:16, Isa 26:21 (see also Isa 66:1; Micah 1:2–3; 
Pss 26:8; 103:22; 132:5).  In 1 Chron 16:27, it says of YHWH: “majesty and honor are before him, joy in his 
place” (wmwqmb); similarly, Ps 96:6, probably a later composition, proclaims: “majesty and honor are before 
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in God’s good creation in itself represents divine activity and sacredness.  This emphasis in Psalm 
104:5–8 on God’s arrangement of dry lands and waters in creation to show how God transforms 
chaos into an established order occurs in Genesis 1, Job 38, Proverbs 8, and the creation poems in 
Sir 42:15—43:33.  God sets the boundaries (tm#-lwbg) which the waters cannot pass over (Job 
38:5–6; 10–11; Prov 8:29), preventing them from again returning to cover the earth.  The emphasis 
here is on God, clothed with majesty and power, and directing, limiting, ordering, and providing 
stability in creation.   
 Verses 10—18: Water springs, mountains, forests, crops provide food, drink, and refuge:  The image of 
flowing springs becoming channels (Mylxn) which flow between mountains and provide drink for 
beasts and birds (10–12) evokes images of beauty and also God’s generous provision for creation.  
God’s “works” (Ky#(m; v.13) include “watering” the mountains from his heavenly dwelling place 
(wytwyl(m Myrh hq#m; “watering the mountains from his upper chambers”), and fructifying the 
earth.  The repetition of words related to water emphasize God’s provision of this life-giving 
resource: God gives drink (wq#y) which satisfies (wrb#y) the thirst (M)mc) of land and wildlife, 
mountains and earth (vv. 11–13).  Again, this reflects ancient Hebrew cosmology: God’s throne is 
located above the dome of the sky, from which life-giving water comes.  From both springs (v. 10) 
and the heavens, God provides water to nurture creation; God has harnessed water and transformed 
it from a threat to a source of nurture and sustenance.  The Egyptian Hymn to Aton (also, “Aten”) 
parallels v. 10 in its depiction of a heavenly river providing water for earth: “For thou has set a Nile 
in heaven, That it may descend for them and makes waves upon the mountains.”15  In v. 12, “Upon 
them (the streams) the birds of heaven dwell; between the branches their voice sings,” contrasts 
sharply with the image of a lonely bird on a housetop used by the speaker of Ps 102:8; here they 
                                                                                                                                                 
him, strength and glory in his sanctuary,” replacing Mwqm with #dqm “sanctuary,” which anticipates the later 
rabbinic use of Mwqmh (“the place”) as an epithet for God.  Note also the use of “majesty” (dwh) in these 
texts about the sanctuary, and its metaphorical use as God’s clothing in 104:1.   
 15 ANET, lines 70–73, 371. 
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“dwell” (Nwk#y) in security and sing joyfully.  The verb Nk# conveys a sense of security in the land, 
as applied to the righteous in wisdom Psalm 37 (vv. 3, 27, 29).  The root often refers to the sanctuary 
where YHWH dwells and humans visit (Pss 15:1; 26:8; 84:2).   
Next, the psalmist moves from God’s provision for wild beasts, land, plant life, and birds, to 
domesticated cattle: “you sprout grass for cattle.”  This finally leads to humans: “and green herb 
[vegetables] for the service of the human being” (Md) tdb(l b#(w): though the human person 
comes at the top of this chain of creation and living things, it is only as a participant in God’s 
symphony of interdependent life; no hint exists of human domination or subduing creation but 
rather humans are willing participants in God’s creative plan (v. 14).  By enumerating the diverse 
elements of creation, the psalmist evokes the detailed lists of plant and animal life typically found in 
Ancient Near Eastern wisdom traditions.16  In addition to the Hymn to Aton, noted above, the 
Egyptian Hymn to Amon-Re also describes the diverse elements of creation presided over, and 
sustained by, Amon-Re, the supreme god who “creates and sustains life.”17  It seems likely that, as 
with the use of Babylonian creation mythology in the Priestly creation story in Genesis 1, the 
psalmist had access to various ANE creation myths which he then adapted for use in a monotheistic, 
Yahwistic context.   
Verses 14 and 23 both discuss human work and serve as a frame for the mid section of the 
poem; the activities of humans surround and complement those of other elements of creation, 
revealing a unity and harmony in God’s plan.  The word b#( “green herb/vegetable,” occurs in Gen 
1:11 as a general term for edible plants and vegetables.  “For the service of the human being” can be 
interpreted as herbs for humans to use or herbs as the product of their labor/service (Md)h 
tdb(l.  God makes it possible for humans to “bring forth bread from the earth” (Cr)h-Nm Mxl 
                                                 
 16 Allen, Psalms 101—150, 46. 
 17 Pritchard, ANET, 365–67.  
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)ycwhl) through agricultural activity (v. 14); this became the source of the Jewish Table prayers 
(Prayer Book 278) used in the Passover meal.18   
Wine and oil (v. 15) reflect health and celebration: wine (Nyy) “gladdens the human heart,” in 
its use at celebratory meals and as a source of comfort (e.g., Prov 9:1–5; Eccl 9:7; Song 8:2).  
Similarly, oil (Nm#) is used for comfort and healing (Ps 23), anointing priests and prophets (e.g., 
Exod 29:7; Ps 89:22), and as a balm in the hot, dry climate; it “makes the face to shine.”  Add to 
these the provision of bread (Mxl), the staff of life which “fortifies” (d(sy), and we have an image 
of humans living in joyful harmony with creation, benefiting from its fruits but in a non-exploitive 
manner.  The verb d(s means to “support, make firm, refresh” and aptly describes the importance 
of bread to “sustain the heart,” as used also in Genesis 18:5 where Abraham provides for the three 
mysterious visitors by offering a morsel of bread “to sustain your hearts.”  The verb “to be full,” 
(b#, occurs again in v. 16 in reference to the trees being sated (watered)—more specifically in the 
second cola the cedars, a biblical image of strength (see Num 24:6; Isa 2:13; 14:8; 41:19; Ezek 31:8; 
Ps 29:5)—parallel to its use in v. 13 where the earth was sated with the fruit of God’s works.  Grain, 
wine and oil are depicted in the Bible as staples of life (Deut 7:13).  
Those abundantly nourished cedars of Lebanon provide a suitable place for birds to build 
their nests (v. 17), while the “stork” (hdysx) builds her nest in fir trees.  Cohen notes the derivation 
of the stork’s name from the root dsx, “steadfast love,” is based in Jewish tradition on the bird’s 
great devotion and affection for its young.  Fir trees provide height and strength to make a platform 
for the large nest.19  The mountain heights provide a home for the wild goats (Myl(y, “climbers”), 
and the rocky outcrops and holes provide safe and concealed quarters for “badgers.”20   
                                                 
 18 Abraham Cohen, The Psalms, 339.   
 19 Ibid., 340.   
 20 BDB, 418. 
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Images of high mountains, rich forests, rocky shelter, provisions of water and food for 
plants, animals and humans together form an idealized and rich portrait of harmony, beauty and 
balance in creation; similar images are evoked in Pss 72:6, 16; 133:3.  The listing of various creatures 
and their havens in vv. 17–18 recalls Job 38:39–39:30.  Verses 11–14 parallel the Egyptian Hymn to the 
Aton (Aten), which presents beasts as “content with their pasture,” while trees and plants flourish, 
and birds fly from their nests, with their outstretched wings symbolizing praise of Aton.21  Having 
discussed the creation and provision of earth (vv. 5–9), water resources (springs and rain, vv. 10–13), 
and provision food, drink, and shelter for all living things (vv. 14–18), the poet now reflects upward, 
on the creation of moon and sun (vv. 19–23). 
Verses 19–23:  God creates the moon to determine the seasons (Myd(wml xry), while the 
sun knows when to set (w)wbm) as both are subordinate to God’s well-ordered plan; the Hebrew 
people follow a lunar calendar, so day begins at nightfall (moonrise).  Similarly, the importance of the 
moon in relation to the heavenly bodies and creation appears also in creation psalms 8:4 and 148:3; in 
Psalm 136:9 God creates the “moon and stars to rule by night,” attesting to the ancient belief in the 
powers of heavenly luminaries.  God “makes the darkness” so that with the arrival of night (hlyl) 
the nocturnal animals, the “beasts of the forest” come forth to hunt (v. 20).  Note that although 
darkness (K#x) often represents danger, fearful situations or evil (e.g., Ps 88:7, 13, 19), it also, as 
represented here, remains a normal, necessary part of God’s creative design.   
In this orderly structure, the lions come forth in the evening to hunt for food; in the 
morning they return to their dens while the human person comes forth to labor until evening (vv. 
21–23).  The Hebrew term for labor, hdb(, carries the sense of productive work, “husbandry,” or 
service, even of liturgy and worship (1 Chr 25:1).  This sense of order in creation again parallels the 
Hymn to the Aton: “When thou settest in the western horizon . . . Every lion is come forth from his 
                                                 
 21 ANET, lines 31–34, 370. 
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den.”  With daybreak, however, people rise from sleep and, “All the world, they do their work.”22  In 
observing the order and diversity of the cosmos as evidence of God’s provision and rule, the psalmist 
apparently draws from the milieu of ancient wisdom texts from Egypt and adapts motifs from these 
traditions; the main difference being the emphasis on YHWH as sole creator in Psalm 104.  Some 
scholars view the use of ANE parallels as a deliberate polemic against polytheism.23  While this may 
be true, it seems more probable that the psalmist simply adapts existing motifs from other wisdom 
traditions for the primary intent of praising YHWH as master of creation. 
Verses 24—30:  Moving from reflections on moon, sun, and the rhythms of daily life, in v. 
24ab the poet summarizes his observations of God’s works as reflections of God’s wisdom: “How 
manifold your works, O Lord (Ky#(m wbr-hm); all of them you have made with wisdom 
(hmkxb).”  The idea of God’s wisdom as the agent of creation occurs throughout the Biblical 
Wisdom literature (see Prov 3:19; 8:22–31; Job 28; Sir 24), with wisdom itself often personified as 
feminine (Proverbs; Sirach).  God’s wisdom-produced works are manifold, as they include all the 
intricacies and variety in creation: v.24c: “the earth is filled with your creations (Knynq).”24  The Hymn 
to the Aton provides a close parallel in its observation of what god has created: “How manifold it is, 
what thou hast made!  They are hidden from the face (of man).  O sole god, like whom there is no 
other!  Thou didst create the world according to thy desire”25  In describing the Aton’s creative 
activity as something “hidden” from human understanding (“the face”), the Egyptian text resembles 
Job 28, which describes wisdom (hmkx) as something inaccessible to ordinary humans and creatures 
but residing only in God (see Job 28:20–21, 23).  Observation of God’s wisdom-produced creation 
mediates the divine presence (Ps 19:1–6).   
                                                 
 22 Ibid., 370. 
 23 For example, Allen, Psalms 101—150, 47; see also Nahum Sarna’s comments on Psalm 19 as a 
polemic against polytheism in On the Book of Psalms: Exploring the Prayers of Ancient Israel (New York: Schocken, 
1993), 71–96. 
24 Regarding the noun Knynq, Cohen notes the relationship to the verb hnq, “to acquire,” used as a 
participle in Genesis 14:22, where God is “maker of heaven and earth” (Psalms, 341).   
25 ANET, 370.  
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The sea, literally “great and wide on both hands,” (Mydy bxrw lwdg) may give insight into 
the author’s experience of looking out at the Mediterranean Sea which extends to the right and left as 
far as the eye can see (v. 25).  Ancient cosmology viewed the world as flat, held up by pillars 
beneath—located below the pillars was the watery, dark underworld prison of the dead, “Sheol”—
with the ocean (most Israelites only knew of the Mediterranean in biblical times) extending to the 
limits of the earth.  Within the sea (My) are numerous “creeping things” (#mr), alluding to the 
Priestly Genesis creation story (1:24, 26) in which on the sixth and final day of creating, God makes 
all types of living creatures, including “cattle and creeping things,” over which the human receives 
the charge to “rule” over them (hdr).  Similarities in the Hymn to the Aton are found in its description 
of sea creatures “in the midst of the great green sea.”26  The verbs for “rule” or “govern/have 
dominion over” (hdr; l#m) that occur in the Genesis creation story and Psalm 8 are not found in 
Psalm 104.  Instead, Psalm 104 presents a harmony and equality among all elements of creation.27   
Both “small and great” creatures live there, as ships ply the waters (Ps 107:23) and even 
Leviathan (Ntywl), the mythical sea monster (perhaps a whale), that God forms to “play with” (Ps 
104:26).  Contrasting the tranquility and harmony of the seas in Psalm 104 is the crisis on the seas in 
Ps 107:23–32, where God must rescue the sea travelers during a violent storm, and the depiction of 
Leviathan in Ps 74:14, where God must crush his head.  In Canaanite mythology Leviathan is a sea 
monster causing chaos.  Similarly, Job 40:25–41:2 depicts Leviathan as YHWH’s plaything; before the 
Creator, objects of terror become harmless and simply another part of harmonious creation.  Both 
Psalm 104:26 and Job 40:29 use the verb qx#, “to play with,” in describing God’s relation to 
Leviathan, which raises the question of whether one text borrowed from the other, or whether the 
biblical texts draw from other existing traditions, e.g., Ugaritic literature..   
                                                 
26 ANET, 370. 
 27 See Genesis 1:27; Psalm 8:7; Properly interpreted in their context, these verbs for “rule” and “have 
dominion” are best interpreted as calling upon the human person, as the pinnacle of God’s good creation, to 
serve as wise stewards. 
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 Verse 27 depicts the elements of creation waiting hopefully (Nwrb#y) for God who, like a 
parent, provides sustenance.  God provides fruitful crops that man and beast can “gather” (+ql), 
symbolically opening his hand to provide food to satisfy their needs; while God resembles a caring 
parent-figure, God’s parentage encompasses all life, including, but not exclusive to, humans.  This 
aspect of divine provision occurs also in the Hymn to the Aton: “Everyone has his food, and his time 
of life is reckoned.”28  In a powerful anthropomorphic image, in v. 29 the psalmist says to God, 
“When you hide your face, they are terrified” (Nwlhby Kynp rytst); human wellbeing or suffering 
depends completely on God’s favor, represented by God’s “face”—a stunning contrast to the 
positive image of God’s face shining upon the people (Num 6:24–26; Ps 67:2) as a metaphor for 
blessing and protection.  As a child looks upward to the face of a parent for love, care, and approval, 
so the image of God’s face shining upon human beings represents divine care and provision of basic 
human needs.  Without God’s presence upon them, their life breath (xwr) is withdrawn, causing 
them to perish and return to the “dust.”  This parallels Genesis 2:7 (the breath of life) and 3:19 
(returning to dust).  Conversely, just as the “death” of winter gives way to the new growth of spring, 
so God once again “sends forth” spirit and “renews the face of the earth” (#dxt)—literally “make 
new” or “make young again”—so that the “earth” (hmd)) upon which the human (Md)h) dwells 
becomes a place of life and flourishing (v.30).29   
Verses 31—35: Reverting back to the introductory verse which proclaimed God’s “honor 
and majesty” (rdhw dwh)—terms used in Psalm 8:6 to describe the bestowal of these divine 
attributes on the human person—the psalmist concludes with a prayer that YHWH’s “glory” (dwbk) 
continue forever.  Parallel to this request is the prayer to “let the Lord rejoice in his works”; the 
prayer figuratively expresses the request that God continue to nurture and care for all creation.  I 
                                                 
28 ANET, 370.  
29 This idea of renewal occurs also in the “New Covenant” of the LORD in Jeremiah (31:31), and the 
“new Spirit” and “new heart” of Ezekiel’s prophecy (11:19, 36:26). 
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translate the imperfect verbs in v. 31 in the jussive, which expresses a wish or desire.  A theophany 
occurs in v. 32 as the Lord looks upon the earth (line A), causing it to “tremble” (d(rtw), and 
“touches” the mountains (line B), causing them to smoke (wn##(yw).  This synonymous parallelism 
emphasizes God’s divine power over creation and recalls Psalm 18:9, where “smoke arose from his 
[God’s] nostrils” in anger as God vindicates the righteous from persecutors.  The smoking mountains 
are also symbolic of revelation (e.g., Exod 19) and the majesty of God’s creation.   
Even in light of the preceding image of awe and fear, however, the psalmist responds with 
joy, “singing” (hry#); “Let me sing”) and chanting praise (hrmz); “Let me praise”) throughout life (v. 
33), unlike the “dead who cannot praise the Lord” (Ps 115:17; see Ps 88:11–13).  To live with faith in 
YHWH and in obedience to Torah is to have life; praise of the Lord is a necessary and natural aspect 
of faith.  One of the terrors of Sheol, the underworld prison of the dead, was to be cut off from God 
and no longer be able to offer worship (e.g., Pss 89:49; 88:4; 30:4; 6:6).  Verse 34 concludes with a 
petition that the speaker’s meditations (yxy#) be acceptable (br(y) to God; the verb br( literally 
means “to be sweet or pleasant” and is used in reference to sacrifices which are acceptable to God 
(Jer 6:20; Hos 9:4).  The verse parallels creation-Torah Ps 19:15, which likewise concludes with a 
request that the prayers and meditations of the psalmist—who speaks on behalf of the wider 
community—be acceptable to God.  
Conclusion: Psalm 104 emphasizes the goodness of life in the created world and offers the 
hope of God’s continuing restorative power.  In its exposition of the diverse elements of creation 
and their divine source, the psalm draws upon and adapts ancient Near Eastern wisdom traditions in 
a Yahwistic context.  Creation theology is another element of wisdom editing and composition 
within the structure of the Psalter—see my earlier expositions of Psalms 19 and 33—with Psalm 104 
standing out as a centerpiece of wisdom and creation.  As Psalm 104 concludes Book 4 with wisdom 
and creation, so Psalm 148 will provide an exposition of creation theology in the conclusion of the 
Psalter.   
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Wisdom Elements in Psalm 105 
In the introductory chapter, I briefly discussed the didactic nature of “historical psalms” 78, 
105, and 106 in my analysis of Sigmund Mowinckel’s “Learned Psalmography,” which he associates 
with wisdom poetry.  These three psalms are included in his list; previously, I examined Psalm 78 in 
the context of its placement among the Maśkîl psalms.30  While psalms 105 and 106 are not 
specifically wisdom psalms, they do reflect the work of post-exilic wisdom editors who used recitals 
of Israel’s history for didactic purposes.  Psalm 105 begins with a formula of thanksgiving, wdwh 
(v.1), within an initial call to praise (vv. 1–6), followed by a brief summary of YHWH’s acts on behalf 
of Israel (vv. 7–11)—his judgments (wy+p#m, v. 7), everlasting covenant (Mlw( tyrb, v. 10 [8]), 
established by statute (qx, v. 10), and giving of the land (v. 11)—that provide the reasons for praise.  
This initial call to praise and summary of the reasons for praise contain some wisdom elements, 
particularly reference to keywords “judgments” (vv. 5, 7), and “statutes” (v. 10), and serve as a 
preparation for the historical recital that follows in vv. 12–41.  The psalm concludes with another 
summary of reasons for praise (vv. 42–45) that forms an inclusion with vv. 7–11, and comes to a 
climax by associating YHWH’s deeds on Israel’s behalf as being meant to help them “keep his statutes, 
and observe his Torah” (wrcny wytrwtw wyqx wrm#y, v. 45).  By concluding with two Torah 
keywords as the climax of the recital the poem reveals its didactic purpose and adaptation of 
historical summaries for catechetical purposes; this points directly to the work of post-exilic wisdom 
teachers/editors.    
The historical recital recalls Israel’s movement from Egypt to Canaan (vv. 12–23), with 
special mention of Joseph’s role as a wisdom teacher (v. 22): Joseph ruled over the Pharaoh’s 
household, and “taught his elders wisdom” (Mkxy wynqzw).  Placing Joseph among Egyptian sages, 
renowned for their wisdom traditions, elevates the role of wisdom in Israel’s historical development.  
                                                 
 30 Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel’s Worship II, 111.  
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Verses 24–30 recount God’s sending of Moses and Aaron, followed in vv. 24–36 by a variant 
depiction of the plagues in Exodus: the psalm begins with the ninth plague, omits five and six, and 
inverts the third and fourth.31  Verses 37–41 recall the Exodus and wilderness journey under God’s 
protection, leading to the second summary of reasons for praise in vv. 42–45.32   
Because God “remembered his holy word” (w#dq rbd-t) rkz-yk, v. 42), Israel was 
brought forth to freedom and joy, inheriting the land (vv. 43–44).  God’s word thus serves as the key 
to understanding the course of history.  This historical, didactic teaching concludes in v. 45 by 
emphasizing key wisdom elements: God’s does these things on Israel’s behalf so that they keep his 
statutes (wyqx) and observe Torah (wytrwt).  By using history combined with key wisdom-Torah 
terms, as found in Psalm 119, the psalmist or final editors in essence adapt an historical hymn for 
wisdom teaching.  While Psalm 105 provides a more positive evaluation of Israel’s history, Psalm 106 
will observe history with a focus more on Israel’s in and its consequences. 
Wisdom Elements in Psalm 106 
After surveying God’s covenant faithfulness to Israel throughout history in Psalm 105, 
Psalm 106 directly focuses on the contrasting pattern of sin and disobedience on the part of the 
people, who repeatedly violate the covenant commitments and suffer accordingly.  I propose that 
post-exilic wisdom teachers who edited the Psalter deliberately placed these two didactic historical 
psalms side-by-side to emphasize the contrast between God’s faithfulness and Israel’s infidelity.  In 
the proposed post-exilic context of both psalms, these paired recitals would serve to emphasize 
God’s enduring faithfulness, the importance of living obediently according to Torah, and finally to 
starkly show the consequences of infidelity as outlined in past history.  According to Cohen, “For the 
returned exiles it [the confession of past sins in the psalm] was a salutary theme, because it 
emphasized the thought that the welfare of the people would be determined by their obedience or 
                                                 
31 Cohen, Psalms, 348.  Cohen recounts the Jewish tradition of Ibn Ezra that the ninth plague is listed 
first because it forced Pharaoh to consider releasing the Israelites. 
32 This division is adapted from Allen, Psalms 101—150, 56–57. 
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disobedience to God’s will.”33  Allen adds that the “focal point” of the psalm is not the historical 
narrative but rather the praise in vv. 1 and 47b, which can only be brought about by God’s reversal 
of current circumstances; the tension between praise and confession of guilt can only be resolved by 
God’s forgiveness.34  Creach proposes that Psalms 105 and 106 speak to the Israelites in exile, 
deliberately recalling Moses’ leadership in the past as an intercessor for Israel in times of distress; 
together they serve to remind the exiles of the consequences of their ancestors’ past sins, and God’s 
deliverance through Moses’ intercession.  This recollection helps them to make sense of their current 
situation and also provides hope and assurance of eventual deliverance.  The paired Psalms 105 and 
106, then, forms a unit that completes Book 4 with Mosaic themes, just as it began with Moses in 
Psalm 90.35  Though he locates both psalms in the exilic, rather than post-exilic period, Creach’s 
proposal also highlights the didactic intent of these psalms.   
Structure: Verses 1–5 provide an introductory praise and didactic prayer (v. 3); vv. 6–12 recall 
the events at the Sea of reeds, both Israel’s sin and God’s redemption (Exod 14, 15); vv. 13–15 recall 
Israel’s grumbling in the wilderness (Exod 15, 16; Num 11); vv. 16–18 recount the rebellion of 
Korah and its consequences (Num 16); vv. 19–23, the Golden Calf episode (Exod 32); vv. 24–27 
recall the rebellion of the Israelites after the report of the spies who examined the “good land” of 
Canaan (Num 14); vv. 28–31, the sin with Baal of Peor (Num 15); vv. 32–33, the murmuring of the 
Israelites at Meribah (Psalm 95; Num 20); vv. 34–39 the disobedience of Israel after entering Canaan 
(Judg 1:21, 27 –36; Exod 23:33; Deut 7:2 ff.); vv. 40–43, recall the pattern of punishment, deliverance 
and sin as presented in the book of Judges; vv. 44–46 return to the major theme of Psalm 105, i.e., 
God’s faithfulness to the Covenant, “according to the abundance of his steadfast love” (wdsx brk; 
106:45, recalling Exod 34:6–7).  Finally, verse 47 begins with a prayer for salvation, and a return to 
the initial praise of v.1, thus forming an inclusion.  Verse 48 is the doxology that ends Book 4.36   
                                                 
 33 Cohen, The Psalms, 351.  
 34 Allen, Psalms 101—150, 67.  
35 Jerome F. D. Creach, The Destiny of the Righteous in the Psalms (St. Louis, Mo.: Chalice, 2008), 77–78.  
 36 This structure is adapted from Cohen, The Psalms, 351–57.  
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Setting: In the concluding prayer for salvation in v. 47, the psalmist requests that God “gather 
us from among the nations” (Mywgh-Nm wncbqw) that they may once again praise God’s holy name; 
the reference to being gathered from among the nations provides evidence of the exilic or post-exilic 
provenance of the psalm.37  H. J. Kraus notes the tension between confession of sin and praise 
within the psalm and proposes that the praise elements provide evidence of its use in an exilic or 
post-exilic liturgy of confession.38  It seems plausible that an original lament psalm was adapted for 
liturgical use through the addition of praise sections, the opening and closing Hallelujahs, and the 
final doxology.39  Verses 40–46 directly reflect on the covenant violations and its consequences in the 
manner of Deuteronomy and Judges (e.g., Deut 30:15–20; Judg 2:11–23), which may reveal the 
psalmist’s familiarity with the work of the Deuteronomistic history, finalized in the post-exilic period.  
In addition, Allen notes the use of two Aramaisms, llm (“to speak” v .2) and xb# (“to praise” v. 
47), and the natural suitability of the penitential aspects of the psalm in a post-exilic context where 
hope for return and restoration was paramount.40  
Text notes: An important pair of keywords, “to remember” (rkz), and “to forget” (xk#), 
frame the psalm and serve to emphasize the contrast between God’s faithfulness and Israel’s 
disobedience.  “Remember” forms an inclusion in references to God with a petition that God 
“remember me” and bring salvation (v. 4)—the individual representing the collective Israel—and in 
the conclusion where God “remembered” the covenant with Israel and redeems them (v.45).  Within 
the body of the psalm, “forget” occurs in vv. 7, 13, and 21 in reference to Israel’s failure to 
remember God’s covenant love (Kydsx br-t) wrkz )l, v. 7), their forgetfulness of God’s 
works (wy#(m wxk#, v. 13), and God’s role as savior (M(y#wm l) wxk#, v. 21).  God remembers, 
but Israel too often forgets, as manifested in a history of sin and punishment.  In a post-exilic (or 
                                                 
 37 John S. Kselman, S.S., and Michael L. Barre, S.S., “Psalms,” NJBC  (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: 
Doubleday, 1990), 545.  
 38 Hans Joachim Kraus, Psalms 60—150 (trans. Hilton C. Oswald; Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1989), 317. 
 39 Allen, Psalms 101—150, 67.   
 40 Ibid. 
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exilic) wisdom context, this presentation would serve to emphasize the need of students to faithfully 
live by Torah.   
Verse 6 uses three verbs in sequence to describe Israel’s sinfulness throughout history: “we 
have sinned with our ancestors” (wnytwb)-M( wn)+x), “we acted with iniquity” (wnyw(h), and (we 
have done wicked deeds” (wn(#rh).  Use of multiple terms to describe sinful behavior recalls the 
penitential aspects of Psalms 32 and 51, both of which use several words to describe sinful behavior 
as a means to emphasize the depth and gravity of sin.  Previously, I examined Psalm 32 as a wisdom 
psalm in which the psalmist teaches the value of repentance, while Psalm 51 contains a wisdom 
interpolation that adapts the penitential poem for didactic use.  The same intention seems operative 
here: the recital of past history, emphasizing sinfulness and its consequences, serves as a didactic tool 
used by wisdom teachers to inculcate obedience to Torah.  Mays views v.6 as possible a “liturgical 
sentence for corporate penitence,” noting similarities in style and vocabulary with 1 Kings 8:47; Dan 
9:5, and Lam 3:42.41  Verses 7–8 parallel Ezek 20:7–9, in recalling Israel’s sinfulness in Egypt and 
God’s relenting in punishment for “his name’s sake” (wm# N(ml, v. 8; Ezek 20:9, “for the sake of 
my name”).  Since Ezekiel derives from an exilic context, this provides more evidence of the exilic or 
post-exilic nature of the psalm.  Further, the use of vv. 47–48 in 1 Chr 16:35–36, following a 
quotation of Ps 105:1–15 in 1 Chr16:8–22 and Psalm 96:1–13 in 1 Chr 16:23–33, all post-exilic texts, 
seems to reflect further adaptation of the psalm by those responsible for the Chronicler’s History for 
use in cultic contexts42  This recalls our initial discussion, inspired by Mowinckel, of the connection 
between post-exilic wisdom schools, where I propose the final editing of the Psalter took place, and 
the temple.43   
 Perhaps the most clearly exilic or post-exilic reference occurs in vv. 45–46, where the 
psalmist draws on several covenant keywords in describing how in “remembering” the covenant, 
                                                 
 41 James L. Mays, Psalms (IBC; Louisville, Ky.: Westminster/John Knox, 1994), 341. 
 42 Allen, Psalms 101—150, 54, 68. 
 43 See chapter 1 of this dissertation and the examination of Mowinckel’s contributions; see also his The 
Psalms in Israel’s Worship II, 85–103, especially 87.  
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God shows mercy and abundance of steadfast love (wdsx brk Mnxyw wtyrb Mhl rkxyw), and 
shows compassion (Mymxrl) to “all the captives” (Mhybw#-lk).  In addition to the obvious 
allusion to Exod 34:6, these verses show affinity with Joel 2:13, which repeats these same keywords 
(“steadfast love, mercy, compassion”) in the context of exhorting Israel to return to the Lord, with 
mourning, weeping and fasting.  As with the parallels in 1 Chronicles (and Psalm 96) noted above, 
Joel, too, is clearly a post-exilic text, probably dating from the Persian period, the same period in 
which the Chronicler’s History was composed.44  The numerous links to exilic and post-exilic texts 
and Psalm 106 noted here provide further evidence that at the very least its final editing and 
composition occurs in an exilic or post-exilic context by wisdom editors.  While the historical recital 
draws upon older traditions, the framing of the psalm with praise, its contrast between God 
remembering and Israel’s forgetting, concluding references to covenant, exile, being gathered from 
among the nations (v. 47), and closing doxology for Book 4 (v. 48) all attest to its origin in a exilic or 
post-exilic setting.45  These parallels to later texts, however, may arise from common source material 
or direct borrowing, but whether, for example, Joel or Chronicles borrowed from the Psalm cannot 
be determined.  The key point is the overall milieu of these texts in the post-exilic period.   
 Conclusion: Book 4 of the Psalter exhibits strong wisdom influence, which is expected 
considering the general consensus that, along with Book 5, most of these psalms derive from the 
post-exilic period.  It begins with the embrace of theodicy and wisdom in Psalm 90, the combination 
of wisdom elements and worship in Psalm 92, and lament and wisdom in Psalm 94.  Psalm 101 
combines royal elements and wisdom, while Psalm 104 combines creation theology and wisdom; 
Book 4 concludes with two historical recitals that reveal a didactic shaping and purpose in Psalms 
105—106.  Though utilizing in many cases older source material, it appears that these psalms have 
been reshaped and adapted in a post-exilic context by wisdom teachers associated with the temple for 
                                                 
 44 For a discussion of evidence for dating Joel in the Persian period, see Elias D. Mallon, “Joel” NJBC, 
399–40. 
45 For a further concise analysis of the exilic or post-exilic provenance of the psalm, see Allen, Psalms 
101—150, 68. 
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didactic and liturgical use.  Evidence of wisdom influence will carry over into Book 5, beginning with 
the conclusion of Psalm 107, and continuing in several Songs of Ascents, leading up to the 
conclusion of the Psalter, where Psalm 148, like Psalm 104, draws upon ancient Near Eastern 
wisdom traditions in the final creation psalm of the Psalter.  
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Chapter Eight: Wisdom in Book Five 
 
 Psalm 107:33–43:  Psalm 107 begins Book 5 of the Psalter with a lengthy thanksgiving 
hymn in vv. 1–32, followed by a wisdom-oriented hymn extolling God’s control over creation in vv. 
33–43.  Briefly, the initial thanksgiving hymn is composed of four illustrations in which people find 
themselves in situations of great distress, call out to God for help, are rescued and respond with 
formulaic praise (vv. 8, 15, 21, and 31): “Let them praise YHWH for his steadfast love, and for his 
wonderful works to humanity” (Md) ynbl wytw)lpnw wdsx hwhyl wdwy).  Several scholars 
speculate that the final wisdom section is a later addition that was added to the original psalm to 
adapt it for communal liturgical use.1  I agree with this assessment, as v. 32 seems to conclude the 
hymn with a call to praise following the last formulaic thanksgiving for God’s steadfast love and 
wonders in v. 31: “Let them exalt him in the assembly of people, and praise him in the seat of 
elders.”  Immediately following, v. 33 describes how God turns rivers into wilderness and springs 
into thirsty ground.  If vv. 33–43 are a later addition, it seems part of the addition is missing, based 
on the abrupt description of God’s works in v. 33, which reads as if it follows a missing introductory 
section.  While the psalm leaves few clues to its compositional process, I propose that post-exilic 
wisdom editors may have framed some originally older hymnic material—the four illustrations—with 
an introductory formula of praise of God’s dsx (v.1; see 106:1; 118:1; 136:1), for returnees from the 
exile (vv. 2–3) that describes how God has redeemed (Ml)g) and “gathered” (Mcbq) the Israelites.  
To this they added a wisdom poem summarizing God’s control over life (vv. 33–43). 
 Structure: following the initial call to praise for the exiles (?) in vv. 1–3, the main body of the 
psalm includes the following four illustrations.  (1) Verses 4–9 recount how YHWH saved those who 
wandered through deserts; it seems probable that the psalmist has the exodus experience in mind.  
(2) Verses 10–16 discuss people who rebelled against God and rejected the “counsel of the Most 
                                                 
 1 Allen notes that Kraus, Gunkel and Duhm all considered vv. 33–43 a later edition that adapts the 
original hymn for communal liturgical use by emphasizing God’s control; in this scenario vv. 2–3 are a 
postexilic addition adapting the psalm to the returnees (Psalms 101—150, 85).   
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High” (wc)n Nwyl( tc(w, v. 11); this seems to cohere with the pattern of rebellion, crying out, and 
salvation found in the Book of Judges. (3) Verses 17–22 discuss people who were sick due to their 
transgressions and iniquities; this has affinities with the descriptions of affliction and prayer in Job 
33:19–26 (Elihu’s speech), while the description of their foolishness recalls Prov 1:7.  (4) Verses 23–
32 describe the plight of merchant sea travelers who, in their distress “all their wisdom was 
swallowed up” ((lbtt Mtmkx-lkw, v. 27), after which God calms the seas and leads them to a 
port of safety.2  Notice references in this part of the psalm to wisdom keywords (“wisdom”; 
“counsel”), and books (Job; Proverbs), which may provide evidence that the entire hymn itself was 
composed in a post-exilic context using other texts from Israel’s history and wisdom traditions.  
James L. Mays describes the psalm as a liturgical and theological exaltation of God’s dsx, which 
frames the psalm (vv. 1, 43) and provides the key to explaining God’s wonders in the four 
illustrations (vv. 8, 15, 21, 31).  Salvation and redemption are manifestations of God’s covenant love.3 
 The Wisdom Hymn (vv. 33–43): The conclusion of the thanksgiving hymn in v. 32 prepares for 
the wisdom teaching that follows by referring to the “seat of the elders” (Mynqz b#wm), which 
implies a setting in a wisdom school where elders provide instruction.  Beyerlin observes cultic 
elements in the call to praise and thanksgiving, and interprets the “seat of the elders” in v. 32 as 
referring to a wisdom school setting; following this, vv. 33–43 lack liturgical language.  This leads to 
his proposal that the author is a wisdom teacher from the Levitical school connected with the 
temple.4  Similarly, Crüsemann views vv. 33–43 as produced in a non-cultic wisdom school setting 
                                                 
 2 Here I follow the common division of the illustrations, all of which conclude with the formula of 
praise.  Robert G. Brachter and William D. Reyburn propose that the psalm was used by pilgrims coming to 
Jerusalem for one of the major festivals and call the wisdom section a “hymn or praise” (A Handbook on Psalms 
[New York: United Bible Societies, 1991], 920.  While certainly a possible and likely use, I view the psalm as 
having a broader use, including wisdom schools, personal prayer, and various temple or synagogue services in 
post-exilic Israel.   
 3 James L. Mays, Psalms (IBC; Louisville, Ky.: John Knox, 1994), 346–47.  
 4 Werden und Wesen in 107. Psalms (BZAW 153; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1979), cited in Allen, Psalms 101—
150, 86.  For the association of the elders with wisdom teachers, see Sir 6:34; 1 Chr 25:1–8 provides evidence 
of the association of Levitical wisdom teachers with the temple musicians.   
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and later added to the earlier cultic hymn in the post-exilic period.5   Reference to the seat of the 
elders in v. 32, however, connects both sections of the psalm and also raises the possibility that the 
psalm originated as a unity rather than a combination of separate texts.6  I favor the idea that the 
older traditions described in the four illustrations were adapted and combined by wisdom editors in 
such a way that in its final form the hymn represents a unity: illustrations of God’s steadfast love 
manifested in marvelous works of rescue in part 1, which leads naturally to a reflection on God’s 
control and the need to be wise in part 2. 
 Vv. 33–35 describe God’s power to reverse the course of nature: fruitful land becomes a 
“salt waste” (hxlm) for the wicked, while the wilderness is marked by pools of water (Mym-Mg)l) 
and dry land (hyc Cr)) becomes springs of water (Mym y)cml).  Similar images occur in Isa 35:5, 
41:18, and 50:2, while the description of the salted land recalls the story of Sodom and Gomorrah; 
using these images of reversal, the psalmist presents a key theme of wisdom literature, that the 
wicked will ultimately be punished while the righteous will be rewarded.  This becomes clear in vv. 
36–37, where the hungry and homeless will find land to establish a city, and plant fruitful fields and 
vineyards.  They receive God’s blessing, manifested in abundant livestock (v.38); though they may 
again suffer oppression and sorrow (v.39), ultimately God will “set the needy on high from 
affliction” (ynw(m Nwyb) bg#yw) and increase their offspring (literally, “He [God] shall make their 
families like a flock” twxp#m N)ck M#yw; v.41).  Abundant offspring reflect God’s covenant 
promises (e.g., Gen 12:1–3; Deut 30:1–5) and occur in other wisdom texts (e.g., Job 1;:1–5; 42:10–17; 
Pss 113:9; 127–128), and here reveal the promise for those who remain faithful to God despite the 
hardships exemplified by the four illustrations in the thanksgiving hymn.   
                                                 
 5 Studien zur Formgeschichte von Hymnus und Danklied in Israel (WMANT 32; Neukirchen-Vluyn: 
Neukirchener Verlag, 1969), 73–74; Allen, Psalms 101—150, 85.  
6 Likewise, Richard J. Clifford notes that the four illustrations of distress and rescue in part 1 are 
“incomplete” withouth the conclusion in vv. 33–43.  In describing God’s control over the cosmos and human 
events, vv. 33–40 show how in times of affliction (v.39)—as in the previous four illustrations of part 1—God 
responds by overcoming Israel’s enemies (v. 40) and helping those in need (v.41).  This leads to praise (v.42), 
and the wise (v. 43) will realize all this results from God’s steadfast love (Psalms 73—150 [Nashville: Abingdon, 
2003], 166–67). 
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Another clear example of borrowing from existing wisdom traditions occurs in v.40a, which 
quotes Job 12:21a: “He pours contempt upon princes”; line b quotes Job 12:24b: “and makes them 
wander in a wasteland with no way.”7  The wording in Psalm 107:40 is identical to Job in the 
Hebrew: “He pours contempt upon princes” (Mybydn-l( zwb Kp#), “and makes them wander in a 
wasteland with no way” (Krd-)l whtb M(tyw).  Both Job and its quotation in Psalm 107 reflect 
how the issue of theodicy is approached in wisdom texts (e.g., Psalms 49; 73): the wicked will 
ultimately be upended, and the righteous receive reward for their faithfulness.   
In light of God’s saving action on behalf of the righteous who endure suffering, the final 
verses (42–43) conclude this short wisdom instruction, and the psalm, with the appropriate response 
of praise and wisdom.  The “upright” (Myr#y) see and rejoice while the iniquitous sinners are 
stopped (hcpq; v.42).  This leads to the final exhortation that the “wise” (Mkx) observe and “and 
consider” (wnnwbtyw) these things; the terms “wise” and “consider” come from the wisdom tradition 
and reveal the final wisdom orientation of the psalm.   
Conclusion: As Book 4 concluded with wisdom-oriented didactic summaries of Israel’s 
historical experiences to illustrate God’s enduring dsx and the consequences for Israel for failing to 
live by Torah, Book 5 begins with further illustrations of God’s dsx (Ps 107:1–32) with wisdom 
teaching (vv.33–43).  The hand of wisdom editors is evident in the seams between Books 4 and 5.   
Psalm 127: Happy (yr#)) is the One Blessed by God 
Psalms 127 and Psalm 128 (see below) form a pair of wisdom psalms within the collection 
“The Psalms of Ascent” (twl(mh ry#; Psalms 120–134); both psalms use of the yr#) (“Happy is 
the one”) formula—an important feature of the wisdom literature (127:5 and 128:1).8  Psalm 127 
                                                 
7 Allen, Psalms 101—150, 91. 
 8 See my discussion in the previous commentary in this dissertation on Psalms 1:1–2:12, 32:1–2, 33:12, 
34:9, 40:5, 41:2, 94:12, 106:3, 112:1, and 119:1–2.  For a technical discussion of the word yr#) and its 
connections to the wisdom literature and Egyptian parallels, see TDOT 1:445–448. 
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consists of two proverbs: vv.1–2 illustrate the vanity of merely human attempts to build or guard a 
city without divine protection, and vv. 3–5 emphasizes that sons represent a divine blessing that will 
afford protection for their father in legal proceedings at the city gates—a place of such transactions 
in ancient Israel.  In the Hebrew, a wordplay exists between “builders” (wynwb) who cannot “build” 
(tyb hnby-)l, v. 1) and “sons” (Mynb), the fruit of the womb and blessing from God, who can and 
do provide protection (v.3); this wordplay connects the two proverbs and unifies the psalm.9  
Attribution to “Solomon” (hml#l), or a collection associated with him, probably derives from the 
mention of building a house in v.1, which recalls the prophecy of 2 Samuel 7 that Solomon will build 
the Temple.  The Hebrew phrase “build a house” may also refer to the building of a family, and 
interpretation that further connects vv. 1–2 with the theme of vv. 3–5.10  In addition to yr#),  the 
only specific wisdom term in the psalm, wisdom themes include its emphasis on the blessings of the 
righteous (and the implied failure of the wicked in vv. 1–2), proper conduct in daily living, and the 
vanity of merely human pursuits.  Attribution to Solomon, the traditional patron of Israelite wisdom 
(1 Kgs 3, 5), further solidifies the wisdom character and intent of the psalm by its likely composers: 
wisdom teachers in post-exilic Israel.   
Along with the yr#) formula, Kuntz further identifies its use of a simile (v. 4) and a 
commendation formula (v. 5) as wisdom attributes.11  Clifford connects the psalm to Prov 19:14 as 
“a clue to the meaning and rhetoric” of the Psalm, as both Proverbs and the psalm contrast temporal 
things (house; wealth) with gifts only God can give (a wife).12  Proverbs 19:14 states, “House and 
wealth are an inheritance (tlxn) of the fathers, but an intelligent (tlk#m) wife is from the Lord”; 
                                                 
 9 For a survey of commentators who argue for the psalm as a unity, as I do here, or see it as a 
composite, see Allen, Psalms 101—150, 237.   
 10 For the use of “house” as referring to both a building (temple) and a family, see Robert Alter, The 
Book of Psalms: A Translation with Commentary (New York: Norton, 2007), 449; Clifford, Psalms 73—150, 239; and 
Allen, Psalms 101—150, 236–37. 
 11 J. Kenneth Kuntz, “The Canonical Wisdom Psalms of Ancient Israel—Their Rhetorical, Thematic, 
and Formal Dimensions, in Rhetorical Criticism: Essays in Honor of James Muilenburg (Jared J. Jackson and Martin 
Kessler; Pittsburg: The Pickwick Press, 1974), 196 –98, 208, 214 (note 70) and 215.  
 12 Psalms 73—150, 238. 
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the keyword “inheritance” (tlxn) occurs in Ps 127:3 in reference to children as an “inheritance of 
the Lord.”  Children given by God are a greater inheritance than a house and wealth; mention of a 
wife occurs in the companion Ps 128:3, where she is described as a “fruitful vine” (see below).  In 
describing the “wise wife” as a gift from God, Proverbs uses the important wisdom root lk#, 
discussed earlier, and recalls the depiction of the Ideal Wife in Prov 31:10–31.  Though not 
mentioned in Psalm 127, the fruitful or wise wife is implied as the mother of the children, who in 
effect are an “inheritance” from YHWH, like the wise and fruitful wife; this further connects Psalms 
127, 128, and wisdom traditions from Proverbs.   
Verses 1–2: consist of two conditional proverbs and an admonition.13  Verse 1 contains the 
conditional proverbs, in which parts A and B are inextricably linked: “If YHWH does not build the 
house (A), then the builders labor in vain (B); if YHWH does not guard the city (A), in vain does the 
watchman rise up early (B).”  Verse 2 contains the admonition, which is linked to the conditional 
proverb by the keyword “vain” ()w#), found twice in v.1 and once in v. 2: “It is vain for you to rise 
up early, and stay up late, eating the bread of toil; thus he gives his beloved in sleep.”  Merely human 
efforts at building and guarding, despite their toil and effort, will be worthless if done without divine 
help.  While the godless pursue their tasks, even eating in toil and vain, God provides for the faithful 
(“beloved” wdydyl) while they sleep, i.e. divine gifts are freely given.  Anderson views the sleeping 
metaphor in v. 2 as a reference the growth of crops and flocks.14  
Verses 3–5: This section begins with a synonymous proverb in v. 3, with complimentary 
statements in both lines about the blessings of having children; this is followed by a comparative 
proverb in v. 4, which likens sons who are able to defend their father in legal affairs to “arrows in the 
hand of a warrior.”  The yr#) formula in v. 5 serves as a conclusion.15  Verse 3 introduces the 
concept of children as a divine inheritance, the blessing of a good wife: “Behold, children are a 
                                                 
 13 Leo J. Perdue, Wisdom & Cult (SBLDS 30; Missoula, Mont.: Scholars Press, 1977), 297–98. 
 14 A. A. Anderson, The Book of Psalms (2 vols.; NCB; London: Oliphants, 1972), 2:869–70; Anderson 
also classifies Psalm 127 as a wisdom psalm and views the two parts as a unity. 
 15 Perdue, Wisdom & Cult, 298.  
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heritage of YHWH; the fruit of the womb a reward.”  Children represent one of the covenant 
blessings (e.g., Gen 12:2; 15:1–5; 17:5; 22:17; Deut 6:3; 30), and though the Hebrew term “sons” 
(Mynb) is used here, Cohen notes that in this context it includes both male and female offspring: 
while the reference to “arrows” in v. 4 clearly refers to sons, “fruit of the womb” in v. 3 “indicates 
that daughters are not excluded, since the phrase must mean ‘offspring.’”16  Verse 4 compares sons 
born when the father was young to arrows used to defend against enemies; when the father reaches 
old age, these sons will be grown up and thus able to protect him.17  The concluding verse proclaims 
“Happy is the man” (rbgh yr#)) with grown sons who will defend him at “the gate”—the place in 
the cities where legal proceedings occurred—and preserve his honor. 
Conclusion: Psalm 127 embraces the important wisdom themes of the vanity of merely human 
pursuits (e.g., Ecclesiastes; Psalms 39; 49; 62; 73, discussed previously), proper conduct, the blessing 
of the righteous, and the promise of happiness (yr#)) for those who live according to Torah.  
Though “Torah” is not specifically mentioned, the description of the blessed person surrounded by 
children implies the righteous person who lives according to Torah. 
Psalm 128: the Blessings of the One Who Fears the Lord 
 Building upon the theme of the blessings of family that concluded Psalm 127:5, Psalm 128:1 
also begins with the yr#) beatitude: “Happy are all those who fear YHWH and walk in his ways”; 
combining the yr#) with “fear of YHWH” (hwhy )ry) and “walking in his ways” (wykrdb 
Klhh), verse 1 clearly marks this as a wisdom psalm.18  Based on its usage in Prov 1:7, 9:10, Job 
                                                 
 16 Abraham Cohen, The Psalms, 429.  
 17 Ibid. 
 18 Among other scholars identifying Psalm 128 as a wisdom psalm linked with Psalm 127 are 
Anderson, The Book of Psalms, 869, and J. K. Kuntz, “Wisdom Psalms and the Shaping of the Hebrew Psalter” 
in For a Later Generation: The Transformation of Tradition in Israel, Early Judaism, and Early Christianity (Harrisburg, 
Pa.: Trinity Press International, 2000), 159; likewise, he also identifies both as wisdom psalms based on 
thematic and linguistic traits in his earlier article, “The Canonical Wisdom Psalms of Ancient Israel,” 210.  Alter 
views the initial yr#) as marking “the affiliation of this psalm with the Wisdom literature” (The Book of Psalms, 
451), and Allen also identifies it as a wisdom psalm related to Psalm 127 and post-exilic in provenance (Psalms 
101—150, 242).  
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28:28, and Ps 111:10, “fear of YHWH” serves as a type of “thesis statement” of traditional wisdom 
literature; walking in the ways of God serves as a euphemism for living according to Torah (Pss 1:6; 
119:1–2, 9, 14–15).  Thematically, the psalm provides wisdom instruction in extolling fearing or 
revering the Lord and living according to Torah.19  Verses 1–4 extol the blessings of family life—
food, well-being, a “fruitful” wife, and children—for the God-fearing man who lives according to 
Torah.  Verses 5–6 move from family life to the national scene as YHWH offers a blessing from Zion, 
along with a wish that one will see his grandchildren and a peaceful Israel.20   
Movement from a general wisdom principle extolling the blessings for those who fear YHWH 
and live by Torah (“walk in his ways”) cast in the third person (vv. 1–2), to a second-person 
description of its specific effects using a simile comparing the wife to a vine and children to olive 
plants (v. 3), is rounded out by reinforcement of the original wisdom teaching extolling fear of YHWH 
(v. 4).  In this scenario, “fear of YHWH” forms an inclusion in vv. 1–4; the blessing in vv. 5–6 
concludes the wisdom teaching and connects with part 1 through its mention of blessing (vv. 4, 5) 
and children (vv.3, 5).21  Some scholars question whether vv. 5–6 represents a later cultic addition to 
the original wisdom poem.22  As noted earlier in chapter 1, I disagree with the notion that wisdom 
poetry is usually or always “non-cultic,” and therefore view the psalm as a unity, used both in 
instructional and liturgical settings.  As with Psalms 49 and 92, Psalm 128 serves as a liturgy with 
didactic elements.  The thematic connections of “blessing” and “children,” noted above, along with 
the seemingly natural progression from the blessings of family life to the wellbeing and peace of 
greater Israel, support this view.  
                                                 
19 Allen observes these thematic wisdom elements (Psalms 101—150, 242, 244), as does Kuntz, who 
views Psalm 128 as a “sentence wisdom psalm,” along with 127 and 133, noting its use of a simile, the yr#), 
and use of a wisdom sentence to convey truth; in his view the three psalms could easily fit into the book of 
Proverbs, with their didactic intent that seeks to promote proper behavior (“Canonical Wisdom Psalms,” 198, 
210–12, 217. 
 20 Here I follow the division used by Clifford, Psalms 73—150, 242–43. 
21 An observation made by Kuntz, who views the second third person statement as “an emphatic and 
reinforcing comment” (“Canonical Wisdom Psalms,” 217). 
22 Allen provides a brief and useful summary of these views (Psalms 101—150, 242–43). 
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Verses 1—4: As noted above, the initial verse uses key wisdom terms, yr#), “happy is the 
one,” hwhy )ry, “fear of YHWH” and wykrd Klh, “walking in his ways”; these identify Psalm 128 
as a wisdom psalm and connect it to Psalm 127 and other wisdom psalms (e.g., Pss 1; 111:10; 112:1; 
119) and wisdom traditions (e.g., Prov 1:7; 9:10; Job 28:28 [fear of YHWH]; Prov 1:15; 2:20 [way; 
path]).  Verse 2 describes the blessings accrued to those who revere God and live by Torah in terms 
of basic human sustenance ((ygy, produce from labor), happiness (Kyr#)), and prosperity (bw+): 
“You will eat the toil of your hands; you will be happy and have prosperity.”23 Alter notes parallels 
themes from Deuteronomy 28, which contrasts the blessings or curses that will result according to 
whether the people live by Torah.24  In Deuteronomy 28:1–14 those who keep the commandments 
receive promises of blessings, including “the fruit (yrp) of your womb, and the fruit (yrp) of your 
land” (v. 4); this parallels Psalm 128:2–3, which promise fruitful produce (“the labor of your hands” 
(ygy, v. 2), and numerous children (Kynb) from a “fruitful” (hyrp, v. 3).  The “labor of your hands” 
is synonymous with fruitful land in Deuteronomy, and both texts use the root yrp to describe the 
blessings of numerous offspring.25  In contrast, those who fail to abide by Torah will be cursed (Deut 
28:15–69). 
The simile in v. 3 compares the wife to a fruitful vine, a symbol of prosperity, who dwells “in 
the inner recesses of your house” (Ktyb ytkryb).  The noun hkry refers to the “innermost” or 
the recesses of a house, implicitly stating that the man’s wife remains secluded from the public and 
protected.26  A fruitful wife who provides blessings to her husband and family recalls the Ideal Wife 
                                                 
 23 The noun (ygy here refers to the product of physical labor, in this case crops; Deut 28:33 uses the 
same word to describe how the produce of toil will be consumed by foreigners as a curse for failing to live by 
the Commandments.  For the uses of (ygy see BDB, 388. 
 24 Alter, The Book of Psalms, 451. 
 25 Mitchell Dahood, who also considers Psalms 127/128 as wisdom psalms, notes the use of an 
“archaic feminine participle” in the psalm that preserves the final yod (Psalms III, 100—150 [AB 17A; Garden 
City: Doubleday, 1970], 222, 227–28). 
 26 On this interpretation of the root, see BDB, 438; Alter proposes a “secluded corner of the house” 
(The Book of Psalms, 452).  Cohen cites midrashic traditions describing the “modest” woman who keeps secluded 
in her home to reserve her beauty for her husband (The Psalms, 430). 
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of Prov 31:10–31, which further connects the psalm to other wisdom traditions.  Similarly, the 
comparison of children to olive plants (Mytyz ylt#k Kynb) evokes fruitfulness in the cultural 
context, as the olive is a staple part of Israelite life.27  Olive trees provided oil used for cooking, 
medicinal purposes, hospitality in the hot, dry climate (Ps 23:5), and anointing of priests (Exod 28; Ps 
133:2) and kings (e.g., 1 Sam 10:1; 2 Sam 5:3; Pss 18:21; 132:17).  This plant metaphor parallels 
similar positive metaphors using plants to describe the fruitfulness of the righteous in Pss 1:3; 52:10; 
92:14, all of which exhibit wisdom influence; mention of children here recalls the blessing of children 
in Psalm 127 (above).  Table imagery recalls the banquet of Ps 23:5 and Lady Wisdom’s banquet in 
Prov 9:1–6, which parallels Ps 128:1 in its call for the participants to “walk in the way of 
understanding” (hnyb Krdb; v. 6).   
Using the images of a wife “within” the innermost part of the home with children “around” 
(bybs) the table, the psalmist creates a picture of intimate family life within the security of the 
home.28  Verse 4 forms an inclusion with v. 1 in its reference to fear of YHWH; in vv. 1 and 2 the 
term yr#) describes the blessed state of God-fearers who live by Torah, while v. 4 uses Krby (“he 
will be blessed”), which together emphasize complete and abundant blessings. 
Verses 5—6: Rather than viewing this section as a later addition for liturgical purposes, I 
regard it as a unity that moves the focus from a domestic setting to the wider community of Israel in 
which the blessed man and his family reside.  The verb Kkrby (“may he bless you”) connects vv. 4 
and 5 and turns the confident assertion of v. 4 into a prayer.  The blessings experienced by the 
righteous within the intimate family home are extended to “Zion/Jerusalem,” the holy city: “and see 
                                                 
 27 Alter, The Book of Psalms, 452. 
 28 Daniel Grossberg, Centripetal and Centrifugal Structures in Biblical Poetry (SBLMS 39; Atalanta, Ga.: 
Scholars Press, 1989), 44; Grossberg describes these two prepositional phrases as revealing “intimate 
encompassment of the entire domestic scene,” and adds that the noun hkry in this context alludes “thighs, 
loins, generative organs (cf. Gen 46:26; Judg 30:8,” and therefore relates it to procreation. 
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the prosperity (bw+ h)rw) of Jerusalem all the days of your life” (v.5).29  Each individual Israelite’s 
welfare depends upon the welfare of the holy city.30   
Both national and domestic concerns conclude the psalm in v.6 with a prayer that the God-
fearing man will see his grandchildren (Kynbl Mynb-h)rw), “And see your children’s children” 
followed by a final prayer for the wellbeing of Israel (l)r#y-l( Mwl#), “Peace upon Israel!” 
Mention of children in v.6 again connects the two parts of the psalm as it recalls the depiction of 
children in v.3; in addition to a healthy domestic situation, the psalmist prays that prosperity will 
extend to “all the days of your life.”  This constitutes a long life in which the righteous person will be 
able to see his own grandchildren.31  Mwl# describes a condition of wholeness, peace, and welfare, in 
which Israel can thrive.32  In the post-exilic context of the psalm, the desire for peace and security 
becomes paramount.  The promise of a long life, peace, and many children recalls the closing of the 
book of Job (42:12–17).  In a wider, communal sense, represented by ongoing generations of 
children, the image of the fruitful womb of a fruitful wife (Pss 127:3; 128:3), assures continued 
growth and worship into the future. 
Conclusion: Psalm 128 and Psalm 127 form a pair in their common themes of the blessing of 
family life, marked by children from a fruitful childbearing wife, and dependence upon God.  
Dependence on God is expressed in Ps 127:1–2 by emphasizing the vanity of merely human pursuits, 
and in Ps 128:1 with its focus on fearing the Lord and walking in God’s ways (living by Torah).  The 
promise of “happiness,” using the yr#) formula, further unites the two psalms and reveals their 
wisdom character.  Psalm 128 upholds traditional wisdom theology in promising blessings upon 
                                                 
 29 I translate h)r as an imperative (as it is pointed in the MT).  Dahood translates bw+ h)rw as 
“Enjoy the prosperity” of Jerusalem, claiming the idiom “means ‘to enjoy’” (Psalms 101—150, 227, 229).  
Either way, as “see” or “enjoy,” the meaning is the same: the blessed person will enjoy prosperity in family and 
national life.   
 30 Cohen, The Psalms, 430. 
 31 Grossberg notes the phonetic association with “fear” ()ry) and “see” (h)r) in vv. 1 and 6, 
respectively, as a link between the opening and closing lines.  He also observes the assonance in the Hebrew of 
“table” (Knxl# v.3), “Jerusalem” (Ml#wry v.5) and “peace” (Mwl# v.6), in which the corresponding sounds 
link these important thematic terms (Centripetal and Centrifugal Structures in Biblical Poetry, 45–46).   
 32 Cohen, The Psalms, 423; BDB, 1022–23. 
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those who revere God and live by Torah, and combines domestic and national concerns by praying 
for familial and national prosperity.  Similar emphasis on peace is found in companion Ascent Pss 
122:6–9 and 125:5, neither of which qualifies as a wisdom psalm; the placement of Psalms 127/128 
together, along with wisdom Psalm 133 (discussed below) provide examples of how the final editors 
of the Psalter placed wisdom psalms among various genres and collections.   
Psalm 133: The Blessings of Harmonious Living 
This short poem consists of proverbial sayings affirming the blessings of fraternal harmony. 
Two similes liken this harmony to anointing oil flowing upon the head and robe of a priest (v. 2) and 
the rich dew of Mount Hermon (v. 3).  Though lacking specific wisdom vocabulary, Psalm 133 
receives the classification of a wisdom psalm due primarily to its use of similes to communicate 
wisdom.33  Thematically, by emphasizing the importance of fraternal relationships and the rewards 
promised for proper behavior, the psalm follows Psalms 127/128 in extolling the virtues of family 
life and the blessings promised to those who revere God and live in accordance with Torah.  Kuntz 
notes that the introductory pronouncement, “Behold, how good and pleasant when brothers dwell as 
one” (v. 1) contains an implicit counterpart to the yr#) formula used in wisdom literature, and the 
initial hnh serves to place emphasis on the virtue of harmonious living; like Psalms 127/128, the text 
of 133 provides instruction for living.34  In addition to the common superscription “Song of 
Ascents,” the psalm shares common elements with this collection of psalms in its references to Zion 
(128:5; 132:13; 134:3) and blessing (128:5; 132:15; 134:3).  I find the psalm’s use of liturgical 
imagery—anointing of priests, blessing from Zion—to teach the wisdom of fraternal harmony, a fine 
example of the melding of liturgical and wisdom elements in post-exilic Israel. 
                                                 
 33 Kuntz argues that Israel’s sages effectively used similes as a rhetorical device that had “a leading role 
to play in the poetic expressions of the wise,” in this case to uphold the blessing of living in harmony (“The 
Canonical Wisdom Psalms of Ancient Israel,” 199; see also 191 and 210 on Ps 133).  Among other 
commentators classifying Ps 133 as a wisdom psalm, see Anderson, The Book of Psalms, 2:885; and Dahood, 
Psalms 101—150, 251; see also the summary provided by Allen, Psalms 101—150, 277–78.  
 34 “The Canonical Wisdom Psalms of Ancient Israel,” 210.  
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Verse 1: This emphatic opening statement sets forth the key wisdom teaching of the psalm: 
“Behold! How good and how pleasant, for brothers to dwell together (Myx) tb#) even as one” 
(dxy-Mg); the origins of this statement may derive from Deut 25:5, which counsels that when 
brothers live together (Myx) wb#y-yk) and one dies, the other brother shall marry the widow so 
that she may bear offspring to perpetuate the family line of the deceased brother.  Both texts use the 
same verb, the plural form of “brothers,” and “as one” (dxy), which raises the possibility that 
Deuteronomy may be a source for the psalmist’s instruction.35  Deuteronomy 25:5 is a conditional 
statement (“When brothers live together”—they should do this), while the psalm makes an assertion 
based on presumed experience of this teaching put into practice: “how good and how pleasant” 
(My(n-hm bw+-hm) life is, because/since brothers dwell together as one.   
Some view this as a wisdom statement alluding to grown and married brothers remaining on 
“the undivided patrimonial land” as seen, for example, in the Patriarchal stories (Gen 13:6, 8; 36:6–
8), which the psalmist upholds as a good and ancient practice that should be preserved.36  Another 
interpretation views this unity of the brothers as alluding to the ideal of unity between Israel and 
Judah, as v. 3 speaks of both Mt. Hermon in the north and Mt. Zion in the south.37  This sets the 
stage for the similes in vv. 2–3 that further illustrate and emphasize the ideal.   
Verse 2: Following the initial image of unity introduced by the allusion to Deut 25:5 in v.1, 
the psalmist uses two similes that progressively extend the meaning of the initial statement.  From 
the good and pleasant experience of brothers living in unity within the family/clan, the psalmist 
moves to a cultic reference in v. 2 by referring to priestly anointing.  The first simile describes the 
anointing of priests: “Like precious oil upon the head, coming down upon the beard—the beard of 
Aaron.”  The image of precious oil (bw+h Nm#k) that flows down upon the priest’s robe (Nrh)-
Nqz Nqzh-l( dry) clearly parallels the ritual for anointing priests in Exod 29:7.  The use of 
                                                 
 35 Allen, Psalms 101—150, 279.  
 36 Thijs Booij, “Psalm 133: ‘Behold, how good and how pleasant,” Bib (83 (2002), 261.  
 37 Cohen, The Psalms, 439.  
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anadiplosis serves to highlight the sacred image and provide a cultic context through the association 
of priests with liturgical functions.  The last line extends the image of consecration: the anointing oil 
(Exod 30:23–25, 30) “which flows down (dry#) upon the collar of his robes” completes the first 
simile, which likens this unity among brothers to the sacred anointing of priests.  Booij observes how 
the simile evokes “solemnity as well as pleasure,” as fragrant anointing oil in the cultural context 
evokes joy, festivity, and cultic concerns.38   
Verse 2 shows a progression from domestic life (brothers dwelling together in unity) to 
wider, cultic concerns that involve all pious Israelites (temple worship, signified by anointed 
priests)—similar to the domestic-to-national progression we saw in Psalm 128 (above).  For a pious 
Israelite, the images of priestly service, represented by Aaron, the prototype for priests, and fragrant 
oil of anointing symbolizing divine commission (e.g., Lev 8:12; Ps 89:21; 1 Sam 16:13; 2 Sam 2:4) and 
comfort (Ps 23:5), provide inspiration and hope.  This prepares for the final simile in v. 3 that 
completes the progression from familial unity to divine blessing. 
Verse 3: This final simile moves from a cultic context based on priestly images in v. 2 to a 
national blessing, in which the rich dew that falls on Mount Hermon, in the North, symbolically 
“comes down” (dry#) upon Mount Zion, in the South, the site of Jerusalem and the Temple.  For 
the third time the psalmist uses the verb dry, “to come down,” which links the similes in vv. 2 and 
3: “Like the dew of Hermon (Nwmrx-l+k), that comes down (dry#) upon the mountains of Zion” 
(v. 3a).  Just as the image of precious anointing oil coming down upon the priest’s head and 
vestments symbolizes sacred commissioning and blessing, so the image of rich dew coming down 
upon the holy place of Mt. Zion symbolizes its sacred character.  Alter emends Nwyc to hyc, 
“parched land,” and translates “on the parched mountains.”39  This emendation is both unnecessary 
and unlikely when one interprets the dew from Hermon coming upon Zion as metaphorical.  The 
apparent incongruity of dew from Mt. Hermon, about 200 miles north, coming down upon Mt. 
                                                 
38 “Psalm 133,” 265. 
 39 Alter, The Book of Psalms, 463. 
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Zion, is easily resolved by reading the verse as a metaphor: just as Mt. Hermon was known for its 
abundant dew, which fructifies the soil, so the blessings of Israelites living in unity and worshipping 
in Jerusalem is like this rich dew that fructifies the soil and brings forth blessing.40   
Just as rich, moist soil provides good growth for plants in the hot, dry environment of 
Palestine, so unity among Israelites worshipping in Jerusalem bears fruit and brings forth divine 
blessing.  This is made clear by the final statement, which completes the progression: “For there the 
Lord commanded a blessing (hkrbh-t) hwhy hwc M# yk), life everlasting.”  Harmonious living 
within the family (v. 1), and engaging in sacred worship (v. 2), fulfills God’s command (hwc; v. 3) to 
live by Torah in all aspects of family and national life.  This, in turn, assures divine blessing, 
represented by the dew.41  If the original context of the psalm is in the post-exilic period as I 
propose, “life everlasting” in v.3 does not refer to life after death; development of belief in the 
resurrection occurs later, in Maccabean times (Dan 12:1–3).  To live a long life and have many 
children to maintain one’s family line represents covenant blessings (Deut 30:19–20).  Another 
interpretation applies the word “everlasting” to the temple, the dwelling place of God for eternity 
from which blessings emanate.42  The progression in the psalm from familial unity, to worship, to 
blessing accords well with its placement in the Songs of Ascents; together with Psalms 127/128, 
Psalm 133 provides a strong wisdom character to this pilgrimage collection.  Booij proposes that the 
psalm is intended for religious festivals in Jerusalem in accord with the injunctions of Deuteronomy 
16.43  This seems plausible, as its inclusion in the Songs of Ascents reflects didactic and liturgical uses 
in connection with pilgrim festivals; in addition, I propose that wisdom psalms served multiple 
purposes—both in liturgical contexts, instruction in wisdom schools, and personal or family prayer.   
                                                 
 40 Cohen notes the distance and traditions about Hermon’s rich dew and explains the metaphor: “The 
intention is that, if heavy dew, such as that which falls on Mount Hermon, falls on the mountains of Zion, it 
will be a blessing for the land” (The Psalms, 439).  The snow cover on the western slopes of Mt. Hermon results 
in over 40 inches per year of precipitation, which supplies the Jordan and Litani rivers; in addition, the moist 
western slopes have vineyards and orchards, and in biblical times were heavily forested (Denis Baly, “Hermon,” 
HBD, 384–85). 
 41 Booij, “Psalm 133,” 265–66. 
 42 Cohen, The Psalms, 439.  
 43 Ibid., 266.  
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Conclusion: Psalm 133 uses proverbial sayings and similes to uphold proper conduct according 
to Torah—familial harmony and worship—in a progressive structure, moving from the family to 
blessings upon the nation.  It shares with Psalms 127/128 the importance of family life as a sign of 
blessing, combined with moral exhortation for proper behavior.  Together, Psalms 127, 128, and 133 
add an important wisdom element to the Songs of Ascents and within Book 5 of the Psalter.  All 
three psalms most probably were used in both cultic and instructional contexts.  
Royalty and Wisdom in Psalm 144 
Most scholars classify Psalm 144 as a Royal Psalm, based on its close relationship  in vv. 1–
10 with royal Psalm 18—compare v.1 with 18:3, 35, 47; v.2 with 18:3, 48; v. 5 with 18:10; v.6 with 
18:15; v.7 with 18:17, 45, and v.10 with 18:51.  If Psalm 144 comes from an exilic or post-exilic 
context, as I propose, the speaker of Ps 144 reshapes the material and changes the “royal 
thanksgiving” of Psalm 18 to a “royal lament” in 144:1–11.44  The prayer for deliverance in battle in 
part I culminates in a confident assertion that God saves (Myklml h(w#t) and rescues (hcwph) 
David and his successors (v. 10), which leads to the psalmist’s final plea for deliverance (v.11).  Part 
2, vv. 12–15, describes the prosperity that God’s protection will bring upon pious Israelites after God 
enables them to defeat their enemies.  The psalm utilizes an anthological style by freely borrowing 
verses from other psalms.45  Thematically, the second part reflects royal Psalm 72 in describing the 
blessings and happy state of those who live under the leadership of a just king.  Attribution to David, 
along with the use of metaphors from Psalm 18 to describe God in vv. 1–2, provide further evidence 
of its royal context.  Linguistically, the use of Aramaic (hcp, “to redeem,” vv. 7, 11), and examples 
of later forms of Hebrew (tywz, “corner pillars” v. 12; Nz, “kind” v. 13; the relative pronoun -# in v. 
15), and the anthological style noted above, argue for dating the psalm in the postexilic period.46  
                                                 
 44 Allen, Psalms 101—150, 361.  
 45 Cohen, The Psalms, 464–66. 
 46 On the evidence of later biblical Hebrew in vv. 12–15, see Shalom E. Holtz, “The Thematic Unity 
of Psalm cxliv in Light of Mesopotamian Royal Ideology” VT 58 (2008): 371.  Allen considers vv. 1–11 as 
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Wisdom elements interspersed within the Psalm, finally, reveal the work of later wisdom editors in 
reworking earlier material in a post-exilic context.   
Wisdom elements: The reference to teaching (dmlmh) in v. 1 reveals a didactic purpose 
underlying this outwardly royal psalm.  God trains the speaker’s hands for war and fingers for battle; 
both synonymous lines (“war”; “battle”) are governed by the verb, “to teach” (dml).  The initial 
statement teaches that any abilities or success in war (and life) occur through God’s help.  In v. 3, the 
psalmist’s reflection on human insignificance before the all-powerful, omniscient God parallels 
statements in Ps 8:5 and Job 7:17 (wh(dt “you take note of him”).  All three texts begin with the 
phrase, “what is man?” (#wn)-hm, in Ps 8:5 and Job 7:17; Md)-hm here), again contrasting the 
finite, contingent nature of human beings with an all-powerful, omniscient God.  The text from Job 
asks, “What is man that you exalt him (wnldgt)?”  This occurs in the context of Job’s response to 
his friends in which he claims his life is nothing but “breath” (lbh; v. 16), which parallels the similar 
statement in Psalm 144:3–4; verse 4 likewise describes the human person as lbh.  While Psalm 8:5 
also speaks of the finite nature of humans before God it goes on to describe the human person as 
possessing an exalted status among creation.  Psalm 144:3–4, therefore, shares more affinity with the 
wisdom teaching of Job 7:16–17.   
Verse 4 contains thematic and linguistic parallels to Eccl 6:12, Job 7:6, 8:9, and wisdom Pss 
39:6, 7, and 12, 62:10, and 90:9–10 with the psalmist’s reflection on the transitory nature of human 
life (lbh), likened to a “passing shadow” (rbw( lck wymy; “his days [are] like a passing shadow”).  
Of these parallels, the closest linguistically occur in Job 8:9 and Psalm 39, both of which contain 
“shadow” (lc), while Psalm 39 also uses lbh in all three verses cited.  Thematically and 
linguistically, Ps 144:3 embraces the combination of theodicy with wisdom teaching—as examined 
                                                                                                                                                 
from the late pre-exilic period, and vv. 12–15as postexilic; he argues that the content of vv. 1 –11 was 
“reemployed in the postexilic period” (Psalms 101—150, 362). 
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earlier in Pss 39, 49, and 73—in its reflection on the transitory nature of human life in which we 
remain totally dependent on God.   
Verses 5–7 call upon YHWH to “bend the heavens and come down,” in a theophany upon 
the mountains reminiscent of Sinai in Exodus 19 and Ps 18:14; with smoke, lightening, and “arrows” 
(Kycx), God scatters and confounds (Mmhtw) the enemies.  The psalmist calls upon YHWH to “send 
forth your hands from on high” to rescue and deliver him from “many waters”; this contrasts God’s 
surpassing and transcendent power with the ephemeral nature of humans as described in the 
preceding verses.47  In this sense the psalm brings forth the wisdom themes of creation and human 
finitude.   
In v. 9 the psalmist borrows from wisdom-creation Ps 33:2–3 in the reference to “a new 
song” (#dx ry#) sung upon the ten-string harp (rw#( lbn).  Psalms 144:3 and 33:2–3 both use 
the verbs “to sing” (ry#) and “chant praise” (rmz).  If Psalm 144:1–11 is from the late pre-exilic 
period, it seems likely that later editors added the parallel from Psalm 33 during the post-exilic editing 
of the Psalter.  In other texts from the Exilic to post-exilic era, mention of a “new song” celebrates 
God’s creation and care for Israel (Pss 96:1; 98:1; 149:1; Isa 42:10); in Ps 144:9 it celebrates God’s 
rescue and salvation for Israel (v. 10).48   
Verse 12 parallels Psalm 128:3 in describing sons as plants (My(+nk wnynb).  Both psalms 
present children as fulfillment of God’s covenant promises and blessings for pious Israelites, echoing 
Deuteronomy 28:1–6.  Psalm 144 expands the description of blessings by describing daughters “like 
corner pillars” (tywzk) fashioned for the palace (v.12b), full garners (My)lm wnywzm, v. 13)—
symbolizing fruitful crops that fill storage buildings—and abundant livestock (vv. 13–14).  As in 
Psalms 128 and 133, in vv. 12–15 the psalmist uses similes to convey the blessings of peace and 
prosperity that God bestows upon the just person.  Some scholars assume this to be the king, while 
                                                 
47 The use of the first person personal pronominal suffix on the verbs here (“me”) is best understood 
in a collective sense, as the psalmist’s request reflects that of the king who in turn represents the nation.  
 48 Clifford, Psalms 73—150, 299.  
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others view these blessings as accorded to faithful Israel in general.49  Use of the third person plural 
(“our”) supports the view that collectively Israel receives these blessings.  In its post exilic context, 
the psalm responds to the humiliation and dislocation experienced by the exiles in light of the failed 
monarchy.  In this context, I view the psalm as more directed towards supporting and encouraging 
the returning/returned exiles as they seek to rebuild their lives and homeland.  Describing sons as 
grown plants and daughters as corner pillars of a palace recalls Ps 127:3–5, in which grown sons 
support their father in his old age, and Ps 128:3 where children are likened to a prosperous olive tree.  
Similes use illustrations based on observation of the natural environment to provide pedagogical 
tools to teach wisdom, making clear the rewards for the just (Pss 1:3; 127:4; 128:3; 133), punishment 
for the wicked (Pss 1:4; 32:9; 37:2, 20; 49:13/21, 15), or the ephemeral nature of life (Ps 144:4).50   
Assurance of peaceful living under God’s protective care is implied by the three statements 
in v. 14: (1) “Our oxen are pregnant” (Mylbsm); (2), “There is no breach (Crp Ny)), and no going 
forth,” and (3) “and there is no outcry in our streets” (wnytkxrb hxwc Ny)w).  The first two 
statements refer to abundant cattle that remain safely within their pens, while the final statement 
refers to the absence of cries of anguish and violence as they now live in peace.51  Collectively, these 
blessings of children, provisions, cattle, and peace recall the epilogue and prologue of Job (Job 1:1–3; 
42:12–16), where his previous losses of land, livestock, and children are restored.  I propose a similar 
theological outlook in Psalm 144 and the conclusion of Job: those who trust in YHWH will ultimately 
prevail over adversity and receive abundant blessings.  This provides a further connection between 
the conclusion section of the psalm and the wisdom tradition. 
                                                 
 49 Among those who hold that the subject is the king are Clifford, who interprets these verses as “The 
king protects the land from invaders and blesses its prosperity” (Psalms 73—150, 297–300), and Dahood, who 
calls vv. 12–15 “the king’s prayer for the prosperity of his people” (Psalms 101—150, 328).  Cohen views the 
intended speaker as David describing the happy and blessed state of his people after defeating the enemy (The 
Psalms, 466), while Alter argues for the unity of vv. 1–11 and 12–15; he notes that peace and prosperity 
naturally follow a military triumph, as implied in part 1 (The Book of Psalms, 498).   
 50 For the use of similes in wisdom literature see Kuntz, “The Canonical Wisdom Psalms,” 198–200. 
 51 Alter, The Book of Psalms, 498–99.  
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The use of the term yr#) twice in v.15 closes the psalm with wisdom element that echoes 
Psalm 33:12.  After being rescued by God, who bestows blessings of children, full garners, livestock, 
and peace (“no outcry in our streets” v.14b), the psalmist pronounces, “Happy the people for whom 
it is thus” (wl hkk# M( yr#), v. 15a), i.e. those who receive the divine blessings; this reflects 
traditional wisdom theology’s promise that the just who revere God will be blessed (e.g., Pss 1; 112; 
the antithetical statements in Prov 10–15).  The concluding statement makes this clear: “Happy the 
people whose God is YHWH” (15b). 
Praise and Wisdom in Psalm 146 
Psalms 146—150 form a group that concludes the Psalter with hymns of praise, culminating 
in the doxology of Psalm 150; each psalm in this group begins and ends with hywllh, “praise the 
Lord,” and focuses on Israel’s covenant relationship, God as creator, and divine blessing upon the 
faithful.  In this group, Psalm 146 can be viewed as responding to the promise to “praise the Lord” 
that concluded Psalm 145:21, as it opens with the speaker declaring he will praise YHWH at all times 
(146:1).52  Psalm 146 emphasizes praise of YHWH (vv. 1–2), followed by a wisdom-oriented teaching 
contrasting the vanity of human rulers with the happiness (yr#)) promised to those who trust in 
YHWH (vv. 3–5), the source of all creation and provider of benevolent care for the righteous (vv. 6–
9b), who ultimately destroys the way of the wicked (tw(y My(#r Krd; v. 9b).  The psalm 
culminates with a final acclamation of YHWH’s eternal reign, the reason for praise (v. 10).  Wisdom 
elements include the psalmist’s teaching in vv. 3–5 that those who trust in YHWH find happiness and 
hope—in contrast to the vanity of trusting in finite, human leaders.  Emphasis on God as creator (v. 
                                                 
 52 Gerald Henry Wilson views the Psalms 146—150 as dependent upon 145:21, with the speaker of 
Psalm 146 representing “David,” i.e., those who receive the promises of the Davidic covenant.  In Wilson’s 
view, Book 5 is a response to the needs of the post-exilic community, teaching that they must trust in Yahweh 
alone (107:12–13, 19, 28), according to the example of David (Pss 108–110; 138–145), and promises divine 
blessing and protection.  In this scenario, Psalm 119 emphasizes the central role of Torah in guiding pious 
Israelites.  Psalm 146, then, represents “David” bowing to the eternal kingship of YHWH, in contrast to the 
temporal human rulers (The Editing of the Hebrew Psalter [SBLDS 76; Chico, Calif.: Scholars Press, 1985], 225–
28). 
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6) reflects wisdom-creation theology, seen previously in Psalms 33 and 104, and the contrasting fates 
of the righteous and needy who receive divine care, and the wicked who perish uphold the theology 
of retribution (vv. 7–9; see previous discussion on Ps 1:6).  Wisdom elements found here, and in 
Psalms 145 (discussed earlier), 147 and 148 (below), reveal the influence and role of wisdom editors 
and teaching in the culmination of the Psalter.53   
Just as the final wisdom editors began the Psalter with a wisdom teaching (Psalm 1), so now 
they conclude it by joining praise and wisdom elements.  This provides a new perspective in light of 
the Exile experience and subsequent renewal of emphasis on divine, rather than temporal, kingship.  
In an expansion of his earlier thesis, G. H. Wilson views psalms 107:42–43 and 145 as forming a 
“wisdom frame” around Book 5, which consists of Psalms 107—145, with 146—150 forming a final 
“hallel” of “resounding praise” to close the Psalter; Psalm 1 and this closing praise section “provide 
hermeneutical perspective” in a final editorial process.54  Kselman effectively argues for a late, post-
exilic date for the psalm based on its use of Aramaisms (wytnt#(, v. 4; Pqz, v. 8), and its 
anthological style, in which it contains partial quotes and echoes of other psalms—an indication of a 
later date.  Important examples occur in v. 4, which alludes to Gen 3:19; Ps 104:29; Job 34:14 –15; 
Eccl 3:20; 12:7.  All of these parallels refer to human life as “dust”; v. 4b shows echoes of Ps 94:11, 
in its reference to the perishing of human thoughts.55  These and other quotes and echoes will be 
noted in the textual analysis below.   
                                                 
53 John S. Kselman analyzes Psalm 146 by text, date, form, rhetorical criticism, and canonical context 
and recognizes wisdom elements in vv. 3–4, and 8c–10, the yr#) (citing J. Reindl), creation theology as 
reflective of wisdom influence in v. 6, and “its similarity to acrostic poems in its 22 or 23 cola,” a so-called 
“non-alphabetic acrostic”; as seen earlier, acrostic structures reflect the influence of wisdom traditions (“Psalm 
146 in Its Context,” CBQ 50 (1988): 590–91. 
 54 G. H. Wilson, “Shaping the Psalter: A Consideration of Editorial Linkage in the Book of Psalms,” 
in The Shape and Shaping of the Psalter (JSOTSup 159; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1993), 72–82, quote, 74; see 78 –80 
on the “wisdom frame.”  Erich Zenger proposes that Psalms 107 and 145 form a “frame” for Book 5, noting 
how 106:1 and 107:1 are identical in praising God’s dsx; thus, Book 5 “is a commentary summarizing the 
preceding four books of psalms” as Ps 107 begins Book 5 by emphasizing the manifestation of God’s dsx in 
divine power and care.  Psalm 145 emphasizes YHWH as King of the universe, showing mercy—with, I note, 
dsx as a central theme (v.8)—care for the needy, and a universal view of God’s dsx, to all creatures (vv. 16, 
21[flesh]).  In this schema, Psalms 146—150 form a finale (“The Composition and Theology of the Fifth Book 
of Psalms, Psalms 107—145” JSOT 80 (1998): 77–102, see 88–89 on Pss 107 and 145 as a “frame.”  
55 Ibid., 589. 
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Verses 1—5:  Following the initial praise (v. 1) and commitment of the psalmist to praise 
God throughout his or her life (v. 2), wisdom teaching occurs in vv. 3–4 with admonitions to avoid 
trusting in powerful rulers (Mybydn, “princes”) or humans in general (Md)-Nb), for such mortals 
ultimately have no power to save (h(w#t )l).  Their life breath returns to the “earth,” while their 
plans or “thoughts” perish (wtmd)l b#y; wytnt#( wdb)).  Human mortality is signified by the 
concept of returning to the “earth/dust” from which they were fashioned (Gen 2:6–7; 3:19), and is 
echoed throughout the wisdom literature, for example in Pss 90:3; 104:29; Job 34:14–16; and Eccl 
3:20; 12:7.  Failure of human plans recalls Psalms 33:10 and 94:11 and Prov 19:21; only God’s plans 
endure and flourish (Ps 33:11).  The word translated “plans” wytnt#( occurs only here in the 
Hebrew Bible, and is related to the verbal root t#(, Aramaic for “to think” (Dan 6:4)—further 
evidence for the late dating of the psalm.56  
Appropriately, this first wisdom teaching concludes in v.5 with an yr#), pronouncing 
“happy” those who have God as their helper (wrz(b) and hope in YHWH.  This parallels the basic 
wisdom thesis that those who fear/revere the YHWH have wisdom (Prov 1:7; 9:8; Job 28:28; Ps 
111:10) and because they act according to Torah have assurance of divine blessings (yr#), Pss 1; 
2:11; 32:1; 33:12; 34:9; 40:5; 41:2; 94:12; 106:3; 112:1; 119:1; 144:15).  This verse combines an ancient 
title for God, “The God of Jacob,” with a later word for hope, rb#, another Aramaism that further 
reflects how the late wisdom editors utilized and adapted traditional materials.57 
Verses 6—9: Following the contrast between human frailty and divine permanence in vv. 1–
5, in this section the psalmist focuses on God’s actions and attributes: God makes (h#() “heaven 
                                                 
 56 Cohen, The Psalms, 470; BDB, 799, 1108.  In Jonah 1:6 the verbal form occurs in this phrase, 
“perhaps God will think of us” (wnl Myhl)h t#(ty ylw)), while the noun form occurs in the Hebrew of 
deutero-canonical Sir 3:24, a late wisdom book; in Sirach the word is used in an illustration against the 
conceited: “and their wrong opinion has impaired their judgement” (NRSV).   
 57 Anderson, The Book of Psalms, II: 942.  Anderson also divides the psalm at v.5, viewing 5–9 as “A 
didactic glorification of Yahweh” (942).   
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and earth and all that fills them” (v.6; paralleled in Pss 24:1–2; 121:2; 124:8) and, in contrast to frail 
and finite humans, God remains faithful forever (Mlw(l tm) rm#h).  God establishes and maintains 
justice for the poor and needy, frees prisoners (v. 7; Pss 68:7; 103:6), restores sight to the blind, and 
raises those bowed down (v.8; Ps 145:14)—because God “loves the righteous” (Myqydc bh)).  
The verb Pqz, “raises up,” used here and in Psalm 145:14 with Mypwpk (“those bowed down”), 
reflects a later form of Hebrew and occurs in the Aramaic section of Ezra (6:11).58  Verses 7–8 also 
echo Ps 107:9–14, which similarly recounts God providing food for the hungry and delivering people 
from bondage and darkness.59  Both psalms probably use these illustrations to reflect the collective 
experience of Israel in the exile and return.  Verse 9 echoes the injunction of Torah to care for the 
stranger, orphan, and widow (Deut 14:28–30; 24:14, 17–18; 26:12)—itself a reflection of God’s care 
for them (Deut 10:18)—who represent the disenfranchised and deserve special protection.60  
Following this exhortation to proper behavior, the psalmist concludes by asserting an important 
principle of wisdom teaching, that the way of the wicked leads to ruin: “but the way of the wicked he 
will make crooked” (tw(y My(#r Krdw).  This parallels Psalms 1:4–6; 37:20, 38; 112:10; 145:20, 
and Prov 15:9; the verb tw( meaning, “to make crooked,” emphasizes how God will frustrate the 
plans and actions of the wicked.61  Again, this teaching parallels the thought-world of Proverbs (e.g., 
Prov 10:1–32) and Psalm 1 in asserting the promise of divine blessings and care for the righteous and 
destruction for the wicked.   
Verse 10: After beginning with a commitment to praise God “while I live,” followed by 
reasons for that praise, the psalmist concludes with a confident proclamation of YHWH’s eternal rule.  
In contrast to the temporal human rulers (v. 3) who fail, the psalmist proclaims: “YHWH will reign 
forever” (Mlw(l hwhy Klmy); this proclamation of the permanence of God’s kingdom and rule 
                                                 
 58 Kselman, “Psalm 146 in its Context,” 590.  The verb is used to describe the punishment of anyone 
who violates the Decree of Darius: “and he will be lifted up and impaled ()xmty Pyqzw) on it [a beam]” (Ezra 
6:11). 
 59 Ibid., 595; BDB, 1091.  
 60 Alter, The Book of Psalms, 504. 
 61 Anderson, The Book of Psalms, II: 943. 
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echoes of the conclusion of the Song of the Sea (Exod 15:18: d(w Ml(l Klmy hwhy), a theme 
also found in Ps 145:13.  As discussed earlier, books 4 and 5 of the Psalter place a renewed emphasis 
on God as king in light of the failure of the monarchy and the Exile.  Verse 2b concludes this 
statement by speaking directly to “Zion,” Jerusalem, the seat of God’s kingship: “Your God, O Zion, 
unto all generations” (see Pss 96:10; 97:1; 98:6; 99:1–2).62  
Conclusion: Psalm 146 introduces a series of praise psalms that close the Psalter by combining 
previous themes: God’s eternal kingship, God’s role as creator who shows compassion and care for 
the righteous and the needy, and the classic wisdom theology that the wicked will be thwarted while 
the righteous ultimately will be blessed and “happy” (yr#)).  God loves the righteous, and those in 
need of help (the stranger, orphan, and widow); despite the temporal power of the wicked, God’s 
eternal reign promises happiness for the righteous. 
Wisdom Elements in Psalm 147: Creation and Commandments 
This post-exilic psalm praises YHWH for restoring the exiles and rebuilding Jerusalem (vv. 2, 
13–14), healing and sustaining the humble (vv. 3, 6,14b), and making and sustaining creation with 
wisdom and power (vv. 4–5, 8–9, 16–18); YHWH does this by sending forth his commandments, 
word, precepts and ordinances (vv. 15, 18–20), exclusively for Israel (v. 20).  The psalm divides into 
three strophes, vv. 1–6, 7–11, and 12–20 and borrows extensively from other texts (especially Isaiah 
40–66; Psalms 33, 104; Job 37–39, and Deuteronomy 4); each strophe begins with a call to praise 
(wnyhl) hrmz, v. 1; hwhy wn(, v. 7; yxb#, v. 12).63  Along with recurring motifs of creation (vv. 
4–5, 15–18), covenant (vv. 2–4, 6, 13–14, 19–20), and Israel (vv. 2, 12, 19–20), the psalm features 
wisdom elements in its description of God’s infinite wisdom (v. 5), upholding of the humble and 
those who fear YHWH (vv. 6, 11), while punishing the wicked (v. 6b) and sending forth his word.64 
                                                 
62 On Zion as the seat of Divine kingship, see Cohen, The Psalms, 471. 
63 For the unity of Psalm 147 and the interrelationships between the three strophes, see Allen, Psalms 
101—150, 383–85, and Clifford, Psalms 73—150, 306–307. 
 64 In the LXX vv. 1–11 form Psalm 146, and vv. 12–20 Psalm 147; both have an added 
superscription, “Hallelujah, of Haggai and Zechariah” (also added to Psalm 146 (145 in LXX).  Most probably 
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Verses 1—6: Following the initial Hallelujah, the emphatic particle yk (“indeed”) begins v. 1, 
which describes the importance of praise using synonymous parallelism: “Indeed it is good to praise 
(hrmz) God; indeed, it is pleasant to adorn (hw)n) with praise.”65  This sets the stage for the 
descriptions of why praise is warranted in vv. 2–20, concluding with the final Hallelujah.  Reference 
to the Lord’s rebuilding Jerusalem and gathering “the banished” (yxdn) in v. 2 clearly situates the 
psalm in the post-exilic period, after these events have occurred.  The reference in v. 13 to the Lord 
“strengthening the bars of your gates” likewise refers to the rebuilding and provides a linguistic 
connection between strophes 1 and 3—one of many links that argue for the unity of the psalm.  In 
another reference to the exile, YHWH “heals the brokenhearted” and “binds” up their wounds (v. 3), 
i.e. God heals mental (“heart”) and physical anguish and suffering.  In an allusion to Genesis 15:5 
and Isaiah 40:26, the psalmist declares what only God can do: “Counts the number of stars and calls 
them by name” (v. 5); whereas Gen 15:5 states that counting the number of stars (or grains of sand) 
is beyond humans’ ability, God the creator can count and give them names.  The innumerable and 
distant stars are controlled by God, who names them and are part of his cosmic dwelling (e.g., see Isa 
6:1–6).66  
God’s greatness manifested in creation and in healing and restoring Israel leads the psalmist 
to proclaim God’s infinite wisdom: “His wisdom is beyond number” (rpsm Ny) wtnwbtl; v.5b).  
This verse upholds creation as reflective of divine wisdom, an important element of the wisdom 
literature (as discussed earlier in Pss 19; 33; 104; also Prov 8; Job 28; 38–41; Sir 45).  The word 
hnwbt is related to the verb hnyb, “to be wise,” and here, as in Pss 49:4 and 136:5, refers to God’s 
                                                                                                                                                 
this link with Haggai and Zechariah derives from the concern of both prophets to rebuild the temple following 
the exile.   
 65 Here I follow Alter’s translation of hw)n as a piel infinitive construct, “to adorn,” which provides a 
nice parallel to “to praise” in the first stanza (The Book of Psalms, 505).   
 66 James Kugel discusses the ancient Israelite belief that the “seraphim” (“burning ones”) in Isaiah’s 
vision represent the stars of the night sky, who lit up the sky and served Yahweh as his “angelic attendants” 
(How to Read the Bible: A Guide to Scripture, Then and Now [New York: Free Press, 2007], 541.) 
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surpassing knowledge.67  In Psalm 136:5 the term is used to describe how God “made the heavens 
with wisdom”; this reference to God’s wisdom in creation, along with the stars in v.4, link Psalms 
147 and 136; Ps 136 is an historical psalm used for post-exilic worship and instruction.68  The LXX 
uses the word sune/xewv, which elsewhere is used to translate lyk#m in psalm titles; if the 
underlying Hebrew text for the LXX had the word hnwbt as in the MT, the translators may have 
viewed it as synonymous with the important wisdom root word, lk# (“to be wise/intelligent”).69  
This connection between God’s work in creation and God’s wisdom evinces the work and theology 
of wisdom writers.  According to both traditional wisdom theology (e.g., Psalms 34:7; 145:14; 146:8; 
Prov 22:22–23) and Deuteronomy (e.g., 15:5–7; 26) God commands a preferential option for the 
poor, while punishing the wicked (Ps 1:6), as attested in v. 6: “YHWH upholds the humble (Mywn(), 
but fells the wicked to the ground” (Cr)-yd( My(#r lyp#m). 
Verses 7—11: Following the second call to praise (v. 7) the psalmist describes how God 
provides rain which fructifies the soil, causing grass to cover the mountains (e.g., Ps 72:16), giving 
sustenance to beast (hmhb) and “young ravens” (br( ynbl) when they call (vv. 8–9).  This 
presentation of God’s mastery over creation, moving from heavens to the earth, recalls Psalm 104 
and emphasizes God’s compassionate care for all things (Pss 104:11; 145:15).70  Verses 10–11 recall 
Psalm 33:17 in citing the false hope of a horse or human strength: God is unimpressed by such 
temporal examples of power, but rather finds “pleasure in those who fear him” (v.11, emphasis 
added).  “Fear of the Lord,” of course, is a principle thesis of wisdom literature (Prov 1:7; 9:10; Job 
28:28; Ps 111:10) that upholds God’s sovereign power as creator and source of life; those who fear 
                                                 
 67 BDB, 108.  
 68 Though Psalm 136 contains some wisdom elements, I do not include it for in-depth analysis as a 
wisdom-oriented psalm due to its more clearly liturgical use, as evidenced by the recurring refrain, “His 
steadfast love endures forever”; on the other hand, it certainly exhibits the work of the same post-exilic wisdom 
editors of the Psalter.   
 69 For the use of the Greek verb su/nesiv in Pss 49, 136, and 147 see E. Hatch and H. A. Redpath, 
HRCS (3 vols. in 2; Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker, 1983) 2:1314. 
 70 Alter, The Book of Psalms, 506. 
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YHWH hope for God’s covenant love (wdsxl Mylxymh; v. 11; Ps 33:18).  Read in the context of 
the Exile, vv. 7–11 present new hope following devastation and loss: God will once again fructify the 
earth to provide nourishment; God’s provision of food for beasts and birds (v. 9) will also apply to 
humans (v. 14).  Those who maintain faith in the covenant (wdsxl Mylxymh-t), “those who 
hope in his steadfast love”; v. 11) please God and receive blessings.71  With this reverence and hope, 
the psalmist moves to praise God who rebuilds Jerusalem and sends forth his word, statutes, and 
judgments to guide a renewed Israel. 
Verses 12—20: Beginning with the third and final call to praise in v. 12, this last section 
provides a more in-depth description of how God rebuilds Jerusalem (v. 2) and provides sustenance 
(vv. 8–9).  In vv. 12–14 the psalmist describes how God “strengthened the bars of your [Jerusalem] 
gates” to fortify the city against any invaders, and “has blessed your children within you”—security in 
a renewed Jerusalem will be marked by safety and security for prospering families (Pss 127:3–4; 
128:3).  This renewal of God’s dsx includes peace within Jerusalem’s borders (Ps 128:6), and rich 
food: “he satisfies you with the finest wheat” (K(yb#y My+x blx).  These gifts come forth when 
God “sends his promise upon earth” (Cr) wtrm) xl#h), by which “his word (wrbd) will run 
swiftly” (v. 15).  Here both “promise” in line A and “word” in line B are synonymous and serve to 
emphasize the creative power of God’s Word (Gen 1–2; Ps 33:9); creation itself reveals God’s word 
(Ps 19:3).  This emphasis on God’s word as the active agent in creation and life reveals the interests 
of wisdom teachers. 
Manifestations of God’s creative activity from the heavens, in the form of snow, frost, ice, 
cold, and wind (vv. 16–17) occur through God’s commandment and creative word: “He [God] sends 
forth his word” (rbd), causing the ice to melt, his wind/breath/spirit to return (wxwr b#y) and 
waters flow (v. 18).  Both commandment (v. 15) and word are synonymous; vv. 15–20 use seven terms 
                                                 
 71 Clifford, Psalms 73—150, 308–09.  
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relating to God’s word (“promise”; “word” [x3]; “statutes,” v. 19; and “ordinances,” vv. 19, 20).  
Through this repetition the psalmist recalls the word of God first given in the Sinai covenant and 
now renewed in the post-exilic period of restoration.72  God declares wrbd (“his word”) to “Jacob,” 
and his “statutes and ordinances” (wy+p#mw wyqx) to Israel (v. 19), but not to any other nation 
(ywg-lkl).  This emphasizes how divine wisdom—knowledge of God, God’s laws, creation, and 
morality—resides exclusively with God’s chosen people, the covenant partners.   
Conclusion: Psalm 147 commands praise for the post-exilic community as it rebuilds and 
reestablishes its religious life following the Exile; observation of the created order and divine 
assistance in rebuilding Jerusalem reveal God as the divine source.  By concluding the psalm with 
repeated terms for God’s Word—all of which are synonymous with Torah, as in Psalm 119—the 
psalmist brings the poem to a climax that emphasizes God’s Word of wisdom as given exclusively to 
Israel and the guiding force of all life.   
Divine Wisdom Revealed in Creation: Psalm 148 
Between its initial and closing “Hallelujahs,” Psalm 148 consists of an imperative call for all 
of personified creation to praise YHWH, beginning with the heavenly bodies (vv. 1–4) and moving to 
include the chorus from earth (vv. 7–12), with both the earthly and heavenly choruses concluding 
with praise of “the name of YHWH” (hwhy M#-t) wllhy, “Let them praise the name of YHWH”; 
vv. 5, 13).  Like Psalm 104, Psalm 148 presents creation as a diverse unity of component parts, with 
humans—both kings, princes, and men and women, young and old—as one of the essential parts, 
with no hint of dominion.  With its detailed listing of all these component parts of creation, both 
heavenly and earthly, Psalm 148 is similar to Job 38, where YHWH mentions the diverse aspects of 
                                                 
 72 Clifford observes the repetition of these terms and specifically identifies vv. 19–20 as referring to 
the renewal of God’s Word first given at Sinai, which made Israel “distinctive” (Deut 4:5–8) then, as it does 
now (147:20), and notes “Concern with the word of the Lord was a feature of Second Temple Judaism” (Psalms 
73—150, 309).  
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creation while questioning Job, and Egyptian wisdom traditions in the Onomasticon of Amenope.73  By 
framing both main sections with praise of the God’s personal name, the psalmist reveals a central 
thesis: that all of God’s creation in its diversity and beauty must praise the creator.  Parallel to the 
Priestly creation story in Genesis 1, and creation-wisdom Ps 33:9, Psalm 148 depicts God speaking to 
create: “For he commanded, and they were created” (v. 5), through an eternal decree (Ntn-qx, v. 6).  
In light of this, various meteorological phenomena—fire, hail, snow, vapor, and stormy wind—
“fulfill” God’s “word” (wrbd h#(, v. 8).  The verb “commanded” (hwc), and the nouns “decree” 
(qx) and word (rbd) in vv. 5, 6, and 8 center the poem and connect it to the wisdom tradition; qx 
and rbd are two of the Torah keywords found in Psalms 19 and 119.  The verb w)rbn, “they were 
created,” always refers to divine activity; here it describes the result of God’s command, and connects 
the psalm to the Priestly creation story in Genesis (1:1, 27; 2:3, 4), and post-exilic Isaiah (40:26, 28; 
42:5; 45:12, 18; 65:17).74  The theme of creation runs throughout the Psalter, as seen particularly in 
Psalms 8, 19A, 33, and 104, and fittingly occurs as part of its conclusion as an expression of God’s 
commands and Torah.  Along with other evidence for the post-exilic nature of the psalm, this points 
to its composition and redaction within post-exilic wisdom circles.   
Creation and Wisdom: Occurring at the conclusion of the Psalter, Psalm 148 summarizes the 
creation theology previously expressed in the other creation-oriented psalms, as all elements of the 
cosmos—from the heavenly realm to creatures of earth and sea—form a chorus of praise to YHWH.  
If the date of composition of Ps 148 is later than 19, 33, and 104, as seems plausible based on its 
location at the conclusion of the Psalter, it raises the question whether the author knew or perhaps 
had a hand in the composition of the earlier psalms.  This also raises the possibility that among the 
wisdom circles, differing “schools of emphasis” or thought existed, with Psalms 19, 33, 104 and 148, 
                                                 
73 Anderson, The Book of Psalms, II:949.  For an alternative view, see Delbert R. Hillers, “A Study of 
Psalm 148” CBQ 40 (1978): 323–34.  After examining parallels, Hillers concludes that the roots of Psalm 148 
are found not in encyclopedic lists but in hymnic traditions from “pre-Israelite Mesopotamia and Egypt” (334).   
 74 BDB, 135. 
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reflective of sages who emphasize the importance of creation in understanding God.75  As Roland E. 
Murphy notes, creation and wisdom stand together as essential elements of Israel’s faith that express 
how they encountered God in their observation and experience of the created world.76  Creation 
provides an ongoing experience of invisible causal power, i.e. the divine source underlying the 
cosmos.  Through reflection and observation of creation, one gains knowledge and awareness of its 
source (e.g., Ps 19:1–7).  Murphy describes this experience as a “dialogue with creation” and part of 
the “wisdom experience” as the human being lives with and reacts to creation; further, this 
experience of creation in effect relates to faith as creation expresses and reveals God.77 
 Verses 1—6: Praise first issues from God’s heavenly court in the heavens, “the heights” 
(Mymwrmb; v.1), and the “angels” and “hosts” located there,.  The LXX adds a superscription, 
“Alleluia, of Haggai and Zechariah,” which clearly reflects a post-exilic context as both Haggai and 
Zechariah are concerned with the rebuilding of the temple.  In light of linguistic evidence, Hillers 
assigns the psalm an early fourth-century date.78   
 Praise comes from the heights (v. 1), the divine beings (angels; v. 2), the celestial realm of 
sun, moon and stars (v. 3), and the primeval waters; this leads to the reason for praise in vv. 5–6: 
God has commanded creation through his decrees and word.  In contrast to religions that viewed the 
luminaries as gods, the psalmist views all elements of creation as subservient to their one, divine 
source.  In emphasizing the goodness of creation as reflective of its one divine source, the psalm 
                                                 
75 This issue will be addressed more fully in the conclusion of this dissertation (below).  In essence, I 
hold that rather than having a monolithic, one-track view of wisdom, a diversity of thought is found within 
post-exilic wisdom circles.  By looking at the various types of wisdom in the Psalter—from the traditional 
retribution theology of Pss 1-2, the focus on issues of theodicy and unjust suffering in Pss 49 and 73, the vanity 
of life in 39, 62, and 90, and creation in 19, 33, 104, and 148—we have evidence of the work of sages who, 
while clearly steeped in ANE wisdom ideology and traditions, held different views of how to express 
“wisdom.”   
 76 “Wisdom and Creation” JBL 104 (1985): 5–6.  
 77 Ibid., 6. 
 78 Hillers claims the MT of Psalm 148 reveals a later form of Hebrew: the hiphil of “to establish/make 
stand” (Mdym(yw; v.6) in reference to what God commands (hwc; v.5) reflect later texts (Joel 2:11; Ps 103:20; 
Esth 5:5; 2 Chr 34:31); further, the use of the verb rb( with regard to a decree or law becoming invalid (v. 6, 
rwb(y )lw) reflects similar usage in Esth 1:19, 9:27 (Persian period), which he claims mimics the Aramaic of 
Dan 6:9, 13.  His observations seem plausible and seem to situate the text in the Persian period (“A Study of 
Psalm 148,” 328–29). 
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parallels Genesis 1.  Parallels from Egyptian and Mesopotamian texts occur in the Mesopotamian 
myth Enki and the Ordering of the World (ca. 2000 BCE), which describes how Enki, “summoned the 
two winds (and) the water of heaven”—an idea found in v. 4 of the psalm in which the heavens and 
waters above are summoned to praise.79  Reference to the “highest heavens” (Mym#h ym#) is a 
superlative way of describing the divine realm (Deut 10:14; 1 Kgs 8:27), while the “waters above the 
heavens” refer to the waters above the firmament in ancient Hebrew cosmology and connect the 
psalm to the Genesis creation and flood stories (Gen 1:7; 7:11; 8:2).   
 The Egyptian Hymn to Amun, refers to Khepri, the sun god, “who spoke the word and the 
gods came into being” after which follows praise of the gods and lists of aspects of creation; this 
focus on God’s creative command occurs in Pss 33:6, 9 and 148:5 (and Gen 1).80  While parallels to 
other, earlier Ancient Near Eastern texts do not prove that the psalmists borrowed directly, it does 
reveal that the Israelite poets may have had knowledge of these texts; the milieu of ANE literature 
had an influence in shaping the cosmology of Israelite wisdom teachers.   
 In v. 5, the command of YHWH, expressed in the verbal form hwc is the same creative word 
which “God spoke, and it was” in the Creation stories and Psalm 33:6, 9.  The LXX of Psalm 148:5 
adds an extra colon by quoting both colons of Psalm 33:9; thus, before the MT “he commanded and 
they were created” (5b), the LXX adds, “for he spoke and they were made; he commanded and they 
were created.”81  This raises the question as to whether in the underlying Hebrew text of the LXX 
the author of Psalm 148 quotes a presumably earlier Ps 33 (32) or if both psalms utilize common 
source material.  The MT of Psalm 33:9, “For he spoke, and it came to be; he commanded, and it 
stood (dm(yw)” also differs from the LXX “and they were created” (e0kti/sqhsan); as noted above, 
148:5 uses w)rbnw, “and they were created,” to emphasize the divine nature of this creation.  
                                                 
 79 For the text and English translation, see Walter Beyerlin, ed. Near Eastern Religious Texts Relating to the 
Old Testament (trans. John Bowden; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1978), 78–80. 
 80 See Beyerlin, Near Eastern Religious Texts Relating to the Old Testament, 12–16.  The Hymn of Mer-
Sekhmet also depicts Amun-Re-Atum-Harakhti (the sun god), “who spoke with his mouth and there came into 
being men, gods, cattle great and small, everything that flies and alights, all of them” (26).  
 81 Both Psalms 33:9 and 148:5 use the exact same wording in the LXX.  
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Despite the differences, in both MT and LXX God’s word transcends the idea of written or oral 
communication and in itself is life-giving.  In claiming that the God’s decree shall never be 
transgressed (v. 6), the psalmist in effect provides an ancient understanding of the laws of nature as 
divine commands.82 
 Verses 7—12: The psalmist’s proclamation of God’s creative and enduring command and 
decree in vv. 5–6 centers the psalm with an emphasis on God as the conductor of both the heavenly 
(vv. 1–5a) and earthly (vv. 7–12) choruses.  No dichotomy exists between the earthly and heavenly 
realms as both join harmoniously to praise YHWH.  All class distinctions—between young and old, 
women and men, kings and common folk (vv. 11–12)—become irrelevant as all groups join together 
to praise YHWH.  This picture of harmony within the cosmos, both on earth and in heaven, recalls 
the similar equality and unity expressed in Psalm 104.  Beginning from the earth, in v. 7 the psalmist 
calls upon personified “sea monsters and the deep” (twmht-lk Mynynt) to praise YHWH; these 
elements recall the Priestly creation story, where the “deep” (Gen 1:2) represents primeval chaos, 
which will soon be brought into order by God’s command (see also Ps 104:6), and God creates the 
“sea monster” (Gen 1:21) on the fifth day.  In Psalm 74:13 the threatening Mynynt is shattered by 
God; in the wisdom poem of Job 28, the personified deep (Mwht) has no access to wisdom (v. 14), 
which can only be found in God (v. 28).  Now, these formerly foreboding elements have been 
harnessed and tamed and now join the choir of praise.   
 Fire and hail in v. 8 recall the theophany of Psalm 18:13, where these elements reveal divine 
power; here they join “snow and vapor” (rw+yqw gl#) and “stormy wind” (hr(s xwr) in 
fulfilling God’s command (wrbd).  As in Psalm 147:15–18, meteorological phenomena serve as 
agents of God’s word.  In Psalm 104:4, both fire and wind serve as “ministers” in carrying out God’s 
creative commands, just as the storm wind carries out God’s command (rm)y) in Psalm 107:25; 
                                                 
 82 Cohen, The Psalms, 475.  Alter, in contrast, argues that qx can also mean “border” or “limit,” and in 
this context is better translated as “border”: “He set them a border that could not be crossed”; he sees this as a  
monotheistic adaptation of the Canaanite myth of the sea god (The Book of Psalms, 510).   
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both psalms were previously examined for their wisdom elements and further reflect the creation 
theology used here by the psalmist (148:8).  Through observation of the cosmos, these wisdom 
teachers discerned God’s creative command and word as the source of invisible causal power.  
Viewed from this perspective, such otherwise threatening phenomena as extremes of weather, the 
deep, and fire and sea monsters become tame and part of the larger mystery and order of God’s 
creation.   
 Mountains and “all” hills along with the fruit tree and cedar (v.9)—images based on Gen 
1:11 (fruit-bearing trees), Ps 104:8 (mountains), and 16 (cedar trees)—join wild beasts (hyx), “all” 
domestic cattle (hmhb-lk), “creeping things” (#mr) and winged birds (Pnk rwpcw, v. 10) in the 
personified “creation chorus” (Gen 1:21).  Collectively, up to this point the psalmist draws upon 
elements of the Priestly creation story, using parallel terminology, to reveal how all facets of God’s 
“good” creation (Gen 1:25) exult in their source.  This survey of the created world draws upon 
Ancient Near Eastern wisdom traditions from Egypt and Mesopotamia, and other biblical texts as 
noted above, and recalls descriptions of Solomon’s wisdom in 1 Kgs 5:9–12.83 
 Among ANE parallels, the Akkadian creation epic, Enuma Elish (ca. 1100 B.C.E.), which 
likely influenced the Priestly creation story (Gen 1:1–2:4a), may have been known to the author of 
Psalm 148.  Parallels abound: in Tablet 5 the god Marduk creates the stars and moon and 
meteorological phenomena (clouds, water, vapor, wind), in Tablet 6 he creates humans as servants of 
the gods, and in Tablet 7 speaks of “his command and unchangeable word”—all important elements 
of Psalm 148 that may have influenced the psalmist.  If so, these ideas have been adapted for a 
monotheistic context.84  Following the pattern of Genesis 1, the psalmist places humans last in this 
sequence (vv. 11–12), which implies their exalted status among earthly creation.  The order of kings, 
“all peoples”—the subjects of the king—princes, judges, young men and women, along with elders 
                                                 
 83 For a comprehensive overview of Egyptian and Mesopotamian parallels, see Hillers, “A Study of 
Psalm 148,” 329–34.  As noted above, Hillers favors pre-Israelite Mesopotamian and Egyptian hymnic 
traditions as primary antecedents for Psalm 148.  
 84 English text of the Enuma Elish from Beyerlin, Near Eastern Religious Texts, 80–84. 
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and children together praise YHWH, along with all previously listed elements of creation.  The listing 
of “all peoples” (Mym)l-lk) immediately following mention of “all kings” in v. 11 seems to imply 
that, despite levels of social hierarchy in daily life, before YHWH such distinctions become 
subordinated to the unified act of offering praise.   
 This aspect of equality in creation Psalms 104 and 148 in which humans, and even royalty, 
share common roles in fulfilling God’s commands while living in harmony with creation most likely 
reflects the post-exilic wisdom context of the latter part of the Psalter in Books 4 and 5.  Having 
experienced the failure of the monarchy, dislocation, the process of rebuilding nation and religious 
structures under foreign (in this case, Persian) rule, the outlook of wisdom teaching shifts from a 
royal perspective, represented by Solomon’s court, to a more independent, “Yahwistic” focus.85  In 
light of the failed monarchy, this teaching emphasizes YHWH’s rule, and also the goodness and unity 
of creation.  Perhaps in response to the experience of destruction and loss, Israelite wisdom teachers 
placed a new emphasis on harmony and unity within creation, recalling the original unity and 
harmony of Genesis.86  
 Verse 13: Once again the psalmist praises of YHWH’s name, as in v. 5, but expands upon it  
Whereas in v. 5 the call to praise the divine name was followed by recollection of creation by God’s 
command and word, in v. 13, following the explication of how God’s creation harmoniously joins in 
praise of the creator, the psalmist moves toward a conclusion by emphasizing the singular status of 
YHWH: “For his name alone is exalted” (wdbl wm# bg#n-yk).  Like v. 5, this exaltation of the 
divine name may be an Israelite adaptation of texts from Egypt and Mesopotamia that exalt the 
                                                 
 85 Walter Brueggemann, however, places “creation faith” within the context of the so-called 
“Jerusalem establishment” of the monarchial period and views it as “royal propaganda,” in which the king and 
his court depict themselves as guarantors of social and cosmic order.  In this view, creation faith places 
questions of order over questions of justice (The Prophetic Imagination [Philadelphia: Fortress, 1978], 39–40).  
While this seems plausible as applied to the J creation story in Gen 2, which may itself have been 
commissioned for the royal court, in the context of the creation-wisdom psalms examined in this dissertation, 
and Job 38–41, the contexts seem removed from royal interests and more focused on YHWH as creator and 
guarantor of justice and order.     
86 With earlier commentators, I presume the dating of the Priestly source to be post-exilic, which 
means the post-exilic wisdom writers and editors may have in some cases working at the same time or within 
similar circles as the P school.  We can at least attest to their use of the P materials, as in Psalm 148.   
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names of gods while describing creation.  The Egyptian Hymn of a Thousand Strophe,s describes the god 
Amun as “Lord of Lords, who has created himself,” and embodies the essence of divine power.87  All 
creation stands in awe of Amun, and the other gods rely upon Amun; in this context, the text 
proclaims, “Your name is high, powerful and strong”—a theme paralleled in Ps 148:13.88  In a 
Sumerian prayer to the moon god, Nanna-Suen (Sin), “who is exalted in heaven and on earth” as 
“hero of the gods,” the text describes his work as creator, which in turns evokes praise of “all 
creatures” and affirms: “You alone are exalted!”89  Though surrounded by polytheistic cultures, post-
exilic Israel embraces monotheism; therefore, only one God, YHWH, shall be exalted in contrast to 
the lifeless idols of Canaan (see Pss 115:3 –8; 135:3, 15–18).  As the source of creation, YHWH’s 
majesty (wdwh) is exalted over earth and heaven: every aspect of the cosmos exists only through 
YHWH’s command and, therefore, all elements of creation must glorify their source. 
 Verse 14: Proceeding from the call to praise and exaltation of the divine name in v. 13, the 
psalmist concludes in v. 14 by describing what YHWH does for “his holy ones” (wydysx), the 
children of Israel “who are near to him” (wbrq).  Recall that in Psalm 73 the psalmist concludes that 
“nearness of God” (tbrq) is the greatest good; the pious Israelites who “praise the name of YHWH” 
in Psalm 148 embrace this wisdom.90  First, YHWH has “lifted up a horn for his people”; the horn 
(Nrq) symbolizes strength and dignity in this context, where it applies to people (1 Sam 2:1, 10; Pss 
75:11; 89:18, 25; 92:11; 112:9).  God rewards the faithful ones by restoring their dignity after the exile 
as symbolized by the raised horn and in the second colon by “praise for all his faithful ones” 
                                                 
87 English translation in Beyerlin Near Eastern Religious Texts, 20–25; quote from Strophe 9.  Similar to 
Ps 148, the text lists all aspects of creation, showing their awe of Amun and dependence upon his beneficent 
care. 
88 Ibid., 21 (Strophe 6). 
89 English translation in Beyerlin, Near Eastern Religious Texts, 104–106, quotes from lines 2, 21, 24.  
Both of these texts quoted here as examples of possible ANE influence upon the psalmist (s) creation theology 
predate the canonical Ps 148. 
90 As noted previously, Jerome F. Creach argues that nearness to God is the “destiny of the 
righteous,” quoting Ps 73:28 as a key to his interpretation (The Destiny of the Righteous in the Psalms, 52). 
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(wydysx-lkl hlht).91  Throughout the psalm all creation joined the chorus of praise to YHWH ; 
now at its conclusion YHWH returns the favor by providing restoration, blessing and, thus, praise for 
Israel.  Specifically, the focus is on the children of Israel (l)r#y ynbl) who are “near to him” 
(wbrq), i.e., intimately attached to YHWH through obedience to Torah and faithful praise. 
 Conclusion: Placed at the conclusion of the Psalter in its final doxology of praise, Psalm 
148 summarizes the essence the preceding creation psalms (Pss 19A; 33; 104) and upholds the ideals 
of wisdom teachers in presenting a unified, harmonious chorus of creation giving praise to YHWH.   
Book 5 began with wisdom teaching in Ps 107:33–43, describing God’s control over created elements 
and how the wise person should both keep and consider this knowledge; as part of the concluding 
praise of Book 5, Ps 148 presents creation as manifesting cosmic praise and harmony.  Wisdom 
teaching that describes creation as manifesting God’s work thus brackets Book 5.  Within this frame, 
I have examined wisdom psalms relating to all aspects of life, domestic, communal, and cosmic.  
Psalm 148, with its presentation of unity within the cosmos—and no hint of human domination—
may reflect the aspirations and observations of post-exilic wisdom teachers who encourage trust in 
divine rule, rather than the failed monarchy, and the ideals of original harmony as presented in the 
Priestly creation story (Gen 1).  Having experienced destruction and loss, and rebuilding under 
foreign domination, the sages conclude the Psalter with praise that focuses on the only sure and 
permanent aspect of Israel’s experience: YHWH as creator and sustainer. 
From the introductory ideals set forth in Psalm 1, the Psalter presents a journey through the 
travails, joys, and hopes of Israel.  This journey embraces suffering, issues of theodicy, the failed 
monarchy and, in the final two books, a focus on divine kingship, with YHWH as the only sure and 
true source of life and sustenance.  I see a development in thought from the simple retribution 
theology of Psalm 1, and its royal-wisdom counterpart, Psalm 2; following this introduction, the 
wisdom material in the Psalter embraces the variety of experiences and emotions noted above, finally 
                                                 
 91 On the horn as symbolic of strength and dignity, see BDB, 901–02. Cohen interprets this verse as 
referring to God’s restoration of Israel’s honor following the Exile (The Psalms, 476). 
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concluding in Book 5 with a strong emphasis on creation theology and divine kingship.  In light of 
humiliation and loss experienced in the failed monarchy and Exile, the sages present a more mature 
and developed understanding of wisdom that recognizes the limitations of human leadership.  The 
reality of foreign domination during the Persian period, the most likely context for the editing and 
formation of the Psalter, must have impacted the teaching of sages to focus more on YHWH as the 
manifestation of truth and salvation.  The presentation of unity and equality in Pss 104 and 148 is 
remarkable, and reveals the interests of post-exilic wisdom writers on the revelation of divine power 
in creation and the need for harmony among humans in relation to each other and the cosmos.  Each 
psalm examined for wisdom content in Book 5 exhibits a strong focus on YHWH as the source of 
help, salvation, truth and thus demanding praise and reverence from humanity.  Perhaps the 
historical experience of failed kings—save David, Hezekiah and Josiah—and the humiliation and loss 
during and after the Exile, shifted the focus of wisdom schools and teachers from service to the 
establishment of king and court, which ultimately failed, to focus on YHWH, creation and unity within 
the cosmos.   
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Conclusion: Wisdom in the Canonical Psalter and its Implications 
 In this study I seek to reveal the pervasive influence of post-exilic wisdom circles in the final 
editing and shaping of the Psalter.1  In seeking to illustrate wisdom influence throughout the 
structure of the canonical Psalter, I expand upon previous research in the area of wisdom psalms.  
Through my analysis, I propose that the category of “wisdom psalms” is broader than the narrow, 
limited classifications in previous studies.  I find wisdom elements—vocabulary, thematic, rhetorical, 
and parallels with other ANE wisdom material—throughout the Psalter, encompassing a variety of 
psalm genres.  I examine several psalms normally classified as hymns (Pss 19; 33; 92; 104; 111; 107; 
148), historical psalms (Pss 78, 105. 106), laments (Pss 39; 51; 64; 90), and other mixed genres (Pss 2; 
25; 36; 62; 107; 146; 147), acrostic structures (Pss 111, 112, 119, and 145), together with more 
commonly classified wisdom psalms (Pss 1; 14/53; 34; 37; 49; 73; 112; 119; 127; 128; 133), and the 
term Maśkîl, to provide an in-depth look at the pervasive hand of wisdom editors, writers and 
teachers in the formation of the Psalter.  This dissertation takes a “maximalist” view of wisdom 
influence in the Psalter, beyond the more “minimalist” interpretation of wisdom in the Psalter as 
seen in many of the earlier analyses of the topic (as I examine in chapter 1).      
 I emphasize the experience of Exile and displacement, the failure of the Davidic monarchy 
and experience of foreign domination, as key influences upon Israel’s self-understanding. These 
historical events had a profound effect on Israel’s relationship with their personal God, YHWH, in 
                                                            
1 André Lemaire argues that during the First Temple period the Jerusalem temple served as the locus 
of wisdom teaching; schools from the Deuteronomic tradition (D) were connected to the royal court, while 
Priestly (P) schools were connected to the Temple.  In the Second Temple period, however, “when there was 
no king and no royal school,” these two school traditions merged, as seen in the role of Ezra, the priest scribe 
(Ezra 7:6), who studies and teaches Torah.  In Lemaire’s view, the wisdom psalms—he includes 1, 19, 32, 34, 
37, 49, 73, 78, 112, 119, and 127 (and also mentions the other acrostics, 9-10, 25, 111)—are didactic, focused 
on teaching, and probably produced by these temple schools (“The Sage in School and Temple” The Sage in 
Israel and the Ancient Near East [ed. John G. Gammie and Leo J. Perdue Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1990], 176–
81, quote 180).   
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post-exilic times, when the canon of the Hebrew Bible began to take shape.2  In this context, Torah 
serves as a resource to maintain communal identity while the community endures exile and 
displacement; wisdom teachers shape the Psalter to emphasize how YHWH continues to abide with 
Israel despite foreign domination.3  In chapter 2, the term Maśkîl is examined; I propose that its use 
in the Psalter and at Qumran provides evidence for the influence of wisdom writers/editors in the 
formation of the Psalter.  I argue that this important wisdom term serves as a “marker” in psalm 
titles—and sometimes within a Psalm (Pss 14:2; 47:7; 53:3)—for the work of sages who adapted 
various psalms for didactic use.   
In chapter 3 I examine the placement of Torah Psalms 1, 19B, and Torah-acrostic Psalm 119 
that emphasize the primacy of Torah in the Psalter; combined with Psalms 19A, acrostics 111, 112, 
and 145 this collection of Torah/acrostic psalms provides an initial framework for the development 
of the Psalter.  Anthony Ceresko notes how “much of psalmic wisdom reflects the postexilic 
situation in which wisdom had become closely tied to torah”; in this scenario, Psalms 1 and 119 
stand as prime examples of this combination of wisdom and Torah.  Wisdom and Torah provide a 
source of “order” and stability for the exiles.4  I include acrostic Psalm 145 in this group, which 
completes the framework of “Torah psalms and acrostics.” Emphasis on Torah and the use of 
acrostic structures reflect the work and interests of wisdom teachers.   
                                                            
 2 The final canonical form of the Hebrew Bible is dated in the first century C.E.; in the Greek 
Prologue to Sirach (written ca. 132 B.C.E.), however, Ben Sira’s grandson describes his grandfather as devoted 
to “reading of the law, prophets, and the other writings of our fathers” (kai\ tw=n a1llwn patri?/wn 
bibli/wn), which seems to imply that the Writings, presumably including the Psalms, had begun to take shape 
during Ben Sira’s time (ca. 190). 
3 Walter Brueggemann describes the use of Torah in the exilic/post-exilic period as “a normative 
resource, rooted in the authority of Moses, for the sustenance of a peculiar community of faith and life that is 
displaced and without other resources” (An Introduction to the Old Testament: The Canon and Christian Imagination 
[Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John Knox, 2003], 22).  Torah becomes a resource to maintain identity and 
“imagination” in various periods of foreign domination, and particularly for the youth who had no or limited 
memory of Israel’s past glory and would be more susceptible to embracing the dominant culture of the empire 
(24–25).  It seems logical that young men who attended wisdom schools for training, then, would be important 
recipients of this teaching.   
4 Anthony Ceresko, “The Sage in the Psalms,” in The Sage in Israel and the Ancient Near East, 224. 
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 After experiencing destruction and displacement in the Exile, the community needed to 
reinterpret its self-understanding and its understanding of YHWH’s covenant promises.  Through the 
study of Torah, the exiles experienced the abiding presence of YHWH, despite the loss of the temple 
and its sacrificial system; this in turn led to an emphasis on Torah as a source of divine wisdom and 
guidance in daily life.  These experiences shaped the post-exilic prophets, the Deuteronomistic 
writers, the Chronicler’s History, Priestly editors of the Pentateuch, and the post-exilic wisdom 
schools and teachers.  The dilemma of the speaker of Psalm 137, who could no longer sing the 
Lord’s song in a foreign land, provides a concise summary of the context that led to these 
developments. 
 Originally, wisdom instruction was most probably connected to royal temple and court, but 
in the post-exilic period, in light of the failed monarchy and under foreign domination, wisdom 
teaching comes to the fore in its own right: an emphasis on Torah as a guide for life, and a renewed 
emphasis on YHWH as king take precedence over an earthly monarchy.  Though wisdom schools 
associated with the temple most probably continued to exist in the post-exilic period, their emphasis 
seems to have shifted from royal ideologies to a “practical wisdom” for proper living.  In post-exilic 
contexts creation theology, an emphasis on divine, rather than secular kingship, the embrace of 
skeptical elements akin to Job and Ecclesiastes, and a less anthropocentric theology are evident in the 
diverse wisdom material found in the Psalter.   
 In a recent survey, Leo Perdue provides a concise summary of the development of wisdom 
schools.5  Sages associated with the royal court in the pre-exilic period served as archivists, redactors, 
composers of both legal and sapiential texts, narratives, and as instructor for youth training for 
scribal or administrative roles.  Temple sages kept records of sacrifices and offerings, collected and 
distributed resources, and maintained texts used in worship.  They may have been involved in 
codification and interpretation of the Deuteronomistic and Priestly Codes.  Following the failure of 
                                                            
 5 Wisdom Literature: A Theological History (Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John Knox, 2007). 
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the monarchy, Perdue posits that these sages came under the control of the Zadokite priesthood. 
Baruch and Ezra the “priest-scribe” represent this development.  Eventually, these sages taught in 
the developing synagogue system as interpreters of Torah and thus became the precursors to rabbinic 
Judaism.6  Purdue’s reconstruction seems plausible, though all such reconstructions are speculative 
since we have limited detailed evidence of scribal activity from the period.  The prominent roles of 
the priest sage Ezra and the scribe Baruch in the biblical canon and non-canonical texts, however, 
lend further support to his theory.  In my analysis of the term Maśkîl in chapter two of this 
dissertation I also examine the importance of the Dead Sea Scrolls as a source of information about 
the development of the canon in the post-exilic period.  I propose that in the use of the term Maśkîl 
in Qumran and canonical psalms provided evidence of the activity of sages in this period.7 
 The Psalter in its final form represents the pervasive influence of wisdom editors and 
teachers, who adapted, edited, composed and arranged the various psalms into a collection that 
provides a source for prayer, worship, and study.  If, as I propose, the Psalter took on its final shape 
in the post-exilic period, these adaptations would reflect upon and interpret Israel’s varied historical 
experiences—from the hope and promise of the Davidic monarchy to the experience of dislocation, 
destruction, and foreign domination.  The variety of materials that I propose reveal this wisdom 
influence leads me to conclude also that these wisdom editors and teachers themselves represented 
diverse groups and theologies.  The role of sages in teaching and passing on wisdom evolved in 
response to changing historical events with the resulting religious and social impacts.  In addition, in 
post-exilic times Israelite sages were exposed to diverse social, cultural and literary traditions that 
further influenced wisdom teaching.8  These varied experiences and influences help to explain the 
                                                            
 6 Ibid., 327–29.  
 7 The importance attached to the figures of Ezra and Baruch in the later non-canonical texts I & II 
Esdras, and 2, 3, and 4 Baruch (see Jacob M. Myers, I & II Esdras: A New Translation and Commentary [AB 42; 
Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1974]; on 2, 3, and 4 Baruch see James H. Charlesworth, ed. The Old Testament 
Pseudepigrapha [2 vols.; New York: Doubleday, 1983, 1985]). 
 8 See Perdue’s comments on these cross-cultural influences, Ibid., 325–26. 
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diverse and often contrasting wisdom traditions within the Psalter.  Contrast the retribution theology 
of Psalm 1, which appropriately opens the Psalter, with the more skeptical views of Psalms 39 and 
90; or the rejection of anthropocentric thinking in the creation psalms in favor of unity within God’s 
creation as seen in creation psalms 104 and 148.  Clearly “wisdom” in post-exilic Israel was in itself 
diverse, and this too is reflected in the Psalter.  The Psalter embraces the traditional wisdom theology 
of Proverbs, the skepticism of Ecclesiastes and Job, along with creation theology adapted from ANE 
sources for a monotheistic faith in YHWH, and expresses the experience of suffering, dislocation and 
renewal in its movement from Book 1 to Book 5.  
 I set the stage for this dissertation by examining the parameters of previous wisdom psalm 
research.  Next, I analyzed the term Maśkîl (lyk#m).  I hypothesize that its use provides clues to the 
use of various psalms for didactic purposes; the importance of Maśkîl in the Dead Sea Scrolls may 
also reflect its deeper meaning and importance in post-exilic texts.  Previous research has largely 
viewed Maśkîl as simply a technical/musical term in psalm headings.  My analysis of the structural 
use of Torah-focused psalms and acrostics in chapter 3 proposes that these psalms provide a 
framework for the Psalter and perhaps an earlier version of the Psalter.  Torah remains central to the 
psalmist’s theology, as it was for the Deuteronomic writers.  In the remaining chapters, I analyze each 
of the five “books” of the Psalter apart from the lyk#m and Torah/Acrostics; I examine the broad 
influence of wisdom within psalms of various genres spanning the entire Psalter.  In my analysis, 
wisdom elements are found in a variety of psalm genres.  For example, though normally identified as 
a lament, my examination of Psalm 39 reveals parallels with the classical wisdom books of 
Ecclesiastes and Job.  The creation psalms (19A; 33; 104; 148) reflect another element of ANE 
wisdom traditions; though these psalms are hymns, they also exhibit wisdom influence as they 
meditate upon the order, diversity and beauty of God’s creation.  I find wisdom elements within the 
covenant lawsuit of Psalm 50, wisdom interpolations in the classical lament, Psalm 51, and reflections 
of Job and Ecclesiastes in Psalm 90’s meditation on the frail and temporal nature of human life 
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before the eternity of God.  In sum, the influence of Israelite wisdom is pervasive throughout the 
Psalter.  
Implications 
 Diversity of Wisdom: In examining the pervasive presence of wisdom elements throughout the 
Psalter, it becomes clear to me that “wisdom” in post-exilic Israel is a diverse and complex 
phenomenon represented by a variety of views and emphases.  I find numerous parallels between 
material in the Psalter and that of wisdom traditions from the surrounding ANE cultural matrix.  The 
idea of wisdom schools associated with Temple and court seems especially plausible in the post-exilic 
period, when a renewed emphasis was placed upon Torah as central to Israel’s existence and 
relationship to YHWH, their personal God.  Among these schools, however, there must have been 
diverse groups of wisdom teachers with particular worldviews and emphases.  My examination of 
Psalms 1 and 49, for example, reveals two complete wisdom psalms that, however, contain very 
different worldviews; while Psalm 1 upholds traditional “retribution theology,” Psalm 49 speaks to 
situation in which the promise of Psalm 1 has apparently failed.  After Psalm 1 opens the Psalter with 
the traditional wisdom theology that YHWH favors the “way of the righteous, while the way of the 
wicked perishes” (1:6), several other wisdom psalms offer a different perspective.  For the speakers 
of Psalms 49 and 73, who endure unjust suffering, traditional wisdom theology must be modified to 
reflect their (and the community’s) experiences.  Only after honestly reflecting upon the seemingly 
unfair situation in which the wicked prosper while the righteous psalmists suffer do the speakers of 
Psalms 49 and 73 come to a “new orientation” that reaffirms their faith in divine justice.  In both 
psalms, God will “take” (xql; 49:16; 73:24) the speakers and lead them to redemption and blessing.  
 The Suffering of the Righteous: In a recently-published book, Jerome Creach focuses on the role 
of the righteous (Myqdc) as a key to interpreting the Psalms.  Creach contrasts the false sense of 
autonomy displayed by the wicked with the total dependence upon God displayed by the righteous; 
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the righteous recognize their sinfulness and pray for deliverance.  Recognizing God as creator and 
sustainer of all life, the righteous humbly submit to God and work for a peaceful and just 
community, in contrast to the selfishness of the wicked.9  Creach’s study provides useful insights into 
an issue discussed throughout this dissertation: the contrast between the righteous and the wicked as 
an important aspect of wisdom literature.   
 Though the Psalter opens with a confident proclamation that the righteous will prosper 
while the wicked will be punished (Psalm 1), the rest of Books 1—3 present a significant number of 
psalms in which the righteous cry out for deliverance from the wicked, a theme we saw as primary in 
wisdom psalms 37, 49, and 73.  For the righteous, the promise of Psalm 1 is manifested in “nearness 
to God” (Ps 73:28).  Using Psalms 37 and 73 as prime examples, Creach interprets this dilemma by 
examining the faith of the righteous as the answer to this problem: “Although the righteous wait for 
God’s justice and for the downfall of the wicked, that future hope is most important for the way it 
informs life in the present.”10  Their most important value is “nearness to God”—the concluding 
statement of Psalm 73—which provides hope and sustenance despite the injustices in life.  Rather 
than viewing faith as a means to success, according to Creach, the righteous in the Psalter view faith 
as providing “nearness to God,” and this provides meaning in the face of suffering and persecution.  
I reach a similar conclusion in my analysis of these psalms.  Just as Job becomes silent and eventually 
repents as he stands before YHWH speaking from the whirlwind (e.g., Job 40:4–5; 42:1–6), the 
righteous ultimately find meaning by embracing faith in YHWH as the “answer” to the mystery of why 
they suffer.  Belief in God’s ultimate justice requires acceptance of the mystery of God’s transcendent 
will—something beyond human comprehension.   
 In observing the Psalter as a whole, it becomes clear that the first three books have a larger 
portion of laments, while in the final two books praise-oriented psalms come to the fore along with 
                                                            
9 Jerome F. D. Creach, The Destiny of the Righteous in the Psalms (St. Louis, Mo.: Chalice, 2008), 29, 41 
10 Ibid., 52. 
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those emphasizing the kingship of YHWH in place of his earthly surrogate.  Following Brueggemann 
and Wilson, I conjecture that this reflects Israel’s reevaluation of kingship in light of the monarchy’s 
failure and the Exile.  Evidence for this transition occurs in the second half of Psalm 89, a Maśkîl, 
where the psalmist casts doubt upon God’s faithfulness to the righteous, represented by the Davidic 
king, and asks, “Lord, where is your steadfast love (Kydsx) from early times, that you swore to 
David in your faithfulness (Ktnwm)b; v.50)?”  Creach describes this movement as a “tragic drama”: 
the promises of Psalms 1–2, assuring the righteous of prosperity and protection, are tested in real life 
by enemy oppression (Psalm 3), suffering despite fidelity (Pss 44:9; 74:1), and apparent rejection by 
God (Ps 89:39–51).11 
 Wisdom editors arranged the five books of the Psalter in a linear manner, moving from 
Davidic psalms in books 1–3 to a focus on Divine Kingship in books 4–5  The wisdom material in 
Books Four and Five include an emphasis on God’s providence and human fate (Psalm 90), and 
traditional wisdom themes mixed with cult and lament (Pss 92; 94; 101; 127; 128; 133), historical 
surveys as a source of wisdom and understanding (Pss 105–107), Torah (119), and creation (Pss 104; 
146–148).  In addition, I examine wisdom elements in other psalms (144; 145).  Again, this diversity 
of material in the Psalter reflects adaptations to wisdom teaching and theology in light of changing 
circumstances.   
 Cult and Wisdom: Following Leo Perdue and Andre Lemaire, I also argue that wisdom and 
cult are not antithetic: wisdom teachers and temple personnel apparently worked in close proximity 
and, while cultic matters were more the concern of priestly circles, participation in cultic worship was 
an essential aspect of life for the pious Israelite.12  Wisdom instruction supplemented cultic activities 
                                                            
11 Ibid., 68–69. 
12 See Leo J. Perdue, Wisdom & Cult (SBLDS 30; Missoula, Mont.: Scholars Press, 1977), particularly 
his discussion on wisdom psalms (261–323).  More recently, Perdue states, “It seems clear from a careful 
reading and analysis of the Psalter that the sages wrote a number of sapiential psalms for use in praise and 
instruction”; he singles out Pss 19 and 104 in particular as wisdom psalms used to praise God as creator 
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and wisdom and cult are often combined; for example, my examination of Psalm 92, a Sabbath song, 
reveals strong wisdom flavoring in a psalm specifically designated for cultic use.   
 Creation Theology: Another category of psalms that I view as falling within the wisdom 
tradition are those focusing on creation theology; in this dissertation I examine Psalms 19A, 33, 104 
and 148 as texts marked by creation theology.  I observe the importance of creation in several ANE 
parallel texts, in addition to its importance in Proverbs, Job, and Sirach.  While Sirach is a later 
wisdom text, it derives from the period when the canonical Hebrew Bible began to take shape; the 
important role of creation theology in Sirach reveals the importance of creation as a subject for post-
exilic sages teaching in wisdom schools.  The location of these creation psalms at both ends of the 
Psalter (Books 1 and 4/5), along with creation elements in other psalms, reveals the importance of 
creation theology in the final form of the Psalter.   
 ANE Influences: In depicting Solomon as the premier source of wisdom and patron of the 
temple (1 Kings 3–8), and in his attributive authorship of wisdom books (Proverbs; Ecclesiastes; 
Song of Songs), the biblical authors draw upon ANE wisdom traditions.  This attests to the milieu in 
which other ANE wisdom materials from Egypt and Mesopotamia circulated and influenced the 
writers and editors of the Bible.  A perfect example of this milieu is the direct influence of the 
Egyptian Instruction of Amenemopet in Proverbs 22:19, in which the writer mentions by name his 
Egyptian source material.  In this context, acknowledging the influence of ANE wisdom traditions in 
the milieu in which the biblical texts were produced, the connection between creation theology and 
wisdom in the Hebrew Bible finds support in the depiction of Solomon in 1 Kings 5:9–14.  As the 
patron of wisdom, among other attributes—he surpasses Egyptian sages and various Israelite wise 
men in wisdom, composed proverbs and songs—Solomon is also depicted as having in-depth 
knowledge of the natural world, including plant and animal species.  In other words, among the 
                                                                                                                                                                                 
(Wisdom Literature, 152).  For a similar evaluation of the relationship between wisdom and cult, see Lemaire, 
“The Sage in the School and Temple,” 178–79. 
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attributes of wisdom was knowledge and appreciation of creation.13  I examine plausible ANE 
influences in the psalms studied as an example of this cross-cultural fertilization of Israelite wisdom 
traditions. 
 Summary: Earlier analysis of the category of wisdom psalms reveals a great diversity of 
viewpoints on which particular psalms fit into the category “wisdom psalm.”  One problem with 
these earlier attempts to delineate a specific category of wisdom psalms was the attempt to isolate 
wisdom psalms as a separate genre.  I attempt to show that a variety of psalm genres contain strong 
wisdom elements and thus qualify as types of “wisdom psalms”—these include hymns and laments, 
historical psalms, and those that grapple with the issues of theodicy, in addition to psalms that are 
more specifically didactic.   
 By understanding the complex elements that make up the Psalter, its varied contexts and 
theologies, we come to a greater appreciation of its value in reflecting on the experiences and self-
understanding of Ancient Israel.  The variety of psalms express the collective and varied experiences 
of God in Ancient Israel, and they continue to hold relevance for subsequent generations of Jews 
and Christians who find in them meaning for daily life and a resource to express themselves to God.  
This poetry is used for individual and communal prayer, worship, and reflection; the psalms express 
all human emotions and experiences.  The wisdom writers and editors who finalized the Psalter were 
teachers who produced an enduring resource.  In this study I seek a deeper understanding of the 
canonical structure and complexities of the Psalter that led to its final shaping as a didactic tool for 
worship and teaching by these wisdom editors and teachers.  In its final form, the Psalter provides a 
didactic tool for prayer, study and worship; its contents reflect historical and theological development 
and diversity.  
                                                            
13 Personally, I take a conservative view that there was an historical “Solomon” and “David,” but 
embrace the insights of modern biblical scholarship in viewing their depiction as somewhat embellished and 
theologized in the final form of the Bible.  Even if one takes the “minimalist” view, however, the fact that 
Solomon is depicted in the Bible as a great patron of wisdom, who also was influenced by his foreign wives (e.g., 1 
Kings 11), reveals the existence and influence of wisdom traditions within the cultural world that produced the 
Hebrew Bible.   
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